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Foreword 

This report presents the seriousness scores 
for the full set of offenses measured in 
the National Survey of Crime Severity 
(NSCS), conducted in 1977 as a supple
ment to the National Crime Survey. The 
NSCS was designed, developed, and con
ducted by the Center for Studies in 
Criminology and Criminal Law, Wharton 
School, University of Pennsylvania. It 
was directed by Dr. Marvin E. Wolfgang 
with Dr. Robert M. Figlio. 

The bureau will also publish a series of 
special reports highlighting the severity 
scores of various population groups. 

The ~everity index represents an in
novative way of looking at crimes. It 
points toward priorities and reaffirms 
basic values. Two areas of crime about 
which the public is clearly concerned
drug trafficking and white-collar crime
are major program thrusts of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. More develop
mental work is needed before a crime rate 
weighted by the seriousness of the crimes 
is possible, but the prospects are exciting. 
One day, perhaps, seriousness scores may 
be used routinely to investigate whether 
criminal career patterns involve crimes of 
an increasingly serious nature. 

Steven R. Schlesinger 
Director 

Preface 

This work is reported in two volumes'. 
This volume presents a general description 
of the study; overall findings, analytical 
results, and suggestions for use. 

Another volume, the Sourcebook of 
Crime Severity Ratios for Core-Item Of
fenses, presents crime severity ratios for 
various demographic characteristics by 
Census regions, Census divisions, OMB 
regions, States, SMSAs, major cities, and 
the total U.S. population. Because of its 
length and technical nature, it is available 
only in microfiche. One copy of the 
Sourcebook microfiche is available free 
(order no. NCJ-96329) from the National 
Criminal Justice Reference Service, Box 
6000, Rockville, MD. 20850; 3011251-5500 
or toll-free 800/732-3277. 

The contents of the Sourcebook are 
shown following the table of contents of 
this volume. 
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Executive summary 

How serious is a murder? Or a rape? Or, 
for that matter, a petty theft? Do such 
questions have any meaning? Would their 
answers have any utility? 

Implicit judgments about the severity of 
crime are imbedded in our social institu
tions. Requiring the death penalty for 
certain crimes designates them as the 
most serious that can occur in this soci
ety. Crimes labeled felonies are consid
ered more serious than those labeled 
misdemeanors. Crimes that can incur life 
sentences are more serious than those that 
receive prison sentences of only a few 
years. 

Still, the seriousness of a crime is by no 
means clear-cut or immutable. In 1976 
the rape of an adult woman was changed 
from a capital to a noncapital offense. 
The penalty for an offense in one State 
may be substantially different from the 
penalty for the same offense in another 
State. Even within one jurisdiction, the 
disparity in the sentences meted out by 
different judges for the same offense has 
been repeatedly noted with concern by 
criminal justice scholars. Much of the im
petus behind recent determinate and man
datory sentencing legislation has come 
from the wish to minimize sentencing 
disparity. 

When we speak of crimes such as robbery 
or burglary, we are speaking of legal 
categories rather than specific crimes. 
Although all "robberies" possess the 
characteristics necessary to be legally 
classified as such, they can vary in their 
particulars to an extraordinary degree. 
These variations, in all their complexity, 
seldom find their way into the penal 
code. They mayor may not be taken into 
consideration by the sentencing judge. 
This wide range of possibilities within 
each crime type further confounds the 
seriousness issue. Robbery, because it in
volves personal confrontation and force 
or threat of force, is generally considered 
more serious than burglary. Yet most 
people would probably see the loss of 
several masterpieces in a museum bur
glary as more serious than the loss of 
lunch money in a schoolyard robbery. 

Criminologists and criminal justice re
searchers have been interested in methods 
of determining the seriousness of criminal 
events for many years. An accurate 
,neasure of the seriousness with which 
society views a broad range of criminal 

events would be helpful to lawmakers and 
policymakers. It could provide a measure 
of the appropriateness of sentencing prac
tices and it could assist in the allocation 
of scarce criminal justice resources. It 
could even indicate more accurately than 
at present whether crime is increasing or 
decreasing and by how much. 

The two basic sources of information on 
the national crime rate are the FBI's 
Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) and BJS' 
National Crime Survey (NCS).'" In the 
crime index, the UCR counts the total 
number of murders, rapes, robberies, ag
gravated assaults, burglaries, and thefts 
reported to the police during tP·, year. 
Through a survey of households across 
the Nation, the National Crime Survey 
collects information on the total number 
of rapes, robberies, assaults, burglaries, 
and thefts committed during the year. In 
computing crime rates and. victimization 
rates from one year to thl,~ next, both the 
UCR and the NCS treat each type of 
crime as equally importanlt. An increase 
of 100 pocket pickings affects the crime 
rate just as much as an increase of 100 
murders, and 100 rapes affect the violent 
victimization rate as much as 100 simple 
assaults, which can be no more than a 
verbal threat of physical harm. 

Intuition says that this is not completely 
right; 100 pocket pickings are not equal 
to 100 murders or 100 simple assaults to 
100 rapes in the amount of injury they do 
or in the amount of anguish and fear 
they create. Clearly, murders and rapes 
should count more, but how much more? 
Even within a single crime category, 
shouldn't certain events count more than 
others? For example, isn't a robbery in 
which the victim is shot more serious 
than one in which the offender is un
armed? How much more serious? 

To pursue answers to questions such al! 
these, a survey of the seriousness of cd me 
was conducted in 1977 as a supplement to 
the NCS. The survey, which included 
60,000 persons 18 years of age or oldel', 
was the largest ever made of how the 
general public ranks the seriousness of.a 
wide range of crimes. 

Developing, conducting, and compiling 
the results of the severity study was a 
complex process using highly sophis .. 
ticated mathematical techniques. For the 

·See Measurmg Crime, BJS Bulletin, February 
1981, NCJ-7S7IO. 
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respondents, though, the process was 
relatively simple. They were each given a 
description of a crime, "A person steals a 
bicycle parked on the street," and told 
that the seriousness of this crime was 10. 
They were then given a list of other 
crimes and told to compare them in seri
ousness to the bicycle theft. If a crime 
seemed to be twice as serious, they were 
to rate it at 20. If it were four times as 
serious, they were to rate it 40, and so 
on. Each person rated 25 crimes, but not 
everyone had the same 25. Overall 204 
items, each of which was illegal in 'at least 
one State, were rated. 

Combining.the ratings given by each of 
the 60,000 respondents, a single severity 
score was developed for each of the 204 
items by scaling all responses as ratios to 
the severity of a theft of one dollar. 
These are shown in the table of severity 
scores. The scores range from 72.: for 
"planting a bomb in a public building. 
The bomb explodes and 20 people are 
killed" to 0.2 for" A person under 16 
years old plays hooky from school." The 
scores represent the relationship of one 
crime to another in terms of seriousness. 
A crime with a rating of 20 is considered 
by the general public to be twice as 
serious as a crime rated 10, which in turn 
is twice as serious as a crime rated 5. 

Each of the items in the survey is quite 
specific as to the details of the crime and 
its consequences. These consequences 
strongly affect the ratings, a fact that is 
repeatedly apparent when similar crimes 
with different outcomes are examined. 
For example, the items scored 72.1, 43.9, 
33.0, and 24.5 are all the same, planting a 
bomb that goes off in a public building. 
The outcomes range from 20 people killed 
to no one injured, and the scores descend 
in seriousness reflecting the differing out
comes. The crime scored 30.5 is an ap
parent inconsistency. More injury occur
red in this incident (20 people hurt) than 
in the one scored 33.0 (one person hurt). 
A few other such apparently inconsistent 
ratings appear in the table. These may 
simply be due to the fact that no one saw 
all 204 items. Persons scoring the item 
where 20 people were injured may not 
have had the item where only one was in
jured with which to compare it. 

When the outcome is not physical 
violence, but property loss, the same at
tention to detains reflected among the 

vi 

scores. For example, in both item 21.0 
and item 17.9, the victim was shot and 
required hospitalization. The different 
scores reflect the amount of money the 
robber took, $1,000 in the first case and 
$10 in the second. 

The relationship of the 'Iictim to the of
fender and the ability of the victims to 
defend themselves both seem to be taker. 
into consideration in assigning scores. . 
The death of a child at the hands of its 
parent (47.8) is more serious than a hus
ba~d's. fatally ?tabbing his wife (39.2), 
whIch 10 turn IS more serious than a 
wife's killing her husband (27.9). 

The overall pattern of severity scores in
dicates that people clearly regard violent 
crimes tIS more serious than property of
fenses. They also take white-collar crime 
and drug dealing quite seriously, rating 
two offenses of this type higher than 
some forms of homicide. One of the 
highest scores (39.1) is awarded to a fac
tory that causes the death of 20 people by 
knowingly polluting the city water supply. 
Running a narcotics ring (33.8) is regarded 
more seriously than skyjacking (32.7) and 
selling heroin for resale (20.6) more 
seriously than rape if the woman's in
juries do not require hospitalization 
(20.1). 

In general, people tend to agree about the 
severity of specific crimes. A few dif
ferences appear, however, when the 
scores of different groups are examined. 
For example, blacks and members of 
other racial groups in general assign lower 
scores than whites. Older people found 
thefts of large amounts to be more 
serious than people in younger age 
brackets. Men and women, however, did 
not differ in any significant way in their 
overall scoring pattern. As might be ex
pected, victims as&ign higher scores than 
nonvictims. 

Methodology 

The National Survey.of Crime Severity 
was conducted as a supplement to the 
National Crime Survey over a 6-month 
period beginning in July 1977. A total of 
60,000 ~ersons participated in the survey, 
each ratmg the seriousness of 25 specific 
criminal events. Twelve different forms 
were used, each with a different set of 
items, so that the total of items scored 
was 204. Some items appeared on more 

than one form, and five practice items 
appeared on all of the forms: 

"A person steals a bicycle parked on 
the street." (Assigned a score of 10 as a 
starting point; however, this assigned 
score cannot be compared with the ratio 
scores presented in tlie findings; this item 
was used as a modulus or example and 
was not included in the data analysis 
from which the ratio scores were 
derived.) 

"A person robs a victim. The victim is 
injured but not hospitalized." 

"A person under 16 years old plays 
hooky from school." (received the lowest 
score) 

"A person stabs a victim to death." 
"A person plants a bomb in a public 

building. The bomb explodes and 20 peo
ple are killed." (received the highest 
severity score) 

The persons interviewed were all 18 years 
of age or older and were members of 
households that composed half of the 
National Crime Survey (NCS) sample. 
The NCS conducts interviews in 60 000 
households forming a stratified random 
sample representative of the entire 
Nation. 

How do people rank 
the severity of crime? 

Severity score and offense 

72.1-A person plants a bomb in a public 
building. The bomb explodes and 20 peo
ple are killed. 

S2.8-A man forcibly rapes a woman. As 
a result of physical injuries, she dies. 

47.8-A parent beats his young child with 
his fis's. As a result, the child dies. 

43.9-A person plants a bomb in a public 
building. The bomb explodes and one 
person is killed. 

43.2-A person robs a victim at gun
point. The victim struggles and is shot to 
death. 

39.2-A man stabs his wife. As a result 
she dies. ' 

39.1-A factory knowingly gets rid of its 
waste in a way that pollutes the water 
s~pply of a city. As a result, 20 people 
dIe. 

3S.7-A person stabs a victim to death. 
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35.6-A person intentionally injures a 
victim. As a result, the victim dies. 

33.S-A person runs a narcotics ring. 

33.0-A person plants a bomb in a public 
building. The bomb explodes and one 
person is injured burno medical treat
ment is required. 

32.7-An armed person skyjacks an 
airplane and holds the crew and 
passengers hostage until a ransom is paid. 

30.5-A person plants a bomb in a public 
building. The bomb explodes and 20 peo
ple are injured but no medical treatment 
is required. 

30.0-A man forcibly rapes a woman. 
Her physical injuries require hospitaliza
tion. 

27.9-A woman stabs her husband. As a 
result, he dies. 

26.3-An armed person skyjacks an 
airplane and demands to be flown to 
another country. 

25.S-A man forcibly rapes a woman. 
No other physical injury occurs. 

25.2-A man tries to entice a minor into 
his car for immoral purposes. 

24.9-A person intentionally sets fire to a 
building causing $100,000 worth of 
damage. 

24.S-A person intentionally shoots a vic
tim with a gun. The victim requires 
hospitalization. 

24.5-A person plants a bomb in a public 
building. The bomb explodes but no one 
is injured. 

24.5-A person kidnaps a victim. A ran
som of $1,000 is paid and the victim is 
returned unharmed. 

22.9-A parent beats his young child with 
his fists. The child requires hospitaliza
tion. 

22.3-A person intentionally sets fire to a 
building causing $500,000 worth of 
damage. 

21.7-A person pays another person to 
commit a serious crime. 

21.2-A person kidnaps a victim. 

21.0-A person robs a victim of $1,000 at 
gunpoint. The victim is wounded and 
requires hospitalization. 

20.6-A person sells heroin to others for 
resale. 

20.1-A man forcibly rapes a woman. 
Her physical injuries require treatment by 
a doctor but not hospitalization. 

19.9-A factory knowingly gets rid of its 
waste in a way that pollutes the water 
supply of a city. As a result one person 
dies. 

19.7-A factory knowingly gets rid of its 
waste in a way that pollutes the water 
supply of a city. As a result 20 people 
become ill but none require medical 
treatment. 

19.5-A person smuggles heroin into the 
country. 

19.5-A person kills a victim by 
recklessly driving an automobile. 

19.5-A high school boy beats a middle
aged woman with his fists. She requires 
hospitalization. 

19.0-A person intentionally shoots a 
victim with a gun. The victim requires 
treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 

IS.3-A man beats his wife with his fists. 
She requires hospitalization. 

IS.0-A person stabs a victim with a 
knife. The victim requires hospitalization. 

17.9-A person robs a victim of $10 at 
gunpoint. The victim is wounded and 
requires hospitalization. 

17.S-Knowing that a shipment of 
cooking oil 'is bad, a store owner decides 
to sell it anyWay. Only one bottle is sold 
and the purchaser dies. 

17.S-A person intentionally shoots a 
victim with a gun. The victim is wounded 
slightly and does not require medical 
treatment. 

17.7-A person, armed with a gun, robs 
a bank of $100,000 during business 
hours. No one is physically hurt. 

17.7-An employer orders one of his 
employees to commit a serious crime. 

17.5-A high school boy beats an elderly 
woman with his fists. She requires 
hospitalization. 

17.1-A person stabs a victim with a 
knife. The victim requires treatment by a 
doctor but not hospitalization. 

16.9-A legislator takes a bribe of 
$10,000 from a company to vote for a 
law favoring the company. 

16.9":"A man drags a woman into an 
alley, tears her clothes, but flees before 
she is physically harmed or sexually 
attacked. 

16.S-A person, using force, robs a 
victim of $1,000. The victim is hurt and 
requires hospitalization. 

16.6-A person, using force, robs a 
victim of $1,000. The victim is hurt and 
requires treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 

16.5-A person robs a victim of $1,000 at 
gunpoint. The victim is wounded and 
requires treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 

16.4-A person attempts to kill a victim 
with a gun. The gun misfires and the 
victim eSCllpes unharmed. 

15.9-A teen<:.~e boy beats his mother 
with his fists. The mother requires 
hospitalization. 

15.7-A county judge takes a bribe to 
give a light sentence in a criminal case. 

15.7-A person robs a victim of $10 at 
gunpoint. The victim is wounded and 
requires treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 

15.6-A person, armed with a lead pipe 
robs a victim of $1,000. The victim is ' 
injured and requires hospitalization. 

15.5-A person breaks into a bank at 
night and steals $100,000. 

14.6-A person, using force, robs a 
victim of $10. The victim is hurt and 
requires hospitalization. 

14.5-A company pays a bribe of 
$100,000 to a legislator to vote for a law 
favoring the compa!1y. 

14.1-A doctor cheats on claims he 
makes to a Federal health insurance plan 
for patient services. 

13.9-A legislator takes a bribe from a 
company to vote for a law favoring the 
company. 

13.7-A. person, armed with a lead pipe, 
robs a vIctim of $1,000. The victim is 
injured and requires treatment by a 
doctor but not hospitalization. 
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13.S-A doctor cheats on claims he 
makes to a Federal health insurance plan 
for patient services. He gains $10,000. 

13.4-An employer orders his employees 
to make false entries on documents that 
the court has requested for a criminal 
trial. 

13.3-A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
robs a victim of $10. The victim is 
injured and requires hospitalization. 

13.0-A factory knowingly gets rid of its 
waste in a way that pollutes the water 
supply of a city. 

12.7-A person intentionally sets fire to a 
building causing $10,000 worth of 
damage. 

12.2-A person pays a witness to give 
false testimony in a criminal trial. 

12.0-A person gives the floor plans of a 
bank to a bank robber. 

12.0-A police officer takes a bribe not 
to interfere with an illegal gambling 
operation. 

11.9-A person intentionally injures a 
victim. The victim is treated by a doctor 
and hospitalized. 

11.8-A person stabs a victim with a 
knife. No medical treatment is required. 

11.8-A man beats a stranger with his 
fists. He requires hospitalization. 

11.7-Ten high school boys beat a male 
classmate with their fists. He requires 
hospitalization. 

11.4-A person knowingly lies under oath 
during a trial. 

11.3-Three high school boys beat a male 
classmate with their fists. He requires 
hospitalization. 

11.2-A company pays a bribe to a 
legislator to vote for a law favoring the 
company. 

lO.9-A person steals property worth 
$10,000 from outside a building. 

lO.8-A person steals a locked car and 
sells it. 

lO.S-A person smuggles marijuana into 
the country for resale. 

lO.4-A person intentionally hits a victim 
with a lead pipe. The victim requires 
hospitalization. 
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lO.3-A person illegally sells barbiturates, 
such as prescription sleeping pills, to 
others for resale. 

lO.3-A person operates a store where he 
knowingly sells stolen property. 

lO.3-A person threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives him money. 
The victim gives him $1,000 and is not 
harmed. 

lO.O-A government official intentionally 
hinders the investigation of a criminal 
offense. 

9.7-A person breaks into a department 
store, forces open a safe, and steals 
$1,000. 

9.7-A person breaks into a school and 
steals equipment worth $1,000. 

9.7-A person robs a victim of $1,000 at 
gunpoint. No physical harm occurs. 

9.7-A person walks into a public 
museum and steals a painting worth 
$1,000. 

9.7-A person breaks into a display case 
in a store and steals $1,000 worth of 
merchandise. 

9.6-A person breaks into a home and 
steals $1,000. 

9.6-A police officer knowingly makes a 
false arrest. 

9.4-A public official takes $1,000 of 
public money for his own use. 

9.4-A person robs a victim of $10 at 
gunpoint. No physical harm occurs. 

9.3-A person threatens to seriously 
injure a victim. 

9.2-Several large companies illegally fix 
the retail prices of their products. 

9.2-A person knowingly makes false 
entries on a document that the court has 
requested for a criminal trial. 

9.0-A city official takes a bribe from a 
company for his help in getting a city 
building contract for the company. 

9.0-A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
robs a victim of $1,000. No physical 
harm occurs. 

8.9-·A person intentionally hits a victim 
with a lead pipe. The victim requires 
treatment by a doctor but no 
hospitalization. 

8.6-A person performs an illegal 
abortion. 

8.S-A person sells marijuana to others 
for resale. 

8.S-A person intentionally injures a 
victim. The victim is treated by a doctor 
but is not hospitalized. 

8.3-A person illegally gets monthly 
welfare checks of $200. 

8.2-Knowing that a shipment of cooking 
oil is bad, a store owner (!:cides to sell it 
anyway. Only one bottle is sold and the 
purchaser is treated by ti doctor but not 
hospitalized. 

8.0-A person steals alll unlocked car and 
sells it. 

8.0-A person, using force, robs a victim 
of $1,000. No physical harm occurs. 

7.9-A person trespasses in a railroad 
and steals tools worth $1,000. 

7.9-A teenage boy beats his father with 
his fists. The fathei' requires 
h03pitalization. 

7.9-A person intentionally hits a victim 
with a lead pipe. No medical treatment is 
required. 

7.7-Knowing that a shipment of cooking 
oil is bad, a store owner dl!cides to sell it 
anyway. 

7.7-A person conceals the identity of 
someone that he knows has committed a 
serious crime. 

7.6-A person steals $1,000 worth of 
merchandise from the counter of a 
department store. 

7.S-A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
robs a victim of $10. No physical harm 
occurs. 

7.4-A person illegally gets monthly 
welfare checks. 

7.3-A person threatens a victim with a 
weapon unless the victim gives him 
money. The victim gives him $10 and is 
not harmed. 

7.3-A person beats a victim with his 
fists. The victim is hurt but does not 
require medical treatment. 

7.3-A person breaks into a department 
store and steals merchandise worth 
$1,000. 



7.2-A person willingly hides out a bank 
robber. 

7.2--A person signs someone else's name 
to a check and cashes it. 

7.I-A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
robs a victim of $10. The victim is 
injured and requires treatment by a 
doctor but not hospitalization. 

6.9-A person beats a victim with his 
fists. The victim requires hospitalization. 

6.9-A person breaks into a public 
recreation center, forces open a cash box 
and steals $1,000. 

6.9-A factory knowingly gets rid of its 
waste in a way that pollutes the water 
supply of a city. As a result, one person 
becomes ill but does not require medical 
treatment. 

6.9-A person steals property worth 
$1,000 from outside a building. 

6.8-Because of a victim's race, a person 
injures a victim to prevent him from 
enrolling in a public school. No medical 
treatment is required. 

6.7-A person, using force, robs a victim 
of $10. The victim is hurt and requires 
treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 

6.6-A person does not have a weapon. 
He threatens to harm a victim unless the 
victim gives him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and is not harmed. 

6.6-A person steals $1,000 worth of 
merchandise from an unlocked car. 

6.5-A person uses heroin. 

6.4-An employer refuses to hire a 
qualified person because of that person's 
race. 

6.4-A person gets customers for a 
prostitute. 

6.3-A person, free on bail for 
committing a serious crime, purposefully 
fails to appear in court on the day of his 
trial. 

6.2-An employee embezzles $1,000 from 
his employer. 

6.2-A person beats a victim with his 
fists. The victim requires treatment by a 
doctor but not hospitalization. 

6.I-A person runs a prostitution racket. 

6.1-A person cheats on his Federal 
illcome tax return and avoids paying 
$10,000 in taxes. . 

5.7-A theatre owner knowingly shows 
pornographic movies to a minor. 

5.5-A person runs a place where liquor 
is sold without a license. 

5.4-A person has some heroin for his 
own use. 

5.4-A real estate agent refuses to sell a 
house to a person because of that 
person's race. 

5.4-A person threatens to harm a victim 
unless the victim gives him money. The 
victim gives him $10 and is not harmed. 

5.3-A person loans money at an illegally 
high interest rate. 

5.I-A man runs his hands over the body 
of a female victim, then runs away. 

5.I-A person, using force, robs a victim 
of $10. No physical harm occurs. 

5.0-A person knowingly buys stolen 
property from the person who stole it. 

4.9-A person snatches a handbag 
containing $10 from a victim on the 
street. 

4.7-A man exposes himself in public. 

4.6-A person carries a gun illegally. 

4.5-A person cheats on his Federal 
income tax return. 

4.4-A person steals an unlocked car and 
later abandons it undamaged. 

4.4-A person picks a victim's pocket of 
$100. 

4.4-A person robs a victim. The victim 
is injured but not hospitalized. 

4.3-A person breaks into a public 
recreation center, forces open a cash box, 
and steals $10. 

4.2-A person attempts to break into a 
home but runs away when a police car 
approaches. 

3.8-A person turns in a false fire alarm. 

3.7-A labor union official i1!egally 
threatens to organize a strike if an 
employer hires nonunion workers. 

3.6-A person attempts to break into a 
parked car, but runs away when a police 
car approaches. 

3.(I-A person knowingly passes a bad 
check. 

3.6-A person steals property worth $100 
from outside a building. 

3.5-A person runs a place where he 
permits gambling to occur illegally. 

3.3-A person breaks into a department 
store, forces open a cash register, and 
steals $10. 

3.3-A person picks a victim's pocket of 
$10. 

3.3-A person attempts to rob a victim 
but runs away when a police car 
approaches. 

3.2-A person breaks into a building and 
steals property worth $10. 

3.2-An employer illegally threatens to 
fire employees if they join a labor union. 

3.I-A person breaks into a home and 
steals $100. 

3.I-A person forces open a cash register 
in a department store and steals $10. 

3.I-A person breaks into a school and 
steals $10 worth of supplies. 

2.9-A person steals property worth $50 
from outside a building. 

2.8-A person breaks into a department 
store and steals merchandise worth $10. 

2.4-A person knowingly carries an 
illegal knife. 

2.2-A person trespasses in a ci!y-owned 
storage lot and steals equipment worth 
$10. 

2.2-A person steals $10 worth of 
merchandise from the counter of a 
department store. 

2.I-A person is found firing a rifle for 
which he knows he has no permit. 

2.1-A woman engages in prostitution. 

1.9-A person makes an obscene phone 
call. 

1.9-An employee embezzles $10 from 
his employer. 

1.9-A store owner knowingly puts 
"large" eggs into containers marked 
"extn',-Iarge. " 

1.7-A person under 16 years old is 
drunk in public. 
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1.7-A person is a customer in a place 
where he knows gambling occurs illegally. 

1.7-A person steals property worth $10 
from outside a building. 

1.6-A person is a customer in a house 
of prostitution. 

1.6-A male, over 16 years of age, has 
sexual relations with a willing female 
under 16. 

l.6-A person is a customer in a place 
where he knows liquor is sold without a 
license. 

1.6-A person breaks into a parking 
meter and steals $10 worth of nickels. 

1.S-A person takes barbiturates, such as 
sleeping pills, without a legal prescription. 

1.S-A person intentionally shoves or 
pushes a victim. No medical treatment is 
required. 

l.4-A person has some barbiturates, 
such as sleeping pills, for his own use 
without a legal prescription. 

l.4-A person smokes marijuana. 

l.4-A perso'l trespasses in a railroad 
yard and steals a lantern worth $10. 

1.3-A person has some marijudna for 
his own use. 

1.3-Two persons willingly engage in a 
homosexual act. 

x 

1.1-A person disturbs the neighborhood 
with loud, noisy behavior. 

1.1-A person takes bets on the numbers. 

1.1-A group continues to hang around a 
corner after being told to break up by a 
police officer. 

1.1-A person under 16 years old illegally 
has a bottle of wine. 

O.9-A person under 16 years old is 
reported to police by his parents as an 
offender because they are unable to 
control him. 

O.8-A person under 16 years old runs 
away from home. 

O.8-A person knowingly trespasses in a 
railroad yard. 

O.8-A person is drunk in public. 

O.7-A person under 16 years old breaks 
a curfew law by being out on the street 
after the hour pe~mitted by law. 

O.6-A person trespasses in the backyard 
of a private home. 

O.S-A person takes part in a dice game 
in an alley. 

O.3-A person is a vagrant. That is, he 
has no home and no visible means of 
support. 

O.2-A person under 16 years old plays 
hooky from school. 
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Sourcebook of Crime Severity Ratios 
for Core-item Offenses 

The Sourcebook is a separate volume of 
tables that supplement this report on the 
National Survey of Crime Severity. 

A microfiche copy of the Sourcebook 
can be obtained free (order number 
NCJ-96329) from the National Criminal 
Justice Reference Service, Box 6000, 
Rockville, MD 20850; telephone 
301/251-5500 or toll-free 800/732-3277. 

The Sourcebook consists solely of tables, 
all of which carry this stub column: 
Offense 

Theft: $1 

Injury: 

$10 
$50 

$100 
$1,000 

$10,000 

Death 
Hospitalization 
Treatment, no hospitalization 
Minor 
Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 
Weapon 

Burglary and theft of $10 
Rape 
Bombing of building, 20 deaths 
Tables in Sourcebook 
[Table number in brackets] 

Total United States, by Census Region, 
by Census Division, and by OMB region 
Census Regions [1.1]. Census Divisions 
[1.2]. OMB Regions [1.3]. 

Demographic characteristics: 
National 
Race [2.1]. Age [2.2]. Sex [2.3]. 
Occupation [2.4]. Income [2.5]. 
Victimization [2.6]. Education [2.7]. 

Demographic characteristics: 
Census Regions 

Northeast region 
Race [3.1]. Age [3.2]. Sex [3.3]. 
Occupation [3.4]. Income [3.5]. 
Victimization [3.6]. Education [3.71. 

North Central region 
Race [3.8]. Age [3.9]. Sex [3.10]. 
Occupation [3.11]. Income [3.12]. 
Victimization [3.13]. Education [3.14]. 

South region 
Race [3.15]. Age [3.16]. Sex [3.17]. 
Occupation [3.18]. Income [3.19]. 
Victimization [3.20]. Education [3.21]. 

West region 
Race [3.22]. Age [3.23]. Sex [3.24]. 
Occupation [3.25]. Income [3.26]. 
Victimization [3.27]. Education [3.28]. 

Multivariate demographic 
characteristics: 
National and by Census Region 
Age, by race and sex 
National [4.1-4.6] 
Northeast region [4.7-4.10] 
North Central region [4.11-4.14] 
South region [4.15-4.18] 
West region [4.19-4.22] 

Income by occupation 
National [4.23-4.28] 
National region [4.29-4.33] 
North Central region [4.34-4.38] 
South region [4.39-4.43] 
West region [4.44-4.48] 
Income by race 
National [4.49-4.51] 
Northeast region [4.52-4.53] 
North Central region [4.54-4.55] 
South region [4.56-4.57] 
West region [4.58-4.59] 
Victimization by race 
National [4.60-4.62] 
Northeast region [4.63-4.64] 
North Central region [4.65-4.66] 
South region [4.67-4.68] 
West region [4.69-4.70] 

Demographic characteristics: 
Census Divisions 
New Englmid division 
Race [5.1]. Age [5.2]. Sex [5.3]. 
Occupation [5.4]. Income [5.5]. 
Victimization [5.6]. Education [5.7j. 

East South Central division 
Race [5.8]. Age [5.9]. Sex [5.10]. 
Occupation [5.11]. Income [5.12]. 
Victimization [5.13]. Education [5.14]. 

West South Central division 
Race [5.15]. Age [5.16]. Sex [5.17]. 
Occupation [5.18]. Income [5.19]. 
Victimization [5.20]. Education [5.21]. 

Middle A tlantic division 
Race [5.22]. Age [5.23]. Sex [5.24]. 
Occupation [5.25]. Income [5.26]. 
Victimization [5.27]. Education [5.28]. 

East North Central division 
Race [5.29]. Age [5.30]. Sex [5.31]. 
Occupation [5.32]. Income [5.33]. 
Victimization [5.34]. Education [5.35]. 

West North Central division 
Race [5.36]. Age [5.37]. Sex [5.38]. 
Occupation [5.39]. Income [5.40]. 
Victimization [5.41]. Education [5.12]. 

South Atlantic division 
Race [5.43}. Age [5.44]. Sex [5.45]. 
Occupation [5.46]. Income [5.47]. 
Victimization [5.48]. Education [5.49]. 

Mountain division 
Race [5.50]. Age [5.51]. Sex [5.52]. 
Occupation [5.53]. Income [5.54]. 
Victimization [5 . .55]. Education [5.56]. 

Pacific division 
Race [5.57]. Age [5.58]. Sex [5.59]. 
Occupation [5.60]. Income [5.61]. 
Victimization [5.62]. Education [5.63]. 

Demographic characteristics: 
OMB Regions 
OMB Region One 
Race [6.1]. Age [6.2]. Sex [6.3]. 
Occupation [6.4]. Income [6.5]. 
Victimization [6.6]. Education [6.7]. 

OMB Region Two 
Race [6.8]. Age [6.9]. Sex [6.10]. 
Occupation [6.11]. Income [6.12]. 
Victimization [6.13]. Education [6.14]. 
OMB Region Three 
Race [6.15]. Age [6.16]. Sex [6.17]. 
Occupation [6.18]. Income [6.19]. 
Victimization [6.20]. Education [6.21]. 

OMB Region Four 
Race [6.22]. Age [6.23]. Sex [6.24]. 
Occupation [6.25]. Income [6.26]. 
Victimization [6.27]. Education [6.28]. 

OMB Region Five 
Race [6.29]. Age [6.30]. Sex [6.31]. 
Occupation [6.32]. Income [6.33]. 
Victimization [6.34]. Education [6.35]: 

OMB Region Six 
Race [6.36]. Age [6.37]. Sex [6.38]. 
Occupation [6.39]. Income [6.40]. 
Victimization [6.41]. Education [6.42]. 

OMB Region Seven 
Race [6.43]. Age [6.44]. Sex [6.45]. 
Occupation [6.46]. Income [6.47]. 
Victimization [6.48]. Education [6.49]. 

OMB Region Eight 
Race [6.50]. Age [6.51]. Sex [6.52]. 
Occupation [6.53]. Income [6.54]. 
Victimization [6.55]. Education [6.56]. 
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OMB Region Nine 
Race [6.57]. Age [6.58). Sex [6.59]. 
Occupation [6.60]. Income [6.61]. 
Victimization [6.62]. Education [6.63]. 

OMB Region Ten 
Race [6.64]. Age [6.65]. Sex [6.66]. 
Occupation [6.67]. Income [6.68]. 
Victimization [6.69]. Education [6.70]. 

Severity ratios and geometric means: 
States 

Alabama [7.1]. Alaska, Hawaii [7.2]. 
Arizona [7.3]. Arkansas [7,4]. 
California [7.5]. Colorado [7.6]. 
Connecticut [7.7]. District of 
Columbia [7.8]. Florida [7.9]. 
Georgia [7.10]. Idaho, Nevada [7.11]. 
Illinois [7.12]. Indiana [7.13]. 
Iowa [7.14]. Kansas [7.15]. 
Kentucky [7.16]. Louisiana [7.17]. 
Maine [7.18]. Maryland, Delaware [7.19]. 
Maryland [7.20]. Massachusetts [7.21]. 
Michigan [7.22]. Minnesota [7.23]. 
Mississippi [7.24]. Missouri [7 .25]. 
Montana, Wyoming [7.26]. Nebraska 
[7.27]. New Hampshire, Vermont [7.28]. 
New Jersey [7.29]. New Mexico [7.30]. . 
New York [7.31]. North Carolina [7.32]. 
North and South Dakota [7.33]. Ohio 
[7.34]. Oklahoma [7.35]. Oregon 
[7.36]. Pennsylvania [7.37]. Rhode 
Island [7.38]. South Carolina [7.39]. 
Tennessee [7,40]. Texas [7,41]. 
Utah [7,42]. Virginia [7,43]. 
Washington [7.44]. West Virginia 
[7,45]. 'Visconsin [7,46]. 

Demographic characteristics 
(race, age, sex, occupation, income, 
victimization, education): 
States 

Alabama [8.1-8.7] 
Alaska, Hawaii [8.8-8.14] 
Arizona [8.15-8.21] 
Arkansas [8.22-8.28] 
California [8.29-8.35] 
Colorado [8.36-8.42] 
Connecticut [8.43-8.49] 
District of Columbia [8.50-8.56] 
Florida [8.57-8.63] 
Georgia [8.64-8.70] 
Idaho, Nevada [8.71-8.77] 
Illinois [8.78-8.84] 
Indiana [8.85-8.91] 
Iowa [8.92-8.98] 
Kansas [8.99-8.105] 
Kentucky [8.106-8.112] 
Louisiana [8.113-8.119] 
Maine [8.120-8.126] 
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Maryland, Delaware [8.127-8.133] 
Maryland [8.134-8.140] 
Massachusetts [8.141-8.147] 
Michigan [8.148-8.154] 
Minnesota [8.155-8.161] 
Mississippi [8.162-8.168] 
Missouri [8.169-8.175] 
Montana, Wyoming [8.176-8.182] 
Nebraska [8.183-8.189] 
New Hampshire, Vermont [8.190-8.196] 
New Jersey [8.197-8.203] 
New Mexico [8.204-8.210] 
New York [8.211-8.217] 
North Carolina [8.218-8.224] 
North and South Dakota [8.225-8.231] 
Ohio [8.232-8.238] 
Oklahoma [8.239-8.245] 
Oregon [8.246-8.252] 
Pennsylvania [8.253-8.259] 
Rhode Island [8.260-8.266] 
South Carolina [8.267-8.273] 
Tennessee [8.274-8.280] 
Texas [8.281-8.287] 
Utah [8.288-8.294] 
Virginia [8.295-8.301] 
Washington [8.302-8.308] 
West Virginia [8.309-8.315] 
Wisconsin [8.316-8.322] 

Severity ratios and geometric means: 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas (SMSAs) 

Anaheim-Santa Ana-Garden Grove, CA 
[9.1] 

Atlanta, GA [9.2] 
Baltimore, MD [9.3] 
Boston, MA [9.4] 
Buffalo, NY [9.5] 
Chicago, IL [9.6] 
Cincinnati, OH [9.7] 
Cleveland, OH [9.8] 
Columbus, OH [9.9] 
Dallas, TX [9.10] 
Denver, CO [9.11] 
Detroit, MI [9.12] 
Houston, TX [9.13] 
Indianapolis, IN [9.14] 
Kansas City, MO-KS [9.15] 
Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA [9.16] 
Louisville, KY-IN [9.17] 
Memphis, TN-AR-MS [9.18] 
Miami, FL [9.19] 
Milwaukee, WI [9.20] 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI [9.21] 
Nassau-Suffolk, NY [9.22] 
Newark, NJ [9.23] 
New Orleans, LA [9.24] 
New York, NY-NJ [9.25] 
Philadelphia, PA-NJ [9.26] 
Phoenix, AZ [9.27] 

Pittsbu'rgh, PA [9.28] 
Portland, OR-WA [9.29] 
Providence-Warwick-Pawtucket, 

RI-MA [9.30] 
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, 

CA [9.31] 
Rochester, NY [9.32] 
Sacramento, CA [9.33] 
San Antonio, TX [9.34] 
San Diego, CA [9.35] 
San Francisco-Oakland, CA [9.36] 
San Jose, CA [9.37] 
Seattle-Everett, WA [9.38] 
St. Louis, MO-IL [9.39] 
Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL [9.40] 
Washington, DC-MD-VA [9.41] 

Severity ratios and geometric means: 
Cities 
Chicago [10.1] 
Detroit [10.2] 
Houston [10.3] 
Los Angeles [10.4] 
New York [10.5] 
Philadelphia [10.6] 



Introduction and background 

The present concern 

Social scientists and public administrators 
have long recognized the need for precise 
and accurate indicators of the amount of 
criminal behavior in a given place and time. 
Without such measures it would be diffi
cult, if not impossible, to determine with 
any certainty the level of criminal activity 
and to evaluate the effectiveness of inter
v;;ntion programs. Scholars and practition
ers generally agree that adequate measures 
of crime are required not only for testing 
hypothesized relationships but also for ra
tional allocation of criminal justice 
resources. 

In response to this general requirement for 
high-quality social indicators, the produc
tion of statistical information related to 
criminal justice has escalated dramatically 
during the past 10 years. In no small part, 
the growth of criminological research has 
resulted from the burgeoning of the statisti
cal data base. The audience for this infor
mation has included the general public as 
well as academicians, legislators and the 
criminal justice profession. 

Therefore, the maintenance of measurement 
and data systems is of paramount impor
tance for the criminal justice community 
and the public it serves. To this end, recent 
developments in crime measurement have 
used techniques that involve the general 
population in the data-generating process, 
namely, the Victimization Survey of the 
National Crime Panel and the closely allied 
National Survey 0 1• Crime Severity, which 
form the substa:1ce uf this report. 

The problem 

The FBI crime index reported each year 
in the Uniform Crime Reports (VCR) is 
computed as the sum of nationwide 
police reports of seven offense types: 
criminal homicide, aggravated assault, 
forcible rape, robbery, burglary, larceny, 
and auto theft. These offenses are 
tabulated and reported as a crime index 
separately from the remaining other 
"nonindex" offenses because these seven 
offense types are generally thought to be 
more serious and therefore more likely to 
be reported to the police than are the 
"less important" nonindex violations. 

Compared with other types of official 
criminal justice statistics, such as judicial 
and correctional data, police-recorded 
events are generally viewed as a better 
representation of the total amount of 

crime. Sellin wrote that "the value of a 
crime for index purposes decreases a~ the 
distance from the crime itself in terms of 
procedure increases" (1931, p. 346). 

Despite their procedural propinquity to 
the event, official police data cannot 
reflect the amount of crime which is not 
reported or known to the police, or in
dicate the amount of bias which may be 
present due to administrative and/or 
discretionary practices of individual police 
officers or departments. Before national 
victimization surveys were developed, 
criminologists could only speculate about 
the amount of concordance between 
numbers of reported and unreported (or 
unrecorded) crime. But now, with contin
uing surveys of victims, the relationship 
between the amount of harm committed 
against the victim and the probability that 
the victim will report the incident can be 
roughly estimated so that estimates of ttIe 
adequacy of police data on crime rates 
may be produced. I 

Another persistent criticism of the UCR 
relates to the method of counting index 
offenses as a simple sum of reported in
cidents. In any legal category, different 
degrees of harm might occur with respect 
to the amount of theft and injury ex
perienced by a victim. The UCR index 
does not differentiate among these 
various degrees of harm nor is the 
seriousness of offenses within and among 
the various legal categories determinable. 
For example, the UCR index gives equal 
weight to a robbery resulting in the vic
tim's hospitalization and to a robbery 
with little or no injury to the victim. 

Among offense categories, substantial dif
ferences in the extent of harm exist even 
though equal weight is given to all of
fense types. Of course, a homicide results 
in far more harm to the victim than does 
an aggravated assault, but each receives 
the same weight in contributing to the 
overall UCR index of crime committed in 
the population. In addition, the sheer 
number of property crimes in the popula
tion overwhelms the effect of changes in 
the numbers of violent offenses-a 
relatively small change in the rate of 
violence would not be uncovered in the 
UCR index. Therefore, a significant in
crease in violent crime could be concealed 
by a slight decrease in property offenses. 

'The reader is referred to the National Crime 
Survey of which this study formed a part in 1977. 

Chapter 1 

Part of this problem of inadequate 
measurement stems from the use of legal 
categories to measure social phenomena. 
As Sellin has noted: "The unqualified ac
ceptance of the iegal definitions of the 
basic units or elements of criminological 
inquiry violates a fundamental criterion 
of science" (1938, p. 28). And more re
cently Rossi and Henry (1979) have quite 
strongly argued the case against the quali
tative legal category as a sole ingredient 
of a crime index.: 

Whether or not a given sequence of be
havior is a crime is defined in the criminal 
statutes as a qualitative judgment. While 
there may be some ambiguities, it is clear 
that '1 crime is distinguished from non
criminal behavior and from other crimes on 
qualitath·e grounds. The criminality 0f all 
action is not a matter of degree nor are 
some crimes more "criminal" than others. 
In the manifest level, crimes are qualitative 
classes of behavior that do not appear to 
have any obvious inherent order.ing among 
themselves. 

Social science research abhors qualitative 
variables, a judgment that is apparent in the 
hierarchical ordering of levels of measure
ment with ratio variables at the top and 
qualitative dichotomous distinctions on the 
bottom. Offense-specific crime rates are 
defensible, but overall crime rates in which 
every crime recorded is counted equally are 
not. Nor is it possible to easily describe a 
"criminal career" since there is no inherent 
way of showing change in criminal behavior 
except in frequency terms ... [emphasis is 
added]. 

Although official recognition and 
classification of an act as a crime is 
critical for triggering of the criminal 
justice process, there is most certainly a 
need to operationalize measures of harm 
independent of the legal categories into 
which they happen to fall. In other 
words, more than legal definition of an 
incident is required for the adequate 
measurement of criminal behavior. 

This difficulty with an aggregate measure 
of a particular phenomenon can be 
avoided most easily by reporting the com
ponents of the summative measure. In the 
case of a crime index, this disaggregation 
involves looking at the specific offense 
characteristics. Shifts from violent to 
property offenses in the total rate of 
crime could be detected by simply includ
ing separate indexes of property and 
violent offenses. The expansion of rob
bery into its component parts of theft, in-

National Survey of Crime Severity 



Introduction and background 

jury, and weapon use would add signifi
cantly to the utility of the resultant index 
of crime. 

Nonetheless, accepting the advantages of 
offense specific analysis does not obviate 
the more general need for a summary 
measure of crime for which an index is 
intended. Summative indicators of the 
total amount of crime in a society are re
quired not only for social science and 
criminal justice applications, but also for 
the production of crime statistics for 
general public information. Because we 
live in a period of rising growth in the 
production of information, there con
tinues to be a need for aggregate meas
ures. In contrast to today's complex 
economic indicators, such as employment 
rates, cost of living indexes, inflation 
rates, gross national productivity, and so 
on, the reported measure of crime is con
fined to a simple unweighted index based 
on police reports of offenses and, more 
recently, crimes reported by surveyed 
victims. 

In The Measurement of Delinquency 
(1964), Thorsten Sellin and Marvin E. 
Wolfgang addressed the need for a 
weighted index by developing an alter
native measure to the traditional method 
of indexing offenses. 2 They attempted to 
COilstruct an index of crime seriousness 
which would provide a quantitative aspect 
to crime measurement not supplied by 
the official tally of the UCR. Drawing on 
the work of S. S. Stevens in 
psychophysical scaling and that of E. 
Galanter in measuring nonphysical con
tinua, Sellin and Wolfgang developed a 
seriousness scale of delinquent acts, based 
on the perceived severity of crimes as 
judged by university students, juvenile 
court judges, and Philadelphia police. 
From the resulting seriousness scale, an 
index of delinquency was produced which 
included the important, but previously 
disregarded, element of the relative severi
ty of various criminal acts, both in isolate 
and as they combine to contribute to the 
harm inflicted on society by a complex 
criminal event. Thus the primary objec
tive of the Sellin-Wolfgang study was to 
create an expanded method for measuring 

'The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of 
Nancy and Paul Maxim in the preparation of the 
following discussion of the Sellin-Wolfgang scale and 
the general literature review. 
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and reporting police and court statistics 
based on the perceptions of certain 
population subgroups. 

As has been pointed out in the literature 
on official statistics (for example, 
Wilkins, 1965, pp. 227-284), many 
technical problems exist in the tabulation 
of crime statistics. One major concern 
relates to what should be done for 
statistical reporting purposes when several 
offenses occur during one criminal event. 
For example, if a female store clerk were 
robbed and raped, how would the officer 
on the scene report the incident? Is the 
occurrence to be reported as one or two 
crimes? Two separate crimes might have 
taken place, but there was only one vic
tim, and both offenses were the outcome 
of one criminal "operation" or event. If 
the decision were made to report only in
cidents and not violations, how then is 
the incident to be depicted? Should the 
officer report only the more "serious" 
crime and, if so, how should he or she 
determine which crime is to be judged the 
more serious? Furthermore, even if the 
most serious offense in a complex event 
were to be recorded, does that not play 
down the total amount of harm inflicted 
by the offender during the incident? Still 
other problems exist when more than one 
victim is present during a given offense or 
when there are several offenders working 
in concert. Sellin and Wolfgang argued 
that some of these problems might be 
mitigated if one were to construct an in
dex of crime severity. 

The measurement of delinquency: 
Background, review, and critique 

At this point, only the minimum discus
sion required for a general understanding 
of the scaling system employed by Sellin 
and Wolfgang will be provided. Because 
exposition of the techniques utilized in 
the National Survey and technical details 
of the scale will follow in a later chapter, 
the reader is referred to the Sellin
Wolfgang study of 1964 for information 
beyond that presented below. 

The researchers began their study by ex
tracting the components of delinquent 
behavior from the Philadelphia police 
crime code. These criminal acts were then 
placed into a context of 141 single
sentence offense descriptions and typed 
one to a card. The cards were then shown 
to a pilot group of 17 raters, each of 

whom Was to rate the delinquent act 
described on the card on the basis of his 
or her perception of its seriousness. Dur
ing the pilot phase, the raters judged the 
seriousness of the offense on a scale hav
ing seven categories of intensity. Follow
ing this initial investigation, the offense 
descriptions were then judged for 
seriousness by juvenile court judges, 
police officers, and university students. 
Finally, a refined subset of 21 offense 
descriptions was administered to a sample 
of University of Pennsylvania students 
both on ll-level category and unrestricted 
magnitude scales. The responses to these 
offense descriptions of stimuli constitute 
the "primary index scale" of the Sellin
Wolfgang study. It is on this scale that 
The Measurement of Delinquency rests. 

Techniques of scaling are not new to 
social science research. The works of 
Likert, Guttman, and others have been 
employed widely in creating categorical 
and ordered scales. But such scales are in
adequate for weighting amount of harm 
because they do not have a zero point 
nor can the distances among the items be 
reliably determined. On the other hand, a 
ratio scale overcomes these shortcomings 
by generating a continuous weighted in
dex of seriousness. 

In the literature on psychological scaling 
there is a variety of procedures for 
creating a ratio scale. Thurstone's method 
of paired comparisons, for example, has 
been widely adopted in psychological and 
social psychological measurement, but the 
large number of offense items used by 
Sellin and Wolfgang precluded the use of 
this technique. However, S. S. Stevens 
made crucially significant contributions to 
the field of psychophysics in the 1950's 
by employing a less complex form of 
scaling based on magnitude estimation. 
Since then, Stevens and his students have 
extended the range of phenomena ex
amined by magnitUde estimation pro
cedures to include a wide variety of 
physiological and non physiological 
phenomena, and the reader is referred to 
his seminal papers, especially "On the 
Psychophysical Law" (1957), "A Metric 
for the Social Consensus" (1966a) and 
"On the Operation Known as Judgment" 
(1966b). 

The method of magnitude estimation 
refers to a procedure in which a subject 
makes direct numerical estimates of a 
series of subjective impressions. Typically, 



the subject is presented with a stimulus, 
called a modulus, which may have, for 
example, a given value of 10. The subject 
is permitted to use any range of numbers. 
The respondent then receives another 
stimulus and judges its intensity as com
pared to the modulus. If he or she feels 
that it is twice as intense as the modulus, 
then a value of 20 should be given to that 
item; if it is felt that the stimulus is half 
as great, a value of 5 would be assigned. 
The ultimate test for the existence of the 
scale is the extent to which the subject's 
responses fit a power function. 

There has been criticism of the magnitude 
estimation procedure used by Sellin and 
Wolfgang to derive the weighted index, 
but the technique appears to have passed 
the test of time at least with regard to 
utility and replication by other in
vestigators. The index has been applied 
successfully to a variety of measurement 
problems not only in studying the cor
relates of crime but also in planning 
criminal justice policy, in examining 
criminal careers, and other uses to be 
detailed further on. However, criticisms 
of the assumptions involved in the use of 
the weighted index have arisen concerning 
dimensionality and additivity; these pro
blems will be discussed in greater detail 
later in this chapter. 

Several replications of the study have 
been undertaken in the United States and 
other countries. The first attempt was a 
partial replication by Andre Normandeau 
(1966) in Montreal in which the 
repeatability of the Sellin-Wolfgang index 
in a Canadian context was examined.' 
Normandeau made three assumptions . 
regarding the replication, specifically, that 
(1) the basic methodology used to con
struct the index was reliable and valid, (2) 
given the similarities of culture of 
Western societies, the scaling results 
would also be similar, and (3) the index 
was applicable to a "wide band of 
cultural variants" (p. 172). 

Normandeau's sample consisted of 232 
sociology undergraduates at the Universi
ty of Montreal, 177 males and 55 
females. The students were asked to 
evaluate a selection of 15 versions of 
criminal events, similar in construction to 
those chosen for evaluation by University 
of Pennsylvania students. It was 
hypothesized that analysis of the 
magnitude estimation scores of Penn-

sylvania and Montreal students, and of 
males and females in Montreal, would be 
highly correlated. In fact, the analysis 
revealed a large degree of agreement in 
the numerical scoring of the seriousness 
of offenses between Montreal and 
Philadelphia. It was found that the 
magnitude estimation scale scores of the 
two student samples manifested a con
stant ratio increment, indicating that to 
some degree the method is valid for 
crosscultural use. 

The most important result of this study 
was that it paved the way for a more 
thorough replication of the Sellin
Wolfgang index, which would include 
assessments from all parts of Canada (p. 
172). Because the pilot study appeared to 
confirm the utility of the index in 
Canada, a national sample of 2,745 in
dividuals was drawn. It was composed of 
male and female university students from 
the l3 largest universities in Canada, 
Canadian judges, and male White-collar 
workers holding managerial positions. 
They were asked to make magnitude 
estimates of 14 offenses according to their 
perceived seriousness of the violations. 

Two major hypotheses were formulated 
for testing: (1) The relationships among 
the magnitude ratio estimations of the in
tracultural groups and those of the inter
cultural groups would be linear. (2) The 
slopes of the lines characterizing the rela
tionships between the two groups would 
not be significantly different. 

To calculate the national magnitude 
scores it was assumed that: (1) A national 
index should be based on the fact that 
dominant attitudes are most likely the 
result of pressure exercised by the majori
ty of the population. (2) The students in 
universities reflect the dominant values of 
their province. Thus, to generate an 
overall population estimate for the index, 
the geometric mean obtained for each of
fense from members of the sample 
selected from each province was weighted 
according to the percentage of the 
population of Canada in that province. 
Analysis of the data revealed that the 
relationships between all intracultural 
groups were linear, with correlations 
greater than .90, while the relationships 
among intercultural groups were linear, 
with correlation coefficients greater than 
.88. Thus, the first hypothesis was con
firmed. It was further noted that the 

slopes of the majority of the relationships 
were approximately one, indicating sup
port of the second hypothesis. A com
parison of these results with those of the 
pilot study revealed a line~'.r relationship 
with a slope coefficient of one, thus in
dicating stability in the measuring device 
over time. 

The Sellin-Wolfgang seriousness scaling 
method was further replicated in a study 
conducted in Puerto Rico. Angel Velez
Diaz and Edwin Megargee (InI) 
presented a list of 141 offenses to a sam
ple of lower-class offenders and nonof
fenders in Puerto Rico. This sample dif
fered from that of Sellin and Wolfgan1g 
with regard to age, level of schooling 
completed, language, socioeconomic 
status, culture, and criminality. The sam
ple totaled 175 and was composed of 83 
inmates of the Institute for Youthful Of
fenders and 92 nonoffenders from a 
vocational school in the same 
geographical area. 

The age of the offender group averaged 
20, with a range of 18-24; the average 
number of years of school completed was 
seven, with a range of 3-11. The age 
range of the nonoffender group was 
17-21, with a mean of 18.2: years of 
schooling completed ranged from 4 to 9, 
with an average of 7.4. The groups were 
asked to rate the 21 standard offenses 
from the SeWn-Wolfgang scale and 20 
additional ones of ' an ll-point category 
scale. These additional offenses were 
chosen by random selection from the 
Sellin-Wolfgang list. 

The authors computed means and stan
dard deviations and tested differences 
between offenders and nonoffenders for 
significance. At the .05 level, where the 
number of differences occurring by 
chance would be seven, ten of 141 dif
ferences were significant. At the .01 level 
of significance, where one would expect 
1.4 of the differences to occur by chance, 
Velez-Diaz and Megargee found only 
two of 141 differences to be significant. It 
was further noted that the significant dif
ferences in the offense ratings showed no 
particular consistency or pattern. For the 
21 standard offenses, the Pearson r was 
calculated to be .98; the correlation for 
the entire 141 offenses was found to be 
.84, with both coefficients significant at 
the .001 level. 
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Velez-Diaz and Megargee also used the 
Cochran test for homogeneity of 
variances to determine the significance of 
the difference between the variances of 
the offender and nonoffender samples for 
each offense. They discovered that only 
eight of 141 variances were significantly 
different. Furthermore, to establish the 
degree of agreement between the results 
in Puerto Rico and those calculated by 
Sellin and Wolfgang in Philadelphia, 
Velez-Diaz and Megargee used Kendall's 
coefficient of concordance, w. It was 
determined that there was a positive cor
relation between the Pennsylvania and 
Puerto Rican ratings, with an overall 
agreement of W= .80. No difference ex
isted between offenders and nonoffenders 
with respect to the w values and both of 
these groups were in general agreement 
with the evaluation given by the subjects 
in Pennsylvania. Velez-Diaz and 
Megargee concluded that, although their 
findings were not completely concordant 
with those of Sellin and Wolfgang, their 
results nevertheless were consistent with 
Sellin and Wolfgang in that perceptions 
of the seriousness of crime were consis
tent for different class levels of Western 
cultures. Further, Velez-Diaz and 
Megargee suggested that the Sellin and 
Wolfgang hypotheses about the serious
ness of Grime are sufficiently stable to 
permit regional and cultural comparisons. 

A second study of the evaluations of 
seriousness judgments of offenders and 
nonoffenders was conducted by Figlio 
(1975). The study was designed to deter
mine whether or not convicted offenders 
rate the seriousness of crime in ways 
similar to members of the middle class 
with regard to offense ranking, weight 
given to each offense, and the degree of 
consensus regarding the seriousness of 
each criminal act. Nine hundred and 
thirty-three subjects were chosen from 
three institutions: 193 were inmates of an 
adult correctional center in New Jersey, 
524 were inmates of a juvenile detention 
home in New Jersey, and 216 respondents 
were students enrolled in undergraduate 
sociology courses at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

Some raters were asked to judge each of 
20 offenses on an II-point category scale; 
others were to choose any number which 
they thought adequately represented the 
seriousness of the particular description. 
Analysis of the results revealed that, with 
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the category scale, the ordering of offense 
severities and the spaces of severities 
within each group were similar. The 
university students tended to evaluate of
fenses as being more serious than did the 
juvenile offenders who, in turn, rated the 
offenses as being more severe than did 
the adult offenders. 

With respect to the magnitude scale 
scores, FigHo found that the spread of 
the ratings of offenses from least to most 
serious was greatest among students and 
least among prison inmates, while consen
sus about the seriousness of each offense 
was greater among students than among 
the two offender groups. It was further 
noted that all groups were in agreement 
as to the ordering of offenses on a scale 
from least to most serious but that there 
was less agreement among the three 
groups regarding the distances among of
fenses and little agreement among the 
groups as to the absolute amount of 
harm which resulted from each offense. 

A comparison between the ratings of the 
students surveyed by Figlio and those 
surveyed by Sellin and Wolfgang in 1964 
revealed that the subjects of the 1964 
study considered the offenses to be 
roughly twice as serious as did the sub
jects of the 1975 study, while the ratios 
of severity among the offenses remained 
fairly stable. 

Figlio was able to conclude that this 
study replicated and supported the find
ings of Sellin and Wolfgang, as well as 
some studies dealing with the method
ology of psychophysical scaling. Further, 
he was able to show that the seriousness 
of crimes of theft is a power function of 
the dollar value of the theft-a result 
which is congruent with the power func
tions of money as derived by Cramer and 
others (1975, p. 200). 

A replication of the Sellin-Wolfgang 
seriousness scaling method in Taiwan by 
Marlene Hsu (1973) offered further sup
port for the reliability and validity of the 
scaling procedure. In a pilot study, a 
scale was constructed in the same fashion 
as that created by Sellin and Wolfgang, 
with raters evaluating 14 offenses. 

The study sample consisted of three male 
groups and one female group totaling 547 
individuals. Two hundred and ninety-nine 
subjects were students from National 
Taiwan University (239 male, 60 female); 

198 were policemen from the Taipei 
police department; and 50 were judges 
from the Taipei district court. Fourteen 
index offenses from the Sellin-Wolfgang 
study were translated into Chinese for the 
Chinese raters, with certain modifications 
made in the translation to reflect 
economic and legal differences between 
Taiwan and the United States. The 
magnitude estimation procedure was 
employed with geometric means com
puted for the offense stimuli. 

Hsu found that the means of the three 
male groups were linearly related to those 
of the respondents of Sellin and 
Wolfgang (Pearson r equal to .95, while 
the slope coefficient was calculated to be 
.60). Hsu accounted for the relatively 
small slope coefficient by noting that the 
geographical and cultural distances were 
probably responsible for the differences 
in judgments between Taiwan and the 
United States. A comparison of in
tracultural male groups produced linear 
relationships all with r's greater than .90 
and slope coefficients of approximately 1. 

The comparison of females and males 
from Taiwan revealed a difference more 
prominent than that attributed to culture. 
The relationshiv was approximately 
linear, with a correlation of .88 and a 
slope coefficient of .86. It was noted that 
females in Taiwan, like those in Canada 
(Akman and Normandeau, 1968, p. 138), 
viewed rape as being more serious than 
murder. In comparing the two female 
groups, Hsu produced evidence of a 
linear relationship with a correlation coef
ficient of .90 and a slope coefficient of 
.53. She accounted for this lack of agree
ment by noting that Canadian society is 
closer to a unisex morality than is 
Taiwan, where a more traditional culture 
exists, and concluded (1973) that her fin
dings supported a caution expressed by 
Sellin and Wolfgang: 

... most of the remarks made about the 
theory of index construction apply to the 
crime problem in general. The extent to 
which these same remarks apply to crime 
conditions or the criminal justice systems in 
the various countries of Europe can best be 
determined by the experts from Europe. 
Wherever modifications seem appropriate, 
based on the particular functioning of par
ticular systems these alterations should, of 
course, be considered. [po 348] 

Hsu further asserted that culture is a 
)ignificant factor in affecting value 



judgments, implying the need for a 
method of measuring crime seriousness 
which takes into consideration the value 
judgments of different cultures in dif
ferent times and places. 

Further indirect evidence for the validity 
of the Sellin-Wolfgang approach was of
fered by the work of Kelly and Winslow 
(1970). These authors questioned the ac
curacy and reliability of the ratings ob
tained by Sellin and Wolfgang, as well as 
the nature of the acts presented for judg
ment. Kelly and Winslow hypothesized 
the existence of certain characteristics of 
crime seriousness, specifically that: (I) 
The offensiveness and disruptiveness of a 
criminal act are two separate dimensions 
of seriousness. (2) Law enforcement per
sonnel and students differ with respect to 
their assessment of moral offenses. (3) 
The latter group perceives the offenses as 
being less serious than the former. (4) 
Seriousness evaluations differ by 
socioeconomic status. 

One hundred and fifty male and female 
upper-level university students and 40 
policemen were asked to evaluate 40 of
fenses (not Sellin-Wolfgang offense 
descriptions) on a seven-point category 
scale. Socioeconomic status was deter
mined by using a modified version of 
Stinchcombe's socioeconomic status scale. 
Gravity or seriousness of an offense was 
defined according to the rank order com
parisons based on the aSSeS5\11€'l'its obtain
ed through the use of the seven-point 
scale. A Mann-Whitney U test failed to 
reveal significant differences in the ratings 
between offensiveness and disruptiveness 
when the offenses were rank ordered. 
Kelly and Winslow thus rejected the no
tion that the offensiveness and disrup
tiveness of a particular criminal act con
stitute separate dimensions. Furthermore, 
a comparison of students' ratings and 
those of policemen failed to reveal signifi
cant differences. 

Despite the differences between the 
methods used by Sellin and Wolfgang 
and those of Kelly and Winslow, com
parisons were made between the ratings 
of the male students of the Kelly-Winslow 
study and those of the students of the 
Sellin-Wolfgang work. In addition, com
parisons were made of the ratings of the 
policemen who participated in the Phila
delphia study and those of the male 
students sampled by Kelly and Winslow. 

Also, separate ratings of sex offenses 
were compared among groups in the 
Kelly-Winslow sample. No significant dif
ferences were found for any of these 
comparisons. These results prompted Kel
ly and Winslow to reject the possibility 
that police and student ratings differ 
significantly with respect to moral of
fenses. 

Kelly and Winslow were also unable to 
provide support for their third 
hypothesis, because none of the ratings 
across occupational categories proved 
significantly different. In addition, their 
study contributed some support to the 
belief that crime seriousness is a 
unidimensional phenomenon. 

The study by Rossi el al. (1974) in 
Baltimore, Maryland attempted to cast 
some light on the components and pro
perties of crime seriousness. It was their 
intention to develop a measure of the 
seriousness of criminal acts by examining 
the nature and degree of popular consen
sus concerning a sample of criminal acts, 
and t.o apply the measure to more 
representative populations to determine 
what elements of the criminal act account 
for the seriousness a!lpect. 

Using a block quota sample design, Rossi 
et al. conducted a survey of the adult 
population of Baltimore. The sample con
sisted of 125 whites and 75 blacks, with 
equal numbers of males and females. It 
was acknowledged tbat the sample was 
biased, due in part to the underrepresen
tation of young males and households 
without children and active persons. 

The subjects were interviewed and asked 
to rate offenses by sorting cards into nine 
slots representing nine levels of 
seriousness. A total of 140 offenses, 
derived by expanding on UCR descrip
tions, was rated by members of the sam
ple. These 140 offenses were divided into 
two groups of 80 offenses each, with each 
group sharing 20 offenses in common. In 
addition, information regarding back
ground variables of the subjects and their 
perceptions of the crime problem in 
Baltimore was obtained. 

Overall, crimes against the person tended 
to be scored high; crimes against property 
having no physical harm or intimidation 
were scored significantly lower. Mis
demeanors were rated lower than were 
any other types of offenses; white-collar 

and victimless crimes were not considered 
particularly serious, although they were 
consistently rated as being more serious 
than misdemeanors. An offense com
mitted against a policeman was con
sidered more serious than the same of
fense committed against a civilian. Crimes 
involving persons known to the offender 
were considered less serious than crimes 
committed against strangers. 

To determine the degree of consensus in 
the sample, the authors suggested that the 
presence of strong consensus would be in
dicated by high correlations among the 
subgroups (as determined by race, sex, 
and level of education). In fact, the com
parison of ratings by blacks with those by 
whites produced a correlation coefficient 
of .89; between men and women the 
coefficient was .94; and between those 
with high and low levels of educational 
attainment, .89. Rossi et al. found that, 
while all groups agreed about the relative 
seriousness of crimes, blacks and women 
tended to regard crime as being slightly 
more serious than did whites and men. 
Further, it was noted that the subgroup 
with the least agreement with any other, 
especially about the severity of crime be
tween acquaintances, was that of black 
males having a low level of educational 
achievement. 

To determine which characteristics of 
crime influenced the rater's judgment of 
seriousness, Rossi and his associates used 
a binary coding system on II character
istics of crime. The codes were then used 
as dummy variables for analysis by multi
ple regression techniques. The character
istics of the following offenses accounted 
for 68 percent of the variation in the 
estimation of average seriousness of 
criminal acts: 

(1) Crimes against the person I: 
Murder, manslaughter 

(2) Crimes against the person II: 
Assault, rape, incest 

(3) Crimes against the person III: 
All others, personal injuries or 
threats 

(4) Crimes involving property I: 
Property loss in excess of $25 

(5) Crimes involving property II: 
Ail other property crimes 

(6) Selling illegal drugs 
(7) "White-collar" crimes 
(8) Victimless crimes 
(9) Subversion 

(10) Crimes against policemen 
(11) Crimes against public order 
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This finding was interpreted as being sup
portive of the belief that respondents 
react to the simple characteristics of the 
crimes they rate. Slope coefficients were 
highest for crimes against persons and the 
illegal sale of drugs, implying that these 
offenses are perceived as being especially 
serious. 

Subgroup variation in the mean 
seriousness ratings was considered to be 
present to the extent that different 
subgroups perceived the entire set of 
crimes to be more or less serious. 
However, calculations of the mean 
seriousness ratings for each subgroup 
revealed the presence of little variation. 
Blacks, females, and younger people 
tended to rate crimes as being more 
serious than did whites, males, and older 
persons. But only 5 to 8 percent of the 
variation (r= .23 to .28) in the mean 
seriousness ratings was accounted for by 
membership in a specific subgroup. This 
led Rossi et al. to conclude that the fact 
that their sample was not representative 
does not pose a major flaw for the results 
of the study, because subgroup 
characteristics seem to contribute so little 
to overall assessments of crime 
seriousness. 

Rossi et al., being concerned that the 
strong agreement among subgroups might 
effectively obscure any individual dif
ferences, whether attributable to error or 
resulting from actual value differences, 
computed correlations between the in
dividual ratings of 'the respondents and 
the average ratings of the entire sample 
for each crime. The results indicated a 
strong consensus, in that 98 percent of 
the correlations were positive (correlation 
coefficients ranged from - .78 to .86; the 
average coefficient was .54; the standard 
deviation was .23). By using each in
dividual's squared correlation coefficient 
as a dependent variable against the 
background characteristics of the 
respondents, Rossi and his associates 
found a tendency for those with higher 
levels of educational attainment to exhibit 
greater consensus and younger individuals 
most likely to mutually agree. Moreover, 
especially for whites, the higher the 
education achieved, the greater the con
sensus. This finding was explained by 
noting that education exposes an in
dividual to the normative structure of 
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society and offers an understanding of 
media confirmation of the normative 
structure. 

As a result of this work, Rossi et al. con
cluded that their findings support 
generalizations that, (1) norms defining 
the seriousness of criminal acts are widely 
distributed among blacks, whites. males 
and females, all socioeconomic status 
groups, and all levels of eduf;ational at
tainment, while (2) the agreement of any 
individual's ratings with the general nor
mative trends depends on fOfmal educa
tional achievement. This relationship sug
gests that exposure to normative structure 
and language handling ability lead to a 
better understanding of that structure. 

The findings and conclusions of the Rossi 
study seem to confirm the contention 
made by Sellin and Wolfgang that there 
is consensus across society regarding the 
perception of crime seriousness. Even 
though some individual differences were 
noted, Rossi et 01. showed that con
siderable agreement exists among the 
subgroups with regard to the relative 
ordering of the criminal acts and to the 
relative distances among acts on the scale. 

More recently, Tarald O. Kvalseth (1980) 
administered 25 items similar to those of 
Sellin and Wolfgang to a sample of 25 
Norwegian students. Bias reduction from 
item ordering effects was accomplished by 
Kvruseth with a balanced Latin square 
design-a new technique in these replica
tions. Correlations among the Norwegian 
magnitude estimates, the Canadian 
replication by Normandeau, and Harvard 
students' responses reported by Stevens 
(1975) yielded coefficients of .90 and .96 
respectively, with corresponding slopes of 
.62 and .60 using a power function 
regression. Norwegian students escalated 
their perception of offense severities more 
rapidly than did the Canadian and Har
vard respondents. In addition, the power 
function fits relating perceptions of the 
value of theft and tax evasion were 
almost perfect. Kv~iIseth concluded: 

Although it appeared that a considerable 
degree of consensus regarding the rank 
ordering of offense seriousness extended 
across the social and cultural differences be
tween [sic] the three subject populations, 
some clear differences did emerge. In 
general, any change in the judgment of of-

fense seriousness by the Norwegian subjects 
exceeded the corresponding changes per
ceived by the Canadian and the U.S. sub
jects. [p.237] 

After perusal of these studies whose ob
jective was the replication of crime 
seriousness measurements similar to those 
of Sellin and Wolfgang, it must be con
cluded that a substantial amount of data 
has been accumulated supporting the 
assertions that: (1) respondents can and 
do make reliable judgments of perceived 
crime severity and (2) the interrelation
ships among various findings have been 
quite strong. Stanley Turner, in his in
troduction to the Patterson-Smith reprint 
of TIle Measurement of Delinquency 
(1978), comprehensively reviewed and 
critiqued this literature and concluded: 

In the decade and a half since the pioneering 
work of Sellin and Wolfgang many attempts 
have been made to verify or criticize the 
scale. What may be concluded from these 
efforts? [ believe that it may fairly be stated 
that the authors' final version (the elements 
and their additive weights) is not the best 
representation of their data. Further it may 
be conceded that the techniques for making 
international comparisons have not been ful
ly thought out. But the original study has 
held up under repeated replications on 
diverse populations .... 

All of this is to say the minimum claim ad
vanced by Sellin and Wolfgang has not been 
successfully challenged. The scale (or some 
version of it) appears distinctively useful for 
making decisions about individuals in the 
criminal justice system. Of how many 
endeavors is this true? How many survived 
replication and criticism? It may be said of 
Sellin and Wolfgang's work what was said 
of it when first reviewed: It is probably the 
most sophisticated attempt in sociology to 
measure an elusive yet important variable. 
[pp. xx-xxi] 

Nonetheless, several recent studies of a 
critical nature have been undertaken to 
test assumptions underlying the use of the 
Sellin-Wolfgang scale as ~m index of 
crime. It is appropriate at this point to 
look at these investigations in terms of 
the strengths of their conclusions as they 
bear on the present work. 

Problems with the scale 
assumptions 

Although many authors offer passing 
criticisms of the procedure, perhaps the 
most comprehensive critique is to be 
found in O. N. O. Rose's (1966) early 
comments following the publication of 



The Measurement oj Delinquency. Initial
ly, Rose suggested that Sellin and Wolf
gang's sampling procedures are inade
quate for basing the assumption that a 
distribution of perceived crime seriousness 
for the United States had been discov
ered. Essentially, this assertion is true; 
however, any lengthy criticism of Sellin 
and Wolfgang on this point is not too 
damaging because they were constrained 
to the use of convenience samples and 
their primary aim was to illustrate the 
potential inherent in the procedure. Thus 
Wolfgang (1970) has proposed that the 
work should be judged as exploratory in 
that sense and not as a definitive state
ment of public attitudes on crime severity 
throughout the United States. 

However, many of the other criticisms 
raised by Rose an not quite so easily dis
missed. In referring to the results of a 
BBC television survey, Rose pointed out 
that attitudes toward the relative severity 
of various crimes may differ across dif
ferent segments of the population. Rose 
specifically suggested that social class may 
be an intervening variable in determining 
the relative order of the severity of dif
ferent offenses. Despite Akman, Figlio, 
and Normandeau's (1967, p. 443) com
ment that Rose stressed too heavily "a 
few percentage points from a sample," 
evidence does indicate that the perception 
of severity varies somewhat by the social 
characteristics of the perceiver. Rose and 
Prell (1955), for example, discovered that 
severity (as measured by suggested sen
tences for offenders who committed spe
cific crimes) varies significantly according 
to the socioeconomic status, sex, and size 
of the hometown of the perceiver. Repli
cations of the Sellin-Wolfgang index by 
Christiansen (1970), Hsu (1973), and 
Figlio (1975) also indicated that the ab
solute values of the perceived severities of 
offenses may relate to the social 
characteristics of the respondent. 

From a logical point of view, this 
hypothesis should be a reasonable can
didate for rigorous testing. Unlike light or 
loudness, crime severity is a culturally 
determined entity. Whereas the reality of 
a I,OOO-Hz tone is relatively independent 
of the perceiver's culture (although the 
interpretation of that tone is culturally 
determined), the very existence of a crime 
depends on one's culture defining an 
event as such. Thus it would be expected 
that, across the spatiotemporal bound-

aries of different cultural and subcultural 
groups, the perceptions of the relative 
severity of crime would change. In fact, a 
major portion of the research effort 
reported in chapter 8 of this volume is 
devoted to an examination of differentials 
in perceived severities of crime which ap
pear in various subgroups of the United 
States. As noted earlier, Sellin and 
Wolfgang were concerned primarily with 
the construction of an instrument vhich 
would provide another kind of indicator 
of crime trends in addition t'o the present
ly used UCR index. As such, they focus
ed on tile consensual aspects of the scale 
by assuming that variation in seriousness 
perception surrounding a given event con
stitutes error or "noise" and that true 
point-estimates are provided through 
calculation of geometric means. 

The alternative objective would have been 
to focus on variation in responses as op
posed to central tendency. Hence, one 
would be attempting to identify different 
response patterns in different popula
tions. It may be, for example, that there 
exists some general, but loose, consensus 
in a society (especially a pluralistic one 
such as the United States) with regard to 
offense seriousness, but that this major 
trend is modified by factors unique to 
specific subpopulations. 

Another criticism raised by Rose, and 
dealt with by Akman, Figlio, and Nor
mandeau, is the contention by Sellin and 
Wolfgang that it is possible to compile an 
index which focuses solely on the 
"event." Characteristics of the victim and 
the offender under this operating hypo
thesis have no bearing on the perceived 
seriousness of the delinquent or criminal 
event. In the initial study, Sellin and 
Wolfgang provided what appears to be 
corroborating empirical evidence for this 
assumption because, in some instances, 
the offender's age in the offense descrip
tions was either unspecified or indicated 
as being 13, 17, or 27 years. Plots of the 
age-specific response profiles indicated 
that the age of the offender did not ap
pear to interact with perceived serious
ness, thus lending credence to the 
assumption that it is possible for judges 
to conceptualize the abstract notion of 
"an event" independent of victim
offender interaction. 

Rose (1966, p. 416) challenged this con
tention on both logical and empirical 
grounds. First of all, he argued that there 
is the prima facie case that offender char
acteristics, such as age, do make a dif
ference because the age of the offender 
defines the event as a "crime" or "delin
quency." In response one must acknow
ledge and assert here that offense severity 
reflects the perception of the harm incur
red by the victim or society. Offender 
characteristics do not modify the costs of 
the crime to the victim. Qualities of the 
offender and circumstances surrounding 
commission of the offense may very well 
bear on the blameworthiness or culpabili
ty of the perpetrator but not on the 
damage sustained by the victim. 

Also, from a measurement point of view, 
there is a very practical reason for prefer
ring to define events without regard to 
victim and offender characteristics. The 
inclusion of such factors would, most 
probably, lead to the generation of an 
almost infinite universe of criminal events 
because it could be argued that each 
victim-offender situation interaction 
would be a unique instance requiring its 
own offense description and numerical 
estimate. Such an elaboration would be 
impossible to implement or justify. 

A similar intervening factor which should 
be considered is that of intent, or mens 
rea. In most American and European 
criminal law a substantive distinction is 
made between acts committed with inten
tion or malice aforethought and those 
which are not. The classic example in 
American law is the distinction between 
culpable homicide-"murder"-and non
culpable homicide, or manslaughter. 
Riedel (1975), in assessing whether cir
cumstances and intent modify the 
sllbject's perception of seriousness, con
cluded that these inferences of intent are 
unimportant factors in the perception of 
the seriousness of criminal events. Essen
tially, the external aspects of the incident 
(amount of injury, theft, or damage) ap
pear to be the determining factors in 
judges' perception of severity. Thus of
fense severity will continue to be looked 
on as a measure of the costs to the victim 
whether that victim be an individual, a 
group, or society in general. Offender 
traits relate to the strength of sanctions to 
be imposed for commission of the 
criminal or delinquent act, not to the cost 
for the victim. 
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Somewhat similar to this argument is 
Rose's point that it is meaningless to 
speak of events outside of their total 
social nexus, because in real life situations 
individuals do not normally abstract the 
event from the indivirlual's involved. As 
some classic research indicates (LaPierre, 
1934), there is often a great disparity be
tween peoples' attitudes and their actions. 
Thus, while studies such as that by Riedel 
indicate that subjects may be able to 
make conceptual judgments about the 
seriousness of some abstract event, actual 
judgments made in the field of real situa
tions may yield quite different results. 
Would it be more sound then to concen
trate on the actions of individuals rather 
than their perceptions? This hypothesized 
disjunction is a recurrent dilemma in 
psychophysical research. On the one 
hand, a subject's ability to discriminate 
stimuli in a laboratory setting is 
methodologically quite straightforward, 
but perhaps theoretically "sterile." On 
the other hand, in vivo observations often 
produce more meaningful data but create 
enormous methodological problems. The 
distinction is made quite clear by Adams 
and U1ehla (1971): 

A special case of discrimination of particular 
interest to experimental psychologists in
volves the explicit differentiation between, or 
identification of, stimulus alternatives. We 
term this perceptual discrimination because 
the interest is in how well someone can (that 
is, is able to) discriminate between the stimu
lus alternatives and, thus, to assess the sub
ject's capacity for discrimination .... In per
ceptual discrimination, research is oriented 
toward the perceptual abilities of the subject, 
toward discovering what discriminations he 
can make if instructed or programmed to do 
so. In contrast, the performance
discrimination, or "do," problem involves 
discovering the stimulus or situational alter
natives to which the person responds dif
ferentially on the context of psychosocially 
significant behavior. Here the behavior itself 
is of importance; it is the focus of the 
researcher's interest and is not used merely 
as an indicator of perceptual ability, of the 
subject's capacity to discriminate. We may 
thus term discrimination in the do context 
performance discrimimnion. [p.35] 

The way in which performance 
discrimination is related to perceptual 
discrimination is an empirical problem 
and rather difficult to resolve. How 
crucial this problem is rests largely on the 
objectives of the researchers or in
dividuals using the scale. If the sole ob
jective of the research is to measure an 
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attitude (that is, perceived relative 
seriousness of crimes), then the problem 
does not exist. If, on the other hand, one 
wishes to relate attitudes to behavior, 
then the magnitude of the problem will 
relate to the particular circumstances of 
the application. 

Another general group of criticisms 
directed toward the Sellin-Wolfgang index 
rests on the use of magnitude estimation 
as a single scale for measuring crime 
seriousness, the appropriateness of the 
psychophysical model on which the scale 
is based, and the experimental procedure 
employed in collecting the data. 

One of the major concerns in the psycho
physical literature is the specification of 
the perceptual transformation function. 
The importance of the specification of 
this function is outlined by Stevens (1972) 
where he reviewed the discordance be
tween Cramer and Bernoulli's explana
tions for the perceived utility of in
cremental amounts of income. Bernoulli 
assumed that utility was logarithmically 
related to real income; Cramer argued for 
a power function. At face value, this 
argument appears to be somewhat trivial 
because the primary objective is simply to 
describe the rules of correspondence be
tween an observable standard and a 
human judge's perception of that stand
ard. But, as Stevens noted (1972), these 
two functions have quite distinct implica
tions: 

Bernoulli derived his logarithmic function 
by first making a simple assumption. The 
added utility, he said, grows smaller as the 
"number of dollars" grows larger-a simple 
inverse relation. Cramer's power function 
derives from an assumption that is just as 
simple and perhaps even more plausible: the 
added utility grows smaller as the "total 
utility" grows larger. Again a simple inverse 
relation, but this time between the addp.d 
utility and the total utility, not between the 
added utility and the total number of 
dollars. [po 3] 

Stevens made the argument that the data 
obtained by Sellin and Wolfgang support 
the general psychophysical "law" that 
Cramer's power function is an accurate 
and valid model of perception. This con
clusion, if accepted, has much intuitive 
appeal, for it is simpler and more useful 
to have one general class of information 
functions to describe the relationship be
tween objective stimuli and their subjec
tive perception than to have a multitude 

of dissimilar transformation functions. 
However, Stevens noted (p. 3) that phe
nomena such as crimes are difficult to 
employ as direct proof of the power 
function relationship because they not on
ly require cross-modality measurement, 
but also the mapping of a nonmetric do
main onto a metric range. As Stevens 
said: . 

On many continua ... stimuli can be 
measured only on a nominal scale, for the 
stimuli are verbal statements, occupations, 
crimes, and the other nonmetric items. On 
those continua the power law cannot be 
confirmed directly, but there emerges 
another notable in variance. 

For both kinds of continua, those based on 
metric stimuli and those based on nonmetric 
stiu1llll. we find a constant relation between 
the two kii';!l~ 0f scales: the magnitude scale 
erected by direct judgmelit aml the poikilitic 
scale derived from a unitizing of varjability 
or confusion. Whether the stimuli thcli:' 
selves are measurable on the ratio scales, tl'i.:' 

judgmental scale based on units of variabili
ty is approximately proportional to the 
logarithm of the scale constructed by one or 
another of the direct scaling methods, such 
as magnitude estimation. [po 26] 

What are some of the implications of this 
model of crime severity as a ratio-scaled 
power function? First of all, it is assumed 
that crime severity can indeed be meas
ured on a ratio scale. 

Typically, the fit between the perceived 
value of theft and the dollar value of that 
theft has been quite tight, using a power 
function regression. Because the dollar 
value of theft is the only offense stimulus 
type for which an objective measurement 
exists (dollar value), any assertion about 
the appropriateness of a power function 
fit for other nonobjectively measured of
fense types must rely purely on the 
assumption that the power function 
observed with dollar value underlies judg
ments of the severity of all offense types. 
However, it should be noted here that the 
cross-modality matching and conjoint 
measurement studies which will be 
discussed in chapters 2 and 3 further sup
port the power function as it applies to 
crime severity perceptions. 

Second, one of the major advantages that 
ratio- or interval-level scales exhibit com
pared to simple ordinality is that the scale 
units have the characteristic of additivity. 
But several critics, beginning with Rose 
(1966), have questioned the assumption 



of Sellin and Wolfgang that their scale Table 1 

exhibits true additivity. Indeed, in their 
work Sellin and Wolfgang did not in- Ratio scores for complex events· 
vestigate this issue by presenting complex --------------------------------
events for respondents to judge. The cor
respondence between the magnitude score 
given to a complex event and the score 
derived as a simple sum of the com
ponents of that event cannot be deter
mined from The Measurement of Delin
quency. 

Pease, Ireson, and Thorpe (1974) and, 
later, Wagner and Pease (1978) examined 
empirically the assumption of additivity 
by asking a group of subjects to rate the 
seriousness of several discrete crimes. The 
respondents were also asked what their 
perceived seriousness would be if two of
fenses of the same type were committed. 
In their first study of 286 respondents, 
only 31.8 percent judged the commission 
of two offenses to be twice as serious as 
the single offense. The remaining re
spondents judged the multiple offense 
situation as being either more serious 
(19.9%) or less serious (48.2%) than 
twice the value of a single offense. In 
their second study with 222 respondents, 
Wagner and Pease found that only 18 
percent of the judgments were twice as 
serious, while for 75.2 percent of the in
dividuals taking part in the study two of
fenses committed together were less than 
twice as serious as one, and 6.8 percent 
thought two offenses were more than 
twice as serious. They concluded: "We 
have demonstrated that offense seri
ousness is not additive" (1978, p. 178). 

Unfortunately, these two studies do not 
really address the issue of offense severity 
with data which permit comparisons to be 
drawn with other studies of this type. Of
fense severity is seen as a continuous 
variable having a distribution seemingly 
well-fitted by a power function. The 
problem at hand is the estimation of the 
parameters of that function, not simply 
the percentage of subjects who responded 
to three categorical imperatives. 

Thus Wellford and Wiatrowski (1975), 
using the techniques of magnitude estima
tion, generated geometric means using 
Sellin-Wolfgang items for both simple 
and complex offensive events with 118 
Florida State University students as 
raters. Their results correlated strongly 
with Sellin and Wolfgang (r=.905), with 
a slope of .482. But even more impressive 
was their correlation of .969 and slope of 

FSU FSU S·W 
Event directly Ralios Indirectly Ratios Indirectly Ratios 
number scaled rank scaled rank scaled rank 

1 34.9 1 
2 4.5 13 
3 1.0 20 
4 7.4 9 
5 8.5 8 

6 2.0 18 
7 19.3 4 
8 13.1 7 
9 2.8 16 

10 4.8 12 

11 31.4 2 
12 14.6 6 
13 3.2 15 
14 4.3 14 
15 26.2 3 

16 6.3 10 
17 2.3 17 
18 5.1 11 
19 1.2 19 
20 16.3 5 

'Computed from Wellford a~d Wiatrowski, 1975, p. 183 

.945 between complex offenses directly 
estimated and their indirectly derived 
counterparts. 

Wellford and Wiatrowski's table IV has 
been rescaled to the least serious offense 
(number three event number) so that the 
ratios among the three columns may be 
more easily compared in table 1. 

Table 1 exhibits a strong concordance of 
ratios and rank orderings, especially 
among the Florida State responses. Even 
the agreement with the Sellin-Wolfgang 
data is notable when one considers that 
those data were generated in the early 
1960's in a different setting with a 
somewhat altered methodology. Wagner 
and Pease have criticized Wellford and 
Wiatrowski's findings because correla
tions instead of means tests were 
employed. However, it must be pointed 
out that ratio comparisons are the most 
relevant for the resolution of this 
disagreement and here in table 1 it is 
quite evident that the directly and in
directly scaled complex events yield 
similar results. Of course, as in all fallible 
data, some discrepancies do occur, but 
these departures from agreement must 
not be allowed to overshadow the overall 
pattern in the responses. 

More recently, Gottsfredson, Young and 
Laufer (1980) have brought more sophis
ticated methodology to bear on the pro-

38.9 
3.7 
1.0 
7.4 

13.4 

1.1 
18.8 
10.6 
4.6 
6.0 

37.7 
12.4 
6.1 
3.2 

18.9 

4.4 
3.1 
9.1 
2.9 

37.3 

1 37.2 1 
15 4.1 17 
20 1.0 20 
10 9.7 10 
6 9.5 11 

19 18.4 6 
5 18.45 5 
8 13.6 8 

13 7.2 12 
12 5.9 14 

2 36.9 2 
7 19.6 4 

11 4.8 15 
16 3.1 18 
4 15.9 7 

14 6.5 13 
17 4.5 16 
9 9.8 9 

18 2.4 19 
3 31.6 3 

blem of additivity and dimensionality to 
determine how the amount in dollars of 
theft interacts with other aspects of the 
offense in determining perceived severity. 
One hundred and fifty-nine students at 
Johns Hopkins University were asked to 
respond on an ll-point category scale to 
descriptions of offenses involving simple 
theft, check fraud, burglary, vandalism, 
robbery, rape, and robbery resulting in 
death as dollar value of the loss varied 
from $5 to $10,000. 

Gottfredson, Young, and Laufer used a 
simple category scale but treated the 
responses as if they were magnitude 
estimates and indeed, as table 2 (their 
table 4) indicates, the correlation coeffi
cients for the power functions are large 
except for instances of serious injury, 
thus supporting the assumption that these 
data can be represented by a power func
tion. It should be noted that category 
scales (as shall be discussed in chapter 5) 
do suffer from end-point effects and the 
scale type may be causing some of the 
lack of fit. 

As table 2 substantiates and Gottfredson, 
Young, and Laufer concluded from their 
analysis of variance tables, there are 
strong crime-type, dollar-value and, to a 
lesser degree, type-dollar interaction ef
fects in these data. If the increment in 
dollar values were being perceived more 
or less in the same manner across offense 
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Table 2 

Regression equations for seven types 
of offenses" 

Equallon 
rTbyX Offense (Intercept + slope) 

Theft .9597 + .1129 log $ .9567 .0109 
Vandalism 1.0997 + .0995 log $ .9375 .0117 
Check fraud .6656 + .1335 log $ .9795 .0087 
Burglary 1.1949 + .0863 log $ .9588 .0081 

Robbery 1.6332 + .0472 log $ .9399 .0054 
Rape 2.2692 + .0047 log $ .8005 .0011 
Robbery/ 

death 2.3547 + .0011 log $ .4657 .0007 

'Adapted from Goltfredson, Young, and Laufer (1980, 
table 4). 

types, then the slopes should be more or 
less identicaL In table 2, offenses in
volving physical contact, robbery, rape, 
and death all exhibit reducing slopes in 
that order. As the amount of injury in
creases the increment in perceived severity 
of additional dollar loss decreases. 

On the other hand, the slope differences 
for variolls kinds of theft are not too 
great and prooably the assumption of 
simple additivity would not do too great 
an injustice to the observed interactions. 
However, the authors are correct when 
they state: 

Interactions such as that observed in the pre
sent study do not necessarily imply that 
offenses (or discrete actions occurring within 
a given "offense episode") are not 
agglomerative-they merely suggest that an 
additive model may not be appropriate. 
Data presented here, for example, would 
suggest at a minimum that an index such as 
that of Sellin and Wolfgang could tend, on 
average, to overestimate the severity of 
offenses such as robbery and rape. Ip. 39) 

In chapter 3 the extent of error which 
results from the :application of a simple 
additive model will be evaluated using 
data from the National Survey on Crime 
Severity. 

Obviously, more research will be required 
before conclusive evidence can be pre
sented. The issue of additivity is a very 
complex and crucial one, for it provides 
evidence for the "ratio" theory in percep
tion and provides a major element in the 
utility of this type of crime indexing. 

As previously indicated, one of the im
portant questions surrounding the Sellin
Wolfgang conception of severity is that 
of dimensionality, Unfortunately, the 
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magnitude estimation procedure 
employed to construct and replicate the 
Sellin-Wolfgang index does not allow for 
an investigation of the possible multi
dimensionality of the concept. The pro
cedure employed assumes ordinal tran
sitivity in the scale; that is, A>B, B>C, 
thus A>G. It is, however, not in
conceivable that another response set 
might be A>B, B>C, but A<C, especially 
because crimes themselves are categorical 
or nominal concepts. By projecting crime 
severity onto a one-dimensional line, any 
complex spatial configuration which may 
exist in conceptions of severity is lost. 

If, however, multidimensionality were to 
be discovered, it would not necessarily 
follow that the hypothesized power rela
tionship does not hold. In Hamblin's 
(1974) studies, for example, it was shown 
te.at the concept of socioeconomic status 
(SES) was composed of three variables: 
income, education, and occupation. Each 
of these three variables was related as a 
power function to the global variable 
SES, but there were also multiplicative ef
rects among the three components. Thus, 
Hamblin reported, the underlying model 
could be formalized as: 

log Sg=log C+Bllog Si+B210g Se 
+B310g So+ log e 

where Sg represents the global SES, and 
Si, Se, and So represent the constituent 
variables. Hamblin noted that similar 
multivariate power relationships have 
been recorde{: in the literature. 

Putting aside the underlying theoretical 
validity of the Sellin-Wolfgang scale, 
however, there remains the problem of 
data collection. As Stevens (1975) himself 
indicated, his measurement procedures 
have changed in many ways since he first 
employed the magnitude estimation pro
cedure. One of the problems that has 
been shown to exist with a general 
population is that of understandi~g the 
exact nature of the task involved. 
Perhaps this problem did not arise for 
Sellin and Wolfgang or Stevens, or many 
other investigators, because their 
respondents tended to be college students 
and others who had at least a minimal 
facility with the number system. Further
more, many investigators employing the 
technique-especially psycho physicists
have used other measurement techniques 
such as hand dynamometers or line 
estimation, which are devoid of abstract 

symbolic representations, to obtain sub
ject responses. Chapter 2 presents the 
results of a study addressing the relation
ship <,<mong response modalities to of
fense stimuli. 

In addition to the problem of under
standing the number system is that of the 
utility of a standard point or modulus for 
guidance of the respondent. The use of a 
standard point-say a theft of a bicycle 
equals lO-gives the respondent an an
chor by which he may judge all other 
responses. Unfortunately, the use of such 
a standard may also bias a respondent's 
response set because an unsophisticated 
respondent may not perceive the number 
system in the same manner as a 
mathematician who defines its properties 
axiomatically. For example, many people 
may not perceive the equality of the 
ratios 0.1: 10 and 10: 10,000. Both ratios 
are numerically equivalent; however, a 
respondent may not have an intuitive ap
preciation of this ratio equivalency. To 
avoid this problem, Stevens (1966a) has 
suggested either varying the standard 
point or doing away with it altogether. 
By following either of these two 
strategies, he argued, the possible 
response bias created by a perceived 
unacceptable reference level may be 
minimized. In fact, Lodge and Tursky 
(1979, p. 34) emphasized that free or sub
ject assignment of the standard results in 
a smaller regression bias in magnitude 
estimates. Therefore, in their laboratory 
experiments they no longer supply a 
reference standard to subjects attempting 
magnitude estimation. 

Critical comments on the utility 
of the Sellin-Wolfgang scale 

The major substantive argument for the 
employment of the Sellin-Wolfgang index 
is that it is a more appropriate indicator 
of the "crime problem" than current in
dices. Because the index purports to 
weight crimes by their perceived severity, 
as opposed simply to indicating volume, 
it is assumed that a more complete in
dicator of the nature of criminal or delin
quent activity results. Most critics readily 
acknowledge the conceptual superiority of 
the Sellin-Wolfgang index over the cur
rent practice of presenting the UCR in
dex, which is based solely on a represen
tative measurement of volume. Some 
criticism has been raised, however, with 
regard to whether in practice the Sellin-



Wolfgang index warrants the extra effort 
required for its implementation. Essential
ly, thi" is a cost/benefit argument over 
the practical acceptance and implementa
tion ot the scale as opposed to a query 
regarding its scientific v~Jidity. 

Hindelang (1974) has noted that, for 
most practical purposes, the UCR may be 
more than adequate for indexing crime, 
and that the costs and extra effort re
quired to calibrate and implement the 
Sellin-Wolfgang index on a national level 
outweigh any potential benefits. In com
paring the UCR index with results from 
the National Crime Panel victimology 
surveys, Hindelang noted that, while the 
UCR index consistently underestimates 
victimization reports, there is a near 
perfect match with regard to the ordering 
of the offenses. Furthermore, when 
Hindclang used unweighted UCR 
statistics to produce a ranking of States 
and counties along ali extent and severity 
continuum, he found the results to be 
almost identical to those he obtained 
when he employed weights he had derived 
from the Sellin-Wolfgang in·dex. The 
predominant factor in either calculation is 
that property crimes, even though they 
tend to be weighted less (viewed less 
seriously) than personal offenses, out
number personal offenses to such a 
degree that they totally overwhelm the in
creased weighting contributed by personal 
offenses. Thus, Hindelang concluded, 
even though the UCR index has many 
conceptual shortcomings, it provides a 
practical, robust indicator of the relative 
incidence of known index offenses. 

Blumstein (1974) arrived at similar con
clusions when he employed the Sellin
Wolfgang scores as computed by Heller 
and McEwen (1975) in his attempt to 
assess the aggregate seriousness of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation's 
Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) index of
fenses. After weighting the index offenses 
by their appropriate average seriousness 
scores for each offense type and then 
summing the scores, Blumstein plotted 
the computed Sellin-Wolfgang scores 
against the standard UCR index. Using 
13 data points from 1960 to 1972, Blum
stein obtained a Pearson r of .9994 be
tween the two indices. 

However, current UCR practices do not 
take into account the complexities of 
criminal events composed of multiple of
fenses. In this respect, Wellford and 

Wiatrowski (1975) are correct when they 
indicate that both Hindelang and Blum
stein are committing a type of ecological 
fallacy. It is inappropriate to apply mean 
seriousness scores derived from a study to 
raw crime categories. Not only are those 
categories subject to several types of er
ror, as discussed earlier, bu.t the distribu
tions of seriousness scores for each crime 
code type are also quite broad, indicating 
that a variety of criminal behavior is con
tained within each UCR crime type. 
Turner's (1978) introduction to The 
Measurement oj Delinquency responded 
to Blumstein's point: 

Some objections can be raised to 
Blumstein's contention. First, he does not 
calculate the Sellin-Wolfgang scale as its 
authors do. It is simply not true that the 
Sellin-Wolfgang scale can be represented as 
a series of weight-times-frequency of seven 
index offenses. Many offenses which Sellin 
and Wolfgang would count are not FBI in
dex offenses and some offenses they count, 
the FBI does not. The point could be raised 
in rebuttal that different Sellin-Wolfgang of
fenses and UCR offenses are strongly inter
correlated, but it remains that Blumstein's 
argument rests on assumptions which do not 
have to be made (given better data) and 
which may be crucial to his conclusion. Se
cond, and more important, Blumstein's con
tention is only rarely relevant. The opera
tional setting to which he implicitly refers 
seems to be one in which a decision-maker 
would survey the whole nation and decide 
whether crime was increasing or decreasing. 
Blumstein's advice to such a decision-maker 
is "Use the UCR; it is simpler and 
cheaper." But how much decision-making 
takes place on such a plane? Most decisions 
in the criminal justice system are about 
individuals..-whether to arrest them, what 
offense to charge them with, whether to 
prosecute them, what sentence to pass on 
them. In such a case how would Blumstein's 
advice fare? Pretty poorly. The district at
torney, say, must decide which of two 
defendants to proceed against, and the 
character of the offense each is suspected of 
is probably the most important single 
variable affecting his decision. (In a district 
attorney's office, the number of offenses to 
be dealt with at anyone time is constant; 
what is free to vary is the assl.!ssment of 
their seriousness.) Application of the Sellin
Wolfgang scale would suggest proceeding 
against the more serious. Similarly, sentenc
ing is influenced by the relative severity of 
the offense and the relative extensiveness of 
the previous criminal history of the defend
ant. Blumstein has shown, in short, that the 
UCR and Sellin-Wolfgang scale point to the 
same decision in certain contexts, but these 

contexts do not include the day-to-day 
operations wherein uniform crime reporting 
is useless. [pp. x-xi] 

Additionally and most important, the 
crime ,~everity ~cale is more than an alter
native to existing crime indices. Responses 
to the items repr-~ent a survey of the par
ticipants' attitudes about the seriousness 
of various types of criminal behaviors. 
Regardless of the underlying response 
mechanisms which may be operating to 
generate recognizable patterns in those 
responses, studies of this type are attitude 
surveys. Such surveys are in and of 
themselves worth undertaking because 
they tap a piece of the moral consensus, 
or lack of it, at a given time and place. 

Some successful applications 
of the scale 

The scale has found useful application in 
several academic and practitioner applica
tions over the years since its introduction. 
Early among these was Martin Gold's 
(1966) study of hidden delinquent 
behavior in Flint, Michigan. Although the 
nature of Gold's data did not permit 
precise application, he approximated the 
index by assigning weights derived from it 
to a set of nine offenses. Seriousness 
scores were then employed with frequency 
counts of the offenses to measure the in
cidence of concealed delinquent behavior 
serious enough to warrant arrest and to 
measure the seriousness of these hidden 
delinquencies. Gold noted a difficulty in
herent with the use of a seriousness in
dex: juveniles tend- to conceal acts of pro
perty destruction and unauthorized use of 
motor vehicles, both of which are con
sidered somewhat serious. As a result, 
there is danger of distorting the actual 
severity of hidden juvenile delinquency. 

However, use of the seriousness index 
allowed Gold to make some interesting 
observations. He found that the frequen-

. cy of delinquent behavior was a greater 
determinant of being apprehended by the 
police than seriousness but that the 
seriousness of the offense was taken into 
account by the arresting officer in his 
decision to charge the juvenile with the 
offense. Gold noted that the most serious 
offenders are thus likely to be the most 
frequent offenders to be booked. 

Gold further noted that the seriousness 
index was a better discriminatory tool for 
uncovering the differences among delin
quent behaviors between high- and low-
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status nonwhite boys than was the fre
quency scale. Further, the frequency scale 
revealed no differences between the delin
quent behavior of nonwhite unskilled and 
nonwhite semiskilled juveniles, whereas 
the seriousness index showed the behavior 
of the former group to be more serious 
than that of the latter. Thus, by utilizing 
a seriousness index, Gold was able to 
report some aspects of concealed juvenile 
delinquency which may have otherwise re
mained hidden. 

Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) used 
the seriousness scoring system in their 
studv of 9,945 boys born in 1945 who liv
ed in Philadelphia from their 10th to 18th 
years. The 10,214 offenses charged to 
3,415 boys in this cohort were scored by 
the use of Sellin-Wolfgang weights and 
the delinqu~ncy careers of these in
dividuals were described in terms of the 
type of offense, seriousness of offense, 
and frequency of offenses. Demographic 
and other background characteristics were 
related to type of offense and seriousness. 

In general, it was found that nonwhite, 
low-socioeconomic-status boys were 
charged with the most serious offenses 
and that offense seriousm:ss declined as 
SES increased so that the continuum from 
low-SES nonwhite to high-SES white was 
related inversely to offense seriousness. 
Offense careers did not escalate in severi
ty per offense except for injury offenses 
where repetitions became more serious. 

The use of the offense seriousness 
measure was crucial for the analytical 
tasks of the Philadelphia Birth Cohort 
study. A large proportion of the findings 
of that study depends on the measure of 
offense seriousness. For example, it was 
shown that harsher dispositions were 
followed by more serious offensive be
havior and that a small subset of the 
cohort population accounted for the bulk 
of social harm. It is in this area of 
offender-offense-specific analyses that a 
severity scale based on the components of 
an event yields its greatest contribution. 

Another policy-oriented use was made of 
the seriousness index by Heller and 
McEwen (1975) in st. Louis, Missouri. It 
was their purpose to investigate the use of 
crime seriousness information as supplied 
by the Sellin-Wolfgang index in order to 
determine the utility of employing such 
information in assigning cases to detec
tives, in the ailocation of patrol person-
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nel, and in the determination of size and 
location of police patrol beats. 

These investigators chose the Sellin
Wolfgang index for four reasons: (I) The 
set of components of events was complete 
enough that separate seriousness estimates 
were not required for each possible com
bination of events. (2) The scale had been 
tested and replicated with success in many 
countries and therefore its reliability and 
validity were substantiated. (3) It allowed 
for the computation of seriousness scores 
for property loss, injury, and intimidation 
in separate totals. (4) The application en
visioned was relevant for this sort of 
scale. 

A total of 8 weeks of crime information 
obtained from the S1. Louis police 
department was coded using the Sellin
Wolfgang index, providing statistics 
which quantified the seriousness of 
various categories of offenses. Heller and 
McEwen found that the average 
seriousness for all crimes committed dur
ing the period was 3.00, the average pro
perty loss was $104.72, and the average 
seriousness of crimes against the person 
which occurred during the 8 weeks was 
9.02. It was further discovered that the 
UCR's attributing equal weighting to all 
Part I offenses might lead one to 
misinterpretation or invalid conclusions. 
The average seriousness of homicide, for 
example, was found to be 33.29, while 
the average seriousness of aggravated 
assault was 9.74 and the average 
seriousness of auto theft 2.29, while the 
UCR would give equal weight to each of
fense. 

In distinguishing between suppressible 
(those visible to police <;.' natt.;l) and 
nonsuppressible offenses, Heller and 
McEwen noted that the average 
seriousness for nonsuppressible offenses 
was 3.82 while the average seriousness for 
suppressible offenses was 2.82. With 
respect to crimes against persons, it was 
observed that the average seriousness for 
nonsuppressible offenses was 11.16 as 
compared with 8.34 for suppressible of
fenses. 

The elements of the index which account 
for property loss, injury, and 
psychological stress (intimidation) suf
fered by the victim were thought to 
render the scale especially useful for 
measuring the seriousness of traffic ac
cidents. Heller and McEwen, however, 

acknowledged that the stress of intimida
tion experienced by a victim during an of
fense and the psychological stress suffered 
during a traffic accident do not corres
pond directly, due to the lack of 
malicious intent in the latter. Using the 
injury and property damage elements of 
the Sellin-Wolfgang index, the average 
seriousness of three classes of accidents 
was estimated. The overall kverage 
seriousness of all accidents was 4.53 as 
compared with the average crime 
seriousness of 3.00. Fatal and injury ac
cidents produced an average seriousness 
of 7.80 while the average seriousness of 
accidents involving only property damage 
was 3.00. 

The authors studied the distribution of 
total seriousness and average seriousness 
per incident by day of the week, police 
shift (watch), and police district. For 
most cases, there was a positive correla
tion between the distribution of 
seriousness scores and the distribution of 
the number of incidents. Monday, Fri
day, and Saturday were found to have 
the highest percentage of serious offenses. 

From these findings, Heller and McEwen 
proposed that, as a basis for work 
assignments (If detectives, those cases 
with high seriousness scores be allocated 
first, thus replacing the informal process 
of arbitrarily choosinl6 cases for investiga
tion. Further, it was suggested that the 
seriousness information be used as a 
measure of effectiveness of detective 
operations in the same way as clearance 
rates are currently employed. This revi
sion in recording practice would allow for 
the estimation of a seriousness of offense 
clearance rate, reflecting more accurately 
the effectiveness of the detective unit, 
because the most serious crimes tend to 
be cleared by arrest. 

The allocation of patrol personnel in st. 
Louis at the time of this study was based 
on a weighted workload formula which 
included calls for service, service time, 
.~rimes against the person, crimes against 
property, UCR Part I offenses, arrests, 
and traffic accidents. Heller and McEwen 
replaced the weights of the formula with 
the average seriousness of the crime oc
CUi'rences. They noted, however, that 
substitution of their data did not 
significantly alter the allocations of police 
in St. Louis (the new model required the 
reassignment of 2.5 percent of the of
ficers, or 38 policemen), even though the 



extended model more adequately took in
to account the varying nature of crime 
and calls for service. 

Regarding the use 'Of seriousness inforrrla
tion in determining patrol beats, Heller 
and McEwen extended their previous 
work by attempting to equalize the ex
pected total of serious crime in each beat 
as part of a more complex use of multiple 
criteria in beat design. 

Another successful direct application of 
the scale is the PROMIS (Prosecutor's 
Management Information System) system 
used in Washington, D.C., to estimate 
the urgency of a case for prosecution 
(Jacoby, 1972). In this application it was 
shown that an experienced prosecutor's 
evaluation of the urgency of the need to 
pursue a court case could be estimated by 
the following equation: 

U = pw'sw + pw'BE 

where U = judged urgency of case for prosecu
tion, 

P = SUbjective probability of winning 
the case, 

SW = seriousness of offense with Sellin
Wolfgang scale, and 

BE = base expectancy rate of recidivism. 

With w' estimated at .22 and w, at .09, 
seriousness is more important than the 
likelihood of recidivism for judging the 
urgency for prosecution. 

The index and its technique of derivation, 
although used both for academic and 
field-oriented purposes, has not been con
fined to the United States and Canada. 
The studies of Hsu in Taiwan (1973) and 
Velez-Diaz and Megargee in Puerto Rico 
(1971) at least partially suggest that the 
scaling method may have practical use for 
cross-cultural studies. The work of Nor
mandeau (1970), summarized in "Crime 
Indices for Eight Countries," speaks to 
this issue. He conducted inquiries among 
first-year university students in the United 
States, Canada, England, the Congo, 
Taiwan, Indonesia, Brazil, and Mexico. 
From these inquiries he was able to devise 
a simplified index, comparable to that of 
Sellin and Wolfgang. The scores obtained 
lend themselves to comparison, "In view 
of the fact that we invited the inhabitants 
of these countries to evaluate an identical 
situation with reference to a similar scale 
of values ... " (p. 15). 

On observing the differences among 
countries with respect to certain elements 

of criminal events, Normandeau sug
gested that they may be used in the same 
way that crime rates are currently 
calculated: providing a method for the 
creation of an extralegal weighted crime 
index comparable to that of other coun
tries. Thus a basis for international com
parison would be created which could 
also be used to assess the effectiveness of 
anticrime campaigns, and the quantitative 
and qualitative evolution of recidivism. 
There are, however, some considerations 
which must be attended to if a practical, 
cross-cultural use of the index is to be 
made. 

Pease, Ireson, and Thorpe (1975), in a 
response to the work of Normandeau, 
identified some of the problems inherent 
in the cross-cultural application of the 
scale. First, they noted that, because the 
rough seriousness scores differed among 
countries, one cannot effectively compare 
seriousness ratings on a particular crime 
across them because the range over which 
the seriousness judgments vary is dif
ferent for each of the eight countries. 
They also pointed out that neither Sellin 
and Wolfgang nor Stevens made com
parisons over different cultural groups to 
determine if valid cross-cultural com
parisons are possible when "noise" is 
averaged out. 

The expression of seriousness scores as 
ratios of larceny of $1 assumes agreement 
across countries on the seriousness of a 
larceny of $1. It was further suggested 
that losses should be expressed in relation 
to some measure of purchasing power in 
the currency of the country in question. 
The danger of not adjusting the scale in
tercept is, according to Pease, Ireson, and 
Thorpe, the possibility that the scores of 
offenses other than theft will be distorted 
because the seriousness of all offenses is 
expressed as a ratio of larceny involving 
$1. The likely effect would be to depress 
the seriousness of all offenses not involv
ing theft or damage in countries where a 
$1 equivalent has a high purchasing 
power. 

Pease, Ireson, and Thorpe noted that, 
regardless of the assumptions of the study 
designers and all their likely precautions, 
raters will infer characteristics of people 
they feel are likely to commit the describ
ed crimes and will also make inferences 
regarding the circumstances of the of
fenses. While these inferences may not 

prove problematic for intracultural 
studies, they may prove problematic for 
cross-cultural comparisons. 

Christiansen (1970) elaborated on the 
cross-cultural use of the Sellin-Wolfgang 
index in a report to the Council of 
Europe. Based on some pilot tests carried 
out in Copenhagen, he identified prob
lems concerning the implementation of 
the index in some European countries. 
He noted that the questionnaire items 
utilized would, to some extent, depend on 
the legal code in the country where they 
were applied, but not to the degree that 
cross-cultural comparisons would be 
rendered impossible. In addition, for 
reasons of time and clarity, Christiansen 
presented short descriptions of the of
fenses including some details of the cir
cumstances, rather than just the name of 
the offense. 

The criticism of G.N.G. Rose (1966) 
regarding .he test procedure used by Sel
lin and Wolfgang, of not allowing the 
subjects to turn back to previous ratings, 
was evaluated in the Danish pilot studies. 
Christiansen conducted practice tests 
allowing the raters to tUI;n back and 
review previous answers. During the ac
tual test the raters were allowed to refer 
to the practice tests, although they were 
not allowed to review answers given dur
ing the actual rating task. Some raters 
found that this method eased the task for 
them, although no definitive confirmation 
of the advisability of a review was 
developed. The raters for the Danish pilot 
studies came from various social classes, 
including law students, teacher-training 
college students, policemen, factory 
employees including apprentice3, male 
and female laborers, white-collar person
nel, and young offenders in a prison. 
Christiansen noted that, unlike the college 
students in Philadelphia, students in Den
mark did not support the middle-class 
value system. He further identified two 
possible populations which could be 
sampled in order to create rating groups: 
(1) a narrow population of experts con
sisting of the criminal judges of the coun
try and (2) the widest selection, a random 
sample of the entire population. He 
argued that either of these respondent 
groups would be satisfactory for specific 
purposes, although the same procedure 
ought to be used in every country. 
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It was assumed that the implicit scal~ 
used to determine offense seriousness was 
unidimensional, that each person used the 
same implicit scale, and that the scale was 
the same for all persons in the same ex
perimental group. The results of the 
prepilot studies confirmed these assump
tions for the most part, except with 
regard to nonviolent sex offenders and 
crimes of violence. Christiansen conclud
ed that the results of the pilot studies did 
not reveal anything which would not sup
port a recommendation to carry out fur
ther studies across Europe. Like Pease, 
Ireson, and Thorpe, he also concluded 
that offense descriptions should be more 
detailed and concrete because much was 
left to the imagination of the rater, thus 
perhaps increasing the probability of in
consistencies. Lastly, Christiansen did not 
recommend adoption of the category 
scale as a method of rating because of 
unsolved problems found in the 
psychophysical scaling literature on the 
relative merits of category and magnitude 
estimation scales. 

Conclusion 

From the amount of atter/tion this topic 
has received over the yews, it should be 
apparent that the need for a measure of 
offense severity exists, chat the Sellin
Wolfgang scale offers a sound basis for 
building a national-level scale, and that 
certain methodological and theoretical 
problems still need to be addressed 
despite the numerous successful replica
tions and applications the technique has 
enjoyed. 
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Because of widespread interest in the 
scale and the time and place limitations 
of the Sellin-Wolfgang study, the 
predecessor agency of the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics (BJS) in 1976 awarded 
the Center for Studies in Criminology 
and Criminal Law a grant to begin work 
on deve/oping a national survey of 
perceived severity of criminal offenses. 
Specifically, BJS and the Center wished 
to take advantage of the National Crime 
Survey currently being conducted by the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census for BJS by 
appending a set of crime severity items to 
the victimization survey form. The pur
pose of the survey was (1) to determine 
on the national level public perception 
about the relative severities of various 
kinds of crimes, (2) to determine the 
perceived severities of various crimes ac
cording to regions, States, size of place, 
and other demographic characteristics of 
the population, and (3) to determine if 
the data generated by the survey would 
produce a structure resembling a scale 
similar to that previously investigated. 

In the next chapters, then, the topics of 
scale validity of the items, additivity, 
reliability of responses, and study and 
sample design are addressed. Chapters 7 
and 8 review the general findings of the 
National Survey of Crime Severity; 
chapter 9 outlines the manner in which 
the scale may be applied in research and 
Volume II presents reference tables of 
item responses. 



Cross-modal validation 
of the severity scale1 

Chapter 2 

The number of different kinds of non
physical continua which have been shown 
to be scalable through magnitude estima
tion procedures is quite impressive. Lodge 
and Tursky (1979, p. 16) cited more than 
20 studies of different social opinion 
scales, in addition to crime seriousness, 
which use ratio estimations including the 
prestige of occupations, social status, 
strength of religious attitudes, severity of 
punishments, seriousness of illness, life 
stresses, the importance of political of
fices, political dissatisfaction, liberalism
conservatism, national power, race
relatedness of political issues, and so on. 
However, most of these scales are based, 
as is the Sellin-Wolfgang scale, on only 
one magnitude estimation modality. As a 
result they are not psychophysically 
validated. 

The cross-modality matching technique 
developed by Stevens, Mack, and Stevens 
(1960) and further developed by Cross 
(1974, 1976) enables verification of the 
power function of responses to physical 
and nonphysical stimuli. As Lodge and 
Tursky (1979) stated in their guide to 
magnitude scaling: 

The logic of the cross-modality matching 
paradigm is straightforward if the power law 
is valid and if the exponents derived from 
magnitude estimation are truly characteristic, 
then any two quantitative response measures 
with established exponents could be used to 
judge a sensory continuum and the validity 
of the derived magnitude scale confirmed by 
obtaining a close match between the 
theoretical and empirically obtained 
ratio .... 

Stated more formally, if the sensation of the 
first response modality R, is related to the 
stimulus 8 by a power function with a 
characteristic exponent of a 

R,=8,a 

and if the sensation of the second modality 
used in the cross-matching procedure is 
related to the same set of stimuli by its own 
characteristic exponent b 

R,=8,b. 

When R, and R, are matched to the value 
of 8 we can substitute stimulus values so 
that 

8,a=8,b. 

'The experimental work reported in this chapter 
was performed by Milton Lodge. Bernard Tursky. 
Mary Ann Foley. and Richard Reeder at the 
Laboratory for Behavioral Research at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook under con
tract from the Center for Studies in Criminology and 
Criminal Law. University of Pennsylvania. 

Then by taking the logarithm of each side of 
the equation we can write 

alog 8, =blog 8, 
o~ log 8, =alblog 8,. 

When the values are plotted in log-log coor
dinates. this equation represents a straight 
line, a power function, with the slope of the 
line equal to the alb ratio of the original ex
ponents. [po 12] 

The results of cross-modality matching 
are valid regardless of the type or kind of 
responSe stimuli. 

Because the validity of the power func
tion developed by Sellin and Wolfgang 
has bee" questioned, as discussed in 
chapter 1, and because the techniques for 
validating the scale are now available and 
readily applied, a study dealing exclusive
ly with this question was designed and 
undertaken with the staff at the 
Laboratory for Behavioral Research at 
Stony Brook. The work of Lodge and his 
associates represents the most advanced 
and sophisticated contribution to this par
ticular area of psychophysical research. 
As detailed below, four experiments in
vestigating the cross-modal validity of 
items from the scale developed for the 
National Survey of Crime Severity were 
performed. ' 

Experiment 1 

Methods 

Subjects. Forty undergraduates (20 males 
and 20 females) were randomly chosen 
from a pool of volunteers. All subjects 
participated in an experimental session 
lasting approximately one hour. 

Stimulus materials. Each subject was 
presented with three different types of 
stimulus materials. A series of line lengths 
(1,2,3,5,7, 10, 15,22, and 30 mm) 
were pr~sented on a TV monitor located 
approximately 4 feet in front of the sub
ject, and a series of number stimuli (3, 5, 
7, 11, 40, 62, and 95) were presented in 
the same manner. Finally, a set of 30 
crimes was presented. 

Response modes. Line production 
responses were made on packets of legal
size paper (8112 /Ix 14'). The subjects were 
asked to draw a line next to an ap
propriate trial number when they were 
cued to make a line response. Magnitude 
estimates were made by entering a 

'The following material is essentially the report of 
the staff at the Laboratory for Behavioral Research. 
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number by means of a keyboard. The Table 3 

keyboard was located on the table in 
front of the subject; it was also used by Cross·modallty matching (CMM) 
the subject to advance each trial present a- -------------------------------
tion for the stimulus sequences. 

Procedure. When stimuli were presented 
to the subjects on the TV monitor each 
stimulus (line or number) was displayed 
in the center of the TV screen, and in. the 
upper left-hand corner of the screen a 
response cue was also displayed (for ex
ample, line response). The crimes were 
typed on index cards (31/ X 5 ''); as the ex
perimenter presented the subject with a 
particular crime, the subject also saw a 
response cue displayed on the TV 
monitor. 

Each subject was told that there were 
three phases to the experiment. A brief 
instructional period for practicing the use 
of the response continua and the 
keyboard preceded these phases. In the 
first phase, the subject was shown the 
range of lines in the series. The subject 
was then instructed to give the first line a 
number; then all lines were given a 
number in proportion to this first 
response. In the second phase, the subject 
was first shown the full range of numbers 
and was then asked to give a line 
response to the first number; all other 
responses were given a line in proportion 
to this first line response. The stimuli 
were presented twice each time in ir
regular order, and each stimulus was ac
companied by a response instruction. 

During the third phase of the session, 
each subject practiced estimating crimes 
by using a set not included in the final 
validation set. After this practice exercise, 
the 30 crimes were presented two times, 
each time in irregular order, and each 
crime was accompanied by a "line" or 
"number" response instruction displayed 
on the TV monitor. Before beginning the 
estimation exercises, the subject was 
shown a list of all of the crimes in the 
set. The subject was then shown the 
following offense: "The offender disturbs 
the neighborhood with loud, noisy 
behavior." The subject was asked to give 
any number and line response to this of
fense and then to make all responses to 
the subsequent crimes relative to these 
first responses. The more serious offenses 
were to be given larger numbers and 
longer lines. 
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Direct CMM 

log ME vs. log LL 
r .99 
fI .87 ± .38 

log LP vs. log NU 
r .99 
fI .90 ± .15 

Indirect CMM 

log ME vs. log LP' 
r .98 
fI .98 

'The line production responses were corrected for 
regression bias using the following formUla: 

tp. - Rllla) 

Results 

Calibration. Geometric means were com
puted for the responses to each stimulus. 
The exponent describing the direct cross
modal matching relation was .87 for the 
magnitude estimates matched to line 
lengths and .90 for the line production 
responses matched to numbers. These 
relations were well described by power 
functions as indicated by the high linear 
correlations summarized in table 3. 

Seriousness of crimes, The geometric 
means of the magnitude estimation and 
the line production responses are indepen
dent estimates of the relative seriousness 
of the crimes. The results of this first ex
periment demonstrate a remarkable con
cordance between the perceived intensity 
of the seriousness of crimes and the 
relative magnitude of response. Figure 1 
displays the results of the line production 
(x-axis) and the magnitude estimation 
(r-axis) responses, each matched to the 
crime. 

The results of an indirect cross-modality 
(ICMM) relation between numbers and 
lines, each matched to crimes, is expected 
to be summarized by a straight line with 
an exponent equal to 1.0. J The empirical 
exponent for thIs ICMM relation is .98, 
which is not different from the. theoret
ically expected value (1.0). Typically, the 
exponent for the ICMM relation between 
the magnitude estimation and the line 
production responses is used as a check 
for the cross-modal validation or internal 

'See Cross (1974) and Stevens (1975). 

Experiment 

II III IV 

.99 .99 .99 
1.01 ±.17 .90 ± .12 .91 ± .13 

.99 .99 .99 
.94 ± .09 .92 ± .14 .91 ± .13 

.98 .98 .98 
1.03 1.03 1.18 

where R Is the geometric mean of the line production 
data matched to a crime, and a = .56, .83, .83, and .71 
for Experiments I, II, III, and IV, respectively. 

Figure 1 

Severity of crime scale: 
Experiment I 

Magnitude estimation responses 
1.000 

100 

10 

o 10 
Line production 

100 1,000 

The line production responses (x·axls) are plotted 
agalnsl the magnitude estimalio" responses (y·axls) 
In 10g·log coordinates. The relative magnitude 
scales for these crimes are summarized In table 2. 

consistency of a scale. 4 When the obtain
ed exponent (here, .98) is not different 
from the expected value (1.0), the scale is 
psychophysically valid. Although the 
results are expected to be summarized by 
a straight line with an exponent equal to 
1.0, if the operation of regression bias 
contributes unequally to the two response 
modalities, then the empirical slope will 
depart far from 1.0. In this study, after 
the scales were corrected for regression 

'See Cross. Tursky. and Lodge (1975, pp. 9-14) 
and Lodge et 01. (1975, pp. 611-649). 



bias, the exponent (.98) for the ICMM Table 4 
relation indicates that this scale for the 
seriousness of crimes is psychophysicalJy Experiment I 
valid. ' 

On the basis of this study, the Crime 
LI~e productions Line productions 

Magnitude estimations Magnitude estimations 
Severity Scale is judged to be psycho-

Offenses + Offenses 
physically valid. At this juncture it was 
decided to test further some aspects of 

Breaking and entering 17. An offender with a weapon 
the Crime Severity Scale because it differs threatens to harm a victim unless 
in significant ways from the bulk of 1. An offender breaks Into a the victim gives him money. The 

social scales. Most important, the range building and with no one else offender takes the vlctlm's money 
present, takes property worth $10. 26 19 ($10) and leaves without harming 

of this 30-item scale (approximately 
2. Without breaking Into or entering 

the victim. 67 66 

300:1) is much wider than most scales a building and wIth no one else 18. An offender robs a person of 

reported in the social science literature. present, an offender takes property $10 at gunpoint. The victim Is 
worth $10. 17 21 wounded and requires medical 

It has been shown by Cross (1974) and 3. Without breaking Into or entering 
treatment but no further treatment 

Stevens (1975) that the range of the a building and with no one else 
Is required. 116 103 

stimulus variables affects substantially the present, an offender takes property 19. An offender robs a victim of $10 
worth $50. 35 23 at gunpoint. The victim Is shot and 

results of psychophysical scaling ex- 4. Without breaking Into or entering 
requires hospitalization. 157 195 

periments. For example, Stevens and a building and with no one else 20. An offender threatens to harm a 
Greenbaum (1966) found that a very nar- present, an offender takes property victim 11 he does not give money to 

worth $100. 41 38 the offender. The victim hands over 
row range of stimuli will produce a 

5. Without breaking Into or entering $1,000 and Is not harmed. 70 69 
steepening of the function relating the a building and with no one else 21. An offender robs a person of 
magnitude of a response (for example, present, an offender takes property $1,000 at gunpoint. No physical 

magnitude estimation) with the perceived worth $1.000. 57 73 harm occurs. 79 99 

magnitude of a stimulus (for example, db 6. Without breaking Into or entering 22. An offender robs a person of 
a building and with no one else $1,000 at gunpoint. The victim Is 

noise). Although the range of target con- present, an offender takes property wounded and requires treatment by 
tinuum (for example, crimes) cannot be . worth $10,000. 76 78 a phYSician, but no further 

determined a priori when the variables are treatment Is needed. 121 128 
Threats or inflicted Injury 

23. An offender robs a person of social, the range of crimes used in this 
7. An offender shoves (or pushes) a $1,000 at gunpulnt. The victim Is 

first experiment is empirically very large. victim. The Victim does not require shot and requires hospitalization. 184 233 

This is supported by the relative scale any medlcat treatment. 13 16 
Arson 

values summarized in table 4 (for exam- 8. An offender threatens to Injure 

pIe, see items 12 and 28). In addition to another person seriously. 33 49 24. An offender Silts fire to a 

the range of the stimulus variable, the 9. An offender Inflicts Injury on a building, causing $1,000 worth of 
victim. The victim Is treated by a damage. 54 77 

spacing of stimuli is particularly impor- physiCian but his Injuries do not 25. An offender sets fire to a 
tant in that, if there are many stimuli require him to be hospitalized. 71 78 building, causing $10,000 worth of 
which overlap, it is very difficult for the 10. An offender Inflicts Injury on a damage. 107 101 

subject to discriminate among them. victim. The victim Is treated by a 26. An offender sets fire to a 
physician and his Injuries require building, causing $100,000 worth of 

A series of subsequent experiments were him to be hospitalized. 152 174 damage. 104 107 

conducted, therefore, to obtain' some pre- 11. An offender forcibly rapes a 27. An offender sets fire to a 

liminary information about the effects of 
woman. No physical injury Is building, causing $500,000 worth of 
Inflicted. 442 488 damage. 142 138 

range and stimulus spacing on the crime 12. An offender Inflicts Injury on a 
scale. Using the relative scale values victim. The victim dies from the Additional Items 

derived from the results of Experiment I Injury. 967 623 

13. An offender forcibly rapes a 
28. An offender disturbs the 

as a guide, three subsets of stimuli were neighborhood with loud, noisy 

selected for these experiments. , 
woman. As a result of physical behavior. 5 3 
Injuries, she dies. 1233 990 

29. An offender Is Intoxicated In 
Robbery and Injury public. 7 4 

'The geometric means of the line production 
14. An offender without a weapon 30. An offender makes an obscene 

responses were corrected such that the empirical 
threatens to harm a victim unless phone call. 11 5 

regression line was made to conform to the expected the victim gives him money. The 
regression line with a slope of 1.0. Before correcting offender takes the victim's money 
for regression bias on the line production data, the ex- ($10) and leaves without harming 
ponent for the ICMM relation was 1.6. The formula the victim. 33 46 
used to transform the line production data was: 15. An offender threatens to harm a 

I/Ji = Ri (!fa) victim 11 he does not give his money 

where R was the geometric mean of the line produc-
to the offender. The victim gives him 
$10 and Is not harmed. 44 44 

tion response to a particular crime and a = .56. 
16. An offender robs a victim of $10 
at gunpoint. No physical harm 
occurs. 50 50 
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Cross-model validation of the severity scale 

Subsequent experiments 

Methods 

Subjects. Undergraduates were randomly 
chosen from a pool of volunteers to par
ticipate in experimental sessions lasting 
approximately 45 minutes. The number 
of subjects were 15, 15, and 10, in Ex
periments II, III, and IV, respectively. 

Stimuli. A series of line lengths (1, 2, 4, 
7, 14, 26, 50, 96, 185, and 355 mm) and 
a series of number stimuli (1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 
26,50, 96, 185, and 355) were used for 
the standard calibration exercises. 

In Experiment II a set of crimes com
posed of the 12 "core crimes" which 
formed the primary scale of the National 
Survey of Crime Severity (NSCS) and the 
three most serious crimes from Experi
ment I were estimated. At the beginning 
of this session, only the core crimes were 
shown to the subjects. The most serious 
crimes were included as the last trials of 
the session. In Experiment III, a set of 15 
crimes was chosen such that the items 
were approximately equally spaced on the 
relative scale derived from the results of 
Experiment 1. Finally, a subset of the 
most severe crimes (most of which in
volved the death of a victim) was chosen 
from the remaining offense stimuli from 
the NSCS. The response measures used 
and the procedures followed are exactly 
the same as those described for the first 
experiment. 

Results 

Calibration. Geometric means were com
puted for the response to each stimulus. 
The exponents describing the direct cross
modality matching (DCMM) relations are 
summarized in table 3. For each experi
ment these relations are well described by 
power functions, and the empirical ex
ponents are not significantly different 
from the theoretical exponents (1.0), sug
gesting that if regression biases are pre
sent in these judgments they are only 
minimally contributing to the distortion 
of judgments. 

Seriousness of crime. As shown in table 
3, when the line production responses are 
equated for regression bias, the exponents 
describing the ICMM relations between 
the magnitucl~ estimation and the (cor
rected) line production responses are no 
different from the theoretically expected 
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value (1.0) for Experiments II and III. (In 
Experiment II, the exponent for the 
ICMM relation is no different from the 
theoretically expected value (1.0) whether 
or not the line production data are cor
rected for regression bias. In both cases 
the scale is psychophysically valid). That 
is, the exponent describing the ICMM 
relation is 1.03 for Experiments II and 
III. (The correction factors used to adjust 
the line production were .83, .83, and 
.71, for Experiments II, III, and IV, 
respectively. The formula used was the 
same as the one specified in footnote 5. 
If the scale values in Experiment III are 
not corrected for regression bias, the scale 
is not psychophysically valid because the 
exponent is 1.2.) In these instances, the 
results of the scaling of the subsets of the 
crimes are cross-modally valid. Upon in
spection of table 3 we also see that the 
exponent (1.2) for the ICMM relation 
describing the results of Experiment IV is 
somewhat larger. Given that the items 
used in this experiment were all very 
serious crimes and since the inferred 
range was particularly narrow, these 
results are not surprising. 

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship be
tween the magnitude estimation (y-axis) 
and the (corrected) line production 
(x-axis) responses for the results of Ex
periment III. Here also there is clear 
evidence for strong agreement in the 
magnitudes of the two response 
modalities (r= .98) for the perceived in
tensities of crimes. The results of all these 
experiments demonstrate substantial con
cordance with much of the scaling work 
using magnitude estimation. Tables 5, 6, 
and 7 summarize the scaling results of 
each experiment. Because there were only 
minimal regression biases in the 
magnitude estimation data in each experi
ment, only the line production responses 
were equated for regression bias. Essen
tially, the scales summarized in tables 4, 
5, 6, and 7 are shown to be psycho
physically valid. If one is interested in 
testing the effects of stimulus range and 
the complexity of stimulus time, an exten
sive series of experiments would be re
quired so that the effects of range and 
regression bias can be estimated in
dependently. Such an investigation was 
beyond the scope of the present study. 

Figure 2 

Severity of crime scale: 
Experiment III 

Magnitude estimation responses 
1.000 

100 

10 

o 10 
Line production 

The magnitude estimation responses (y·axls) are 
plotted against the line prodlJction responses 
(x·axls) In 10g·log coordinates. 



Table 5 Table 6 Table 7 

Experiment II: Core crimes Experiment III Experiment IV 

Line productions Line Productions Line productions 

Magnitude estimations 

1 
Magnitude estimations Magnitude estimations 

1 Offenses + Offenses Offenses \ 

1. Without breaking Into or entering 1. An offender shoves (or pushes) a 
1. An offender Inflicts Injury on a 
victim. The victim dies from the 

a building and with no one else victim. The victim does not require Injury. 162 144 
present, an offender takes property any medical treatment. 5 4 
worth $10. 25 24 2, An offender forcibly rapes a 

2. An offender shoves (or pushes) a 
2. An offender without a weapon woman. No physical Injury Is 
threatens to harm a victim unlese Inflicted. 165 155 

victim. The victim does not require the victim gives him money. The 
any medical treatment. 30 24 offender takes the victim's money 3. An offender kills a person by the 

3. An offendel' breaks Into a ($10) 9~d leaves without harming reckless driving of an automobile. 171 174 

building and with no one else the victim. 10 8 4. A company disposes of Its 
present takes property worth $10. 35 23 3. An offender Inflicts Injury on a factory's Industrial waste In a 

4. Without breaking Into or entering victim. The victim Is treated by a manner that pollutes the water 

a building and with no one else physician but his Injuries do not supply of a city. As a result, one 

present, an offender takes property require him to be hospitalized. 12 8 person dies. 183 174 

worth $50. 40 35 4. An offender threatens to harm a 5. An offender places a bomb In a 

5. An offender without a weapon victim If he does not give his money public building. The bomb explodes 

threatens to harm a victim unless to the offender. The victim gives him a~d one person Is killed. 195 200 

the victim gives him money. The $10 and Is not harmed. 12 11 6. Knowing a shipment of cooking 
offender takes the victim's money 5. An offender thr&atens to Injure 011 Is adulterated, an offender, a 
($10) and leaves without harming another person seriously. 13 15 retailer, decides to sell It to the 
the victim. 40 50 public. Only one bottle Is 

6. Without breaking Into or entering 
6. An offender with a weapon purchased, and the purchaser dies. 207 194 
threatens to harm a victim unless 

a building and with no one else the victim gives him morley. The 7. An offender stabs a person to 
present, an offender takes property offender takes the victim's money death. 213 225 
worth $100. 50 43 ($10) and leaves without harming 8. An offender places a bomb In a 
7. An offender Inflicts Injury on a the victim. 17 15 building. The bomb explodes, and 
victim. The victim Is treated by a 7. An offender robs a person of $10 20 people are killed. 225 223 
physician but his Injuries do not at gunpoint. The victim Is wounded 9. A company disposes of Its require him to be hospitalized. 50 50 and requires medical treatment but factory's Industrial waste 1n a 
8. Without breaking Into or entering no further treatment Is required. 26 32 manner thai pollutes the water 
a building and with no one else 8. An offender threatens to harm a supply of a city. As a result, 20 
present, an offender takes property victim If he does not give money to 'people die. 234 207 
worth $1,000. 65 56 the offender. The victim hands over 10. An offender forcibly rapes a 
9. An offender with a weapon $1,000 and Is not harmed. 29 16 woman. As a result of the Injury, 
threatens to harm a victim unless 9. An offender Inflicts Injury on a she dies. 240 203 
the victim gives him money. The victim. The victim Is treated by a 
offender takes the victim's money physician and his Injuries require 
($10) and leaves without harming him to be hospitalized. 38 37 
the victim. 60 67 

10. An offender robs a person of 
10. An offender threatens to harm a $1,000 at gunpoint. The victim Is 
victim If he does not give money to wOJnded and requires treatment by 
the offender. Yhe victim hands over a physician but no further treatment 
$1,000 and Is not harmed. 65 14 Is needed. 50 50 

11. An offender Inflicts Injury on a 11. An offender robs a person of 
victim. The victim Is treated by a $1,000 at gunpoint. The Victim is 
physician, and his Injuries require shot and requires hospitalization. 96 77 
him to be hospitalized. 90 65 

12. An offender robs a victim of $10 
12. Without breaking Into or at gunpoint. The victim Is shot and 
entering a bUilding and with no one requires hospitalization. 102 58 
else present, an offender takes 

13. An offenuer forcibly rapes a property worth $10,000. 115 87 
woman. No physical Injury Is 

13. An offender forcibly rapes a Inflicted. 173 108 
woman. No physical Injury Is 

14. An offender Inflicts Injury on a Inflicted. 450 355 
vlctlm .. The victim dies from the 

14. An offender Inflicts Injury on a Injury. 223 155 
victim. The victim dies from the 

15. An offender forcibly rapes a Injury. 570 406 
woman. As a result of physical 

15. An offender forcibly rapes a InJuries, she dies. 224 192 
woman. As a result of the InJuries, 
she dies. 620 537 
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Cross-model validation of the severity scale 

Discussion 

These experiments were designed to con
struct cross-modally valid scales of 
relative magnitude for the seriousness of 
a set of crimes. This cross-modal, multi
ple measurement approach is necessary 
for the construction of psychophysically 
valid scales, as discussed earlier. Scales 
which are cross-modally (or internally) 
valid can then be used to test many 
hypotheses about the social perceptions 
of the SEriousness of crimes because the 
functional relationship between crime 
stimulus and its perceived severity is 
known. 

Thus, in addition to the standard power 
function fits to the perception of dollar 
value loss, cross-modal validation adds 
increased security to the assertion that the 
perceptions of crime severity follow a 
power function and that the offense items 
most probably lie along the same dimen
sion. 

The closely allied assumption underlying 
the use of the scale, that of additivity, 
gains some support from this cross-modal 
validation; however, a direct test of ad
ditivity would be necessary to fully 
substantiate the position that simple ad
ditivity does exist in crime severity 
perceptions. 
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The problem of additivity 

The question of additivity arose early in 
the development of the crime seriousness 
scale and has persisted to this moment
as was documented in chapter 1. 
However, it should be stated here that 
simple additivity, with its intuitive appeal 
and direct applied utility, is not a strictly 
necessary characteristic for the successful 
application and social relevance of the 
scale. 

Responses to the scale items do represent 
the components of an attitude survey. 
The first and foremost objective of the 
National Survey of Crime Severity 
(NSCS) is the polling of a national sam
ple of the U.S. population on its judg
ment about the relative severities of 
various types of crimes. In isolate, this 
objective of the survey need not relate to 
the existence of underlying structures in 
the response set. If the items tap the 
desired sentiments with some degree of 
validity and reliability, then one may be 
satisfied that, at least on that level, the 
survey can make a meaningful contribu
tion to our knowledge of the moral tenor 
of our time. Thus, as shall be detailed in 
chapter 5, the choice of stimulus items 
was guided primarily by the need to sup
ply a broad set of crimes to respondents 
so that the range of criminal behavior 
available for evaluation would be as close 
as possible to that of criminal acts com
mitted in the population, while asking 
each respondent to judge the severity of 
only as many items as time, attention 
span, and fatigue allow. Earlyex
periments indicated that requiring 
responses on 15 to 20 items optimized the 
quality of response on these dimensions. I 

Because of these constraints, the number 
of stimuli available for determining the 
scale characteristics of the items was 
severely limited. As in past studies of the 
Sellin-Wolfgang type, dollar value was 
given several levels ranging from $10 to 
$10,000 so that the parameters of the 
function relating dollar value and its 
perception could be determined. 
However, a full te5t of the additivity 
assumption or a determination of the 
combination rules actually manifested by 
responses was beyond the time and fiscal 
capabilities of this study. 

'Conducted by the authors and by Milton Lodge 
and Bernard Tursky and dbcussed in personal cor
respondence. 

Nonetheless, the characteristics of the 
scale, especially those of combination, 
should be investigated not only to satisfy 
intellectual curiosity but also to ascertain 
if application of the scale to criminal 
justice data under the assumption of ad
ditivity compromises the validity of con
clusions drawn from such an enterprise. 

In the preceding chapter it was reported 
that the experiments undertaken on 
behalf of this research by Lodge et al. 
clearly verified and substantiated previous 
work showing the power function rela
tionship between dollar value and its 
perception for other offense stimuli as 
well. Thus, as a result of the cross-modal 
matching exercises it may be safely con
cluded that the scale is psychophysically 
valid and that a power function relation
ship does obtain between offense stimuli 
on the one hand and the perception of 
the relative severities of those stimuli on 
the other. Thus the question is not 
whether additivity exists, but rather what 
the nature or form of that additivity is. 

To this end, the techniques of additive 
conjoint measurement may be employed 
effectively.2 In the psychophysical 
literature, the development work along 
these lines concerned the perception of 
loudness; specifically, does a binaural 
stimulus sound twice as loud as a 
monaural stimulus? If the perception of a 
monaural loudness change follows the 
power function I{;m = Km'l>mn and a 
binaural stimulus is perceived as 
IJib=Kb¢bn, then monaural-binaural 
matching should produce a straight line 
with a slope of 1.0 if the two exponents 
are equal. Evidence (see footnote 3 in 
chapter 2) indicates that the situation is 
more complicated than that explicated 
here, but the questions of additivity and 
summation ultimately can be addressed 
only empirically and these investigators 
have pursued the solution to t'1is problem 
with data which, unfortunR,ely, are 
unavailable to those seeking the summa
tiof! rules for the perception of criminal 
behavior (because conjoint matrices for 
all offense combinations are not yet 
available). 

'For development of this line of thought see 
Falmagne (1976), Krantz el al. (1971), Levett, 
Riemersma. and Bunt (1912). Luce and Tukey (1964). 
and McClelland and Coombs (1975). 

Chapter 3 

Ideally, we would like to fill the matrix of 
all possible combinations of offense 
stimuli for which the question of additivi
ty is relevant. Thus, a matrix such as this: 

o 

n 

--_. 
Crime type A

Level of In~ensity 
2 3 4 .. • n 

would have an item for each element of 
that intensity of each stimulus. These 
conjoint elements then form the basis for 
the test of additivity against the responses 
to the single stimulus of A and B. Of 
course, a large number of items quickly 
becomes necessary for an adequate test. 
In addition, one would have to assume 
that additivity for a particular com
parison of crime types could be general
ized to another comparison witil some 
other crime types unless we are able to 
test all relevant comparisons. 

In the context of the NSCS, the most 
tractable offense types for comparison are 
simple theft in which the dollar value 
varies from $10 to $10,000 (one entry of 
$100,000) and degrees of injury (in com
bination with theft, usually called rob
bery). Unfortunately, the constraints on 
time and number of items detailed above 
did not permit the production of even a 
complete matrix of that useful com
parison. As a result, any reasonable com
bination with dollar value having two or 
more stimuli was enlisted for the task. 
Table 8 details the ratio scores available 
in the survey for this comparison. The in
jury types vary by only three dollar 
values, threats and kidnapping by two. 
Additionally two property crimes which 
were varied by dollar loss are also in
cluded. Because of the vacancy of so 
many cells, only a simple analysis will be 
presented here (more complete data could 
be subjected to extensive examination 
such as suggested in footnote 2). It is not 
being asserted that an adequate test of 
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The problem of additivity 

the additivity assumption 'is possible with 
these data; however, some estimate of the 
effect that such an assumption may have 
on conclusions is offered with the hope 
that illumination may be shed on 
previous and future applications of the 
scale which have t&;\{en or may take ad
ditivity as a given. 

Thus, in table 8 each entry is the ratio 
score l for an offense stimulus containing 
both the crime type listed in the column 
and the dollar value of loss appropriate 
for that cell in the matrix. For example, 
the ratio score for an offense containing 
minor injury and a theft of $10 is 5.13, 
while the ratio score for an offense 
resulting in the victim having to be 
hospitalized and having $1,000 taken is 
16.88 and so on. 

The purpose of this matrix is to deter
mine the effect of an additional offense 
type on the incremental perceptions of 
the severity of dollar-value loss. A cur
sory glance at table 8 shows that the ratio 
differences among dollar-value increments 
do vary according to the type of 
associated offense. The ratio of a simple 
theft of $1,000 to $10 is about 4.0; for 
threats, 1.6; for minor injury, 1.6; for 
treated and discharged, 2.5;4 for 
hospitalized, 1.2; for breaking and enter
ing, 3.1; and for trespassing, 5.7. 

Table 9, in columns (a) and (b), presents 
the slopes of perceived loss, with v{lxious 
types of additional offenses, generated by 
the regressions against dollar-value loss 
for the ratio scores of table 8. The incre
mental effect of dollar loss on the percep
tions of the severity of complex offenses 
is increasingly negated by the overshad
owing force of increasing injury severity. 
Thus, the slopes produced by the com
bination of dollar-value loss with the ad
dition of a kidnapping are extremely 
small (.019 and .044, respectively), 
followed by threats (.095) and treated by 
a doctor and discharged (.097). Breaking 
and ,entering, with its implied risk, actual
ly has a stronger effect on leveling the 
impact of dollar loss than does minor in-

'Ratio scores are computed by dividing each 
geometric mean by the geometric mean of a theft of 
$10. 

'The out-of-order sequence of 8.52,6.71, and 16.63 
for treated and discharged is probably due to an 
ordering effect in the item stimuli, The regression 
estimate for a loss of $10 in this c~ime type is 9.3, 
producing a ratio of 1.8, more in line with the re
maining injury plus dollar-value loss scores. 
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Table 8 (Additive measurement matrix) 

Ratio scores for complex events 

Dollar value of loss 
Crime type $0 $10 $50 $100 $1,000 $10,000 $100,000 

Simple theft 1.73 2.89 3.60 6.88 10.96 

Threats 6.63 10.30 
Minor InJurY 1.47 5.13 8.00 
Treated and discharged 6.52 6.71 16.63 
Hospitalized 11.96 14.64 16.66 

Kidnapping 21.23 24.5 
Bmm\lng and entering 1.50 3.14 9.62 15.56 
Trespassing 0.64 1.39 7.95 

Table 9 (Slopes and Intercepts) 

Additive measurement matrix (log10) 

Grouped means Individual responses 
(a) 

Crime type 
Slope 

Simple Iheft .266 

Threats .095 
Minor Injury .212 
Treated and discharged .097 
Hospitalized .044 

Kidnapping .019 
Breaking and entering .167 
Trespassing .303 

jury (.187 compared to .212) although 
their intercepts are similar (.296, .332). 
Finally, trespassing as a complex event 
has a small, opposite, but insignificant, 
bearing 'on the perception of dollar loss 
(slope of .303 compared to .268 for a 
simple theft). Indeed the intercept is 
about zero. The more serious the injury 
or the implied danger (threats and kid
napping), the larger the absolute value of 
the severity ratio (the greater the in
tercept) and the less the increment in 
dollar-value loss affects the perception of 
the severity of the combined criminal 
event. To that extent these results con
firm those reported by Gottfredson 
Young, and Laufer (1980, p. 30, 34) as 
described in Chapter 1. 

As a matter 'of interest, at this point an 
issue introduced by Lesieur and Lehman 
(1975, p. 79) regarding the reliability of 
slopes based on regressions of geometric 
means should be addressed. They argued 
that plots of geometric means on log 
paper (or log transformed regressions) 
over~tate the strength of relationships and 
give a false impression of order. Columns 
(c) and (d) of table 9 display the slopes 
and intercepts fo~ the dollar value-injury 

(b) (c) (d) 
Intercept Slope Intercept 

0 .273 .001 

.726 .094 .736 

.332 .232 .265 

.672 .076 .931 
1.01 .044 1.107 

1.332 .019 1.341 
.296 .176 I .369 

-.053 .304 -.046 

data of table 8 in the same manner as 
columns (a) and (b), except that these 
statistics were computed from individual 
responses rather than from the geometric 
means of those responses. For all prac
tical purposes, the slopes of columns (a) 
and (c) are similar enough, as are the in
tercepts of columns (b) and (d), that it 
may be concluded that geometric mean 
comparisons do not inflict an interpretive 
injustice on the responses of individuals. 
Of course, the power function fits are not 
as good as those obtained with logged
score mean data but are nonetheless im
pressive when one realizl;s that individual 
response data propuced them. Lodge and 
Tursky (1979, p. 40) reported a 5-percent 
decrease in explained variation with in
dividual scores when compared to logged
score means and an additional 10 percent 
less explained variation with social 
variables as opposed to those investigated 
in sensory psychophysical research. It is 
adequate for the purposes at hand to 
show that the two sets of estimates really 
are quite similar as table 9 indicates. 
Therefore, one may conclude that the 
estimates of the power function 
parameters for logged means and in
dividual responses are almost identical in 
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these data, although the fit for the 
former is necessarily better than that pro
duced by the latter. 

It is obvious in table 10 that the type and 
severity of an associated offense affect 
the perception of dollar-loss seriousness. 
The direct implication of this interactkm 
is that the severity ratios for complex 
events, that is, criminal acts having more 
than one criminal behavioral component, 
developed from the simple additive sum 
of the ratio values for each component 
will be incorrect. Clearly, if the percep
tions of the severities of theft depend to 
some degree on the existence and severity 
of another offense committed at the same 
time, then the assumption of simple ad
ditivity cannot be maintained and com
plex events whose severity ratios have 
been produced through the simple addi
tion of the ratios of their component 
crimes will be misrepresented in terms of 
seriousness. 

Therefore, the question of the precise 
form of the additivity rules operating 
when respondents perform severity judg
ments must remain unanswered until a 
complete conjoint analysis is accom
plished. It has been shown that inter
action does exist at least for dollar loss 
and the several associated crimes 
enumerated in the above tables. 

However, the important question remains 
of the extent to which error results when 
the assumption of simple additivity is im
posed on complex events where, in fact, 
interaction among components represents 
the true state of the severity perception. 
An assessment of the magnitude of the 
problem which results from the assump
tion of simple additivity is possible within 
the constraints imposed by the limitations 
of table B (empty cells, limited number "f 
conjoint measures) by comparing the 
severity ratios generated through the sim
pIe addition of the component ratio 
scores of complex events to the ratio 
scores generated by the regression on the 
dollar value of complex events where the 
components were jointly evaluated by 
respondents in the NSCS. Tables 10 
through 16 present such comparisons with 
their intercepts, slopes, and correlations 
for the offense of threats, minor injury, 
injury which caused the victim to be 
treated and discharged by a doctor or 
hospitalized, kidnapping, breaking and 
entering, and trespassing; each criminal 

Table 10 (Complex vs simple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Threats 

Doliar value Complex Additive 

$0.5 5.3 5.7 
10 6.6 6.6 

100 6.2 6.3 
1,000 10.3 11.3 

10,000 12.6 16.7 

a =.143 
b =.607 
r =.966 

act varied by the dollar value of an 
associated offense committed at the same 
time. 

If perceptions of the severity of complex 
events were similar to the ratio values 
determined by the addition of the ratio 
values of the respective components, then 
the values for complex and additive col
umns should be roughly the same (allow
ing for errors :ntwduced by ordering ef
fects, subsample bias in item selection 
and other unexplained biases caused by 
item construction, and so on) with an in
tercept of zero, a slope of one, and a cor
relation of unity. Of course, table 9 has 
already precluded such results; but how 
poor is the fit 01 the two sets of ratios 
for each offense type? 

First, the correlations between complex 
and simple additive ratios are uniformly 
high, above .96 for all of the offense 
types and essentially unity for trespassing, 
breaking and entering, and minor injury. 
Despite the interaction between associated 
crime type and dollar value of loss the 
two estimates, complex and additive, 
covary almost perfectly as inspection of 
these tables reveals. However, the slopes 
for complex offenses having kidnapping, 
injury resulting in hospitalization, and, to 
a lesser degree, threats and trespassing 
depart ftom one indicating that the ratios 
do not progress at the same rate for both 
sets of distributions for each of trJese of
fense types. 

The poorest fit in terms of ratios between 
complex and additive estimates with these 
data is found in table 14, kidnapping and 
theft. Dollar-value increments from $0.50 
to $10,000 in addition to kidnapping 
result in larger severity ratios in the ad
ditive model as Opposed to the complex 
especially for the values of $1,000 (27.6 
vs. 24.5) and $10,000 (32.9 vs. 25.6). 
Thus, the severity of criminal events in-

.. 

Table 11 (Complox vs. simple addltlvo ratio scores) 

Offense: Minor Injury 

Doliar value Complex Additive 

$0.5 2.2 2.3 
10 3.5 3.3 

100 5.7 4.9 
1.000 9.3 7.6 

10,000 15.1 13.2 

a =-.032 
b =1.103 
r = .996 

volving kidnapping may be overestimated 
when large amounts of money are stolen 
or other very serious criminal acts are 
committed at the same time and the 
severity of the event is produced by sim
ply adding up the ratios of the component 
parts of the occurrence. 

However, it should be pointed out that in 
general the ratio scores are only substan
tially different for dollar losses in excess 
of $10,000. This differential for higher 
serious offense types of threats, 
$1,000 apd $10,000 the ratio values are 
hospitaljzed and, to a lesser extent, 
treated and discharged and breaking and 
entering. For threats with dollar losses of 
$1,000 and $10,000 the ratio values are 
10.3 vs. 11.3 and 12.B vs. 16.7 for com
plex and additive, respectively; for 
hospitalized, 17.1 vs. IB.3 and 19.B vs. 
23.8; for treated and discharged, 14.6 vs. 
14.9 and IB.2 vs. 20.3; and for breaking 
and entering, 7.2 vs. 7.9 and 11.1 vs. 
13.3. Thus, the error produced by the im
position of the simple additive model 
becomes relevant really for $10,000 and 
greater losses in complex events. The 
severities of complex events containing 
minor injury or trespassing actually are 
slightly underestimated by simple 
additivity. 

From tables 10 to 16 it can be concluded 
that the simple addition of severity ratios 
of the components of complex events 
produces severity scores quite similar to 
those generated by ratios of geometric 
means resulting from judgments of the 
complex event as a whole as long as the 
associated dollar value of theft or loss is 
not extremely large. 

Does the leveling effect on the perception 
of theft severity produced by a serious 
allied criminal act have any bearing on 
the application of severity ratios to 
criminal dehaviors? One's immediate 
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Table 12 (Complex vs. sfmple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Ti'eated and discharged 

Dollar value Complex Additive 

SO.5 7.4 9.4 
10 9.3 10.4 

100 11.6 11.9 
1,000 14.6 14.9 

10,000 18.2 20.3 

a =-.184 
b = 1.126 
r = .975 

response would be that if simple additivi
ty errs in producing severity ratios which 
are essentially the same as those generated 
by conjoint evaluations then the applica
tion of the resulting scale values should 
be limited only to simple events. 
However, the dilemma is perhaps not as 
difficult to overcome a~ it might seem. 

First the two distributions, complex and 
additive, do not deviate very much from 
each other until extreme values in dollar 
loss are encountered. But, in practice, 
large dollar value thefts in combination 
with other kinds of offenses are quite 
rare. In fact, initial analysis of the 
Philadelphia 1958 Birth Cohort Study' 
shows that 98 percent of all simple thefts 
result in loss of less than $1,000, 80 per
cent less than $100, and only 0.1 percent 
in excess of $10,000 (mean =$130.30, me
dian=$24). For offenses involving injury 
and theft, 99 percent resulted in a loss of 
less than $1,000, 87 percent less than 
$100, and no offenses produced $lOJ)()() 
or greater loss (mean = $97.50, 
median = $19). Even in complp,,< events 
where both theft and damag.! resulted, 93 
percent of the losses were less than 
$1,000, 53 percent less than $100, and on
ly 0.4 percent of the offenses produced 
losses of $10,000 or more 
(mean =$421.80, median = $1(0). The 
U;"ijorm Crime Reports jor the United 
States, 1978 (U.S. Department of Justice, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1979, p. 
174) produced means of $219 for larceny
theft, $434 for robbery, $46 for theft
murder, and $30 for theft-rape offenses. 
These means are probably not represen
tative of the actual distributions (see 
means and medians above) because of the 
skewed nature of theft data. Nonetheless, 
these values along with those from the 

'The analysis of these data is now underway at the 
Center for Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law 
at the University of Pennsylvania. 
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Table 13 (Complex vs. simple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Hospitalized 

Dollar value Complex Additive 

SO.5 12.6 12.8 
10 13.9 13.8 

100 15.5 15.4 
1,000 17.1 18.3 

10,000 18.9 23.8 

a =.424 
b =.629 
r =.969 

1958 Philadelphia Cohort clearly imply 
that the great majority of offenses involv
ing monetary loss are relatively minor in 
terms of the severity of theft-a few hun
dred dollars or less. 

The impact of these dollar-loss distribu
tions on the utility of simple additivity in 
severity scoring is fortunate and strong. 
Because complex and additive severity 
ratios are almost identical to one another 
for dollar values less than $1,000 and 
because so few complex events result in 
losses in excess of a few hundred dollars, 
the usefulness and, therefore, appeal of 
simple additivity are not really challenged, 
ilt least for theft-complex offenses. 
Nonetheless, it must be remembered that 
the matrix of conjoint comparisons is 
sparsely populated, that is, (a) for the 
most part the regressions detailed above 
are based on data with missing values and 
(b) many complex events which could be 
envisioned or which may actually occur 
during criminal activity have not been 
assessed in this context. 

However, as a final validity check with 
these limited data, the intercepts of the 
crime types discussed above produced by 
severity perceptions of simple events (no 
associated thefts) may be compared to the 
intercepts of the regressions against dollar 
value when dollar value is set at zero. In 
other words, it should be determined if 
dollar value regressions of complex of
fenses produce the sanle intercepts when 
dollar loss is set at zero as do independ
ent evaluations of those offenses without 
dollar loss of associated thefts. Table 17 
shows that these two estimates really are 
quite similar to one another across crime 
types. In fact, the two distributions fit 
almost perfectly (,Xl = .6386, slope 
b= .97). These two independent estimates 
produce essentially identical intercepts 
even with the various data problems ap
parent above. 

Table 14 (Complex vs. simple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Kidnapping 

Dollar value Complex Additive 

SO.5 21.5 22.0 
10 22.4 23.0 

100 23.4 24.6 
1,000 24.5 27.6 

10,000 25.6 32.9 

a =.783 
b = .416 
r =.969 

Table 15 (Complex vs. simple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Breaking and entering 

Dollar value 

SO.5 
10 

100 
1,000 

10,000 

a ~.031 
b =.976 
r =.997 

Complex 

2.0 
3.0 
4.7 
7.2 

11.1 

Additive 

2.3 
3.3 
4.9 
7.9 

13.3 

Table 16 (Complex vs. simple additive ratio scores) 

Offense: Trespassing 

Dollar value 

SO.5 
10 

100 
1,000 

10,000 

a = -,305 
b = 1.345 
r = ,999 

Complex 

0.9 
1.8 
1.6 
7.2 

14.4 

Additive 

1.6 
2.6 
4,2 
7,2 

12,6 

- .. --------------

Table 17 (Inter~epts) 

Complex vs. simple estimates 

Crime type Complex Simple 

Threats 5.32 5,25 
Minor Injury 2,14 1,47 
Treated and discharged 7,45 8.52 
Hospitalized 12.64 11.98 

Breaking and entering 1,98 1,50 
Trespassing ,88 ,80 

Concerning the assumption of simple ad
ditivity, certain conclusions may be drawn 
albeit cautiously at this point: (1) as the 
perceived severity of an offense type in
creases, increments in the dollar value of 
thefts are perceived by respondents with 
decreasing seriousness ratios; (2) the in-



teracticm between the perception of dollar 
loss and the severity of an associated 
offense committed during a complex 
criminal event becomes important only 
for large dollar losses ($10,000 or greater) 
and both complex and simple offense 
stimuli produce similar intercepts for zero 
dollar loss; (3) only a fraction of a per
cent of offenses typically encountered in 
criminal justice data results in thefts in 
excess of $10,000, thereby reducing the 
applied significance of (1) and (2) above 
for the use of simple additivity in severity 
su""· '.ations of complex criminal events; 
anL .~) regression effects discussed below 
and in chapter 2 may, in fact, be some
what compensated for by the use of sim
ple additivity (although this hypothesis 
should be tes.ted with lppropriate data). 

Cross (1974) discussed theoretically and 
Cross, Tursky, and Lodge (1975) exam
ined empirically the effects of regression 
bias on the slopes of magnitude esti
mates. Regression biases result from 
respondents' tendencies to underestimate 
large magnitudes and overestimate small 
ones, thus, regressing perceptions toward 
a mean level. Unfortunately, the deter
mination of regression bias requires that 
the "true" exponents of the psycho
physical relationships under study be 
known and that the regression parameters 
be determined so that the extent of 
response compression can be ascertained. 
That is, the crime severity scale would 
have to be calibrated against other 
psychophysical modalities, the parameters 
of which have been determined. Such an 
exercise was described in chapter 2. 
However this cross-modality matching 
procedure was not practicable in the 
home interview environment of a national 
survey. Therefore, the National Survey of 
Crime Severity could not be "calibrated" 
in a manner that would allow for a deter
mination of regression bias. 

However, if regression bias were occur
ring in the magnitude estimates of com
plex events and not in the components of 
those events, an assumption that would 
have to be tested, for it has not been 
determined that regression bias does not 
exist even in the single offense stimuli (in 
fact, it probably does given the wide ratio 
range of this study), then the correction 
to be used in the equation if!i = R/I(a) 

would be quite small.· In these data, the 

'See chapter 2, p. 18 and table 3. 

discrepancy between complex and addi
tive scores for kidnapping yields the value 
of a= .93 producing an exponential cor
rection for complex events of only 1.07, 
really not large enough to be trouble
some. Indeed, this value oVains for the 
offenses of hospitalized am:! breaking and 
entering as well. The correction exponents 
of 1.1, a = .90 for threats and 1.04, 
a = .96 for treated and discharged are all 
within the same range of rather small 
factors. 

This demonstration does not prove that 
regression bias is small or nonexistent; 
rather, it suggests that the differences be
tween simple additive arid conjoint meas
ures of complex events are not large 
within the range constraints of the avail
able responses and, if considered in terms 
of regression bias, are almost insignifi
cant. Regression bias may be affecting 
both sets of measurements to a greater or 
lesser extent as yet undetermined; 
however, it could. be assumed that the 
complex multioffense stimulus would suf
fer more from the effects of this bias 
than would a simple unit offense item. 
Indeed, the data do lie in the appropriate 
direction for this conclusion so that sim
ple additivity does expand the upper 
limits of perceived severity at least to a 
small extent, thus probably correcting for 
some amount of regression in complex 
events. 

Poulton (1968) has discussed at length 
hypotheses relating to how slopes of 
magnitude estimation regression may bi~ 
diverted from the correct or true path of 
experimental design factors. Most rele
vant for the subject of this chapter are 
biases resulting from range effects, 
threshold effects, and position of the 
standard in the item range. Unfortunate
ly, without an independent metric for 
crime severity, except for dollar value, 
tests of many of the biases enumerated by 
Poulton are not possible with these data; 
but it is plausible to assume that these ef
fects act on the data at hand in a manner 
similar to that of physical continua. 

Experimental evidence has shown that a 
limited range on a given physical con
tinuum produces a steeper slope than 
does a larger range of stimulus intensities. 
In fact, respondlnts have produced func
tions up to about 1.6 times greater for 
small ranges than for large ones; thus, 
small ranges produce inflated exponents 
on power functions and too large a range 
produces overly small slopes. 

The range of stimuli in the NSCS is quite 
large by conventional psychophysiological 
standards; however, it is not the overall 
range of stimuli that is relevant here, 
rather it is the relative range across of
fense type as dollar value of 105s is 
varied, which has an impact on the con
clusions here. It is conceivable that for 
offenses of limited severity, associated 
dollar losses will produce larger slopes 
than those same dollar-value stimuli 
would when the complex events include 
more or very serious associated criminal 
acts. The responses to the NSCS do 
verify this interrelationship (table 9); 
however, it cannot be determined from 
these data whether the declination of 
slope with greater severity levels in 
associated .offenses is due to the expan
sion of stimulus range or to some other 
factors. 

Certainly bias due to threshold effects is 
possible in these data and could also be 
responsible for slope variability across 
offense types in complex events. 
Threshold effects produce steeper slopes 
near the low end of perceptual capability. 
Therefore, the perception of stimulus in
tensity rises more quickly just above the 
perceptual threshold than it does as , 
stimuli advance further up the range of 
item strength. A very minor offense such 
as trespassing, which lies at the very 
threshold of offense severity, should 
generate a steeper function against dollar 
value of loss in a complex event than 
would more serious offenses such as 
the'se resulting in grave bodily injury or 
large amounts of property damage. The 
data of this chapter support this hypo
thesis of threshold as well as range ef
fects, although it is impossible to dis
entangle the two here. 

Similar to the threshold effect is the rela
tionship acting between the size of the 
standard or modulus and the position of 
a stimulus item on the intensity scale. If 
the stimulus magnitude of the standard is 
near the lower range of item intensities, 
then smaller stimuli will produce steeper 
slopes than will those items which are 
larger than the standard. The reverse is 
true for a modulus placed near the upper 
end of the stimulus magnitude. As a 
result, minor offenses which lie below the 
standard should generate steeper slopes 
with dollar loss than would the more 
serious components of events. 
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Summary a~d conclusions 

Each of these hypothetical situations is 
supported by the limited data presented 
in this chapter. In effect, each hypothesis 
argues that minor offenses will produce 
steeper slopes with associated thefts in 
dollar terms than will serious personal in
juries or extensive property damage. Of 
course, these explanations are based on 
experience with physical continua and not 
with non- or minimally metrified atti
tudinal items. The lack of independent 
measures of offense stimuli strengths 
simiiar to those of physical continua 
limits the power of explanation available 
to these data. It is true that dollar-value 
increments are not perceived uniformly 
across the range of severity of offenses 
committed at the same time as theft. 
With an attitudinal variable such as of
fense severity, this reduction in the im
portance of dollar-value increments n. ay 
result from the shadowing effect of a 
very S!;rious associated criminal violation. 
The recognition that the dollar loss 
becomes less important as physical injury 
or other potentially or real grievous con
sequences increase should not be startling 
or even damaging to the development and 
use of a scale for crime severity. This 
relationship among the components of 
criminal behavior, that is, the reduction 
in slopes detailed above, can be explained 
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simply as the reduction of the importance 
of money loss when serious crime is com
mitted conjointly and also in terms of 
range, threshold, modulus position, and 
regression effects. The reduction in slope 
as the intensity of an attitudinal variable 
such as crime increases appears to be 
operating not unlike that function pro
duced by physical continua observed 
under similar conditions of stimulus 
intensity. 

Additional conjoint data should be 
developed both to fill in the data gaps on 
dollar value expel ienced here and to ex
tend the range of Dffense types so that 
other additive combinations may be in
vestigated. These stimuli should be 
measured cross-modally to produce addi
tional metric information. 

These data do suggest that the interaction 
between serious offense perceptions and 
the percepti.on of additional increments of 
severity eXists and this relationship i.s 
probably similar to that observed With 
physical continua. This interaction does 
compromise the assumption of simple 
additivity, but the effects on severity 
values in practical application are prob
ably minimal. Additional experiments us
ing cross-modal techniques with expanded 
offense stimuli conjointly presented 
should supply the necessary data for a 
full asssessment of this problem. 



Offender-victim-weapon types 
and perceived severity 

Chapter 4 

.' 

Allied to the problem of additivity is the 
relations~ip between the perceived sever
ity of an offense and factors which, al
though they are not to be considered 
directly as severity determinants, have an 
associated or conditional effect on the 
perceived severity of the criterion item. 
Most commonly, these characteristics in
volve aspects of the victim-offender rela
tionship with its set of affective modifiers 
and the use or type of weapon employed 
in carrying out the offense. Ideally, the 
dimensionality of the offense stimuli 
items should be controlled so that con
cerns about the guilt, blameworthiness, or 
culpability of the offender do not intrude 
on the judgment of the basic or "pure" 
offense, if such is conceivable. Nonethe
less, it is always possible for offenses hav
ing unspecified allied circumstances
which, had they been detailed, would 
have caused the respondent to produce 
markedly different severity ratios-that 
the effect of assumptions about these un
controlled variables could be compromis
ing the validity of the derived assess
ments. Stimuli can be designed in ways 
which dramatically shift the culpability of 
the offender without materially changing 
the basic seriousness of the act itself. The 
degree to which this kind of confounding 
intrudes on the production of severity 
scores shall be dealt with here in the data 
of tables 18, 19, 20, and 21. 

Because the distributiofls of circum
stances, attribution of guilt, personal 
experience, and the mixes of these 
variables which are attendant to the 

perception of the basic severity of an act 
itself are unknown in the population, it 
would be desirable, and eventually 
t!!stable, to determine if the perceptions 
of crime severities developed from stimuli 
having no other ascriptive characteristics 
than the raw or basic offense alone would 
be more or less reproduced in some kind 
of rough generalization from a set of 
stimuli having some of these culpability 
and dangerousness modifiers attached. 
Only the most tentative and, perhaps, 
gross generalization could be drawn from 
such an awkward and untidy design, . 
because no estimates of the basic para
meters are available and therefore no 
really justifiable inferences based on 
mean values can be produced, Neverthe
less, it is interesting at least to examine 
some of the data collected in the NSCS 
from this viewpoint. To be more specific, 
the determination of the effect of weapon 
type on severity perception holding crime 
type constant would require that the pro
portion of the respondents envisioning a 
weapon, by type, would be determinable 
for offense stimuli where no weapon type 
was specified. Similar knowledge would 
be necessary for all weapon-offense, vic
timization interactions, and any other 
variables which might conceivably bear 
on the severity of a criminal event in ex
cess of its "basic" seriousness. Obviously, 
such Cleterminations are beyond this study 
and discussion. Only limited data are 
avajlable here for a simple analysis; there
fore, no sturdy conclusions can be drawn 
safely from these data. 
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~~~~~---.---------------------------------------------lable 18 (Ratio scores) 

Robbery, by type of weapon, injury 
and loss In dollars 

__ --'M=-!noi harm 
Weapon $10 $1,000 

a Gun 9.4 9.7 
b Lead pipe 7.5 9.0 
c Force, no weapon stated 5.1 8.9 

13, b, d ratio mean 6.2 8.8 
d No force stated 3.3 7.8 

Table 18 shows that, regardless of the 
physical injury .or dollar loss of a rob
bery, gun usage tends to increase the 
severity ratios more than a lead pipe, 
nonspecified force, or no mention of 
force in the offense stimulus item. Even 
so, the spreads of ratios among the 
various injury, dollar, and weapon com
parisons are not too large, except for lead 
pipe and force, $10, and treated and 
discharged. 

These ratios were produced from various 
randomized locations across a large 
scheduie having complex sampling and 
response rates; therefore, item effects, 
sample biases, and so on all enter into 
these diverse comparisons. It is 
remarkable that such uniformity was pro
duced with items such as these. In fact, 
the ratio means of gun, lead pipe, and no 
force stated as estimates of the force, no 
weapon stated category are rather close to 
the observed values of that category (c); 
6.2 vs. 5.1 for theft of $10, no harm; 8.8 
vs. 8.9 for theft of $1,000, no harm; and 
10.5 vs. 6.7, 15.1 vs. 16.6, 14.9 vs. 14.6, 
and 18.2 vs. 16.9 for the remaining 
categories of force, no weapon stated. As 
discussed above, these mean values are 
highly speculative and offered here only 
as a summative guide to permit some 
rough generalizations. It does appear, 
though, that weapon type has some effect 
on the severity ratios in table 18; but the 
net effect on the most commonly imag
ined circumstances of a robbery-
that of a dollar loss resulting from some 
kind of force-is more or less reproduced 
by the average response across other 
weapon or nonweapon types. 

In!ury and loss 
Treated and 
discharged 

$10 $1,000 

15.8 
7.1 
6.7 

10.5 
10.4 

16.6 
13.8 
16.6 

15.1 
14.9 

Table 19 (Ratio scores) 

Hospitalized 
$10 $1,000 

18.0 
13.3 
14.6 

14.9 
13.8 

21.1 
15.7 
16.9 

18.2 
18.3 

Injury, by type of weapon 

Injury 

Treat9d 
Minor and dis· Hospl· 

Weapon harm charged tallzed Death 

Force, no 
weapon 
type stated 1.5 

Fists 7.3 
Lead pipe 7.9 
Knife 11.9 
Gun 1~8 
Bomb 

(terrorist) 33.1 

Pollution 6.9 
Unwholesome 

food 

8.5 

6.2 
9.0 

17.2 
19.0 

8.2 

11.9 

7.0 
10.4 
18.1 
24.9 

35.7 

35.8 
43.4 

44.1 

20.0 

17.8 

Table 19 presents ratio sCI.')res for a wider 
range of weapon types, weapon being de
fined here loosely as the contents of the 
weapon type column of table 19, for sev
eral injury outcome:; of an offense. 
Because of missing values, data for ter
rorist bombing, pollution, and the sale of 
unwholesome food are included for com
pleteness rather than interpretive sig
nificance. It seems quite obvious that the 
gravity of the perceived injury seriousness 
varies strongly and directly as weapon 
type progresses from fists to lead pipe, 
knife, gun, and terrorist bomb, even 
though the extent of the actual injury in
curred by the victim is held constant by 
explicit definition in the item stimulus. 
Injuries and death caused by pollution 
and purveying unwholesome food are 
judged less serious than the same victim 
consequences resulting from the use of 
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Table 20 (Ratio scores) 

Dollar value of loss, by type of victim 

Dollar value of loss 

Victim $10 100 1,000 10,000 

None stated 1.7 3.6 9.6 11.0 

House 3.2 9.6 
Department 

store 2.8 7.3 
Public recre· 

atlon center 4.3 7.0 
School 3.1 9.8 

Museum 9.7 
City storage 

lof 2.2 
Parking 

meter 1.6 
Railroad yard 1.4 8.0 

Income tax 
evasion 6.1 

Official takes 
public 
money 9.5 

Doctor 
defrauds 
medical 
Insurance 13.5 

Employer (em· 
bezzlement) 1.9 6.2 

Unlocked car 6.6 
Pocket 

(pickpocket) 3.3 4.4 
Bribe (offer) 14.5 
Bribe (receive) 16.9 

Ratio means 2.4 3.7 8.1 11.9 

more generally recognized "weapons." 
Most probably, supposed intent of the 
offender enters into the perception of of
fense severity in these instances. In addi
tion, it might be concluded that the iden
tical injury outcomes produce differential
ly perceived severities because the intent' 
and potential dangerousness of the 
weapon as perceived by the respondent 
have a bearing on the severity of the 
event when such aspects are part of the 
offense stimulus description. 

The response to an injury stimulus from 
the general perspective of force with no 
weapon type stated elicits a kind of 
average ratio score for the injury types 
other than minor, where lack of weapon 
type stated produces a very low severity 
ratio. It is possible that the wording of 
the simple minor injury stimulus tends to 
produce an underestimate of that offense 
type, at least in comparison with the 
remaining injury-weapon severity 
perceptions. 

Table 21 (Ratio scores) 

Beating and stabbing offenses: Injury, by type of offender and victim 

Offender, offense, victim 

Stabbing, no relationship stated 

Husband stabs wife 
Wife stabs husband 

Beating, no relationship stated 

Husband beats wife 
Parent beats child 

Teenage boy beats father 
Teenage boy beats mother 

High school boy beats mlddle·aged woman 
High school boy beats elderly woman 

Three high school boys beat male classmate 
Ten high school boys beat male classmate 

Man beats stranger 

No relationship or type of violence stated 

In table 20 the perceived severity of 
dollar-value loss is presented as a variable 
on type of victim. Data are unavailable 
for many of the cells in the table but, 
with the exception of Q; $10,000 loss to 
the government through income tax eva
sion, the spreads of severity ratios as vic
tim type varies are not too large. The 
largest difference on a l~s of $10 exists 
between that of theft from a railroad 
yard or parking meter (1.4 and 1.6) and a 
public recreation center (4.3), while the 
largest difference of any consequence for 
other dollar-value losses is that obtaining 
between income tax evasion of $10,000 
(6.1) and the acceptance of a $10,000 
bribe by a public official (16.9). 

Generally, the effect of victim types, at 
least those types included on the variable 
of dollar loss in the NSCS, is minimal on 
the perception of the severity of loss. The 
ratio means for table 20 for all victim 
types are not very different from those 
produced by stimuli where the victim type 
was not stated: 2.4 vs. 1.7 for a $10 loss, 
3.7 vs. 3.6 for a $100 loss, 8.1 vs. 9.6 for 
a $1,000 loss, and 11.9 vs. 11.0 for a 
$10,000 loss, indicating that dollar loss is 
primary to victim type for these offenses. 

Injury 
Hospitalization Death 

18.0 35.0 

7.0 

18.4 
23.0 

8.0 
15.9 

19.5 
17.6 

11.4 
11.8 

11.8 

11.9 

39.3 
28.0 

48.0 

35.7 

Table 21 produces severity ratios of 18.0 
for stabbing resulting in hospitalization 
and 7.0 for a beating having the same 
physical consequence. A husband beating 
a wife, a parent beating a child, and a 
teenage or high school boy beating a 
woman all produce somewhat elevated 
ratio scores compared to those relation
ships seen perhaps as more "equal" be
tween victim and offender. However, 
even with these differences, the ratio 
average of a hospitalization resulting 
from a stabbing and a hospitalization 
from a beating is 11.9-similar to the 
overall ratio average of 13.9 for all 
victim-offender relationships and offense 
types resulting in hospitalization. 

Death of a child resulting from a parental 
beating is perceived as especially serious 
(48.0), while a wife stabbing her husband 
to death is less serious than a husband 
stabbing his wife to death (28.0 vs. 39.3). 
Overall, the ratio average is almost the 
same for the general case of death 
without additional modifiers, 37.1 ratio 
mean compared to 35.7 for the latter. 

The victim-offender relationship does 
have some effect on the perceived severity 
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of otherwise identical offense outcomes. 
The more vulnerable or weaker the victim 
is viewed as compared to the offender, 
the greater the severity of the act even 
though the physical injury is stated in the 
stimulus as invariant. 

Circumstances of the offense, such as 
weapon type or absence of weapon, rela
tionship of the victim to the offender and 
potential dangerousness or intent of the 
offender, and probably many other 
variables not addressed in this survey all 
bear on some aspects of the perceived 
severity of a "basic" or nonmodified of
fen5e stimulus. This study was not de
signed to test this interaction effect nor to 
investigate the culpability or blame
worthiness of the offender as these 
dimensions bear on offense severity. But 
the data in thiis chapter have shown that a 
sensitivity to these issues should be incor-
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porated into a treatment of the dimen
sions of offense severity in future work. 
More important for the effort at hand, 
however. is the generalization that, for 
the variables presented in the offense 
stimuli in the NSCS, general nonspecific 
offense descriptions do appear to tap a 
general response set which can be used to 
develop an overall view of perceived 
offense severity. 

Certain factors bear on the perception of 
offense severity. but ratio values devel
oped from generalized stimuli which 
allow respondents to supply their own im
ages and rationales for jUdging offense 
severity produce ratio estimates for those 
items which do not do an injustice to the 
dimensionality of the problem or even to 
ratio mean estimates based on elaborated 
scale items. 



National Survey of Crime 
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Chapter 5 

Because the national victimization survey, 
known as the National Crime Survey 
(NCS), was under way by LEAA (later 
by the Bureau of Justice Statistics) and 
the Bureau of the Census at the time of 
the design of this project, it appeared 
quite appropriate to attach this attitude 
schedule to that effort, for the sample 
had already been defined, the interview
ing staff was readily available and highly 
skilled, and the general mechanism for 
administering the survey were well 
worked out and operating. 

At the outset, however, several 
methodological and procedural variables 
had to be investigated to ensure that a 
reliable and valid survey of this type 
could be administered in a home environ
ment by census interviewers within rea
sonable cost and time parameters. To this 
end, several pretest exercises were under
taken at the University of Pennsylvania, 
in the Washington, D.C., area and, final
ly, on a national level before full-scale in
terviewing began. The results of these 
pretest efforts form the substance of this 
chapter. 

Written vs. oral survey formats 

The original work and the numerous 
rep~1\;ations in this area all employed a 
written format in which a respondent is 

presented a test booklet with each page 
containing an offense-severity stimulus. 
The practical advantages of this technique 
are that the respondent can answer at his 
or her own pace, tight control is main
tained over the test situation, and a large 
number of people can be surveyed simul
taneously with a resulting cost savings 
over personal interviews. 

However, in the literature on survey 
methodology it is generally agreed that 
the personal interview is a more reliable 
and valid method than questionnaires for 
obtaining responses. For this reason, the 
National Crime Panel surveys of victimi
zation hav!! been conducted through per
sonal interviews. For the purpose of in
tegrating the crime severity survey with 
the National Crime Panel, it is important 
to determine the reliability of an oral 
method for measuring the seriousness of 
crime. Census-type interviews would not 
be possible if results obtained from an 
oral format differ substantially from the 
numerous replications of the traditional 
written method. Therefore, the intent of 
the first pretest study was to discover if 
any significant differences exist in the 
geometric means produced by the two 
methods of administering the crime 
severity items. 
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Figure 3 

Interviewer Instruction 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION .. Interview all household members 18 years and over (proxy Interview not acceptcble) 

INTRODUCTION - I would like 10 osk your opinion about how serious YOU think certain crimes are. 

The first situation is, "A person steals a bicycle parked on the street." This has been given a score of 10 to show its seriousness. 
(PAUSE) Use this first situatian to judge all the others. For e:cample, if you think a situation is 20 TIMES MORE serious than the 
bicycle theft, the number you tell me should be around 200 (PAUSE) or if yau think it is HALF AS SERIOUS, the number you tell me 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) There is no upper limit; use ANY number so long as it shows how serious YOU think the ' 
situation is. (PAUSE) If YOU think something should not be a crime, give it a zero. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation: "A person robs a victim. The yictim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
is injured but not hospitalized." What number would you give to this 10 
situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 

on the street ... ... . . ..... . . .' . 
theft with a score of 10? (Obtain answer) ..............•..... ; ... 2, A person robs a victim. The victim is 

"A person under 16 years old plays hooky from school." 
injured but not hospitalized . .. , . . " . 

Compared to the bicycle theft with a score of 10, how 
serious do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer) . ..... , .............. 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

.. A person stabs a victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with hooky from school . . . . .. . . ... .... 
a score of 10, how serious do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer) . ........ 4. A person stabs a victim to death . .. .... 
Let's go over these first few answers to be sure I have recorded them correctly. You feel that a robbery in which the victim is 
injur:ed is ~more/less/as) seriaus (than/as) the bicycle theft, (PAUSE) and that playing hooky is (more/less/as) serious (than/as) 
the bicycle theft; is that correct? (PAUSE) . 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve any misunderstandings about the instructions. Make any changes to the practice 
scores as needed, 

Score the remaining situations in the same way by comparing epch one to the bicycle theft. 
Remember, you may use any numbers, as high or low as you wish. (PAUSE) 

Procedure 

The sample of respondents taking part in 
the test of the written and oral surveys 
consisted of undergraduates in two 
criminology classes at the University of 
Pennsylvania. One class was asked to res
pond to the oral method, the other to the 
written. In the oral presentation, instruc
tions were read to the respondents with 
the request that they respond on a set of 
20 index cards, one card for each event 
described. The written survey instructions 
were self-explanatory, and no questions 
were answered by the research staff con
cerning the task until all survey schedules 
were returned. The written questionnaire 
consisted of two pages with a set of in
structions, an illustrated example, and 20 
events with a space next to each event for 
a seriousness score. 

This procedure is similar to the one used 
originally in The Measurement oj Delin
quency (SelIin and Wolfgang, 1964). The 
exception in the written format presented 
is that the events were listed on a single 
page instead of in a test booklet. The 20 
events used were randomized once for 
both written and oral surveys, while in 
the original survey each booklet contain-
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ed a different randomized set of the same 
events. Instructions were the same as for 
the original booklet. The instruction sheet 
is presented in figure 3, and table 22 
displays the offense-stimuli items and the 
corresponding written and oral geometric 
mean responses. 

The following describes a series of violations 
of the law; each violation is different. Your 
task is to show how serious you think each 
violation is, not what the law says or how 
the courts might act. 

You do this by printing to the right of the 
box a number which shows how serious each 
violation seems to you. The first violation 
has been done as an example. It shows a 
violation which is given a seriousness score 
of 10. Use this violation as a standard. 
Every other violation should be scored in 
relation to this standard violation. For ex
ample, if any violation seems twice as 
serious as the standard violation, print a 
score of 20. If any violation seems ten times 
as serious as the standard violation, print a 
score of 100. If a violation seems only a 
twentieth as serious as the standard, print a . 
score of liz or .50. You may use any whole 
or fractional numbers that are greater than 
zero, no matter how' small or large they are 
just so long as they represent how serious 
the violation is compared to the standard 
violation. 

There are no right or wrong answers. 

Take your time. Remember, this is not a 
test. The important thing is how you feel 
about each violation. Do not write your 
name; you will not be identified. 

This is the standard violation which is given 
a seriousness score of 10: 

An offender steals an unlocked car and 
abandons but does not damage it. I!QI 

As inspection of table 22 reveals, the two 
sets of responses are similar to one 
another. Simple means tests produced no 
significant differences between the written 
and oral techniques on any items. Figure 
4 displays the bivariate plot of the two 
methods as essentially a straight line with 
a slope of .96, an origin of .35, and a 
correlation of .99-almost a perfect fit 
for the two distributions. 

Conclusion 
Based on the results obtained in this 
study, it can be concluded that there are 
no significant differences between an oral 
and a written method of surveying crime 
severity. 

A further conclusion can be derived from 
a procedural difference in the two 
methods. In the written method, all the 



Table 22 (Items and geometric means) 

Written vs. oral test 

Item 

1. An offender prowls in the 
backyard of a private residence. 

2. An offender is found firing a rifle 
for which he has no permit. 

3. An offender inflicts Injury on a 
victim. The victim Is treated by a 
physician and his Injuries require 
him to be hospitalized. 

4. An offender takes an automobile 
which Is recovered Undamaged. 

5. An offender Inflicts injury on a 
victim. The victim Is treated by a 
physician but his Injuries do not 
require him to be hospitalized. 

6. An offender with a weapon 
threatens to harm a victim unless 
the victim gives him money. The 
offender takes the victim's money 
($5) and leaves without harming the 
victim. 

7. .~n offender breaks into a 
building and with nO one else 
pnlsent takes property worth $5. 

8. An offender disturbs the 
neighborhood with loud noisy 
behavior. 

9. Without breaking Into or entering 
a building and with no one else 
present, an offender takes property 
worth $5. 

10. An offender Is a customer In a 
house where liquor is sold Illegally. 

11. A Juvenile runs away from home 
and thereby becomes an offender. 

Geometric means 
Written Oral 

4.3 3.8 

9.8 6.8 

68.3 43.3 

9.9 11.1 

44.5 30.8 

35.8 33.2 

16.3 11.3 

2.3 1.5 

7.5 4.5 

1.4 1.3 

1.5 1.1 

events were listed on a single page, allow
ing the respondent to look at his or her 
previous answers. In the oral method 
respondents were asked not to look back 
at other index cards that contained their 
previous responses. The contribution of 
this factor was not controlled and thus 
remains unknown. But it is possible that 
the differences in the procedures could 
have caused a disparity between the two 
methods in the computed results. This 
was not the case. Therefore, it may be 
further assumed that looking back at 
previous answers does not cause signifi
cant differences in reported measures of 
seriousness. 

Additional pretest studies were under
taken during 1976-77 to determine the 
field acceptability of the crime severity 
study in the household setting of a stand
ard National Crime Panel interview. 
These pretests dealt with the preparation 
of concise, easily understood instructions 

Geometric means 

Item 

12. An offender forces a female to 
submit to sexual Intercourse. No 
other physical Injury Is Inflicted. 

13. Without breaking Into or 
entering a building and with no one 
else present, an offender takes 
property worth $50. 

14. An offender without a weapon 
threatens to harm a victim unless 
the victim gives him money. The 
offender takes the victim's money 
($5) and leaves without harming the 
victim. 

15. An offender Inflicts Injury on a 
victim. The victim dies from the 
Injury. 

16. Without breaking Into or 
entering a building and with no one 
else present, an offender takes 
property worth $5,000. 

17. Without breaking into or 
entering a building and with no one 
else present, an offender takes 
property worth $1,000. 

18. A Juvenile plays hooky from 
school and thereby becomes an 
offender. 

19. Without breaking Into or 
entering a building and with no one 
else present, an offender takes 
property worth $20. 

20. An offender shoves (or pushes) 
a victim. The Victim does not require 
any mudlcal treatment. 

Written Oral 

68.6 91.4 

15.5 11.6 

29.9 19.9 

395.8 279.5 

28.4 29.1 

22.9 20.2 

1.3 0.9 

8.5 7.9 

7.5 3.4 

for the re&pondent and the determination 
of (a) the need for a standard or modu
lus, (b) the degree to which the inclusion 
of certain item stimuli might be embar
rassing or offensive to some respondents 
(items dealing with sex or particularly 
heinous crimes), (c) the optimum number 
of items to be administered, and (d) the 
appropriate scale type-magnitude 
estimation or categorical choice. 

The resolution of these various problems 
involved numerous pretests in the 
Washington, D.C., area, followed by 
testing in nine different areas of the 
United States and a final large-scale 
national pretest in February 1977. 

The instructions for the respondents 
evolved through several editions as a 
result of feedback from the field tests. As 
figure 3 indicates, the final version of the 
interview schedule is concise and clear 
about the problem and the task to be per
formed by the respondent. Experience 

Figure 4 

Written vs. oral test: 
Experiment I 

Group 1: Written 
1,000 
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r =.9871 

revealed that lengthy explanations tended 
to confuse and cloud the task. Respon
dents performed more consistently with 
less assistance when the instructions were 
short and direct, as figure 3 illustrates. 
Practice items permitted recognition of 
response problems before the actual 
magnitude estimation tasks began and the 
use of a modulus eased the burden of 
responding, compared to employment of 
a free choice or unanchored estimation 
procedure. The laboratory work of Lodge 
and Tursky and their associates, referred 
to in the earlier chapters, has shown th.lt 
a pretest standard, or modulus, is unncc
e~sary for the production of valid magni
tude estimates; in fact, regression bias 
may even be aggravated by the modulus. 
Nevertheless, field experience with the 
crime severity scale proved that most 
respondents felt more comfortable with a 
modulus to which their comparison of 
other criminal acts could be made. 

Early forms of 'the offense-stimuli list in
cluded some 260 items covering a broad 
range of illegal behavior, About 5 percent 
of the respondents in the various pretests 
reported that they found some items per
sonally offensive or disturbing. Due to 
the household character of the interview, 
the Bureau of the Census staff eliminated 
items relating to adultery to ensure that 
the integrity of the responses would not 
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be compromised by the introduction of a 
potentially sensitive subject in the family 
setting of the typical interview. The re
maining items which were reported to 
have an offensive character were not 
eliminated because of the low incidence 
of this kind of difficulty and because of 
the lack of concensus among respondents 
about the offensive nature of the Items. 
The broad range of offenses (minor to 
severe injury, drugs, sex, etc.) contained 
in the stimulus items required that the 
lower age limit for participation be set at 
18 by the Bureau of the Census to 
eliminate any possible problems which 
might result from having underage 
children take part in the survey. 

Various numbers of items per respondent 
were tested for subject attention span, 
response consistency, and interview length 
with the result of the choice of 20-2S 
items as optimum. However, the major 
research issue for the pretest phase of the 
project revolved around the issue of scale 
type-magnitude estimation vs. 
categorical choice. 

Previous work described in chapter 1 
proved that magnitude estimates could be 
performed by certain select populations, 
but it still remained to be shown that 
such responses could be reliably and 
validly produced by the U.S. population 
in a typical census interview. Early field 
work seemed to indicate that category 
responses were easier to elicit from 
respondents than were magnitude 
judgments, but the literature in 
psychophysical scaling is explicit in its 
condemnation of category as compared to 
magnitude methods. 

When magnitude rates are compared to 
category scales in direct matches against a 
known metric, the relationship between scale 
types is characteristically curvilinear, typical
ly concave downward; magnitude scales 
almost invariably are found to be superior in 
providing quantitative information about the 
intensity of peoples' judgments .... [See 
Eisler (1962), Marks (1968, 1974), Shinn 
(1974), and Stevens and Galanter (1957).] 
Numerous such scale confrontation studies 
demonstrate that category scaling results in 
(1) the loss of significant portions of infor
mation, (2) ordinal level response data, (3) 
the misclassification of stimuli and 
respondents, and (4) because the number of 
categories and the assignment of numbers to 
categories are arbitrary, indeterminate 
regression coefficients. The long and short 
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of it, weak measurement and consequently 
weak theory. 

Magnitude scaling, on the other hand, offers 
distinct advantages: (I) Given the simple in
struction to match numbers (or any of 30 
quantitative response measures) to impres
sions, the average person can make propor
tional judgments about the intensity of most 
sensory continua. (2) Because magnitude 
scaling places no investigation-imposed 
restraints upon the response measures, 
respondents are able to express and in
vestigators record judgments as precise as 
possible: if an individual is capable of judg
ing a stimulus as two, three, four or more 
times stronger than another, that ratio infor
mation can be conveyed through magnitude 
scaling. And (3), these magnitude scaling 
procedures produce log-interval (ratio
preserving) measures of impressions, thereby 
providing researchers with legitimate access 
to the powerful statistical tools required for 
testing quantitative hypotheses. [Lodge and 
Tursky, 1979, pp. 6-7] 

Later in their exposition, Lodge and Tur
sky dealt with aspects of category scaling 
which bear directly on the question of 
scale type as applied to the NSCS. 

The reliance on category scaling com
promises the full range of social science 
research activity from simple description of 
opinion distribution to the formal modeling 
of preferences and behavior. 

The description of opinion distributions is 
distorted because category scales are insen
sitive measures of opinion strength and all 
but oblivious to change in the range of stim
ulation. When the range of social opinion is 
greater than the catcgory scale can measure 
as is typically the case, or when the range of 
opinion is less, there is a distortion of 
response: the greater the discrepancy be
tween true and artificially imposed range, 
the greater the distortion. When a small 
number of categories is provided for 
evaluating a broad range of stimuli or for 
expressing strong opinions, most of the 
distort;on appear~ in the end categories-the 
overall effect being to vitiate the expression 
of strong opinions. Because the variance 
found in the endmost categories is typically 
large, a researcher cannot be confident that 
a respondent choosing a polar category is 
expressing a moderate or intense opinion. 
(The answer does not lie in the arbitrary in
crease in the number of categories because 
the true range of social stimuli is not known 
beforehand, varies from question to ques
tion and from individual to individual over 
time.) This is particularly serious because 
most theories of behavior posit a relation
ship between strength of opinion and the 
likelihood of a congruent behavior .... As 

a result, attempts to predict behavior as a 
function of categorical expressions of opin
ion are jeopardized. 

Another serious consequence of weak 
measurement is weak theory. Given ordinal 
level measurement one is unable to test 
quantitative hypotheses: one can state only 
that Y "depends on" X to some extent. The 
magnitude of change of either variable or in 
the relationship between variables cannot be 

. specified. As a consequence, a researcher is 
unable to measure precisely the impact of 
some intervening variable on a relationship 
between variables. What is lost is a sensitive, 
quantitatively meaningful measure of con
text effects-the extent to which some ex
perimental measure of context effects-the 
extent to which some experimental 
milnipulation or environmental change alters 
a relationship. 

Not to be denied access to the substantively 
important questions of the discipline, many 
researchers proceed to assign numbers to 
categories on the assumption of equal inter
vals between categories and go on to employ 
linear correlation and regression analyses in 
the testing of hypotheses. Empirical results 
such as ours, or, more impressively, the re
sults of scale-confrontation studies in sen
sory psychophysical experiments, demon
strate that conventional category scales do 
not produce regression coefficients which 
can be meaningfully interpreted as quan
titative measures of the relationship between 
variables. 

Regression coefficients are arbitrary when 
produced by variables measured categorical
ly because of the arbitrariness of the cate
gorical measure-first, in the number of 
categories imposed by the format of the 
scale, and secondly, in the numbers which 
are assigned to the categories. Essentially, 
different sets of arbitrarily assigned, inter
vally spaced values produce different regres
sion coefficients. 

More specifically, where the stimulus range 
is greater than the response range, the slope 
will be lower than it should be, and where 
the stimulus range is less than the response 
range, the slope will be steeper than it 
should be-solely as a result of the arbitrary 
restraints imposed by the format of scale. 
[pp.4445] 

Early studies with 1- to ll-category scales 
demonstrated that intense item stimuli (at 
both ends of the scale) produced trunca
tion effects-a "bunching" of responses 
at the ends of the scale. In fact, similar 
findings have been reported by Shelly and 
Sparks in their study of prison inmates' 
responses to a IS-point crime seriousness 
category scale. "The medians in [table 1, 



Shelly and Sparks] also suggest a trunca
tion effect at the high end of the scale; 
incest, rape, homicide and arson all 
received median scores around 14" (1980, 
p. 18). Gottfredson, Young, and Laufer 
(1980, p. 35) also reported similar end
point effects with serious crimes on an 
II-point category scale in their discussion 
of additivity and interaction of offense
seriousness items. 

With these concerns in mind, we at the 
University of Pennsylvania and the 
Bureau of the Census staff decided to 
undertake a full-scale evaluation of 
category and magnitude response in the 
final national pretest of the crime severity 
items in February 1977. However, to 
minimize the potential for truncation ef
fects while still providing a numerical 
frame of reference both for the inter
viewers' ease in describing the task and 
for the respondents' comfort in perform
ing the required evaluations, the category 
scale was expanded to 1,000 points. It 
was expected that s1Jch an enlarged 
category scale would produce judgments 
quite similar to those generated by an 
open-ended magnitude estimation scale. 

Method 

The Bureau of the Census interviewers 
went into the field with two versions of 
the crime severity scale: Version 1, the 
straight magnitude estimation scale, asked 
the respondents to judge how many times 
more or less serious than a theft of a 
bicycle, which is given a score of 10, is 
each of a set of descriptions of criminal 
behaviors. That is, if a particular offense 
stimulus is thought to be four times more 
serious than the theft of a bicycle, then 
the respondent should give a number 
around 40, and so on. Version 2 re
quested that participants perform the 
same task on a 1,000-point category scale. 

Because it was not yet determined 
whether the magnitude estimation scale 
would wOi"k in the field, the crucial task 
for this pretest was the comparison of the 
two scale types. Therefore, even though 
the limited category scale suffered from 
severe endpoint effects and limited varia
tions, it was decided, in what was called 
version 2, to expend considerable effort to 
ask respondents to perform essentially the 
same task as in version 1, but within a 
I-to-l,OOO range, as discussed above. 

Some 225 scale items were randomly 
ordered across 12 stimulus sets for ver
sions 1 and 2. Twelve core items were 
repeated in three sets within each of the 
12 sets. These core items constituted the 
response points for the scale and also 
allowed the various item sets to be linked 
together. Thus there were two scale types, 
magnitude estimation and a 1,000-point 
category, each with 12 offense stimulus 
versions administered randomly to some 
2,450 respondents in a panel of the Na
tional Crime Survey. 

Findings 

It will be recalled from the work cited 
above that the appropriate measure of 
central tendency for ratio judgments is 
the geometric mean defined as 

which, in practice, is calculated simply by 
taking the antilog of the arithmetic means 
of the logarithms of the responses or the 
antilog of 

N 
L: 10gXj 
1=1 

N 

Table 23 displays the geometric means of 
the magnitude and I,ooo-point category 
scales for the 12 core items called the 
"Primary Index Scale" by Sellin and 
Wolfgang. These items generat/) the seri
ousness scores for the components of any 
criminal event which has elements of in
jury, theft, or damage. The remaining of
fense descriptions which form the "sur
vey" part of this study will not be dis
cussed here because they do not attend to 
the questions of the scalability of the 
items (the validity of the findings is pri
marily a function of the scale which is 
generated by the data). In other words, 
one may have confidence in the findings 
if, out of the some 200 items, an internal
ly coherent and recognizable scale func
tion for the 12 items that have been ran
domly distributed throughout the stimuli 
may be produced. 

Because this is a pretest for a study which 
eventually involved 30,000 households 

Table 23 (Geometric means and rallos) 

Core offenses, by magnitude 
and 1,OOO'point category scales 

Geometric 
mean Rallo 

Magnl· 1,000· M~O. 
Offense lude point 

Theft: $1' 23.5 38.2 
$10 41.4 68.8 
$50 61.9 101.2 
$100 69.8 122.4 
$1,000 130.9 242.4 
$10,000 220.8 384.4 

Injury: 
Death 731.8 823.2 
Hospitalization 229.7 379.0 
Treated and 

discharged 162.5 265.4 
Minor 42.6 72.4 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 128.3 209.0 
Weapon 156.9 288.1 

Burglary and theft 
01$10 54.2 102.4 

'Theft of $1 derived from the power 
function of money. 

tude point 

1.0 1.0 
1.8 1.8 
2.6 2.6 
3.0 3.7 
5.6 6.3 
9.4 10.1 

31.1 22.5 
9.8 9.9 

6.9 6.9 
1.8 1.9 

5.4 5.5 
6.7 7.5 

2.3 2.7 

and some 50,000 respondents, the most 
crucial findings are those relating to the 
form of the scale generated and the rela
tive field success of the two versions, the 
magnitude and the 1,000-point category 
scales. 

In the more traditional psychophysical ex
periment, the shape of the function be
tween the stimulus intensity and the per
ceived increments is relatively simple to 
determine because the strength of the 
stimulus (sound level, light intensity, elec
tric shock strength, etc.) is readily meas
urable. In this study and in other investi
gations involving social continua, the 
strength of the stimulus is an unknown 
quantity; therefore, the shape of the rela
tionships between these social continua 
and their perceived intensities are diffi
cult and often impossible to ascertain. 

In the NSCS, the only metrically defined 
offense variable is that of the dollar value 
of theft. Therefore, many different 
dollar-value thefts and dollar-value thefts 
combined with various injuries were of
fered to respondents so that a satisfactory 
determination of the shape of the func
tion between dollar value and perceived 
severity might be accomplished. 

Two sets of numbers which plot as a 
straight line on log-log paper may be said 
to be related to one another as a power 
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Figure 5 

Power function of money: 
Magnitude scale 
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function. (A power function in log 
transform is a simple linear relationship.) 

Figures 5 and 6 indicate that for both the 
magnitude estimation and the 1,000-point 
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Figure 6 

Power function of money: 
Category scale 
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category scales the perceived severity is a 
power function of the dollar amount of 
theft. The intercept point is about 40 for 
the magnitude vs. about 70 for the 
1,000-point. The elevated intercept value 

Table 24 

Power function of money 

Scale #1 (magnitude) 

log Y = 1.3707 + .244 log X 

$10 = 
50 = 

100 = 
1,000 = 

10,000 = 

~ 
41.2 
61.0 
72.2 

126.7 
222.2 

Scale #2 (category) 

obs. 
41.4 
61.9 
69.8 

130.9 
220.8 

log Y = 1.5819 + .2555 log X 

$10 = 
50 = 

100 = 
1,000 = 

10,000 = 

expo 

68.8 
103.8 
123.9 
223.2 
402.1 

obs. 
68.8 

101.2 
122.4 
242.4 
384.4 

r = .9&93 

r = .9975 

for the I,OOO-point scale is a characteristic 
of a category as compared to an infinite 
magnitude estimation scale. 

Table 24 shows that the log transform 
correlation between the dollar value of 
theft and the perceived severity is .9993 
for the magnitude estimation and .9975 
for the 1,0000point scale, and the ex
pected values from the regression equa
tion are almost identical to the observed 
perceived values for magnitude estima
tion; while the stimulus intensity covers a 
range of I to 1,000, the perceived intensi
ty range is I to 5. The fit for the 
1,000-point scale, while extremely good, 
is not quite as tight as in version I. 

It seems safe to assert here that the 
respondents understood the task and were 
able to make magnitude judgments about 
the severity of crime. Although this find
ing represents the primary concern of the 
pretest, it still must be determined which 
version produces the more valid and 
reliable results, 

Looking again at table 23, the ratios 
among offenses, computed by dividing 
the perceived severity of the theft of $1 
into each of the geometric means, are 
identical for the thefts of $10 (1.8), $50 
(2.6), and the injury of "treated and 
discharged" (6.9). However, with the ex
ception of death, the ratios for the re
maining offense types are all larger in the 
loo-point category scale. 

Figure 7 shows how the upper-end trun
cation causes a "crunching" of the 
severity ratios, especially for murder as 
compared to the magnitude estimation 



scale. Thus, injury resulting in death is 
considered 31.1 times more serious than 
the theft of $1 in the magnitude scheme, 
but only 22.5 times more serious in the 
category scale. Typically, previous 
research has shown the relationship be
tween a category and a magnitude scale 
to be strongly concave downward when 
plotted. This shape is quite apparent with 
limited category scales, such as the 
II-point scale used by Sellin and 
Wolfgang (1964), Normandeau (1970), 
and Figlio (1975). 

Figure 8 exhibits the same concave effect, 
but it is muted considerably by the 
response set size of the 1,0000point scale. 
In fact, the two scales are highly related 
within the linear portion of the curve 
(r= .98, b= 1.09). As indicated earlier, 
the slopes for the power functions of 
money are .244 and .256 for 1" 'nitude 
and category, respectively. 

The major fault of the category scale is 
that it constrains the upper-end 
responses, thus artificially compressing 
the ratios of extremely serious offense 
stimuli. Because of this constraining ef
fect and because the respondents were 
able to make magnitude judgments suc
cessfully, it was decided to utilize the 
magnitude estimation scale in the national 
survey. 

The 12 core items which constitute the 
scales discussed above were repeated three 
times across the 12 versions of each scale 
type, yielding three independent Jub
samples of these items within both the 
magnitude and the 1,OOO-point category 
scales. Because these three subscales were 
randomly distributed throughout the scale 
versions and across raters, one may look 
at the scale intercorrelations as a kind of 
reliability check. 

The intercorrelations of rl2 = .96, r l3 = .94, 
and r23 = .96 for the magnitude scale in
dicate a high degree of agreement among 
the subsets of raters on these scale items. 
The I,OOO-point category scale subsample 
responses, while somewhat less highly 
correlated (r12 = .88, rl3 = .94, r23 = .91), 
are still quite respectable. Th,Js it may be 
concluded that the scales are being 
responded to in similar ways among sub
samples of the pretest group. 

Figure 8 
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Summary and conclusions 
of scale type pretest 

The main purpose of the national pretest 
of the crime severity scale was to deter
mine if census interviewers operating in 
the average household milieu could elicit 
magnitude estimations of the relative 
severities of offense stimuli. It was found 
that the scale generated by this study 
could be fit by a power function and that 
the fit was marginally better for 
magnitude estimation as compared to a 
I,OOO-point category scale. Thus it was 
concluded that the .scale is workable in 
this setting and that reasonable results are 
being generated. 

2 3 

In addition, it was shown that even the 
1,0000point category scale exhibited the 
truncation effects noted elsewhere in the 
literature when compared to the open
ended magnitude estimation scale. 
Therefore, it is suggested that un
constrained response schema such as 
magnitude estimation produce scales of 
higher validity than do the relatively 
limited category schema, even the 
I,OOO-point scale. 

4 

Finally, it was shown that subsets of 
respondents produced highly intercor
related responses to similar scale items, 
suggesting that the crime severity scale ex
hibits substantial reliability. 
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The National Survey of Crime Severity pretesting 

Olterall pretest conclusions 

Late in 1976 the Bureau of the Census, 
by agreement with the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration (LEAA) (now 
BJS), began working with the Center for 
Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law 
at the University of Pennsylvania to 
develop a survey design and methodology 
for assessing the relative perceived 
seriousness of various kinds of criminal 
acts as judged by a sa.'l1ple of the U.S. 
population. The primary objective of the 
project was to use data t;;ollected in a na
tional sample survey to create a national 
crime seriousness weighting system to be 
used by criminal justice policymakers and 
researchers. 

The Center had spent the previous year, 
working under an LEAA grant, doing 
basic substantive work that had to be 
completed before specific planning cou~d 
even begin. This work included determm
ing the best scaling technique to be used, 
developing the range of scale items de
scribing the criminal acts to be included, 
and investigating certain methodological 
alternatives such as oral vs. written ad
ininistration; the use of modulus, or 
standard reference point item, for in
dicating relative seriousness; the effect of 
perceived circumstances; and offender in
tent on scoring events. Very briefly 
stated the conclusions from that work 
were b) that tllebest ~technique to use to 
obtain responses on a continuum of per
ceived crime severity is the unlimited 
magnitude or ratio estimation scale, as 
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opposed to a category scale with set range 
limits; {2} that it does not matter much 
whether the administration is oral or writ
ten with or without a modulus; (3) that 
the' offense stimuli (the crime event de
scriptions) should be as brief and simple 
as possible to avoid the effects of circum
stantial elements. In addition, more than 
250 scale items were compiled, including 
such diverse offense categories as murder, 
larceny, trespassing, gambling, arson, 
pollution, bribery, and drug offenses. 

A summary of the major findings shows 
that (1) important aspects of the instruc
tions were overlooked by respondents if 
they were too long; (2) a practice exercise 
aided the respondents in comprehending 
the task, but not with unrelated subjects 
such as different line lengths or other 
seemingly unrelated response modaJities; 
(3) using a prescored modulus helped 
respondents "get into" the task, and the 
modulus choice (a bicycle theft scored at 
10) appeared to be satisfactory and easy 
enough to work with; (4) the magnitude 
estimation approach tested seemed to be 
slightly more difficult to administer than 
the scale of 0-1000 approach, but did not 
suffer from the tendency to cluster scores 
at the upper range limit used in the scale 
estimation approach; (5) a maximum of 
20 to 25 items per respondent appeared 
optimum; and (6) of items tested, only 
one (adultery) was eliminated because of 
sensitivity on the part of the respondents, 
but enough concern about potential sen
sitivity overall remained to restrict inter
viewing to adults age 18 or older. 



NSCS study design and administration1 

Survey design 

Supplement to the National Crime Survey 

The National Survey of Crime Severity 
(NSCS) was lldministered as a supplement 
to the National Crime Survey (NCS) 
which is an ongoing, national sample 
survey of household and individual vic
timization by the major crimes of assault, 
burglary, larceny, robbery, and auto 
theft. The NCS utilizes a rotating sample 
design, with about 60,000 housing units 
interviewed over a 6-month period, or 
10,000 units per month. 

Sample designl 

Source oj data 

The NSCS estimates are based on data 
collected in July through December 1977 
as a supplement to the National Crime 
Survey (NCS). Questionnaires regarding 
the perceived seriousness of various kinds 
of criminal acts were administered to each 
member age 18 and older in half the 
NCS-interviewed households. The NSCS 
sample was spread over 376 sample areas 
with coverage in each of the 50 states and 
the District of Columbia. 

Selection oj sample 

The NSCS sample was a 50 percent sub
sample of the NCS full sample, reflecting 
all aspects of the NCS sample design. The 
present NCS sample, initially selected 
from the 1970 census files, has been 
updated continuously to reflect new con
stwction where possible. In selecting the 
NCS sample, first-stage or primary 
sampling units (PSUs) consisting of coun
ties or groul?s of counties were formed. 
These PSUs accounted for every county 
in the United States. Approximately 1,930 
of these units were formed and grouped 
into 376 strata. Among these strata, 156 
consisted of only one PSU, which was 
chosen with certainty. These strata 
generally contained the larger metro
politan areas and were called self
representing (SR) since the sample hous
ing units from the sample area 
represented just that PSU. The remaining 

'Substantial portions of this chapter were prepared 
by Linda Murphy of the U.S. Bureau of the Census 
and presented by her at the 1978 meetings of the 
American Society of Criminology. 

'Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Sampling 
Statement (NSCS)" (Washington: U.S. Government 
Priming Office, 1978). 

220 strata were formed by aggregating 
PSUs that shared certain characteristics in 
common, such as geographic region, 
population density, population growth 
rate, proportion of persons other than 
whites, etc. From each of these strata, 
one PSU was selected for the sample, 
with probability proportional to the 1970 
PSU popUlation; PSUs so chosen are 
referred to as being non-self-representing 
(NSR) since the sample housing units 
from the sample PSU in the stratum 
represented the other PSUs in the stratum 
as well. 

The second stage of sampling was design
ed to ensure a self-weighting probability 
sample of dwelling units and group 
quarters within each of the selected 
PSUs. This involved a systematic selec
tion of enumeration districts (geographic 
areas used for the 1970 Census), with a 
probability of selection proportional to 
their 1970 population size, followed by 
the selection of clusters of approximately 
four housing units within each enumera
tion district, the households within a 
cluster having the same probability of 
selection. To account for units built 
within each of the sample PSUs after the 
1970 Census, a sample was drawn, by an 
independent clerical operation, of permits 
issued for the construction of residential 
housing units. Jurisdictions that do not 
issue building permits were sampled by 
area sampling methods. These supplemen
tary procedures enabled persons occupy
ing housing built after 1970 to be proper
ly represented in the survey. 

A rotation scheme was also used in the 
implementation of the NCS. The sample 
households were divided into six groups 
or rotations. At the beginning of 
specified 6-month intervals, a new rota
tion (incoming), was introduced to the 
sample, while a rotation which had been 
in the sample for seven 6-month intervals 
was discontinued. Data from the incom
ing rotation were not used for regular 
estimation purposes. The complete sam
ple for the NSCS was spread out over 
one of the 6-month intervals 
(July-December 1977), with one-sixth of 
the sample (one-sixth of each rotation) in
terviewed each month. 

There were 32,034 housing units and 
other living quarter~ designated for the 
sample. For households where no inter
view could be obtained for NCS, no 
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effort was made to obtain any NSCS in
terviews. Therefore, of the 32,034 units 
eligible for interviewing, NSCS interviews 
were attempted in 30,589 (about 95 per
cent of all eligible housing units) and 
were not attempted in 1,445. Of the 
59,431 people designated for the survey, 
interviews were obtained from 51,623. 
Responses were not obtained from 7,808 
people because of individual noninter
views on NCS, refusals, language difficul
ty, misunderstanding of instructions, or 
other reasons. Thus, the non interview 
rate for individual persons was about 13.1 
percent of the total number designated 
for the survey. 

Interview procedures 

The NSCS supplement was administered 
to respondents immediately after comple
tion of the NCS victimization interview, 
so as to minimize the possibility of the 
supplement interview biasing the vic
timization data in some way. Interviews 
were conducted by self-response only-no 
proxy interviews were allowed. However, 
Spanish versions of the questionnaires 
were available to use in order to reduce 
non response because of language 
difficulties. Following the basic NCS in
terviewing procedures, most severity sup
plement interviews (about 80 percent) 
were conducted in person, though 
telephone interviews were permitted for 
callbacks to interview persons not at 
home at the time of the personal inter
view in a unit. While it was not possible 
to insist on private interviews with 
respondents, interviewers were encourag
ed to try to obain interviews without 
others being present in an effort to try to 
minimize within-household bias. In 53 
percent of the interviews, no other per
sons besides the respondent and inter
viewer were present during the interview. 

In a further effort to reduce biasing in
fluences within a household, different 
questionnaires were assigned to each 
household member. This was done by 
having interviewers assign questionnaire 
versions (from a set of 12) in order to 
eligible household members immediately 
after updating the household roster. To 
ensure the assignment of versions in 
order, they were bound in tablet form 
from version number 1 in order to 
number 12. This procedure resulted in 
nearly equal numbers of interviews for 
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each questionnaire version. The disper
sion over the entire survey period ranged 
from 9.06 percent for version 1 to 7.56 
for version 12. 

For each respondent, the interviewer first 
read the verbatim instructions for scoring 
seriousness printed on the questionnaire, 
obtained scores for the practice items, 
made sure the respondent understood 
how to perform th.! task, and then read 
ell.ch offense description and asked the 
respondent to score its relative seriousness 
in comparison to the prescored modulus 
offense. Respondents were instructed to 
assign a score of zero to something they 
did not consider a crime. 

Questionnaire design 

As mentioned earlier, originally there 
were over 250 offense items to be includ
ed in the study. This number was far too 
large to ask e(!ch respondent to score; so 
to keep respondent burden at a reason
able level, most of the items were ran
domly distributed among 12 different ver
sions of the questionnaire. A subset of 12 
core items, however, essential to later 
severity scale construction, was included 
more frequently than the rest in order to 
obtain larger numbers of cases. These 12 
ccre items were divided into four sets of 
three items each, and each set of three 
was included on a quarter (3) of the ques
tionnaire versions. Most of the other 
items on each versiqn were different. 

To keep the total number of offense 
items to be scored on each questionnaire 
version close to the maximum of 20-25 
items indicated in the pretests, it was 
necessary to pare the list from about 250 
to 204 items. In addition to the final 21 
items, each version also contained a 
prescored modulus item and three prac
tice items, as well as instructions for 
respondents. The order of all items 011 
each form including the core items 
generally was randomized (except 
modulus and practice items). In a few 
cases, the random order had to be ad
justed to eliminate chance clusterings of 
certain types of offenses. (Copies of the 
questionnaire versions appear in Appen
dix A.) 

The variables covered by the offense 
descriptions included type of crime, 
amount of loss or damage, extent of in
jury, presence and type of weapon, type 
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of victim (private/commerciallpublic), 
use of force or intimidation, and type of 
offender (private/juvenile or adult and 
commerciallpublic). Because the NSCS 
was conducted in conjunction with NCS, 
variables collected in the victimization ex
perience also could be related to the 
severity assessments of respondents. 

Field operations 

NCS operation 

The data collection operation was manag
ed through the Bureau's 12 permanent 
regional offices and utilized the regular 
NCS interviewing staff of about 500, as 
well as the office clerical and supervisory 
staff. Interviews were conducted mostly 
during the regular NCS interviewing 
period during the first 2 weeks of each 
month, beginning in July and continuing 
for 6 months through December 1977. 

NSCS training 

Special training for the NSCS supplement 
was given to interviewers in June by 
means of a 3-hour self-study, completed 
at horne, and a half-hour group training 
session in a classroom setting. In subse
quent months during the survey, special 
features of the study or problems en
countered were addressed in special 
memoranda to interviewers and office 
staff. 

Quality control procedures 

Quality control procedures applied to the 
field operation included observation, 
editing, and reinterview of the inter-
viewers' work. ' 

1. Observation. During the 6 months the 
survey was conducted, special emphasis 
was given to the NSCS supplement dur
ing the observation, with feedback to the 
interviewers. About half the interviewers 
were observed on the job by supervisory 
or senior interviewing staff. 

2. Office edit. All NSCS supplement 
questionnaires were edited in the office 
during the entire survey period to ensure 
that the supplement was asked of all eligi
ble respondents and that all required in
formation was entered on the form cor
rectly. 

- Any interviewers the edit identified as 
making habitual errors were notified of 
the correct procedures. 

- If a supplement questionnaire was 
missing for an !!ligible person, the inter-

viewer or office was required to attempt 
to obtain the interview. 

3. Reinterview. Throughout the survey 
period, a small percentage (2 percent) of 
interviewed persons were contacted again 
by supervisory staff shortly after the 
original interview and a reinterview was 
conducted. Though the primary purpose 
of the NSCS reinterview program was to 
prove a measure of reliability of overall 
results, any interviewer problems detected 
during reinterview were brought to their 
attention. 

Field problems 

In general, the field operation proceeded 
with little difficulty. Both interviewers 
and respondents seemed to understand 
and perform their jobs satisfactorily. 
There was one problem, however, worthy 
of mention-the nonresponse rate was 
higher than anticipated. 

Over the entire 6-month survey period, 
the total noninterview rate was 13 percent 
of all eligible persons (those 18 + in inter
viewed NCS households). However, in 
the first 2 months (July and August), the 
nonresponse rate was so high (17.1 % and 
15.80/0, respectively) that noninterview 
cases had to be sent back out to the field 
for additional fol!owup work to bring the 
nonresponse rate down to a more accep
table level (13.1 % and 12.90/0, respective
ly). After that, noninterviews were 
monitored more closely than usual during 
the field operation, and offices were not 
permitted to close out the monthly case 
load until their nonresponse level was 
determined to be acceptable. 

The final NSCS noninterviews were 
distributed by reason as follows: 

Reason Nllmber Pert'em 

Individual noninterview 
on NCS 1,730 2.9 

Proxy interview 1,298 2.2 
Rerused 1,913 3.2 
Language difficulty 568 1.0 
Could not understand 1,384 2.3 
Other 915 1.5 

Total 7,808 13.1 

(Total cases 59,431) 



Data processing 

Clerical Processing 

Upon completion of data collection and 
the regional office review each month, 
the NCS and supplement questionnaires 
were transmitted to the Bureau's central 
processing center in Indiana for various 
clerical checks and data keying. 

1. Preliminary processing. First, the 
forms were reviewed for supplement 
eligibility. NSCS questionnaires com
pleted by mistake were deleted; if any 
were missing for persons eligible for the 
supplement, noninterview records were 
filed. During this stage of processing, all 
identification items on the NSCS forms 
were verified to ensure that they matched 
those on the NCS forms. At this point, 
NSCS forms were separated from NCS 
forms; the remaining data processing was 
done separately from the NCS. 

2. Clerical editing and coding. Next the 
questionnaires were clerically edited for 
completeness, and certain entries-such 
as "Don't know" or "Not ascer
tained"-or numbers larger than 6 
digits were assigned specific numeric 
codes for ease of processing. The editing 
and coding were verified 100 percent, and 
any errors or omissions were corrected. 

3. Data keying. The NSCS data were 
then keyed onto magnetic tape from the 
documents in prepamtion for computer 
processing. The keying machines were 
programmed to reject certain errors, such 
as identification number problems, for 
clerical correction. All data keying was 
verified 100 percent. Errors and omissions 
were corrected. 

.Computer processing 

1. Computer edit. Compared to most 
surveys, relatively little computer editing 
was done to the NSCS supplement data. 
Identification items were edited for 
blanks, duplicates, nonnumerics, and in
valid codes. But only three noteworthy 
edits were performed on the offense items 
scored by respondents: (a) any blanks 
were assigned a special numeric code 
id-:'ill;fying them as blanks; (b) if the 
:..cores for all offense items were identical, 
ele case was made a non interview (occur
red 49 times total); and (c) zero scores 
were changed to "I" for mathematical 
calculation purposes. 

2. Match to the NCS and weighting. 
Following the computer edit, the NSCS 
supplement records were matched to the 
NCS victimization records for identical 
persons, and one merged file containing 
all household and individual data, vic
timization data, and crime severity data 
was created for each quarter of the 
survey. All mismatches were clerically 
resolved and noninterviews created for 
missing cases. Weights were then assigned 
to the NSCS data to permit estimates to 
be made for the total population age 18 
and older based on the sample cases as 
follows: 

--Weighting procedure jor national 
level estimates. The national level 
estimates produced from the sample data 
were obtained by assigning weights to all 
of the sample persons. The person 
weights were then multiplied by an items 
adjustment factor as described below. 

A person weight consisted of the product 
of the foIlowing factors: 

(a) The reciprocal of the initial pro
bability of selection (this factor was the 
one used for NCS, II 04.267, applied to 
all sample units. 

(b) A special weight of 2 to inflate the 
estimate to the national level because the 
supplement was assigned to one-half the 
sample households used for the regular 
NCS interviews. 

(c) A duplication control factor to 
reflect any subsampling done after the in
itial selection. 

(d) An adjustment to reduce the bias 
resulting from noninterviewed households 
for the NSCS that were eligible to be in
terviewed. This adjustment was computed 
separately within ceIls that were defined 
for groups of PSUs having similar 
demographic characteristics. CeIls were 
defined separately for six groups-com
binations of two race categories and three 
residence categories. Separate adjustment 
factors were calculated for these noninter
view cells by the housing unit population 
in SMSAs, non-SMSAs, and the popula
tion not in housing units. 

(e) An adjustment to reflect the 
noninterviewed persons within household 
on the NSCS where at least one person 
was interviewed on the NCS (called type
Z noninterviews). This adjustment was 
computed separately within cells defined 
within each region. Cells for this adjust
ment were defined separately for 24 
groups-combinations of two race, four 

age, and three household position 
categories. A person who was classified as 
a type-Z noninterview for the NCS was 
classified as a type-Z noninterview for the 
severity supplement. Those people 
represented by proxy responses in the 
NCS interview were c1assifed as type-Z 
non interviews for the severity supplement, 
unless they completed an NSCS question
naire in followup interviews, in which 
case their responses were kept. In addi
tion, if the person was an interview for 
the NCS but a non interview for the 
NSCS, then this person was also con
sidered a type-Z noninterview for the 
NSCS. 

(f) A first-stage ratio estimate factor to 
be applied to data from the NSR PSUs 
only. Its purpose was to reduce the 
variance arising from the sampling of 
PSUs in noncertainty strata. The 
numerator of this factor was the 1970 
Census population count, in collapsed 
race-residence cells in SMSA and non
SMSA groups for four geographical 
regions. This census count was divided by 
an estimate of this population, based on 
the 1970 census population for sample 
PSUs in the same group. 

(g) A second-stage ratio estimate fac
tor. Its purpose was to reduce variance 
and bias arising from undercoverage oc
curring within a number of age-sex-race 
groups. This factor adjusted sample 
estimates of total persons age 18 and 
older to independently derived census 
figures reflecting population changes since 
1970 for each age-sex-race category. 

The above weight was mUltiplied by an 
adjustment factor, applied to adjust for 
differences in item and various frequency 
distributions due to the following two 
sources: (1) some items appeared more 
frequently than others, and (2) all 12 ver
sions were not administered an equal 
number of times. The item adjustment 
factor consisted of the product of an item 
frequency factor and a version adjust
ment factor to reflect these two sources, 
respectively. The differences in the 
distributions described above resulted in 
varied numbers of people answering the 
individual items. The use of the item ad
justment factor allowed for the analysis 
of questionnaire item scores by adjusting 
the person weight to reflect the number 
of respondents for a given question. 
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--Weighting procedure for subna!ional 
level estimates. The weighting procedure 
used for the national estimates was also 
employed to produce the estimates for the 
census regions, subdivisions, and Federal 
(OMB) regions. A modified weighting 
procedure, as described below, was used 
for obtaining the State, SMSA, and city 
level estimates. 

A person Weight consisted of the product 
of the components described below: 

(a) An NSCS modified adjusted person 
weight defined as the product of the fac
tors described in (a)-(g) above, except 
that the national first-stage ratio estimate 
factor (f) was replaced by a single State 
first-stage ratio estimate factor. This fac
tor was used to adjust for the more 
restricted sample size in the State or 
group of States. This factor was applied 
only to data coming from NSR PSUs. No 
adjustment was made to SMSA or city 
data since they are SR PSUs. It should 
also be noted that biases resulted when 
using the regional household non interview 
factor (d) to produce subregional 
estimates; it was believed that this bias 
was small. 

(b) After the application of the na
tional second-stage factor (described in 
(g) above), a State second-stage ratio 
estimate factor, computed separately for 
each city, SMSA, and the balanr' >'<:ated 
in a given State. It was applied"! th.' 
civilian noninstitutional sample 1 1 thl 
given area of the appropriate St.l:·~ fhis 
factor adjusted weighted sample estimates 
of the civilian noninstitutional population 
age 18 and older to independently derived 
census figures for the same population as 
of October 1, 1977, for the SMSAs, 
cities, and balance of the given State. 

Tabulations. The main set of tabulations 
was produced for the Center for Studies 
in Criminology and Criminal Law at the 
University of Pennsylvania. These tables 
gave both weighted and unweighted mean 
scores and antilogs for each offense item 
included in the survey by geographic 
region. For offense items appearing on 
mUltiple questionnaires, tables were pro
duced by race, age, sex; occupation, 
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education, family income, and victimiza
tion experience variables, as well as for 45 
States or State grOl!:~~. 41 SMSAs, and 
six cities. These statistics were produced 
according to the following estimation 
procedures. 

Estimation procedure. The estimation 
procedure was performed on a quarterly 
basis, July-September and October
December 1977. Sample data from 
these two quarters were cumulated to 
produce representative seriousness 
scores and the base 10 logarithms or logs 
of these scores. A weighted mean or 
average of the logs of scores (Y) was the 
estimate used for a population mean log 
score. This measurement corresponded to 
a geometric mean (G) for a set of original 
scores. The relationship between these 
two quantities is described below. 

The geometric mean for a set of N scores 
is ordinarily defined as the nth root of the 
product of these scores. The individual 
scores were given different weights during 
the estimation procedure. The weights re
flected the number of persons represented 
by a given score at the national and sub
national levels. To take into account the 
different weights that were used, the or
dinary definition for G was modified. 
Letting Wi denote the weight that was ap
plied to a given Ai for an item, the 
estimate based on log scores was 

y= 

N 

L: 
i=l Wi loglo Xi 

N 

L: 
i=l Wi 

and the corresponding geometric mean 
estimate was G= lOY. The weights applied 
to the sample data inflate it to the level 
of the whole U.S. population, age 18 and 
older. As in the case of the regular NCS 
tabulations, the. final weights described 
above were based on 6-months' cumula
tive data and were calculated on a 
monthly basis. 



NSCS general findings Chapter 7 

Introduction 

From previous chapters, it will be recalled 
that this research has two purposes: (a) to 
survey the seriousness of a wide range of 
criminal behaviors as perceived by a na
tional sample of the U.S. population, and 
(b) to determine the form of the relation
ship between offense types and their per
ceived severities. This study builds on the 
work of S.S. Stevens (1966a) and his 
students in the field of psychophysical 
scaling and on the basic work of Sellin 
and Wolfgalig (1964) in scaling the 
seriousness of crimes in The Measurement 
of Delinquency. 

Stevens and his successors have shown 
that, for a variety of physical stimuli such 
as sound level, time duration, pleasant
ness' of odors, occupational preferences, 
attitudes toward political candidates, and 
others, equal stimulus ratios generate 
equal perceptual ratios; that is, the 
perceived stimulus is a power function 
(Y = a)(b) of the physical stimulus. Sellin 
and Wolfgang suggested that the per
ceived severities of various crimes could 
also be fitted with a power function, at 
least when the crimes are defined in terms 
of dollars stolen. Numerous replications 
of the Sellin-Wolfgang crime seriousness 
scale have been undertaken in the United 
States, Canada, England, and other 
countries and with other selected special 
interest samples of the U.S. population. I 
Almost without exception, power func
tions similar to that discovered by Sellin 
and Wolfgang have been produced by 
these studies. 

However, the replications undertaken in 
the United States have always used uni
que nongeneralizable samples such as col
lege students, municipal judges, police of
ficers, prison inmates, prosecuting at
torneys, and so on. In addition, the scale 
items have always been administered in a 
highly controlled procedure by the project 
investigators in classrooms or halls 
designated for this purpose, with highly 
motivated respondents as subjects. 

Widespread interest in attaching 
seriousness scores to crime3 has been ex
pressed in the United States by academic 
researchers and practitioners in govern
ment agencies. As a result, the Center for 
Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law 
at the University of Pennsylvania decided 

'See chapter 1 for a review of this literature. 

in 1975 to broaden the applicability of 
the scale by attempting to develop a scale 
of crime severity based on a represen
tative national sample which would in
clude a wide range of socially harmful 
behaviors-from very insignificant crimes, 
such as creating a disturbance on a street, 
to property, political,and corporate 
violations and serious crimes against the 
person. After pretesting numerous ver
sions of stimuli, the Center developed, 
with the Bureau of the Census, 204 of
fense descriptions to cover adequately this 
range of criminal behavior; in July 1977 a 
6-month survey was begun which 
ultimately had more than 50,000 
respondents rate the relative severities of 
the 204 descriptions. These items were 
randomly ordered across 12 interview 
schedules. Twelve "core items" con
stituting the "primary index scale" of in
dex offenses were repeated in three sets . 
within each of the 12 versions to generate 
the response points for the scaling pro
cedure and also to allow the versions to 
be linked together (see appendix A for 
items and schedules). 

Findings 

The survey was administered on a month
by-month basis from July through 
December 1977. Because each monthly 
sample was independent, there are six in
dependent sample estimates of t.he 
geometric mean responses, the weighted 
sums of which constitute the final 
national-level values. If the items and the 
interviewing were to exhibit reliability, 
one would expect that the mO:lthly 
estimates would not differ very much 
among themselves. Therefore, it is possi
ble to assess the quality of the data as the 
survey progressed in the field. In the 
following tables, the monthly pretest and 
final national-level data are presented for 
comparative purposes. 

As detailed earlier and in previous work 
cited, the appropriate measure of central 
tendency for ratio judgments is the 
geometric mean defined as 

which, in practice, is calculated simply by 
taking the antilog of the arithmetic mean . 
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of the logarithms of the responses or the Table 25 (Geometric means, by core·ltem,offense stimUH) -
antilog of 

Final national level, monthly estimates, and pretest 
N 

I: 10gXj 
Final 

national 
Offense level July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Prete!lt 

i=1 
Theft: $1' 21.9 23 23 22 21 20 21 24 

N $10 37.8 38 41 38 38 35 37 41 
$50 63.0 65 66 63 65 61 59 62 

S100 78.5 79 81 80 80 76 78 70 
Table 25 displays the geometric means of $1,000 150.2 152 161 149 155 147 146 131 

the magnitude estimation responses of the $10,000 239.3 230 247 240 258 240 233 221 

core items of the primary index scale for Injury: Death 778.4 758 868 752 777 793 841 732 
Hospitalization 261.4 269 276 255 275 282 246 23(1 

the final national-level data, the monthly Treatment, 
estimates, and the national pretest (the no hospitalization 186.0 179 178 194 212 193 182 16:1 

results of the pretest are discussed in 
Minor 32.2 34 34 31 34 29 33 4:3 

chapter 5). These Ns of 8 to 10 thousand Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 144.8 138 144 133 143 143 141 128 

per month exhibit substantial uniformity Weapon 160.0 159 171 152 172 160 165 15,7 

across offense types. In fact, the intercor- Burglary 
relation matrix entries of months typically and theft of $10 70.6 67 69 69 70 69 63 54 

center about 1.00. Thus, it may be Rape 565.6 52!! 609 564 581 647 555 

assumed that the reliabilities of the items Bombing of building, 

and administrative procedures are high. 20 deaths 1577.5 1378 1657 1559 16139 1717 1629 

For the most part, the pretest values are 'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 

somewhat lower than those obtained severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

from the final survey. These lower values 
are to be expected because the final 
stimuli wordings, interviewer instructions, Table 26 (Severity ratios, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

and general procedures had not yet been Final national level, monthly estimates, and pretest 
refined when the national pretest was 
undertaken early in 1977. Additionally, as Final 
shown in table 27, the data seem to in- national 

dicate that interviewers are better able to Offense leval July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Pretest 

elicit responses as they become more ex- Thafl: $1' 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
perienced in administering the magnitude $10 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 

estimation items. The net effect of im- $50 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.0 2.8 2.6 
$100 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.0 

proved interviewer techniques generally is $1,000 6.9 6.6 6.9 6.8 7.1 7.4 7.0 5.6 

expanded perceptions of severity as the $10,000 10.9 10.0 10.6 10.9 12.3 12.0 11.1 9.4 

item intensities are increased. Injury: Death 35.6 33.0 37.2 34.2 37.0 39.6 40.0 31.1 
Hospitalization 12.0 11.7 11.8 11.6 13.1 14.1 11.7 9.8 

Note that the core items listed in the Treatment, 
no hospitallza!.''ln 8.5 7.8 7.6 8.8 10.1 9.6 8.7 6.9 

tables generate the seriousness scores for Minor 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.8 

the components of any criminal event Robbery $10 with: 
which has elements of injury, theft, or Physical or verbal threat 6.6 6.0 6.2 6.0 6.8 7.2 6.7 5.4 

damage to property. Because of their im- Weapon 7.3 6.9 7.3 6.9 8.2 8.0 7.9 6.7 

portance in scaling the index crimes and Burgl8ry 

their additional utility in determining the 
and theft or $10 3.2 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.0 2.3 

forms of the function between stimulus 
Rape 25.8 23.0 26.1 25.fl 27.7 32.4 26.4 

intensity changes and perceptions of those Bombing or building, 
20 deaths 72.1 59.9 71.1 70.9 80.4 85.8 77.13 

changes, these core items appeared more 
'Value ror theft of $1 Is derive.:! from regression or perceived numerously in the 12 schedules than did severity magnitude estimates or dollar·value thefts. 

the remainder of the offense types. 
Therefore, the comparisons among 
demographic variables in chapter 8 are theft of $1. As with table 25, the ratios jury resulting in hospitalization (12: 1), 
based on these core items because of the generated by the monthly estimates are theft of $10,000 (10.9: 1), injury resulting 
stability which results in the estimates due almost identical (they must be because in medical treatment and discharge 
to the comparatively large sample sizes. they are based on the geometric means). (8.5:1), robbery of $10 with a weapon 

Of course the primary interest here is in The bombing of a building resulting in 20 (7.3:1), theft of $1,000 (6.9:1), robbery of 

the ratios among the offenses. Table 26 deaths is the most serious crime (72 times $10 with physical or ve:rbal threat (6.6: I), 

displays the perceived ratios of the more serious than a theft of $1), followed theft of $100 (3.6:1), burglary of $10 

various offense stimuli compared to a by one death (35.6:1), rape (25.8:1), in- (3.2: I), theft of $50 (2.9: 1), theft of $10 
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Figure 9 
(Doliar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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(1.7:1), minor injury (1.5:1), and theft of 
$1 (1:1). 

In practice it will be proposed that an of
fense resulting in one death with no other 
components of criminally offensive 
behavior involved would receive a value 
of 35.6. In like manner, a simple theft of 
$100 would receive a value of 3.6, and so 
on for the remaining offenses. One would 
then construct a composite score for 
criminal acts committed by individuals, 
groups, or specially defined demographic 
clusters. The comparisons of perceived 
severities across demographic, geographic, 
and victimization-specific groups in the 
United States is the objective of chapter 8. 

However, the validity of such com
parisons and of the scale itself depends 
on the detelmination of the scalability of 
the items. In other words, it must be 
determined whether perceived magnitudes 
of change in offense-stimulus intensity 
follow a power function. One may have 
confidence in the findings if, out of some 
204 items, an internally coherent and 
recognizable scale function for the core 
items that have been randomly distributed 
throughout the stimuli is produced. 

In the more traditional psychophysical ex
periment the shape of the function bet-

ween the stimulus intensity and the 
perceived increments is relatively simple 
to determine because the strength of the 
stimulus (sound level, light intensity, elec
tric shock strength, etc.) is readily 
measurable. In this study and other in
vestigations involving social continua, the 
strength of the stimulus is an unknown 
quantity; therefore the shape of the rela
tionship between these social continua 
and their perceived intensities is difficult 
and often impossible to ascertain. 

In the NSCS, the only metrically defined 
offense variable is that of the dollar value 
of theft. Therefore many different dollar
value thefts and dollar-value thefts I:om
bined with various injuries have been of
fered to respondents so that a satisfactory 
determination of the shape of the func
tion between dollar value and perceived 
severity may be accomplished. 

Two sets of numbers which plot a 
straight line on log-log paper may be said 
to be related to one another as a power 
function. (A power function in log 
transform is a simple linear relationship.) 

Figure 9 indicates that the perceived 
severity of increments in the dollar value 
of thefts is a power function. The ex
pected values based on the function 
Y=21.88XO· 27 lie almost perfectly on the 
observed values and both trace a straight 
line on log-log paper. 

Table 27 presents the regression constants 
and slopes of the power functions for the 
final national level, monthly level, and 
pretest. The baseline or Y-intercept value 
is almost identical month by month, with 
a weighted average of 21.88 for the total 
national-level data base. The slopes, while 
extremely close in value (0.26 to 0.28 for 
the national survey, 0.24 for the pretest), 
hint at the possible time trend in the data 
related to possible improvement in inter
view technique alluded to earlier. 

Field experience with this scale has in
dicated that a lack of understanding of 
the task on the part of the respondent or 
a poor interviewer instructional techni
que or both usually result in reduced 
diversity in the responses, with the net 
effect of diminished ratio differences. 
Smaller regression line slopes follow 
from these phenomena. Thus the 
smallest slope (0.24) appears in the 
pretest data, followed by a jump to 0.26 
in July when the survey went into the 
field with refined instructional materials 

Table 27 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity; final national level, 
monthly estimates, and pretest 
(Y=a>f) 

Constant Slope 
Sample (a) lOa (b) 

Final national 
level 1.34 21.88 0.27 

July 1.35 22.39 0.26 
August 1.37 23.44 0.26 
September 1.34 21.88 0.27 
October 1.33 21.38 0.28 
November 1.30 19.95 0.28 
December 1.32 20.89 0.27 

Pretest 1.37 23.44 0.24 

Table 28 

Predicted geometric means of thefts 
based on power functions for samples 

Doliar value 

Samples $10 50 100 1,000 10,000 

Final 
national 
level (Obs.) 38 63 78 150 239 

(Pred.) 41 63 76 141 263 

July (Obs.) 38 65 79 152 230 
(Pred.) 41 63 75 137 251 

Aug. (Obs.) 41 66 81 161 247 
(Pred.) 43 66 79 145 266 

Sept. (Obs.) 38 63 80 149 240 
(Pred.) 41 63 75 139 257 

Oct. (Obs.) 38 65 80 155 258 
(Pred.) 41 63 77 145 275 

Nov. (Obs.) 35 61 76 1;47 240 
(Pred.) 38 59 72 136 259 

Dec. (Obs.) 37 59 78 146 233 
(Preej.) 39 60 72 134 250 

Pre-
test (Obs.) 41 61 72 127 222 

(Pre d.) 41 62 70 131 221 

and better trained interviewers than in 
the pretest, followed by small increments 
in the slopes during the remainder of the 
survey period. It is hypothesized that 
this trend, if real, results from improv
ing interviewer technique and, through 
attrition (those interviewers who were 
less involved and motivated dropped 
out), the development of a better and 
more highly committed interviewing 
team. Nonetheless, whatever the mean
ing of this small slope trend, the effect 
on observed data is insignificant within 
the 6-month period of the survey. 

In table 28 the predicted values of the 
perceived magnitude of $10 to $10,000 
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value stimuli based on the power func
tion estimates for each month, final, and 
pretest data are very close to the ob
served. In fact, the goodness-of-fit tests 
show no significant differences at the 0.4 
to 0.5 level. 

At this stage in the discussion of the 
findings of the National Survey of Crime 
Severity it has been shown that, with 
thorough and proper training of inter
viewers, the careful choice of stimulus 
wording, and explicit instructions, 
magnitude estimations can be performed 
by the general U.S. population. Repeat
able results are obtained and a power 
function is generated. Intensity orderings 
of the stimuli are maintained over time, 
as are the relative distances among those 
orderings. 

The killing of 20 people by bombing a 
building is judged to be 71 times more 
serious than the theft of $1, while the 
killing of one person is about 36 times 
more serious than the theft of $1. Most 
of the remaining criminally offensive 
behaviors lie within the bounds of one 
homicide and the theft of $1. 

It is appropriate here to discuss the com
plete item set of responses. Table 29 
displays all of the 204 offense-stimulus 
items in ascending severity order. The 
interested reader is encouraged to peruse 
these data with care for this array con
stitutes the overall product of the 
national-level survey of the perceptions 
of the population regarding the relative 
gravities of a wide range of criminal 
behaviors. This data set was produced 
through the aggregation of the 12 ver
sions of the stimulus items under the 
assumption of little or no ordering ef
fects of the items or versions. No such 
problems developed in the national pre
test; therefore, the appropriateness of 
version aggregation appears to be sup
ported by the total survey.2 Thus the 
geometric means and ratios are fully 
comparable across items even though 
item sample size, respondent, and item 
repetition rates vary. 

The least serious offense is the juvenile 
status violation of playing hooky from 
school, with a ratio score of one-fourth 

'See Appendix B for a discussion by Charles D. 
Cowan of the Survey Analysis and Evaluation 
Branch of the Bureau of the Census concerning the 
lack of item, version, and aggregation effects in the 
national pretest. 
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that of a theft of $1, while the most 
serious offense is that of a bombing of a 
building in which 20 people are killed, 
with a score of 71.1. Offenses such as 
playing dice in an alley, trespassing, 
juvenile incorrigibility, vagrancy, and be
ing a runaway are all considered to be 
less serious than the theft of $1. 

Offenses lying in the range of one to 
two times the theft of $1 include such 
acts as taking bets on the numbers, be
ing disorderly, willingly engaging in a 
homosexual act, possessing or smoking 
marijuana, pushing or shoving someone 
without injuring him/her, being a custo
mer in a house of prostitution, stealing 
$10 worth of property from outside a 
building, and making an obscene ,'hone 
call. 

Between 2 and 3' on the ratio scale fall 
such offenses as prostitution, trespassing 
and stealing $10 worth of materials, 
carrying an illegal knife, stealing proper
ty worth $50 from outside a building, 
and breaking into a department store 
and stealing $10 worth of merchandise. 

Breaking into a home and stealing $100, 
threatening to fire employees if they join 
a labor union, picking a person's pocket 
of $10, stealing property worth $100 
from outside a building, passing a bad 
check, labor law violations, and turning 
in a false fire ~arm are some of the of
fenses falling between 3 and 4 in per
ceived ratio seriousness. 

Between 4 and 5 in the ratio severity are 
such offenses as picking a person's 
pocket of $100, cheating on one's 
Federal income tax return, carrying a 
gun illegally, and male exhibitionism. 

Using force to rob a victim of $10, but 
without injuring him/her, received a 
ratio score of 5 from the national sam
ple, while offenses such as indecent 
assault, loan sharking, threatening a vic
tim to rob him/her of $10, refusing to 
sell a house to someone because of race, 
possessing heroin for personal use, and 
showing pornographic movies to a minor 
fell between 5 and 6. 

Cheating on Federal income taxes to 
avoid paying $10,000 received a ratio 
score of 6.1 in the national survey, while 
stealing $10,000 from outside a building 
warranted an 11.8, indicating that the 
dollar value of theft diminishes dramat
ically when the government is the victim. 

Running a prostitution ring, embezzling 
$1,000, jumping bail, pimping, refusing 
to hire someone because of his/her race, 
stealing $1,000 from outside a building, 
and the pollution by a factory of a city's 
water supply causing one person to 
become ill all received scores between 6 
and 7 on the ratio scale. 

Between 7 and 8 the dollar value of 
various kinds of thefts increased to the 
$1,000 range, personal encounters in
crease in severity; illegally receiving 
monthly welfare checks, conspiracy, and 
selling contaminated food also fell into this 
category. 

All of these offenses and those whose 
ratio scores lie below 8.5 are judged to 
be less serious than intentionally injuring 
someone to the extent that he/she needs 
to be treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 

Selling contaminated food causing one 
person to be treated by a doctor, dealing 
in marijuana for resale, performing an 
illegal abortion, hitting a person with a 
lead pipe causing him/her to be treated 
by a doctor, and illegally receiving 
welfare checks of $200 a month occupy 
the 8 to 9 category. 

When a city official takes a bribe, large 
companies fix prices, a witness falsifies 
documents for a trial, a public official 
steals $1,000 of public money, a police 
officer knowingly makes a false arrest, a 
government official intentionally hinders 
the investigation of a criminal offense, 
and a person breaks into a home and 
steals $1,000, respondents placed these 
offenses between 9 and 10 on the ratio 
scale. It is in this category that the of
fenses commonly known as "while
collar" began to appear in the severity 
ratio scale. Corruption of public of
ficials, pollution, and corporate law 
violations ranged from 8 almost all the 
way to the end of the scale (39.1) at 
which point a factory pollutes the water 
supply of a city causing 20 people to 
lose their lives. 

Between 10 and 12 lay the offenses of 
selling barbituates, injuring a person so 
that he/she requires hospitalization, 
smuggling marijuana, stealing $10,000 
from outside a building, paying a bribe 
to a legislator, lying under oath during a 
trial, paying a witness to give false 
testimony, and the taking of a bribe by 
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a police officer so that he will not inter
fere with an illegal gambling operation. 

In the range of perceived severities up to 
20, the value of thefts increased to 
$100,000, robberies increased in injury 
and dollar loss, personal injuries result
ing from assault and battery required 
hospitalization, and heroin smuggling 
appeared. Several corruption, pollution, 
and fraud crimes came to the fore: a 
doctor cheats on claims to a Federal 
health insurance plan to gain $10,000, a 
factory knowingly pollutes the water 
supply of a city so that people are in
jured and killed, a legislator takes a 
bribe from a company to vote for a law 
favoring that company, a company pays 
a bribe of $10,000 to a legislator, and a 
store owner sells contaminated food with 
the result that one person dies. 

Above the ratio score of 20, offense types 
become even more serious: selling heroin 
to others for resale (20.6); kidnapping 
(21.2); forcible rape (25.2); armed sky
jacking (26.3); various injuries resulting 
from the terrorist bombing of a building 
(20 people injured, no medical treatment, 
30.5, one person killed, 44.0, 20 people 
killed 72.1); running a narcotics ring 
(33.8); homicide (35.6); pollution by a 
factory resulting in 20 deaths (39.2); 
robbery-homicide (43.2); child beating 
resulting in death to the child (47.8); and 
rape-homicide (52.8). 

The uniformities in these data, especially 
with regard to dollar-value increments 
and the grievousness of the injury, are 
remarkable when put into the context of 
the study design. As the standard errors 
for the survey items detailed in appendix 
C demonstrate, the variation around the 
mean log estimates is small, thus support
ing the high reliability of the item re
sponse. These items are randomly distri
buted across 12 versions with most stimuli 
appearing only once. The fact that a 
power function scale was generated and 
other unifonnities, as described above, 
were produced in the responses by the na
tional sample suggests that the survey 
produced a valid and reliable set of 
perceived severities. 

Various offenses committed by consent
ing adults in the sexual and self
victimization (drug usage, gambling) 
realms were not thought to be very 
serious by the national sample. As the 
vulnerability of the victim increased 

because of age or the sex of the victim or 
as a result of the dangerousness of the 
weapon or situation, so did the perceived 
severity of the event. Public corruption; 
fraud perpetrated by companies, public 
servants, and medical doctors; and pollu
tion by factories-all of these "white
collar" crimes are thought to be relatively 
serious as are, of course, serious property 
crimes involving large amounts of dollar 
loss and crimes against the person result
ing in injury, personal violation, or 
death. 

Various aspects of victim-offender rela
tionships and weapon usage have been 
treated in chapter 4 and were not dealt 
with here. The study was not designed to 
delve into these topics or that of the 
culpability or blameworthiness of the of
fender; however, these topics were 
discussed within the data constraints in 
that chapter. 

In the next chapter the scale parameters 
produced by various regional, demo
graphic, and victimization experience 
variables are discussed. 

Table 29 (NSCS final National level) 

Ot:ense stImuli Items: Gsometrlc means 
and ratio scores In ascending order of 
perceived severity 

Ratio score 

Item 
Geometric mean 

1 
A person under 16 years old plays 
hooky from school. 5.392 0.25 

A person Is a vagrant. That Is, he 
has no home and no visible means 
of support. 6.684 0.31 

A person takes part In a dice game 
In an alley. 10.837 0.50 

A person trespasses In the backyard 
of a private home. 14.104 0.64 

A person under 16 years old breaks 
a curfew law by being out on the 
street after t~e hour permitted by 
the law. 16.059 0.73 

A person Is drunk In public. 16.779 0.77 

A person knowingly trespasses In a 
railroad yard. 18.377 0.84 

A person under 16 years old runs 
away from home. 18.683 0.85 

A person under 16 years old Is 
reported to police by his parents as 
an offender because they are unable 
to control him. 20.689 0.95 

A person under 16 years old illegally 
has a bottle of wine. 23.152 1.06 

A group continues to hang around a 
corner after being told to break up 
by a police officer. 23.091 1.06 

Table 29-continued 

Ratio score 
Geometric mean ! item 

A person takes bets on the 
numbers. 

A person disturbs lhe neighborhood 
with lOUd noisy behavior. 

Two persons willingly engage In a 
homosexual act. 

A person has some marijuana for 
his own use. 

A person trespasses In a railroad 
yard and steals a lantern worth $10. 

A person smokes mariJuana. 

A person has some barbiturates, 
such as sleeping pills, for his own 
use without a legal prescription. 

A person Intentionally shoves or 
pushes a victim. No medical 
treatment Is required. 

A person takes barbiturates, such 
as sleeping pills, without a legal 
prescription. 

A person breaks Into a parking 
meter and steals $10 worth of 
nickels. 

A person Is a customer In a place 
where he knows liquor Is sold 
without a license. 

A male, over 16 years of age, has 
sexual relations with a willing 
female under 16. 

A person Is a customer In a house 
of prostitution. 

A person steals property worth $10 
from outside a building. 

A person Is a customer In a place 
where he knows gambling occurs 
Illegally. 

A person under 16 years old Is 
drunk In public. 

A store owner knowingly puts 
"large" eggs Into containers marked 
"extra·large." 

An employee embezzles $10 from 
his employer. 

A person makes an obscene phone 
call. 

A woman engages In prostitution. 

A person Is found firing a rifle for 
which he knows he has no permit. 

A person steals $10 worth of 
merchandise from the counter of a 
department store. 

A person trespasses In a clty·owned 
storage lot and steals equipment 

23.681 1.08 

24.868 1.14 

28.755 1.31 

29.335 1.34 

30.345 1.37 

31.063 1.42 

31.208 1.43 

32.167 1.47 

32.392 1.48 

34.365 1.57 

34.370 1.57 

34.927 1.60 

35.374 1.62 

37.777 1.73 

38.274 1.75 

38.314 1.75 

40.729 1.B7 

41.018 1.87 

40.916 1.87 

45.355 2.07 

45.893 2.10 

47.565 2.17 

worth $10. 4B.539 ::.22 

A person knowingly carries an 
Illegal knife. 53.398 2.44 

A person breaks Into a department 
store and steals merchandise worth 
$10. 60.51B 2.77 

A person steals property worth $50 
from outside a bUilding. 63.049 2.88 

continued 
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Table 29-contlnued 
A person threatens to harm a victim A person beals a victim with his 
unless the victim gives him money. fists. The victim Is hurt bul does not 
The victim gives him $10 and Is not require medical treatment. 159.600 7.29 

Ratio score harmed. 117.790 5.38 
A person threatens a victim with a 

Geometric mean 

1 
A real estate agent refuses to sell a weapon unless Ihe victim gives him 

Item I 
house 10 a person because of that money. The Victim gives him $10 
person's race. 117.731 5.38 and Is not harmed. 160.007 7.31 

A person breaks Into a school and A person has some heroin lor his A person Illegally gets monthly 

steals $10 worth of supplies. 67.413 3.08 own use. 118.507 5.42 welfare checks. 161.431 7.38 

A person forces open a cash A person runs a place where liquor A person, armed .wlth a lead pipe, 

register In a department store and Is sold wllhoul a license. 120.240 5.50 robs a victim 01 $10. No physical 

sleals $10. 68.471 3.13 A thealre owner knowingly shows harm occurs. 163.152 7.46 

A person breaks Into a home and pornographic movies 10 a minor. 123.975 5.67 A person steals $1,000 worlh 01 

sleals S100. 68.743 3.14 A person cheals on his Federal 
merchandise from Ihe counter of a 
deparlment slore. 166.928 7.63 

An employer Illegally threatens to Income tax return and avoids paying 

lire employees If they Join a labor S10,000 In taxes. 133.742 6.11 A person conceals the Identity of 

union. 69.657 3.18 A person runs a prostitution racket. 133.865 6.12 
others thai he knows have 
committed a serious crime. 167.673 7.66 

A person breaks Into a building and A person beats a victim with his Knowing that a shipment of cooking steals property worth SID. 70.559 3.22 fists. The victim requires treatment 011 Is bad, a store owner decides to 
A person attempts to rob a victim by a doclor but not hospitalization. 134.996 6.17 sell It anyway. 169.209 7.73 
but runs away when a police car An employee embezzles SI ,000 from A person Intentionally hits a Victim approaches. 71.23:1: 3.26 his employer. 136.015 6.22 with a lead pipe. No medical 
A person picks a victim's pocket of A person, free on ball for treatment Is required. 172.345 7.88 
$10. 71.926 3.29 committing a serious crime, A teenage boy beats his father with 
A person breaks Into a department purposefully falls to appear In court his fists. The father requires 
store, forces open a cash register, on the day of his trial. 137.735 6.30 hospitalization. 173.424 7.93 
and steals S10. 72.488 3.31 A person gets customers for a A person trespasses In a railroad 
A person runs a place where he prostitute. 139.542 6.38 yard and steals tools worth SI,OOO. 173.571 7.93 
permits gambling 10 occur Illegally. 76.175 3.48 An employer refuses to hire a A person, using force, robs a victim 
A person steals property worth $100 qualified person because of that of $1,000. No physical harm occurs. 174.595 7.98 

person's race. 139.792 6.39 from outside a building. 78,473 3.59 A person steals an unlocked car and 
A person knowingly passes a bad A person uses heroin. 143.023 6.54 sells it. 176.066 8.05 
Check. 78.755 3.60 A person steals $1,000 worth of Knowing that a shipment of cooking 
A person attempls to break Inlo a merchandise from an unlocked car. 143.780 6.57 011 Is bad, a slore owner decides 10 
parked car, bul runs away when a A person does nol have a weapon. sell it anyway. Only one bottle Is 
police car approaches. 79.310 3.62 He threalens 10 harm a victim sold and Ihe purchaser Is Irealed by 

A labor union ollicial illegally unless Ihe victim gives him money. a doclor bul nol hospitalized. 178.505 8.16 

threalens to organize a slrlke If an The victim gives him $10 and Is nol A person Illegally gels monthly 
employer hires nonunion workers. 81.222 3.71 

harmed. 144.752 6.62 welf are checks of $200. 180.877 8.27 

A person lurns In a false fire alarm. 82.807 3.78 
A person, using force, robs a victim A person Inlentlonally Injures a 
of $10. The victim Is hurl and victim. The victim Is trealed by a 

A person attempls to break Into a requires Ireatment by a doctor but doclor but Is not hospitalized. 186.039 8.50 
home but runs away when a police not hospitalization. 146.526 6.70 
car approaches. 92.343 4.22 Because of a victim's race, a person 

A person sells marijuana to others 
for resale. 186.650 8.53 

A person breaks Into a public Injures a victim to prevent him from 
recreation center, forces open a enrolling In a public school. No A person performs an Illegal 
cash box and steals $10. 94.412 4.31 medical treatment Is required. 148.833 6.79 abortion. 187.589 8.57 

A person robs a victim. The victim Is A person steals property worth A person Intentionally hits a victim 
Injured but not hospitalized. 95.598 4.37 $1,000 from outside a building. 150.203 6.66 with a lead pipe. The victim requires 

A person picks a victim's pocket of A factory knowingly gets rid 01 Its 
treatment by a doctor but not 
hospitalization. 195.339 8.93 

$100. 95.767 4.38 waste In a way that pollutes the 

A person steals an unlocked car and 
water supply of a city. As a result, A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
one person becomes III but does not robs a victim 01 SI,OOO. No physical 

later abandons It undamaged. 97.277 4.45 require medical treatment. 150.922 6.90 harm occurs. 197.042 9.01 

A person cheats on his Federal A person breaks Into a pub',c ' A city official lakes a bribe Irom a 
Income tax return. 98.155 4.49 recreation center, lorces open a company lor hIs help In getting a 
A person carries a gun, Illegally. 101.629 4.64 cash box, and steals $1,000. 151.624 6,93 city building contract lor the 

A person beats a victim with his 
company. 197.850 9.04 

A man exposes himself In public. 103.890 4.75 
fists. The Victim requires A person knowingly makes false 

A person snatches a handbag hospitalization. 151.900 6.94 entries on a documenl that the 
containing $10 from a victim on the 

A person, armed with a lead pipe, 
court has requested for a criminal 

street. 107.911 4.93 Irlal. 200.680 9.17 
robs a victim 01 $10. The victim Is 

A person knowingly buys slolen Injured and requires trealment by a Several large companies Illegally fix 
properly from the person who stole doc lor but not hospitalization. 155.799 7.12 the retail prices of their products. 201.037 9.19 
It. 109.378 5.00 

A person signs someone else's A person threatens to seriously 
A person, Using force, robs a victim name to a check and cashes It. 157.845 7.21 Injure a victim. 203.307 9.29 
of S10. No physical harm occurs. 112.031 5.12 

A person willingly hides out a bank A person robs a Victim of $10 at 
A man runs his hands over the body robber. 158.080 7.22 gunpoint. No physical harm occurs. 206.033 9.42 
of a female victim, then runs away. 112.263 5.13 

A person breaks Into a department A public official takes $1,000 of 
A person loans money at an Illegally store and steals merchandise worth public money for his own use. 206.812 9.45 
high Interest rate. 116.432 5.32 SI,OOO. 159.255 7.28 
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A police officer knowingly makes a A person, armed with a lead pipe, A person, armed with a gun, robs a 
false arrest. 209.230 9.56 robs a Victim of $10. The victim Is bank of $100,000 during business 

A person breaks Into a home and 
Injured and requires hospitalization. 291.726 13.33 hours. No one Is physically hurt. 387.052 17.69 

steals $1,000. 210.Q12 9.60 An employer orders his employees A person Intentionally shoots a 

A person breaks Into a display case 
to make false entries on documents victim with a gun. The Victim Is 

In a store and steals $1,000 worth of 
that the court has requested for a wounded slightly and does not 

merchandise. 211.372 9.66 
criminal trial. 293.631 13.42 require medica; treatment. 388.558 17.76 

A person walks Into a public 
A doctor cheats on claims he makes Knowing that a shipment of cooking 

museum and steals a painting worth 
to a Federal health Insurance plan all Is bad, a store owner decides to 

$1,000. 212.386 9.71 
for patient services. He gains sell It anyway. Only one bottle Is 
$10,000. 295.105 13.49 sold and the purcheser dlas. 388.936 17.78 

A person robs a vlc:lm of $1,000 at A llerson, armed with a lead pipe, A person robs a victim of $10 at 
gunpoint. No physical harm occurs. 212.646 9.72 robs a Victim of $1,000. The victim Is gunpoint. The victim Is wounded 
A person breaks Into a school and Injured and requires treatment by a and requires hospitalization. 392.227 17.93 
steals equipment worth $1,000. 212.732 9.72 doctor but not hospitalization. 300.295 13.72 

A person stabs a Victim with a knife. 
A person breaks Into a department A legislator takes a bribe from a The victim requires hospitalization. 394.325 18.02 
store, forces open a safe, and steals compilny to vote for a law favoring 

A man beats his wife with his fists. 
$1,000. 213.118 9.74 tho company. 303.417 13.87 

She requires hospitalization. 400.754 18.32 
A government offiCial Intentionally A doctor cheats on claims he makes 

A person Intentionally shoots a 
hinders the Investigation of a :0 a Federal health Insurance plan 
criminal offense. 218.099 9.97 for patient services. 308.581 14.10 victim with a gun. The victim 

requires treatment by a doctor but 
A person threatens to harm a vlcllm A company pays a bribe of $10,000 not hospitalization. 415.075 18.97 
unless the victim gives him money. to a legislator to vote for a law 

A high school boy beats a middle· 
The Victim gives him $1,000 and Is favoring the company. 316.311 14.46 
not harmed. 224.742 10.27 

aged woman with his fists. She 
A person, uslr,g force, robs a victim requires hospitalization. 426.114 19.48 

A person operates a store where he of $10. The victim Is hurt and 
A person kills i\ victim by recklessly 

knowingly sells stolen property. 225.155 10.29 requires hosptiallzation. 319.418 14.60 
driving an automobile. 426.145 19.48 

A person Illegally sells barbiturates, A person breaks Into a bank at night 
A person smuggles heroin Into the 

such as prescription sleeping pills, and steals $100,000. 339.466 15.51 
to others for resale. 225.573 10.31 

country. 426.487 19.49 
A person, armed with a lead pipe, 

A person Intentionally hits a victim robs a vlctlm of $1,000. The victim Is A factory knowingly gets rid of lis 

with a lead pipe. The victim requires Injured and requires hospitalization. 342.330 15.65 waste In a way that pollutes the 

hospitalization. 227.334 10.39 
water supply of a city. As a result 20 

A person robs a victim of $10 at people become III but none require 

A person smuggles marijuana Into gunpoint. The victim Is wounded medical treatment. 431.299 19.71 

the country for resale. 229.551 10.49 and requires treatment by a doctor 
A factory knowingly gets rid of Its but not hospitalization. 344.161 15.73 

A person steals a locked car and waste In a way that pollutes the 

sells It. 236.771 10.82 A county court judge takes a bribe water supply of a city. As a result 
10 give a light sentence In a criminal one person dies. 436.075 19.93 

A person steals property worth case. 344.547 15.75 
A man forcibly rapes a woman. Her $10,000 from outside a bultdlng. 239.281 10.94 

A teenage boy beats his mother physical Injuries require treatment 
A company pays a bribe to a with his fists. The mother requires by a doctor but not hospitalization. 439.088 20.07 
legislator to vote for a law favoring hospitalization. 347.784 15.00 A person selis heroin to others for the company. 244.413 11.17 

A person llttempts to kill a victim resale. 451.736 20.65 
Three high school boys beat a male with a gun. The gun misfires and 

A person robs a victim 01 $1,000 at classmate with their flsts. He the victim escapes unnarmed. 358.678 16.39 
requires hospitalization. 247.938 11.33 gunpoint. The victim Is wounded 

A person robs a victim of $1,000 at and requires hospitalization, 460.007 21.02 
A person knowingly lies under oath gunpoint. The victim In wounded A person kidnaps a victim. 463.386 21.18 during a trial. 248.866 11.37 and requires treatment by a doctor 

Ten high school boys beat a male but not hospitalization. 361.133 16.51 A person pays another person to 

classmate with their fists. He A person, using force, robs a victim commit a serious crime. 474.245 21.67 

requires hospitalization. 256.853 11.74 of $1,000. The victim Is hurt and A person Intentionally sets fire to a 

A man beats a stranger with his requires treatment by a doctor but building causing $500,000 worth of 

fists. He reqUires hospitalization. 257.800 11.78 not hospitalization. 362.848 16.58 damage. 487.652 22.29 

A person stabs a Victim with a knife. A person, using force, robs a victim A parent beats his young child with 

No medical treatment is required. 259.195 11.85 of $1,000. The victim Is hurt and his fists. The child requires 
requires hospitalization. 368.327 16.83 hospitalization. 500.831 22.89 

A person Intentionally Injures a A man drags a woman Into an alley, A person kidnaps a victim. A victim. The victim Is treated by a 
doctor and hospitalized. 261.435 11.95 

tears her clothes, but flees before ransom of $1,000 Is paid and the 
she Is physically harmed or sexually victim Is ",turned unharmed. 535.498 24.47 

A police officer lakes a bribe not to attacked. 368.834 16.86 
Interfere with an Illegal gambling A person plants a bomb In a public 

operation. 261.637 11.96 A legislator takes a bribe of $10,000 building. The bomb explodes but no 

A person gives the floor plans of a 
from a company to vote for a law one Is Injured, 536.254 24.51 
favoring the company. 369.539 16.89 A person Intentionally shoots a bank to a bank robber. 262.428 11.99 

A person pays a witness to give 
A person stabs a victim with a knife. victim with a gun. The victim 
The victim requires treatment by a requires hospitalization. 543.592 24.84 

false testimony In a criminal trial. 266.678 12.19 doctor but not hospitalization. 374.916 17.14 A person intentionally sets fire to a 
A person Intentionally sets fire to a A high school boy beats an elderly building causing $100,000 worth of 
building causing $10,000 worth of woman with his fists. She requires damage. 544.043 24.86 
damage. 278.864 12.75 hospitalization. 383.302 17.52 A man tries to entice a minor Into 
A factory knowingly gets rid of Its An employer orders one of his his car for Immoral purposes. 551.831 25.22 
waste In a way that pollutes the employees to commit a serious 
water supply of a city. 285.147 13.03 crime. 386.533 17.67 
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Tabla 29-contlnued 

Ratio scoro 

Item 

Geometric mean 

1 
A man forcibly rapes a woman. No 
other physical InJury occurs. 565.658 25.85 

An armed person skyjacks an 
airplane and demands to be flown 
to another country. 575.696 26.31 

A woman stabs her husband. As a 
result, he dies. 611.132 27.93 

A man forcibly rapes a woman. Her 
physical Injuries require 
hospitalization. 657.340 30.04 

A person plants a bomb In a publlc 
building. The bomb explodes and 20 
people are InjUred but no medical 
treatment Is required. 666.553 30.46 

An armed person skyjacks an 
aIrplane and holds the crew and 
passengers hostage until a ransom 
Is paid. 715.992 32.72 

A person plants a bomb In a public 
building. The bomb explodes and 
one person Is Injured but no 
medical treatment Is required. 721.692 32.98 

A person runs a narcotics ring. 738.810 33.77 

A person Intentionally Injures a 
victim. As a result, the victim dies. 778.374 35.57 

A person stabs a victim to death. 781.369 35.71 

A factory knowingly gets rid of Its 
waste In a way that pollutes the 
water supply of a city. As a result 20 
people dIe. 858.710 39.15 

A man stabs his wife. As a result, 
she dies. 857.988 39.21 

A person robs a victim at gunpoint. 
The vlcllm struggles and Is shot to 
death. 946.181 43.24 

A person plants a bomb In a public 
building. The bomb explodes and 
one person Is killed. 961.672 43.95 

A parent beats his young child with 
his fists. As a result. the child dies. 1046.428 47.83 

A man forcibly rapes .a woman. As a 
result of physical InJurIes, she dies. 1155.335 52.80 

A person plants a bomb In a public 
building. The bomb explodes and 20 
people are killed. 1577.526 72.10 
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Chapter 8 

Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Earlier in this report it was indicated that 
one of the objectives of the crime severity 
study was to collect national-level data 
concerning public perceptions about the 
relative severities of various kinds of 
crime in order to construct a scale of 
criminally offensive behavior. This em
phasis necessarily limits the focus to the 
consensual aspects of the data' (that is, 
central tendency) rather than variation in 
responses. Thus it is assumed for now 
that in-the-aggregate variation in 
seriousness perception surrounding a par
ticular criminal event constitutes error or 
noise and thilt calculating geometric 
means provides valid point estimates of 
perceived se'Yerity. 

The preceding chapter discussed the 
general findings of the study and 
presented data concerning the entire set 
of 204 offense stimuli that were surveyed. 
In this chapter we investigate whether at
titudes toward the relative severity of 
various crimes differ across regions of the 
country or for different segments of the 
population. 

It should be noted at the outset that, 
although we shall discuss the magnitude 
judgments of respondents reflected in the. 
geometric means, we are not particularly 
interested in the absolute values given to 
the offense stimuli. In effect, we are not 

comparing different groups in terms of 
the judged absolute gravity but rather in 
terms of the relative degree of judged 
harm. Thus we are concerned primarily 
with whether magnitude judgments con
form to the power function relationship 
discussed in chapter 7. In this context, 
the only number needed to characterize 
the data completely (on the assumption 
that all the data are approximated by 
straight lines in a logarithmic plot) is the 
slope of the relation between dollar and 
perceived seriousness. The slopes provide 
a measure by which differences across 
groups may be observed: 

The findings reported below are divided 
into three groupings. First, univariate 
demographic and victimization 
characteristics for the total United States 
and the four census regions are presented. 
The core item offenses are tabulated by 
region, race, sex, income, occupation, 
education, and victimization. Second, the 
multivariate distribution of selec~ factors 
is examined. For the Nation and the four 
census regions the analysis consists of 
race by age by sex, occupation by in
come, race by income, and victimization 
by race. Last, we report the findings of 
multiple re'$ression analysis using disag
gregated data. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived aeverity of crime 

Univariate data 

Census regions 

The geometric means data for the total 
United States and the four census regions 
are displayed in table 30. The magnitude 
judgments for the various dollar values of 
theft indicate that the absolute values of 
perceived severity are lowest in the North
east and highest in the North Central 
regions (with the scores for the South and 
West generally falling between but closest 
to those obtained in the North Central 
region). The gap between the Northeast 
and the North Central magnitude values 
becomes increasingly pronounced as the 
dollar value of theft increases. From a 
difference of about 3 points for the 
perceived seriousness of $1 of theft 
(19.907 vs. 23.014), the difference in 
geometric means increases to almost 55 
points at the highest value of theft 
(206.972 vs. 261.961). Comparisons of the 
magnitude judgments for the dollar-value 
items for various pairs of the regions 
reveal similar differences in the absolute 
values. 

However, as noted previously, differences 
in the absolute values of perceived 
seriousness are of little interest compared 
to the question of whether the data con
form to the power function assumption. 
Figures 10 to 13 contain the log of dollar 
value plotted against the log of perceived 
severity for the four regions and indicate 
that the relationship is a power function 
(a power function in log transform is a 
simple linear relationship). Clearly, the 
four regions have generated fairly similar 
power functions. Table 31 confirms that 
the relationship between dollar value of 
theft and perceived gravity is linear, as all 
correlations are very near unity. 

It is important to note that, despite the 
similarities among the functions across 
regions, the slopes indicate differences in 
the sensitivity to change in dollar-value 
stolen. Although the slopes rep;Jrted in 
table 31 are very similar, ranging from 
.260 to .284, it is apparent that the West 
exhibits the greatest sensitivity, followed 
by the North Central and the Northeast, 
with the South showing the least sensitivi
ty to changes in the dollar value of theft. 

In general, for injury-related offenses, the 
West exhibits the highest geometric 
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Table 30 (Geometric means, by co.ire·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Census regions 

Offense Total U.S. Northeast North Central South West 

Theft: $1· 21.827 19.907 23.014 23.068 20.606 
$10 37.777 34.378 40.823 38.735 36.354 
$50 63.049 55.285 66.061 65.305 65.519 

$100 78.473 70.055 83.623 80.827 78.327 
$1,000 150.203 134.117 161.496 148.156 159.601 

$10,000 239.281 206.972 261.961 235.069 259.859 

Injury: Death 778.374 722.753 799.055 669.847 1064.920 
Hospitalization 261.435 252.870 271.818 228.222 325.908 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 186.039 181.601 190.644 165.893 226.275 

Minor 32.167 33.848 ~4.071 29.050 32.912 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal Ihreat 144.752 139.492 152.146 126.428 177.714 

Weapon 160.007 146.432 175.880 143.514 186.906 

Burglary 
and theft 01 $10 70.559 62.101 74.094 71.560 75.446 

Rape 565.658 548.080 577.351 516.175 669.434 

Bombing of building, 
20 death5 1577.526 1441.606 1627.180 1398.81 2079.084 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

means, while the South has the lowest. 
For example, a bombing of a building in 
which 20 persons are killed has geometric 
means of 1442 in the Northeast, 1627 in 
the North Central, 1399 in the South, 
and 2079 in the West. The regional dif
ferences, however, do not affect the 
uniformity in the rank ordering of score 
values reflecting the extent of injury 
in11icted. 

Although no metric is available, such as 
with theft, with which to plot and com
pute a power function, the ratios of 
perceived severity within regions can be 
compared. These data will indicate 
whether, despite differences in the 
magnitude values, the same relative 
perceptions of offense gravity exist. Thus, 
table 32 reports the ratio scores compar
ing the relative seriousness for 20 deaths 
from a bombing compared to the killing 
of a single person. In all census regions, 
the ratio of the magnitude values for 
these two offense stimuli is very nearly 
the same. Respondents in the Northeast, 
North Central, South, and West uniform
ly perceive the most serious offense as be
ing twice as serious as the killing of a 
single person. Naturally, one could com
pute ratio scores for other injury-offense 
comparisons to test the scalability 

Table 31 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by Census region 
(Y = aXb) 

Corre· Constant 
Sample latlon (a) 

Total U.S. .996 1.339 

Northeast .995 1.299 
North Central .997 1.362 
South .995 1.363 
West .995 1.314 

Table 32 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 

10a 

21.827 

19.907 
23.014 
23.068 
20.606 

(Total United States, by Census region) 

Census region Ratios 

Total United States 2.03 

Northeast 1.99 
North Central 2.04 
South 2.09 
West 1.95 

,:::60 

Slope 
(bl 

.268 

.262 

.271 

.260 

.284 

assumption further. We have used this 
particular pair of offenses in order to ex
amine the ratio characteristic at the ex
treme end of the perceived severity 
continuum. 



Figure 10 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Census region: Northeast 
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Figure 12 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Census region: South 
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Figure 11 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Census region: North Central 
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Figure 13 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Census region: West 
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Race 

The geometric means by race for the core 
items for the total United States are given 
in table 33, These data indicate that 
perceived gravity is generally lower for 
blacks and "other" respondents than for 
whites. The differences, however, appear 
to be substantially greater for the highest 
levels of dollar loss, That is, for dollar 
values of $100 and lower the geometric 
means are similar across race categories, 
while the magnitude values for thefts in
volving $1,000 and $10,000 show much 
lower perceptions of seriousness for 
blacks and "other" respondents, 

The variation in magnitude values can be 
further observed in the slopes obtained 
from regressing perceived severity and 
dollar value of theft. Table 34 shows that 
the slopes for blacks (,196) and "other" 
respondents (.245) are lower than that for 
whites (,277) at the total United States 
level. Yet, despite these differences in the 
range of magnitude estimation judgments 
evidenced by the slopes, the correlations 
between perceived severity and dollar 
value are uniformly high for the race 
categories (that is, r= at least .97). Fur
ther, figures 14 to 16 support the 
hypothesized power function of money 
for all three racial groups. 

For serious assaultive injuries, the dif
ference between geometric means by race 
becomes even greater. For a single killing, 
rape, or bombing, the geometric mean 
for whites is about twice that computed 
for blacks. 

Although the difference h~ absolute 
values may seem appreciable, there still 
remains relative proportionality between 
serious injury offenses within racial 
categories. To illustrate, table 35 contains 
the ratios for a single death due to injury 
and 20 deaths resulting from a bomb . 
The single death is due to a stabbing, 
while the 20 deaths are reported to result 
from a bombing of a building. The ratios 
for white and black respondents are 
about the same, 2.03 and 2,04, indicating 
that the relative distance between offenses 
is equal. 

For "other" respondents the score values 
are generally less consistent and indicate 
substantial variation in responses-this 
can be due, in part, to the low!!r sample 
size for "other" respondents (about 10 
percent of the number of blacks and 1 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 33 
(Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Race 

Offense White Black Other 

Theft: $1' 21.281 27.542 16.520 
$10 37.693 40.176 23.542 
$50 63.840 58.183 51.910 

$100 79.413 74.140 54.583 
$1,000 155.431 118.598 97.222 

$10,000 254.094 153.213 ·140.719 

Injury: 
Death 845.688 413.433 436.865 
Hospitalization 278.841 158.334 223.284 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 196.363 124.684 117.378 
Minor 32.324 30.747 33.721 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 153.190 93.763 99.524 
Weapon 169.993 105.555 74.099 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 68.096 59.691 61.431 

Rape 614.096 307.854 275.430 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1720.17 843.62 687.76 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

percent of the number of whites in the 
sample). The computed slope for "other" 
respondents is .245, compared to .196 for 
blacks and .277 for whites. The ratio, 
1.57, of a single death from an injury to 
20 deaths from a bombing, however, is 
substantially lower than for white and 
black respondents. It is unclear, 
therefore, whether subsequent com
parisons using the "other" category wiII 
be similarly affected by the small sample 
size which wiII be even a greater problem 
in the multivariate results. Thus, although 
we shall report all of the data, our discus
sion on race wiII be largely devoted to 
black vs. white comparisons. 

Within the four census regions, the 
observed differences in the national 
magnitude estimates remain about the 
same. Black respondents, whether they 
live in the Northeast, North Central, 
South, or West regions, generally exhibit 
lower scores than do whites for both 
serious personal and property offenses. 
However, a regional effect within race is 
observed, in that both whites and blacks 
in the Northeast produce lower 
magnitude values than their counterparts 
in the West (tables .36 to 39). These data 
indicate that the effect of race and region 
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• Table 34 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs, perceived 
severity. by Census region and race 
(Y = aXb) 

Corre· Constant 
lOa 

Slope 
Sample lation (a) (b) 

Total U.S. ---
White .996 1.328 21.281 .277 
Black .986 1.440 27.542 .196 
Other .972 1.218 16.520 .245 

Northeast ---
White .996 1.309 20.370 .266 
Black .977 1.223 16.712 .226 
Other .979 .938 8.6;'0 .358 

North Central 

White .997 1.341 21.928 .279 
Blacl. .981 1.594 39.264 .182 
Other .780 1.273 18.750 .188 

South 

White .996 1.348 22.284 .273 
Black .987 1.445 27.861 .192 
Other .968 1.233 17.100 .305 

West 

White .996 1.303 20.091 .292 
Black .962 1.545 35.075 .191 
Other .953 1.250 17.783 .226 

on perceived seriousness is additive rather 
than interactive. 

As before, these magnitude differences do 
not influence the power function relation
ships. Table 34 clearly indicates a strong 
association between perceived seriousness 
and increases in the dollar value of theft 
for all regions by race except for the 
"other" category in the North Central 
region where the correlation (.78) shows 
only a moderately strong relationship. 
Further, the slope values confirm the 
lower sensitivity of blacks to changes in 
the seriousness of the theft value com
pared to whites for all of the regions. The 
values for the "other" category continue 
to be inconsistent compared to the other 
groups, as "other" respondents have the 
highest slopes in the Northeast (.358) and 
the South (.305) and intermediate slopes 
in the North Central (.188) and the West 
(.226) compared to whites'and blacks. 

The ratio scores for the selected injury
offense comparison reported in table 35 
add some confidence to the national-level 
finding that whites and blacks perceive a 
similar ratio in the seriousness of a bomb
ing with 20 deaths to a single death from 
an injury regardless of region, as opposed 
to the. "other" category which departs 

Table 35 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
crotal United States, by Census region 
and race) 

Census region Ratios 

Total United States 

White 2.03 
Black 2.04 
Other 1.57 

Northeast 

White 1.97 
Black 2.20 
Other 2.54 

North Centra' 

White 2.04 
Black 2.00 
Other 1.67 

South 

White 2.09 
Black 2.06 
Other 2.11 

West 

White 2.01 
Black 1.74 
other 1.30 

Table 36 
(Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Race 

Offense While Black Other 

Theft: $1' 20.370 16.711 8.670 
$10 35.563 25.207 21.779 
$50 57.696 38.022 27.296 

$100 71.514 57.676 56.894 
$1,000 140.681 85.783 86.673 

$10,000 218.766 121.046 257.645 

Injury: 
Death 781.322 352.964 269.946 
Hospitalization 269.279 141.463 163.420 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 185.643 147.759 151.176 
Minor 34.558 27.230 53.453 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 149.219 76.011 49.416 
Weapon 154.982 87.152 90.590 

Burglary and theft 
of S10 65.578 38.569 22.810 

Rape 581.953 322.083 158,286 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1542.417 775.984 684.637 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

appreciably in the relative seriousness of 
the two offenses. 



Figure 14 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 37 

1,000 

...-

10,000 

(Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Race 

Offense White Black Other 

Theft: $1· 21.928 39.264 18.750 
$10 39.617 58.850 24.560 
$50 65.591 71.209 73.739 

$100 82.708 101.814 27.412 
$1,000 163.202 149.578 68.969 

$10,000 269.975 196.089 107.404 

Injury: 
Death 832.064 512.533 511.135 
Hospitalization 278.908 206.563 197.756 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 193.256 166.870 123.475 
Minor 33.208 44.383 51.084 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 154.332 131.543 106.971 
Weapon 178.47·5 153.683 99.581 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 73.559 81.345 51.759 

Rape 606.626 347.921 180.503 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 1699.528 1025.511 868.867 

·Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·vaiue thefts. 

Figure 15 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 38 

1,000 10,000 

(Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

South Central region: Race 

Offense While Black Other 

Theft: $1· 22.284 27.861 17.100 
$10 38.497 40.156 26.884 
$50 66.633 59.818 58.647 

$100 63.128 70.329 92.008 
$1,000 155.542 117.642 155.152 

$10,000 257.828 148.883 239.015 

Injury: 
Death 772.440 346.868 386.938 
Hospitalization 253.362 139.248 600.745 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 184.731 100.543 115.980 
Minor 29.472 26.687 41.992 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 139.250 80.980 88.215 
Weapon 157.836 89.644 106.187 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 73.890 61.812 76.815 

Rape 601.303 254.532 170.217 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1615.537 715.380 816.289 

·Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression 
of perceived severlly magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Figure 16 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 39 

1,000 10,000 

(Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Race 

Offense While Black Other 

Theft: $1· 20.091 35.075 17.783 
$10 36.449 46.159 23.293 
S50 65.238 85.035 53.843 

$100 79.374 86.138 53.091 
$1,000 163.776 152.002 94.739 

$10,000 274.202 178.508 122.497 

Injury: 
Death 1100.394 979.565 492.744 
Hospitalization 337.873 252.758 198.869 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 237.705 161.526 112.851 
Minor 32.925 36.059 28.963 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 181.327 158.799 120.912 
Weapon 199.277 154.950 64.684 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 75.530 92.037 59.344 

Rape 691.758 641.010 341.949 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2214.203 1705.511 641.614 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitUde estimates of 
dollar·vaiue thefts. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Age 

The magnitude judgments of the core-
item-offense stimuli show no consistent 
pattern across the various age levels. 
Older respondents (that is, ages 50 to 64 
and 65 and over) appear to judge the 
seriousness of extreme values of theft as 
more grave than the other age groups, 
but the difference in geometric means is 
not very large (tables 40 to 44). 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
regression data given in table 45 show 
that, for the total United States, 
respondents' perceptions of offense 
seriousness increase in concern with in-
creases in the dollar value of theft (the 
correlations are all about .99) regardless 
of age. The slopes of the various regres-
sion lines are< very similar, ranging from 
.25 to .30, with the highest slopes observ-
ed for the two older age groups, thus 
showing the greater range of magnitude 
values for these respondents. Also, as ex-
pected, figures 17 to 22 show the presence 
of a power function for all six age 
groups. 

For the injury-related offenses, a slight 
curvilinear relationship exists-
respondents in the 25-34 and 35-49 age 
ranges generally produce higher geometric 
means than those both younger and 
older. Yet, table 46 shows that the 
geometric mean ratios for a bombing 
with 20 casualties to a single death from 
an injury are very similar for the first 
four age groups and discrepant only for 
the two oldest age groups. 

By census region, differences across age 
categories follow the national-level pat-
terns. Magnitude estimates are highest in 
the middle age groups for the injury of-
fense stimuli, but the majority of the 
theft-related offenses exhibit no observ-
able trend. However, for the theft of 
$10,000, older respondents generally have 
higher magnitude values. For example, in 
the West, the mean for respondents age 
65 or older is 340 compared to 221 for in-
dividuals between ages 18 and 19. In the 
Northeast and North Central regions, the 
difference is less substantial. In the 
South, the major difference occurs in the 
50-64 and 20-24 age groups, where the 
former mean is 261 compared to 208 for 
the latter. 

The absence of appreciable magnitude 
differences by age for the set of theft of-
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Table 40 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

National: Age 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 21.429 22.594 22.284 23.442 21.979 18.281 
$10 35.789 36.341 37.374 39.138 40.942 34.165 
$50 62.215 65.823 61.925 64.519 64.330 58.571 

$100 79.380 80.599 78.195 75.635 81.461 76.902 
$1,000 147.611 145.889 141.247 144.467 162.264 161.948 

$10,000 227.811 224.776 224.131 220.082 275.678 265.153 

Injury: Death 605.782 796.820 880.331 807.290 805.377 630.688 
Hospitalization 195.723 252.370 295.077 282.044 263.447 216.529 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 135.512 165.357 210.822 204.672 193.654 158.416 

Minor 25.033 26.572 31.368 33.335 35.389 36.419 

Robbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or verbal 

threat 110.653 133.155 162.020 163.094 154.323 110.466 
Weapon 116.830 138.916 171.254 180.440 171.418 137.313 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 43.054 54.559 67.357 75.408 74.654 69.403 

Rape 498.783 616.571 655.859 558.461 570.802 445.499 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 1143.74 1472.91 1615.98 1592.33 1706.06 1605.15 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 41 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Age 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 18.030 17.947 20.606 21.330 20.606 17.989 
$10 32.991 30.386 35.325 34.980 38.358 30.462 
$50 48.810 46.670 52.239 61.077 57.720 56.764 

$100 68.273 75.189 69.251 66.071 73.514 68.824 
$1,000 126.735 122.000 125.167 128.196 153.972 141.129 

$10,000 208.840 191.886 191.706 197.148 240.719 211.438 

fnjury: Death 583.781 631.364 968.048 746.210 759.568 522.990 
Hospitalization 176.213 194.321 300.351 290.566 255.095 216.866 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 151.423 167.731 197.942 204.838 182.955 152.665 

Minor 18.657 26.218 32.454 37.355 38.862 38.795 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 111.286 101.844 166.642 150.235 170.000 100.520 
Weapon 105.172 127.550 145.610 175.099 161.735 119.720 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 41.713 39.854 64.517 70.846 71.521 61.831 

Rape 508.319 511.579 680.602 537.133 568.883 430.154 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 1026.499 1290.919 1529.578 1536.052 1556.166 1325.992 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

fenses is paralleled in the power function the magnitude values of perceived 
slopes reported in table 45. Although the seriousness. This observation is strongly 
oldest age group (65 + ) consistently pro- supported by the correlation coefficients 
duces the steepest slope across regions, which generally reach .99, thus indicating 
the slopes are reasonably close, indicating a near perfect relationship. 
that all age groups have similar ranges in 



-Table 42 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Age 

Offense 18-19 20- 24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 22.751 23.988 25.235 25.119 22.803 17.022 
$10 35.728 38.142 42.210 43.094 44.533 35.613 
$50 69.155 72.877 68.129 66.755 69.454 51.726 

$100 87.903 84.378 83.939 81.605 87.928 78.329 
$1,000 157.325 158.594 154.406 156.422 172.471 169.674 

$10,000 236.693 240.361 238.620 238.549 325.334 291.079 

Injury: Death 570.544 843.690 877.665 820.586 834.009 693.849 
Hospitalization 204.505 280.991 315.061 310.042 266.219 194.828 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 129.909 171.161 222.466 224.116 192.712 151.605 

Minor 26.103 31.604 32.713 33.157 40.078 36.1;'7 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 105.410 149.953 181.202 171.627 154.759 114.260 
Weapon 140.413 164.487 183.781 189.170 202.014 139.835 

Burglary 
and theU of $10 55.958 62.136 74.730 84.494 84.801 63.237 

Rape 500.395 649.811 623.924 635.367 579.075 425.144 

Bombing of building. 
20 deatbs 1340.656 1599.162 1597.200 1604.815 1733.638 1709.799 

'Value for theU of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnltuce estimates of dollar·value theUs. 

Table 43 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Age 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 21.777 25.527 22.336 25.410 21.528 19.634 
$10 35.049 41.063 36.952 42.068 39.453 35.003 
$50 69.237 65.734 63.174 66.575 68.301 60.495 

$100 81.785 78.215 79.500 81.901 83.825 78.817 
$1,000 158.234 140.852 137.628 146.110 156.914 158.976 

$10,000 238.446 208.411 226.797 226.425 261.293 251.310 

Injury: De~th 529.144 749.295 692.792 733.719 666.721 551.682 
Hospitalization 210.998 218.272 251.573 234.162 240.598 186.793 

Trealment, 
no hospitalization 126.659 148.592 185.280 178.865 180.116 134.553 

Minor 27.612 25.575 28.191 30.424 30.692 30.027 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 104.405 124.634 136.006 141.049 125.857 104.035 
Weapon 106.029 112.547 161.750 172.572 146.191 121.826 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 51.711 61.724 67.756 80.815 78.571 69.952 

Rape 510.773 566.348 595.492 498.804 518.773 409.688 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1062.214 1212.291 1406.964 1475.679 1590.704 1325.913 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of p.erceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

The geometric mean ratios displayed in while the middle age group generally 
table 46 suggest, however, that there are reports the lowest. 
differences in the relative seriousness of 
injury offenses by age. Here, the oldest 
age group exhibits the highest ratio score, 
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Figure 17 Figure 18 
(Dollar value 01 theft vs. perceived severity) (Dollar value 01 theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 44 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·ollense st.lmull) 

West region: Age 

Ollense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 

Theft: $1" 24.717 21.528 20.512 20.559 21.086 
$10 42.885 33.882 34.501 34.542 42.179 
$50 61.196 82.026 63.771 62.405 59.977 

$100 77.909 85.839 78.711 70.068 79.883 
$1,000 143.905 167.451 148.639 147.279 169.514 

$10,000 220.596 278.868 239.578 215.743 287.588 

Injury: Death 976.793 1046.347 1150.217 1035.587 1170.838 
Hospitalization 184.992 358.918 339.046 333.854 320.376 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 141.148 183.558 263.578 227.122 241.385 

Minor 28.458 22.805 33.291 34.124 33.132 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 137.433 166.951 177.349 217.818 191.433 
Weapon 119.658 171.375 200.810 189.162 195.341 

Burglary 
and theft 01 $10 50.281 65.095 71.568 81.759 79.635 

Rape 457.102 836.442 788.843 600.418 666.130 

Bombing 01 building, 
20 deaths 1178.602 2076.894 2168.661 1887.486 2162.346 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 01 perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Figure 19 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Figure 20 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 45 (Regression conlltants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft liS. perceived 
severity, by Census region and age 
(Y = aXb) 

Corre· Constant 
Sample lallon (a) lOs 

Total U.S. 

18-19 .992 1.331 21.429 
20-24 .991 1.354 22.594 
25-34 .995 1.348 22.284 
35-49 .995 1.370 23.442 
50-64 .998 1.342 21.979 
65+ .995 1.262 18.281 

Northeast 

18-19 .996 1.256 18.030 
20-24 .984 1.254 17.947 
25-34 .995 1.314 20.606 
35-49 .994 1.329 21.330 
50-64 .995 1.314 20.606 
65+ .990 1.255 17.98'3 

North Central 

18-19 .984 1.357 22.751 
20-24 .9B8 i.380 23.988 
25-34 .996 1.402 25.235 
35-49 .996 1.400 25.119 
50-64 1.000 1.358 22.803 
65+ .993 1.231 17.022 

South 

18-19 .987 1.338 21.777 
20-24 .994 1.407 25.527 
25-34 .995 1.349 22.336 
35-49 .996 1.405 25.410 
50-64 .996 1.333 21.528 
65+ .993 1.293 19.634 

West 

18-19 .996 1.393 24.717 
20-24 .979 1.333 21.528 
25-34 .992 1.312 20.512 
35-49 .990 1.313 20.559 
50-64 .996 1.324 21.086 
65+ .996 1.266 16.450 
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Figure 21 
(Doilar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 46 (Geometric mean rail os) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and age) 

CensUs region Ratios 

Total U.S. 

18-19 1.89 
20-24 1.85 
25-34 1.84 
35-49 1.97 
50-64 2.12 
65+ 2.54 

Northeast 

18-19 1.76 
20-24 2.04 
25-34 1.58 
35-49 2.06 
50-64 2.05 
65+ 2.54 

North Central 

18-19 2.35 
20-24 1.90 
25-34 1.82 
35-49 1.96 
50-64 2.08 
65+ 2.46 

South 

• 111-19 2.01 
20-24 1.62 
25-34 2.03 
35-49 2.01 
50-64 2.39 
65+ 2.40 

West 

18-19 1.21 
20-24 1.98 
25-34 1.68 
35-49 1.82 
50-64 1.65 
65+ 2.93 
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Figure 22 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Sex 

Although the geometric means indicate 
differences by sex, the differences are 
minimal. Females produce slightly higher 
magnitude values for theft offenses and 
for injury events that do not result in 
death. For a single death from an injury 
and 20 deaths from a bombing, males 
report higher perceived seriousness while 
females consider rape as somewhat more 
serious than do males (582 vs. 549). 

These relatively minor differences are far 
outweighed by the power function data 
given in figures 23 and 24 and table 52. 
Figures 23 and 24 clearly indicate that the 
dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity 
conforms to the hypothesized power 
function. More important, the slopes 
found in table 52 are very nearly identical 
(.266 for males and .269 for females), 
which indicates that, although the two 
sexes begin and end at different points in 
their magnitude judgments, the range in
volved is almost exactly the same. The 
correlations near unity would also be ex
pected with these data. 

Examination of sex differences across the 
four census regions fails to alter the find
ings observed for the national data. Thus, 
females display generally higher 
magnitude values for theft offenses and 
nondeath injury offenses. The geometric 
mean ratios reported in tables 47 to 51 
and 53 indicate only small differences in 
the relative seriousness of the two extreme 
injury cases. 

The hypothesized power function is again 
supported for all of the regions. The 
association between dollar value and per
ceived seriousness is near unity in each in
stance, and the slopes were again found 
to be very nearly the same. 
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Table 47 
(Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

National: Sex 

Offense Male Female 

Theft: $1' 20.277 23.388 
$10 34.613 41.215 
$50 58.060 67.649 

$100 73.178 83.502 
$1,000 139.897 160.193 

$10,000 216.394 262.495 

Injury: 
Death 783.892 772.943 
Hospitalization 234.741 286.561 
Trealment, no 

hospitalization 163.109 210.116 
Minor 25.683 38.924 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal Ihreat 144.057 145.448 
Weapon 172.006 150.478 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 70.459 65.376 

Rape 549.221 582.199 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1665.29 1502.19 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Figure 23 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 48 
(Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Sex 

Offense Male Female 

Theft: $1' 17.782 22.130 
$10 31.097 37.976 
$50 46.786 63.812 

$100 63.926 75.823 
$1,000 121.269 146.701 

$10,000 181.425 232.636 

Injury: 
Death 761.784 686.131 
Hospitalization 215.795 289.745 
Trealmenl, no 

hospitalization 159.269 204.472 
Minor 27.017 40.627 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 140.313 136.680 
Weapon 153.644 140.847 

Burgtary and theft 
of $10 61.808 62.353 

Rape 512.953 584.673 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1476.762 1411.151 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Figure 24 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 49 
(Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Sex 

Offense Male Female 

Theft: $1' 21.677 24.322 
$1(j 37.558 44.313 
$50 60.792 71.115 

$100 79.203 87.856 
$1,000 152.031 170.787 

$10,000 233.4(13 291.617 

Injury: 
Death 817.636 781.323 
Hospitalization 244.489 298.676 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 170.935 210.628 
Minor 28.103 40.000 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 152.836 151.467 
Weapon 187.284 166.041 

Burglary and theft 
01 $10 72.840 75.232 

Rapo 581.536 573.347 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1783.237 1494.929 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Table 50 
(Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Sex 

Offense Male Female 

Theft: $1' 21.979 24.266 
$10 35.424 42 .. 10 
$50 63.764 66.573 

$100 77.363 84.024 
$1,000 140.885 154.973 

$10,000 216.782 253.932 

Injury: 
Death 669.482 670.215 
Hospitalization 213.363 240.861 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 144.774 189.411 
Minor 22.136 36.037 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 121.541 131.580 
Weapon 157.567 133.239 

Burglary and theft 
of $10 77.117 67.391 

Rape 497.365 535.453 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1471.786 1335.435 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Table 52 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by Census region and sex 
(Y = aXb) 

Corre· Constant Slope 
Sample laUon (a) 108 (b) 

~ 
Male .994 1.307 20.277 .266 
Female .997 1.369 ~'1.38a .269 

Northeast 

Male .992 1.350 17.782 .262 
Female ,996 1.345 22.130 .263 

North Central 

Male .994 1.336 21.677 .267 
Female .998 1.386 24.322 .274 

South 

Male .991 1.342 21.979 .258 
Female .998 1.385 24.266 .260 

West 

Male .996 1.277 18.923 .284 
Female .994 1.348 22.284 .283 

Table 51 
(Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Sex 
- -.~"~-- .. ---~-~ --~.~ --- _. "- .. ~ ...... ~ .~--~.~- - ... -.~.~ - ---

Offense Male Female 

Theft: $1' 18.923 22.284 
$10 33.756 39.108 
$50 60.998 69.813 

$100 69.908 86.744 
$1,000 146.139 173.032 

$10,000 240.641 276.356 

Injury: 
Death 1005.275 1127.200 
Hospitalization 287.556 363.969 
Treatment, no 

hospitalization 195.279 257.892 
Minor 26.737 39.673 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 183.309 172.355 
Weapon 198.999 176.647 

Burglary and theft 
01 $10 77.663 73.531 

Rape 655.739 682.676 

Bombing 01 building, 
20 deaths 2155.756 2011.412 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression 
of perceived severity magnitude estimates of 
dollar·value thefts. 

Table 53 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and sex) 

Census region Ratios 

Total United States 

Male 2.12 
Female 1.94 

Northeast 

Male 1.94 
Female 2.06 

North Central 

Male 2.18 
Female 1.91 

South 

Male 2.20 
Female 1.99 

West 

Male 2.14 
Female 1.78 
~~--~-. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Occupation 

The geometric mean magnitude values for 
the total United States and the four cen-
sus regions (tables 54 to 58) reveal no ma-
jor differences by occupation for the 
theft-offense stimuli. The perceptions of 
the seriousness of a $1 theft are very 
similar and increase similarly across ;)c-
cupational categories as the value of theft 
increases. The only exception occurs for 
the respondents in the armed forces from 
the Northeast and North Central regions 
who did differ from their counterparts in 
the other occupational categories. These 
differences are not disturbing, however, 
because the sample size for armed forces 
respondents appears to be insufficient for 
the geometric means to serve as a reliable 
measure with which to typify the 
category, 

As expected, therefore, figures 25 to 30 
illustrate the power function of money 
obtained for the six occupational groups 
at the national level. Table 59 displays the 
very high correl.ations between dollar 
value and perceived seriousness for these 
occupational categories. The slope values 
indicate that, at the national level and for 
the census regions, the various occupa-
tional categories have similar sensitivity to 
the changes in the dollar '~alue of theft. 
This tinding characterizes all groups with 
the exception of the armed forces 
category, which differs the most in the 
Northeast and North Central regions and 
SOlT\ewhat less in the South and West. 
Again, we suggest that these departures 
are a function of the sample size, which 
should be considered too small for 
statistically reliable results. 

The injury-offense stimuli, however, did 
elicit substantial differences in the percep-
tion of severity between white-collar 
rf,';l')ondents and the other occupational 
«,.~gories at the national and census 
rl.:7;On levels. For example, the geometric 
mean for a single death by injury is 1025 
for white-collar subjects compared to 655 
for blue-collar subjects. For a bombing 
which cause5 20 deaths, the difference 
between these two categories is even more 
appreciable: 1955 vs. 1418. Similar com-
parisons can be made for the regions as 
well. 

Although there are differences in the ab-
solute magnitudes the respondents assign 
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Table 54 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Occupation 

White Blue Armed Not 
Offense collar collar Farm Service forces available 

Theft: $1' 20.559 23.442 18.793 21.827 21.827 20.845 
$10 36.054 31'.861 32.601 42.733 34.632 37.906 
$50 64.170 63.676 56.997 65.165 68.365 59.782 

$100 78.711 79.444 71.298 80.118 85.017 76.518 
$1,000 153.121 146.011 142.851 146.429 151.235 152.663 

$10,000 254.421 221.675 220.946 221.087 238.637 245.610 

Injury: Death 1024.70 555.47 552.74 615.05 956.21 672.38 
Hospitalization 338.640 219.579 161.594 217.968 414.615 227.822 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 237.674 147.321 125.239 162.953 215.818 172.580 

Minor 32.340 28.006 23.166 33.777 19.876 38.475 

Robbery $10'wlth: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 179.611 127.659 105.731 134.380 202.462 119.903 
Weapon 185.219 157.215 138.311 136.509 210.357 134.206 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 72.082 70.267 47.282 59.774 90.131 63.388 

Rape 722.232 491.275 458.017 471.2113 812.636 469.152 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1954.90 1418.37 1151.86 1210.51 2031.82 1413.68 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severl1y magnitUde estimates of dollar·value thefrs. 

Table 55 (Geome!(ic means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Occupation 

White Blue Armed Not 
Offense collar coller Farm Service forces available 

Theft: $1· 19.861 19.999 22.962 21.528 38.548 19.055 
$10 34.853 34.739 36.819 37.113 70.972 31.798 
$50 59.060 52.979 47.843 49.890 68.085 54.497 

$100 71.369 69.232 60.169 71.736 39.124 68.543 
$1,000 142.146 127.707 129.941 124.446 112.069 132.919 

$10,000 227.193 200.122 137.199 186.623 142.005 195.721 

Injury: Death 1000.556 627.181 708.746 586.108 1321.914 528.970 
Hospitalization 308.728 216.781 161.408 198.079 204.696 241.846 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 224.790 160.504 142.077 148.895 154.326 159.686 

Minor 33.238 29.421 43.930 34.136 13.494 40.382 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 179.100 127.982 128.752 129.781 185.247 102.868 
Weapon 171.491 143.598 188.522 130.183 106.124 120.706 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 64.424 61.360 60.963 58.145 70.162 61.009 

Rape 670.937 477.982 411.243 521.539 2314.189 453.863 

Bombing of building, 
1053.182 20 deaths 1796.113 1346.307 1127.702 1920.230 1210.422 

'Value tor theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

to serious !njury offenses, the propor- approximate one another closely. Table 
!ionality between one and 20 deaths is 60 presents these ratios for the occlipa-
maintained, as we noted with other tion categories for the Nation and the 
demographic characteristics. That is, the four census regions. The ratio is again 
relative distances between offenses tend to comparable to that observed for all sub-



Table 56 (Geometric means, by core.uem·ollense stimuli) " 

North Central region: Occupation 

White Blue Armed Not 
Offense coliar coliar Farm Service forces avaliable 

Th.ft: $1· 20.654 27.102 20.464 26.853 3.483 21.380 
$10 37.816 43.011 38.172 44.887 7.833 42.450 
$50 62.492 75.759 58.232 72.395 19.374 60.481 

$100 81.956 83,121 88.733 88.792 74.353 64.014 
$1,000 159.305 160.510 172.097 160.749 120.228 166.188 

S10,OOO 270.666 231.763 272.313 252.405 273.638 295.727 

Injury: Death 930.180 725.832 747.124 654.591 605.237 772.323 
Hospitalization 340.189 244.426 206.312 232.124 364914.580 224.412 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 236.973 147.824 182.750 176.969 247.429 184.898 

Minor 33.540 32.056 24.016 39.059 13.065 37.664 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat t76.227 147.191 116.572 148.895 52.970 127.269 
Weapon 191.885 166.445 163.957 154.588 136.034 147.975 

Burgl.ry 
and theft of $10 75.343 83.797 49.190 69.371 70.596 68.212 

R.pe 692.936 536.645 644.398 463.462 17190.211 478.035 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1868.807 1535.268 1468.074 1321.702 7104.752 1523.433 

·Value lor theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 57 (Geometric means, by core·uem.olfense stimuli) 

South region: Occupation 

White Blue Armed Not 
Offense coliar coilar Farm Service forces available 

Theft: $1· 22.284 23.442 15.704 28.576 19.543 22.699 
S10 37.949 37.443 28.148 46.511 34.727 39.815 
$50 68.955 60.263 52.292 73.397 65.566 62.665 

SI00 84.107 81.925 59.507 80.440 88.608 76.467 
$1,000 154.082 139.876 119.923 146.760 165.414 152.234 

$10,000 262.133 204.111 211.493 226.996 290.411 233.676 

Injury: Death 989.018 534.713 368.799 470.069 1024.607 570.814 
Hospitalization 323.194 176.840 98.644 222.651 228.204 188.502 

Treatment, 
no hospltallzallon 230.016 123.315 90.107 149.424 283.338 146.678 

Minor 29.811 23.568 22.674 29.846 23.214 36.551 

Robbery S10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 166.985 97.459 84.571 114.319 225.443 114.828 
Weapon 175.367 136.956 113.445 108.323 218.565 120.950 

Burgl.ry 
and theft of $10 82.453 65.747 52.011 72.610 93.248 62.897 

R.pe 744.430 401.295 315.049 439.000 814.330 411.205 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1831.537 1218.597 828.219 1061.204 1836.882 1243.293 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude esllmates of doliar·value thefts. 

jects: white-collar respondents as well as 
n::m-white-collar subjects generally 
perceive a bombing to be twice as serious 
as a single death by injury. 
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Figure 25 Figure 26 
(Dollar value of theft VB. perceived severlly) (Dollar value of thelt vs. perc .. ,ved severity) 
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Table 58 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Occupation 

White Blue Armed 
Offense collar collar Farm Service forces 

Theft: $1· 18.923 22.131 21.878 24.044 27.227 
$10 32.598 40.581 30.063 40.544 35.316 
$50 65.823 67.592 72.074 63.114 81.029 

$100 75.728 83.461 65.425 78.761 93.976 
$1,000 157.071 162.116 138.877 157.369 146.871 

$10.000 255.446 285.199 170.402 218.869 199.898 

Inlury: Death 1266.880 854.888 781.243 972.305 831.880 
Hospitalization 401.924 283.111 219.181 216.935 422.721 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 264.437 190.109 98.407 186.961 1('3.360 

Minor 33.780 28.637 16.265 33.634 19.604 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 206.521 165.971 150.041 160.952 198.765 
Weapon 209.112 171.830 117.523 182.984 238.267 

Burgl&ry 
and theft of $10 85.085 75.909 68.560 54.563 91.322 

Rape 795.891 660.204 496.348 479.289 384.671 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2519.003 1788.548 1444.341 1483.927 1951.132 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thefts. 
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Figure 27 
(Doliar value of theft vs. perceived severlly) 
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Figure 26 
(Doliar value of the It vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 59 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs, perceived 
se','erity, by Census region and 
occupation 
(Y = aX~ 

Con· 
Corre· stant 

Sample latlon (a) lOa 

Tota~ 

White COllar .995 1.313 20.559 
Blue coilar .994 1.370 23.442 
Farm .993 1.274 16.793 
Service .996 1.408 25.565 
Armed forces .986 1.339 21.827 
Not available .997 1.319 20.645 

Northeast 

White coilar .996 1.298 19.861 
Blue collar .996 1.301 19.999 
Farm .961 V'lil 22.962 
Service .991 1.d33 21.528 
Armed forces .719 1.586 38.548 
Not available .991 1.280 19.055 

North Central 

Whlte collar .997 1.315 20.654 
Blue collar .990 1.433 27.102 
Farm .990 1.311 20.464 
Service .998 1.429 26.853 
Armed forces .949 .542 3.483 
Not available .997 1.330 21.380 

South 

White collar .995 1.348 22.284 
Blue collar .988 1.370 23.442 
Farm .996 1.196 15.704 
Service .997 1.456 28.513 
Armed forces .993 1.291 19.543 
Not available .996 1.356 22.699 

West 

White collar .991 1.271 18.923 
Blue collar .999 1.345 22.131 
Farm .951 1.340 21.878 
Service .990 1.381 24.044 
Armed forces .952 1.435 21.227 
~lot available .998 1.297 19.815 
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Figure 29 
(Dollar value of thelt vs. perceived severity) 

Occupation: Armed forces 
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Table 60 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and occupation) 

Census region Ratios 

Total United States 

White coliar 1.91 
Blue coilar 2.16 
Farm 2.06 
Service 1.97 
Armed f."ces 2.12 
Not available 2.10 

Northeast 

Whlte coilar 1.80 
Blue collar 2.15 
Farm 1.49 
Service 1.92 
Armed forces 1.45 
Not available 2.29 

North Central 

White collar 2.01 
Blue collar 2.12 
Farm 1.96 
Service 2.02 
Armed forces 11.74 
Not available 1.97 

South 

White collar 1.85 
Blue collar 2.28 
Farm 2.24 
Service 2.26 
Armed forces 1.19 
Not available 2.18 

West 

Whlte coilar 1.99 
Blue collar 2.09 
Farm 1.85 
Service 1.53 
Armed forces 2.34 
Not available 1.92 

,.........., 
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Figure 30 
(Doliar value of thelt vs. perceived severity) 
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Regional and demographic difference. 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Income 

The perception of the seriousness of 
various dollar values of theft does not 
differ markedly for the total United 
Stll~es or the census regions b.'f the family 
incom~ of the respondent (tlltles 61 to 
65). Differences in the geometric means 
for the theft-offense stimuli are minimal 
and do not follow a consistent pattern. 
The relationship between the logged 
values of theft and perceived severity is 
observed to be linear as required by the 
power function assumption (see figures 31 
to 37). Additionally, the observed correla-
tions, which generally fall in the .99 area, 
attest to the strong linear fit. The slope 
values are found to be within a narrow 
range of one another for the income 
groups, thus signifying similar ranges of 
magnitude values. 

For serious injury offenses, variation does 
exist by income category at the national 
level in the direction of low-income 
groups producing lower mean scores. For 
a single death by injury, those earning 
over $25,000 generate a mean 2.5 times 
that of the under-$3,000 income group. 
The difference in absolute numerical 
values is approximately the same for 
other injury-related offenses. The com-
puted ratios (table 67) for a single to 20 
deaths again illustrate the proportionality 
between serious injury offenses. The 
relative spread between geometric mean 
values is greatest among those in the 
under-$3,000 income group and lowest in 
the over-$25,OOO income group. TLus, 
while there are differences in the 
magnitudes respondents assign, again they 
appear proportional across different core-
item offenses. 

The relationship reported above for in-
jury offenses in the national estimates ap-
pears to hold for each of the census 
regions. For example, the over-$25,000 
income group produces a geometric mean 
for a single death by jnjury in the North-
east, North Central, and South two t(\ 
three times higher than that for the 
lowest income category. Only in the West 
does the geometric mean depart from the 
observed relationship between income and 
the absolute values respondents assign to 
:.erious injury offenses. 

These divergent absolute values for the 
regions do not greatly affect the repeated 
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Table 61 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Income 

Under $3,000- $7,S\)()- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Thelt: $1' 18.281 22.439 23.823 23.550 21.627 18.923 22.387 
$10 31.402 36.788 42.815 40.576 36.871 32.891 38.290 
$50 49.270 62.744 63.539 67.982 65.304 58.863 61.179 

$100 65.634 73.549 82.410 84.636 80.426 74.582 79.584 
$1,000 128.770 144.110 155.006 159.323 155.347 141.624 149.426 

$10,000 185.081, 225.840 ~52.443 257.308 250.500 235.099 228.615 

Injury: Death 478,70 601.68 :,eI.OO 743.42 910.20 1176.49 771.24 
Hospitalization 161.'327 213.044 '30.593 273.936 314.024 335.487 249.767 

Treatment, 
no hospltallzallon 115.466 143.969 °'79.380 201.091 214.398 244.941 180.730 

Minot 25.899 31.783 33.747 33.866 33.784 28.629 32.129 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 84.982 114.723 140.525 152.068 167.714 192.231 147.618 
Weapon 101.151 122.822 151.289 174.161 182.999 203.288 167.132 

Burgl.ry 
and theft of $10 46.216 63.770 59.586 71.545 73.808 73.612 68.403 

R.pe 350.609 436.936 521.946 610.000 644.956 8'1, ... :;2 554.100 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1013.52 1271.64 1454.62 1640.81 1745.70 2167.29 1687.92 

'Value for theU of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 62 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimUli) 

Northeast region: Income 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 16.520 19.364 19.231 22.182 20.606 17.418 19.815 
$10 30.194 33.672 34.659 37.567 35.709 30.443 32.661 
$50 48.767 50.871 49.121 61.649 58.698 52.974 53.393 

$100 60.209 60.261 70.511 81.930 72.330 64.232 69.396 
$1,000 120.377 124.871 133.542 145.040 141.311 129.531 124.499 

$10,000 201.099 179.311 202.659 232.595 219.383 204.014 187.967 

Injury: Oealh 347.535 570.548 625.560 751.755 960.921 1002.765 581.171 
Hospitalization 172.592 230.322 200.357 266.697 290.297 304.876 226.179 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 150.282 132.385 167.916 204.690 199.979 239.018 161.062 

Minor 23.211 33.890 33.768 38.633 35.212 30.106 31.370 

Robbery $10 with: 
Phys)calor 

verbal threat 65.164 110.921 129.164 149.441 169.776 169.013 133.292 
Weapon 110.890 113.574 126.014 164.940 158.462 200.504 132.257 

Burglary 
and theU of $10 42.924 58.568 48.433 66.775 66.294 71.851 62.035 

Rape 338.909 427.075 429.764 654.865 635.987 735.307 451.749 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 915.653 1221.370 1264.886 1502.550 1593.694 2030.747 1307.292 

'Valua for Iheft of $1 Is derived from regreDslon of perceived 
severity magnilude estimates 0111 dollar·value t/letts. 

finding that relative judgrr.o;:nts of offense factors that the bombing event is per-
severity are similar. The ratios reported in ceived to be twice as serious as a single 
table 67 are shown to be close to the ceath by injury. 
finding obse1Ved for other demographic 
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• Table 63 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 
---, 
Tllell: $1' 18.967 26.303 23.496 23.714 22.699 18.793 24.210 

$10 33.865 46.247 44.735 42.004 39.529 34.058 42.863 
$50 50.173 70.071 62.366 09.990 66.513 61.242 67.165 

$100 70.219 62.219 84.603 88.394 63.667 83.166 62.647 
$1,000 147.143 163.952 159.1·<4 164.746 161.344 157.931 165.141 

$10,000 201.282 252.359 275.622 280.742 256.256 276.219 256.120 

Injury: Death 567.078 710.967 680.706 746.993 827.364 1263.937 796.709 
Hospitalization 206.686 220.320 254.340 269.566 310.650 325.638 227.971 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 122.971 151.577 172.656 213.540 206.560 236.798 192.155 

Minor 28.019 37.392 32394 32.361 35.522 31.510 37.562 

Robbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 102.933 133.145 143.295 150.667 169.327 194.460 141.666 
Weapon 126.424 143.510 153.403 166.776 196.591 204.703 183.31 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 56.966 69.725 65.474 60.639 74.505 78.006 78.76 

Rape 391.053 484.672 557.546 553.705 646.792 828.173 525.14 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1341.046 1470.344 1357.454 1644.024 1685.059 2113.637 1659.22 

'Value lor theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnllude estimates of dollar·value thef!:l. 

Table 64 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theil: $1' 19.143 22.594 26.182 24.660 22.856 20.693 25.004 
$10 31.309 36.936 44.975 41.574 ;39.541 34.885 41.051 
$50 46.832 64.965 72.125 69.681 66.272 64.325 66.759 

$100 66.920 75.648 87.222 62.399 67.566 71.157 91.948 
$1,000 122.644 138.117 156.060 160.702 154.043 136.219 159.361 

$10,000 163.614 219.530 263.327 245.029 262.660 224.136 240.907 

fnJury: Death 406.527 482.366 610.764 690.723 842.664 1321.438 719.760 
Hospitalization 126.060 186.966 200.753 252.493 270.625 325.272 272.346 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 92.650 125.163 165.867 167.364 218.742 232.877 193.343 

Minor 27.046 26.479 35.452 31.017 30.204 23.909 29.636 

Robbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 64.090 97.114 118.243 133.563 147.899 200.679 143.290 
Weapon 66.759 104.766 157.692 155.976 166.959 201.196 174.190 

Burglary 
and theft of $10' 46.869 67.460 75.913 70.690 76.964 90.461 76.90 

Rape 300.167 375.607 486.639 546.539 613.154 943.559 624.79 

Bombing of building. 
20 deaths 766.600 1027.055 1351.422 1536.952 1663.757 2067.694 1859.69 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Figure 31 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severlly) 

Income le\lel: Under $3,000 
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Table 65 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stlmuUI 

West region: Income 

Under $3,000- $7,500-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 

Theft: $1' 17.298 20.989 26.424 
$10 29.561 39.716 47.524 
$50 57.558 62.988 70.159 

$100 61.142 74.662 85.887 
$1,000 130.278 154.921:i 172.993 

$10,000 206.819 267.793 266.517 

Injury: Death 840.939 805.173 1245.226 
Hospitalization 213.177 243.593 317.594 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 140.749 198.378 242.407 

Minor 22.511 33.681 32.577 

Aobbury $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 83.459 137.152 210.158 
Weapon 100.303 147.178 171.702 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 52.130 63.641 71.777 

Rape 505.275 525.481 690.007 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1728.216 1677.839 2218.070 

Figure 32 
(DolI~.r value of theft vs. perceived severlly) 

Income level: $3,000-$7,499 

Perceived severity 
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$10,000- $15.000- Not 
14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

23.227 18.880 18.408 19.543 
40.781 31.798 31.445 37.240 
70.734 70.675 56.746 57.097 
86.480 76.566 81.005 72.275 

168.552 166.379 141.727 157.746 
277.261 263.470 237.199 249.063 

1185.274 1076.200 1056.569 1455.122 
299.050 426.521 403.437 293.304 

247.164 239.207 276.173 178.282 
35.152 34.581 30.328 30.539 

196.200 191.095 206.297 206.973 
199.107 220.353 207.811 205.218 

75.800 93.176 76.582 68.17 

790.525 695.921 732.985 68? ~2 

2051.060 2175.892 2542.281 2304.94 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severlly magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Figure 33 
(Dollar vatue of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Income level: $7,500-$9,999 
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Table 66 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by Census region and income 
(Y = aXb) 

Cons· 
Corre- tant Slope 

Sample latlon (a) lOa (bl 

Total U.S. 

Under S3,000 .990 1.262 18.281 .263 
$3,000-7,499 .997 1.351 22.439 .257 
$7,500-9,999 .998 1.377 23.823 .261 
$10,000-14,999 .996 1.372 23.550 .267 
$15,000-24,999 .994 1.335 21.627 .276 
$25,000+ .994 1.277 18.923 .282 
Not available .994 1.350 22.387 .261 

Northeast 

Under $3,000 .998 1.218 16.520 .277 
$3,000-7,499 .993 1.287 19.364 .250 
$7,500-9,999 .991 1.284 19.231 .264 
$10,000-14,999 .994 1.34& 22.182 .263 
$15,000-24,999 .995 1.314 20.606 .265 
$25,000+ .994 1.241 17.418 ,216 
Not available .992 1.291 19.815 .253 

North Central 

Under $3,000 .986 1.278 18.967 .270 
$3,000-7,499 .997 1.420 26.303 .251 
$7,500-9,999 .997 1.371 23.496 .270 
$10,000-14,999 .997 1.275 23.714 .274 
$15,000-24,999 .995 1.356 22.699 .272 
$25,000+ .994 1.274 18.793 .300 
Not available .996 1.384 24.210 .264 

South 

Under $3,000 .982 1.282 19.143 .247 
$3,000-7,499 .994 1.354 22.594 .254 
$7,500-9,999 .998 1.418 26.182 .254 
$~O,OOO-14,999 .994 1.392 24.660 .258 
$15,000-24,999 .996 1.359 22.856 .271 
$25,000+ .994 1.320 20.893 .264 
Not available .990 1.398 25.004 .256 

West 

Under $3,000 .991 1.238 17.298 .278 
$3,000-7,499 .999 1.322 20.989 .280 
$7,500-9,999 .996 1.422 26.424 .257 
$10,000-14,999 .996 1.366 2:3.227 .276 
$15,000-24,999 .986 1.276 t8.880 .299 
$25,000+ .989 1.265 18.408 .287 
Not available .995 1.291 19.543 .284 



Figure 34 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Income level: $10,000-$14,999 
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Table6?'?' ~(G~e~o~m~e~trl~c~m~e~an~r~a~tio~s~)------------

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and Income) 

CensllS regign and Income Ratio 

~ 
Under $3,000 2.12 
3,000-7,499 2.11 
7,500-9,999 2.03 
10,000-14,999 2.07 
15,000-24,999 1.92 
25,000+ 1.84 
Not available 

Northeast ----
Under $3,000 2.63 
3,000-7,499 2.14 
7,500-9,999 2.02 
10,000-14,999 2.00 
15,000-24,999 1.66 
25,000+ 2.02 
Not available 2.25 

North Central 

Under $3,000 2.28 
3,000-7,499 2.07 
7,500-9,999 1.99 
10,000-14,999 2.20 
15,000-24,999 2.04 
25,000+ 1.65 
Not available 2.08 

South 

Under $3,('()0 1.88 
3,000-4,999 2.13 
7,500-9,999 2.21 
10,000-14,999 2.22 
15,000-24,999 1.97 
25,000+ 1.58 
Not available 2.58 

West 

Under $3,000 2.06 
3,000-7,499 2.08 
7,500-9,999 1.78 
10,000-14,999 1.73 
15,000-24,999 2.02 
25,000+ 2.41 
Not available 1.58 

Figure 35 
(Doilar value of thel! vs, perceived severity) 

Income level: $15,000-$24,999 
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Figure 36 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Income level: $25,000 and over 
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Figure 37 

1,000 

(Dollar value of theft vs, perceived severity) 

Income level: Not avanable 
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Regional and demographic differences 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Education 

Differences in the perceived severity of 
theft-related offenses are found for the 
national-level data by respondents' educa
tion. Respondents who never attended 
school consistently report geometric 
means that are lower than those for the 
other categories of education. The size of 
the differences increases as the theft of
fense becomes more serious. Although 
not alike, the magnitude scores across the 
other educational levels are less dissimilar. 
The exception to be noted pertains to the 
"not available" category which has so 
few cases that we will igno.re this group 
for comparative purposes. 

The national-level magnitude score dif
ferences do not affect the power function 
of money. The fact that all education 
levels perceive seriousness as a power 
function of dollar value is shown by the 
straight lines displayed in figures 38 to 42. 
With the exception of the "not available" 
category, the correlations are all about 
. 99, thus suggesting the linear relationship 
(table 73). However, the regression slopes 
indicate that as education increases there 
is an increase in the sensitivity to changes 
in the dollar value of theft as it relates to 
perceived seriousness. The beta for 
respondents with no formal education is 
.216, compared to .293 for those with 
more than a high school education. The 
differences in these slopes and those for 
some school and high school levels ap
pear to be functions of the magnitude 
estimates for theft of $10,000 which ex
hibits a range of almost 80 points from 
the lowest to highest education levels. 

At the national level, differences in the 
injury-offense geometric mean values by 
education exist particularly for more 
serious offenses. For example, a single 
death by injury produces geometric mean 
values of 370 for respondents without any 
formal educatioR, 513 for those with first 
through 11 th grade completed, 758 for 
subjects with only h.igh school completed, 
and 1127 for those with more than a high 
school education. Similar differences in 
geometric means can be observed for 
other injury offenses: the bombing of a 
building, rape, and injury resulting in the 
victim's hospitalization. 

Differences in the range of numbers for 
injury-related offenses can again be illus
trated with the geometric ratios for 20 
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Table 68 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Educational level 

Never attended Not 
Offense kindergarten Grades 1-11 Grade 12 Grades >t2 available 

Theil: $1' 23.605 23.659 24.119 17.620 10.000 
$1(; 38.633 40.006 43.904 30.846 32.512 
$50 51.014 61.798 69.11,7 58.075 20.277 

$100 65.707 73.482 87.400 73.701 43.232 
$1,000 t14.034 141.930 162.502 144.703 106.384 

$10.000 159.593 210.517 263.181 239.341 217.324 

Injury: Death 370.38 513.13 757.55 1124.60 239.59 
Hospitalization 159.863 184.920 270.344 337.498 549.014 

Treatment. 
no hospitalization 142.741 129.354 196.445 232.888 204.803 

Minor 31.299 32.441 34.243 29.852 20.706 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 118.158 101.174 156.283 176.915 78.469 

Weapon 154.499 118.898 101.459 196.648 356.327 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 58.467 45.416 68.136 69.203 

Rape 247.370 362.189 615.041 741.057 349.318 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 966.49 1097.35 1539.53 2170.45 1272.64 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts . 

Table 69 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Educational level 

Never attended Not 
Offense kindergarten Grades 1-11 Grade 12 Grades >12 available 

Theil: $1' 33.266 22.387 22.080 15.959 6.637 
$10 38.697 36.906 38.157 28.833 10.000 
$50 65.296 54.731 60.114 50.011 58.760 

$100 61.577 68.734 76.119 64.748 58.389 
$1,000 93.795 127.425 143.033 130.536 149.889 

$10,000 101.804 180.358 224.443 212.534 255.561 

Injury: Death 272.808 447.932 713.356 1092.690 850.000 
Hospitalization 163.320 183.814 264.683 316.219 331.291 

Treatment. 
no hospitalization 133.202 132.370 192.353 217.560 107.935 

Minor 32.647 37.049 34.099 31.094 123.091 

Robbery $10 with: 
Ph~e:cal or verbal threat 127.161 100.556 149.795 166.629 400.000 

Weapon 123.084 117.050 138.318 188.544 153.374 

BU'l'llary 
and theft of $10 47.563 59.015 65.192 61.609. 21.645 

Rape 202.598 357.928 593.850 710.819 935.753 

Bombing ot building. 
20 deaths 839.197 976.892 1435.228 2002.666 1094.163 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity m~gnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

deaths to a single death. For respondents available" ratio is 5.13, further indicating 
who have a high school or better educa- the disproportionate range of values for 
tion, the ratio values are 2.03 and 1.93, this category. 
respectively (table 74). But for subjects The only anomalies that occur fn th$! who never attended kindergarten, the national-level distribution are for the ratio is much greater, 2.58. The "not 



Table 70 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Educational level 

Never attended Not 
Offense kindergarten Grades 1-11 Grade 12 Grades >12 available 

Theil: $1' 20.184 25.645 27.102 17.378 6.012 
$10 42.485 45.435 48.551 30.408 18.263 
$50 75.234 67.197 72.776 57.800 35.331 

$100 78.238 76.850 90.785 80.560 103.660 
$1,000 ~;.\2.978 155.825 172.921 151.615 418.579 

$10,000 374.725 239.373 281.962 253.636 609.464 

Injury: Death 468.381 597.644 770.290 1054.339 3124.898 
Hospitalization 330.426 205.432 275.967 328.733 129.809 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 352.342 136.293 194.111 236.897 1184.737 

Minor 68.541 36488 35.658 30.151 87.302 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 118.316 112.830 162.219 178.225 151.009 

Weapon 204.860 134.729 183.075 201.935 238.784 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 79.933 73.249 77.051 71.126 85.538 

Rape 345,099 401,286 592.785 739,189 923,971 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1750,912 1257,802 1554,398 2088,935 2096.496 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 71 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Educational level 

Never attended Not 
Offense kindergarten Grades 1-11 Grade 12 Grades >12 available 

Theft: $1' 24,378 22,909 26.424 20.137 47,206 
$10 46,228 36,870 45.543 34,064 96,683 
$50 39.390 61.247 70,203 65.311 55,594 

$100 55.594 74,604 90.876 77,946 51.249 
$1,000 109,825 138.195 160,218 147.087 151.755 

$10,000 139,691 199,272 263.325 247,876 143.867 

Injury: Death 228.450 442.356 679,849 1040.467 279.480 
Hospitalization 112.476 159.797 231.916 337.686 586,252 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 91.048 112.648 177.307 233.973 100.000 

Minor 15,603 27.118 32.905 27.306 26.161 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal Ihreat 92,863 86,532 137,891 171.442 133.787 

Weapon 130.753 106.790 149.589 182.948 121,105 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 54.374 63.119 74.950 78.618 17.959 

Rape 160,042 313.242 602,829 749.746 621.440 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 619.032 989.591 1399.046 2047.915 1093,087 

'Value for Iheft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

"not available" category. For subjects 
who did not report any educationalleve1, 
the theft of $10 results in a higher score 
than the theft of $50. Similarly, a single 
killing results in a lower score than injury 
resulting from hospitalization, 240 com-

pared to 549. The difference does not 
follow the expected linear trend in injury
and theft-related offenses and strongly 
suggests the inappropriateness of a seri
ousness scale for the "not available" 
category. However, it should be stressed 

that these anomalies appear to be mainly 
a function of small sample size. The 
number of subjects responding to some 
of the offenses is less than 10. 

By census region, the observed distribu-
tion of scores is less consistent particular-
Iy for theft-related offenses. The problem 
noted with small sizes for the "not avail-
able" category is further exacerbated 
when census region is considered. For ex-
ample, in the South the correlation co-
efficient drops to .63 for the "not avail-
able" category. There are a number of 
departures from the expected distribution: 
the thefts of $50 and $100 are scored low-
er than the theft of $10. Similarly, some 
anomalies appear in the South in the 
"never attended kindergarten" category: 
the theft of $50 is scored lower than the 
theft of $10. However, it should be noted 
that for categories the scaled values con-
form to the hypothesized power function 
in that coefficients are in the .99 range. 

For injury-related offenses, the observed 
relationship between magnitude values 
and education, noted in the national 
trends, remains constant. The West, 
which we noted as having generally high-
er geometric mean values, has a geomet-
ric mean of 2628 for those with more 
than a high school education compared 
to 1390 for those with less than a high 
school degree. 

Finally, the geometric mean ratios for 
serious injury (table 74) confirm the 
reported relationship with educational 
level for the Nation by census region. In 
each census region, except the West, the 
ratios are over the 2-to-1 difference for 
those without any formal education and 
close to 2.0 for other educational levels. 
The ratios for the "not available" cate-
gory further indicate the instability of its 
surveyed scores. For instance, in the 
North Central region, the computed geo-
metric mean for a bombing causing 20 
deaths is lower than injury resulting in a 
single death. 
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Figure 38 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Figure 39 
(DOllar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Education level: Grades 1-11 
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Table 72 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Educational level 

Never attended Not 
Offense kindergarten Grades 1-11 Grade 12 Grades >12 available 

Tholl: $1' 14.962 24.547 24.547 16.780 4.375 
$10 25.844 45.580 42.399 29.610 10.000 
$50 39.098 66.953 75.744 58.419 34.830 

$100 66.123 72.254 93.387 70.524 35.978 
$1,000 105.436 154.549 178.985 148.985 165.065 

$10,000 170.622 250.757 293.203 240.915 253.868 

fnjury: Death 720.271 735.407 966.255 1359.782 1000.000 
Hospitalization 152.769 232.202 357.021 370.746 418.843 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 199.828 168.893 244.144 243.240 220.396 

Minor 28.766 33.940 34.340 31.597 17.004 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 137.008 129.339 192.893 192.930 700.000 

Weapon 256.381 130.015 186.881 216.041 88.946 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 48.184 73.635 79.fi68 74.067 51.109 

Rape 443.807 460.085 713.923 762.030 655.069 

Bombing of building, 
. 20 deaths 1358.555 1390.567 1970.476 2628.543 1357.600 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Figure 40 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Table 73 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs, perceived 
seve,rity by Census region and 
education 
(Y", aXb) 

Con· 
Corre- stant 

Sample latlon (a) lOB 

Total U.S. 

Never attended 
kindergarten .990 1.373 23.605 
Grades 1-11 .995 1.374 23.659 
Grade 12 .997 1.400 25.119 
Grades> 12 .993 1.246 17.620 
Not av~llable .925 1.000 10.000 

Northeast ----
Never att end ed 
kindergarten .937 1.522 33.266 
Grades 1-11 .993 1.350 22.387 
Grade 12 .996 1.344 22.080 
Grades> 12 .995 1.203 15.959 
Not available .937 .822 6.637 

North Central 

Never attended 
kindergarten .995 1.305 20.184 
Grades 1-11 .996 1.409 25.645 
Grade 12 .998 1.433 27.102 
Grades> 12 .990 1.240 17.378 
Noi available .964 .779 6.012 

South 

Never attended 
kindergarten .938 1.387 24.378 
Grades 1-11 .991 1.360 22.909 
Grade 12 .997 1.422 26.424 
Grades> 12 .993 1.304 20.137 
Not available .636 1.674 47.206 

West 

Never attended 
kindergarten .982 1.175 14.962 
Grades 1-11 .996 1.390 24.547 
Grade 12 .995 1.390 24.547 
Grades> 12 .991 1.225 16.788 
Not available .975 .641 4.375 

---

10,000 

Slope 
(b) 

.216 

.245 

.261 

.293 

.327 

.134 

.235 

.259 

.290 

.428 

.321 

.248 

.259 

.302 

.542 

.193 
.245 
.254 
.281 
.120 

.274 

.255 

.277 

.301 

.472 



Figure 41 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Education level: Grade 12 and over 
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Table 74 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and education) 

Census region and education 

Total U.S. ----
Never allended kindergarten 
Grades 1-11 
Grade 12 
Grades> 12 
Not available 

Northeast 

Never allended kindergarten 
Grades 1-11 
Grade 12 
Grades> 12 
Not available 

North Central 

Never allended kindergarten 
Grades 1-11 
Grade 12 
Grades> 12 
Not available 

South 

Never all ended kindergarten 
Grades 1-11 
Grade 12 
Grades> 12 
Not available 

West 

Never attended kindergarten 
Grades 1-11 
Grade 12 
Grades> 12 
Not available 

10,000 

Ratio 

2.61 
2.14 
2.03 
1.93 
5.31 

3.08 
2.18 
2.01 
1.83 
1.29 

3.74 
2.10 
2.02 
1.98 
.67 

2.71 
2.24 
2.06 
1.97 
3.91 

1.89 
1.89 
2.04 
1.93 
1.36 

Figure 42 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 
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Regional and demographic differences 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Victimization 

In contrast to the previous socio
demographic factors we have examined 
for which a hypothesized relationship to 
perceived seriousness could not necessari
ly be advanced, the opposite is true for 
the case of victimization experience. It 
may be suggested that persons who suffer 
from the occurrence of crime are likely to 
offer higher magnitude judgments of its 
seriousness. However, it is important to 
stress that the measure of victimization 
we have available refers not only to the 
subjects' own experiences but includes the 
experiences of other household members 
as well. Further, we cannot classify the 
victimization experience in terms of 
specific offenses, but we can employ a 
scheme that accounts for personal, pro
perty, and combined offenses which the 
subject or household member experienced 
during the 6-month survey reference 
period. 

The national level geometric means (table 
75) exhibit the expected difference be
tween nonvictims and victims. Victims 
produce higher geometric mean values 
than do nonvictims. The geometric mean 
for a single killing, for example, is 1024 
for victims and 723 for nonvictims (1.4 
times greater). However, despite the dif
ference in absolute geometric mean values 
and the computed ratios, the scores ap
pear proportional across the different 
core-item offenses. Looking at the most 
serious core offense, a bombing that 
results in 20 killings, the proportional dif
ference is again 1.4 between victims and 
nonvictims. 

Within subcategories of victim 
status-personal crime only, property 
crime only, and property and personal 
crime-we see substantially higher values 
(for the serious injury offenses) for those 
who suffered from both a personal and 
property offense. Although a 1.4 ratio 
was noted for all victimizations combin
ed, this proportion rises to 1.9 for victims 
of both offenses compared to nonvictims 
for the single-killing offense. Thus, we 
may conclude that those who suffer per
sonally or through the experience of a 
family member from repeated forms of 
criminal victimization assign the highest 
severity score values. 

Although the observed differences appear 
substantial for the injury offenses, the ex
pected relationship is not found for the 
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Table 75 (Geometric means, by core·llem·oHense sllmull) 

National: Victimization experience 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Offense Victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1' 21.777 22.080 22.542 22.131 18.030 
$10 37.442 39.053 39.524 38.989 .34.852 
$50 62.155 66.402 67.173 67.222 58.512 

$100 77.079 83.842 83.085 79.744 97.531 
$1,000 146.468 164.841 164.483 160.360 173.884 

$10,000 232.393 266.387 261.681 258.\i58 327.069 

Injury: Death 722.961 1024.297 1007.169 922.693 1361.488 
Hospitalization 246.127 325.428 333.728 291.055 290.830 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 178.974 214.262 215.683 204.971 211.357 

Minor 31.603 34.394 33.212 41.801 38.364 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 136.771 178.794 180.949 157.399 184.255 

Weapon 152.849 190.251 186.543 219.797 194.781 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 66.143 77.056 72.716 63.794 92.504 

Rape 523.349 750.626 758.086 659.807 800.982 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1468.447 2056.561 2040.762 1889.072 2447.579 

'Value l<lr theft of $1 is derived from regression 01 perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 76 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Victimization experience 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1' 19.815 20.512 20.701 17.100 26.002 
$10 33.469 38.936 37.963 37.697 59.167 
$50 55.870 52.856 54.747 37.136 56.702 

$100 69.658 71.835 72.360 51.317 128.484 
$1,000 132.247 142.872 143.509 123.413 173.405 

$10,000 202.691 227.617 223.460 182.115 415.252 

Injury: Death 679.059 964.706 951.581 844.271 1509.076 
Hospitalization 244.116 293.752 302.308 216.346 321.481 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 179.684 190.143 183.214 189.247 353.931 

Minor 33.531 35.436 34.363 40.533 41.751 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 133.956 168.200 166.980 161.059 202.477 

Weapon 141.288 174.141 181.528 135.447 158.355 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 61.249 65.866 68.852 40.161 78.464 

Rape 511.232 734.464 745.090 654.058 725.778 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1360.319 1873.570 1921.406 1238.516 2688.990 

'Value lor theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates 01 dollar·value thefts. 

theft offenses. The geometric means 
reveal no consistent differences between 
nonvictims and victims on the one hand 
or between the types of victimization and 
nonvictims on the other. The power func
tions are illustrated in figures 43 to 46 

and, together with the slopes reported in 
table 80, we can see that the perceptions 
of seriousness all increase at about the 
same rate with only the combined vic
timization group exhibiting an ap
preciably higher slope. 



Table 77 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Victimization experience 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only ,"rime only personal 

Theft: $1' 22.699 24.155 24.774 23.714 19.409 
$10 40.654 41.471 43.465 38.145 30.001 
$50 63.502 76.330 73.987 85.989 88.661 

$100 83.524 83.994 82.603 95.856 83.862 
$1,000 158.795 171.958 170.119 174.412 185.403 

$10,000 258.125 276.492 270.753 308.697 295.774 

Injury: Death 725.600 1149.909 1108.682 993.990 1849.219 
Hospitalization 253.906 348.550 353.340 281.347 371.308 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 186.298 207.345 207.459 221.941 194.527 

Minor 33.468 36.449 35.823 39.071 39.085 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 142.126 197.212 193.751 176.765 258.564 

Weapon 170.634 197.273 202.696 173.880 179.981 

Burglary 
and theft 01 $10 72.145 81.681 77.161 76.962 133.732 

Rape 530.330 799.623 786.564 749.117 1000.693 

Bombing 01 bUilding, 
20 deaths 1516.605 2113.979 2090.246 1948.964 2511.692 

'Value lor theft 01 $l·ls derived Irom regression 01 perceived 
severity magnitude estimates 01 doll.\I·value thefts. 

Table 78 
-I 

(Geometric means, by core·IIem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Victimization £.xperience 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1' 22.962 23.496 24.378 22.182 15.311 
$10 38. 1Ci9 41.246 42.712 39.361 26.923 
$50 64.758 67.559 70.542 58.887 47.049 

$100 77.3H 96.277 96.639 97.843 90.095 
$1,000 142A75 172.903 173.811 174.057 159.974 

$10,000 224:245 283.098 . 289.864 263.077 238.047 

Injury: Death fi36.132 816.715 801.829 908.544 902.444 
Hospitalization 216.037 284.846 295.880 269.397 186.979 

Treatment. 
no hospitallzatk,j 157.702 203.495 219.053 147.415 138.121 

Mmor 27.829 34.366 32.845 51 • .107 34.283 

Robbory $10 with: 
Physical or verb,,1 threat 121.000 149.650 152.180 143.333 125.481 

Weapon 133.871 188.383 173.641 426.393 169.447 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 70.281 76.952 78.976 70.945 61.774 

Rape 479.888 681.194 693.894 664.419 556.247 

Bombing of building. 
20 deaths 1305.471 1833.828 1839.718 1847.143 1740.287 

'Value for theft 01 $1 is derived Irom regression of perceived 
severlly magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

These findings are maintained for the 
four census regions. For serious injury of
fenses (bombing, death, rape, hospital
ized), victims generate higher magnitude 
scores than do nonvictims, and the 
disparity widens when combined vic-

timization is contrasted with non vic
timization, although, for the most part, 
'the ratios of 20 deaths to a single death 
average around 2.0 (table 81), For the 
theft offenses, the power functions are 
similar across victimization categories, 

although the combined offense-victim 
type shows by far the steepest slope, thus 
indicating a wider range of values and 
more sensitivity to changes in the severity 
of increasing the dollar value of theft. 
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~Igure 43 
(Oollar value of thell vs. perceived severity) 

Victimization experience: 
Not victimized 

Perceived severity 
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Table 79 (GeometriC means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

We.t region: Victimization experience 

Not 
Offense victimized Victimized 

Theil: $1" 20.941 19.588 
$10 37.261 33.994 
5SO 64.678 67.710 

5100 77.642 80.180 
$1,000 156.976 166.785 

$10,000 256.356 269.266 

Injury: Death 997.622 1272.327 
Hospitalization 304.620 387.537 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 213.593 262.716 

Minor 33.453 31.470 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 166.381 212.585 

Weapon IS2.85!} 198.543 

BUflll.ry 
and theft of 510 72.746 82.777 

itaIM 623.312 811.253 

Bombfng of building, 
20 deaths 1942.092 2493.618 

Figure 44 
(Dollar value of thell vs. perceived severily) 

Victimization experience: 
Victimized for property crime only 

Perceived severity 
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Line is plot of expected values 
• = observed values 

Property Personal 
crime only crime only 

19.454 26.242 
32.699 40.965 
68.044 98.045 
77.671 74.952 

165.883 166.210 
253.113 270.366 

1312.594 941.600 
401.179 405.202 

256.600 309.667 
30.073 35.184 

229.901 150.577 
190.972 208.251 

81.669 103.128 

834.488 514.196 

2408.008 2144.1:)8 

1.000 

Property and 
personal 

15.417 
37.642 
44.264 

110.024 
173.721 
419.731 

1301.990 
289.033 

269.547 
39.733 

169.541 
253.428 

71.105 

891.910 

2934.188 

10.000 

'Val)Je for theft 0' $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thefts. 
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Figure 45 
(Doliar value of thelt Vs. perceived severity) 

Victimization experience: Victimized 
for personal and property crime 

Perceived severity 
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Table 80 (RegreSSion constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity. by Census region and 
victimization 
(Y = 8Xb) 

Can· 
Corre· tant 

Sample latlon (a) lOa 

Total U.S. 

Nol victimized .996 1.:138 21.777 
Victimized .995 1.344 22.060 
Property crime only .995 1.353 22.542 
Personal crime only .996 1.345 22.131 
ProperlY and 

personal .990 1.256 18.030 

Northeast 

Nat victimized .994 1.297 19.815 
Victimized .994 1.312 20.512 
Property crime only .995 1.316 20.701 
Personal crime only .967 1.233 17.100 
Property and 

personal .955 1.415 26.002 

North Central 

Not victimized .996 1.356 22.699 
Victimized .994 1.383 24.155 
Property crime only .995 1.394 24.774 
Personal crime only .985 1.375 23.714 
Property and 

personal .966 1.288 19.409 

South 

Not victimized .995 1.361 22.962 
Victimized .992 1.371 23.496 
Property crime only .994 1.387 24.378 
Personal crime only .982 1.346 22.182 
Property and 

personal .968 1.185 15.311 

West 

Not victimized .996 1.321 20.941 
Victimized .991 1.292 19.588 
Property crime only .986 1.289 19.454 
Personal crime only .966 1.419 26.242 
Property and 

personal .971 1.188 15.417 

10,000 

Slope 
(bJ 

.265 

.279 

.275 
,275 

.323 

.262 

.267 

.265 

.260 

.292 

.271 

.272 
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.287 
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.279 
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.281 
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.280 
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.259 

.358 



Figure 46 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Victimization experience: 
Victimized for personal crime only 
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Table 81 (Geometric mean ratios) 

Twenty deaths by bombing 
to a Single killing 
(Total United States, by Census region 
and victimization) 

Census region and victimization 

~ 
Not victimized 
Victimized 
Property crime only 
Personal crime only 
Property and personal 

Northeast 

Not victimized 
Victimized 
Property crime only 
Personal crime only 
Property and personal 

North Central 

Not victimized 
Victimized 
Property crime only 
Personal crime only 
Property and personal 

South 

Not victimized 
Victimized 
Property crime only 
Personal crime only 
Property and personal 

West 

Not victimized 
Victimized 
Property crime only 
Personal crime only 
Property and personal 

--

l/i,OOO 

Ratios 

2.03 
2.01 
2.03 
2.05 
1.80 

2.00 
1.94 
2.02 
1.47 
1.78 

2.09 
1.84 
1.88 
1.98 
1.36 

2.05 
2.24 
2.29 
2.03 
1.93 

1.95 
1.96 
1.83 
2.91 
2.25 

Summary of univariate data 

Before proceeding with a discussion of 
the multivariate distributions of severity 
judgments, it is important to review some 
of the univariate findings, It was found 
that differences in the absolute values of 
perceived severity are mainly confined to 
serious injury offenses. A regional effect 
was observed in that respondents in the 
West tended to judge the injury-offense 
stimuli as higher in severity than did 
those in the other regions (especially in 
the South). When each of the sociodemo
graphic characteristics was introduced, 
the observed regional effect appeared 
constant, as would be expected if these 
attributes were being sampled equally 
within the survey population. 

However, the greatest difference in the 
observed magnitude of responses was 
reported with race specific to serious in
jury offenses. Nonwhites generally ex
hibited lower scores than whites. Other 
significant differences existed by educa
tion, occupation, and victimization. The 
difference was in the expected direction in 
that lower income, occupation, and 
education groups produced lower scores, 
again mainly for serious injury offenses. 
Yet, differences by sex and age categories 
in the tabulated geometric means were 
generally insignificant, although there was 
a slight curvilinear relationship with age 
by serious injury offenses. 

Despite differences in absolute numerical 
values, regressed dollar values of theft 
generally indicated that respondents who 
may differ by race, occupation, income, 
and education perceived the severity 
ratios of cvf'e-item offenses in about the 
same fashion. The fact that the power 
function was not supported in all cases 
with the observed data has been at
tributed in part to the unweighted sample 
size falling below the required number of 
cases for obtaining statistically reliable 
results. We also attributed anomalies in 
the expected distribution to the fact that 
where there are about 50 respondents 
there may be heterogeneity in various 
subgroups of the sample population, for 
example, te-e\lage nonwhites in the 
Northeast. 

Because nonwhites are more represen
tative of low-income occupational and 
education groups as well as more often 
the victims of personal crime, it is ex
pected that differences in the multivariate 
distribution of offensl'. seri(lusness may be 
due to an interaction effect between these 
variables and their severity scores. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Multivariate data 

Race, age, and sex 

In tables 82 to 87, the multivariate 
distribution of national geometric means 
is presented by race, age, and sex. 
Although sex and age categories are 
uniformly distributed in the sample 
population, this is not the case for race. 
Black respondents make up about 10 per-
cent of the surveyed population, and 
"other" respondents comprise about 1 
percent of the sample. Consequently, the 
scores for white respondents should be 
more consistent by age and sex than the 
values computed for blacks and 
"others. " 

The most striking deviation in geometric 
mean scores is in the "other" category 
for males between ages 18 and 19. Only 
two respondents answered the survey 
stimuli concerning death resulting from 
injury. Their geometric mean score 
(28,769) is disproportionate to other 
values computed for black and white 
respondents. It is important to note that 
the lower score given for a bombing com-
pared to a single death can be attributed 
to different random subsets of t1:<: 
population being surveyed. 

Other deviations in the expected distribu-
tion of scores exist for black respondents 
by age and sex. Black teenage males pro-
duce a geometric mean for- a bombing 
which is not substantially greater than 
that for a single killing, 668 compared to 
628. This is in sharp contrast to the ap-
proximate 2-to-l ratio consistently observ-
ed in their univariate distributions. 

Although the geometric means for blacks 
and "other" subjects appear inconsistent 
for numerous age categories, the data for 
whites are proportional across sex and 
age categories as illustrated most clearly 
with the computed regressions (table 88) 
based on dollar values of theft and 
perceived severity values. For all age 
groups, white males and females both 
have coefficients of correlation in the .99 
range. Furthermore, the slopes of the 
~omputed regressions are about equal. 
rhe largest deviation in slope values is for 
the elderly respondents as noted in their 
univariate distribution; elderly 
respondents tend to work with a slightly 
broader range of numbers than their 
younger counterparts. 
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Table 82 (Geometric means, by core·item·olfense stimUli) 
E&L.~ 

National: Age-White males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 18.880 19.454 19.770 21.577 20.137 16.672 
$10 32.0434 32.6297 33.4540 35.5626 37.5487 31.7755 
$50 53.215 58.611 57.596 61.872 60.781 56.185 

S100 71.658 72.218 72.633 72.921 75.212 72.949 
$1,000 140.717 137.135 135.653 142.247 152.716 158.300 

$10,000 201.537 219.058 214.713 209.244 260.426 265.855 

Injury: Death 548.9 876.1 1063.8 842.1 735.0 673.5 
Hospitalization 174.269 233.006 274.101 275.485 262.333 206.457 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 113.271 148.613 187.314 189.247 174.958 153.853 

Minor 17.8322 20.4193 26.5247 28.6239 26.6508 28.6266 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 109.534 126.823 177.486 172.828 157.170 117,966 
Weapon 125.617 142.071 201.977 225.097 206.225 138.845 

Burglary 
and theft 01 $10 40.42 51.74 70.99 84.53 81.44 75.79 

Rape 462.65 621.66 734.43 587.46 587.01 450.68 

Bombing 0/ building, 
20 deaths 1293.82 1709.66 1941.39 1856.56 1894.63 1781.70 

'Value lor theft 01 $1 Is derived Irom regression 01 perceived 
severity magnitude estlmate~ of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 83 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Age-White females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 ::;0-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 25.293 24.099 23.605 23.988 23.227 19.011 
$10 41.5524 38.1037 41.4733 43.8248 44.2913 37.0838 
$SO 77.591 80.243 67.726 67.480 70.782 59.421 

$100 94.474 89.311 84.181 60.154 88.588 83.047 
$1,000 172.729 164.141 155.530 157.691 184.278 171.309 

$10,000 278.259 269.065 263.224 266.470 316.094 294.434 

Injury: Death 653.8 857.6 872.0 923.7 957.5 675.3 
Hospitalization 254.739 323.080 396.335 325.424 302.191 246.348 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 181.229 202.286 254.564 252.123 232.243 186.382 

Minor 33.0027 33.8375 36.2315 37.7553 46.2068 44.4622 

Robbory $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 132.540 149.404 167.336 173.Q90 169.955 115.699 
Weapon 120.893 154.176 169.665 168.755 166.938 138.266 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 48.29 61.45 66.17 69.74 73.27 64.62 

Rape 660.10 711,51 684.78 66B.71 642.01 495.56 

Bombing 01 building, 
20 deaths 121B.23 1477.57 1607.66 1699.19 1847.92 1673.53 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thells. 

But for blacks, the computed regression these respondents. There are further in-
pr9duces correlation coefficients that consistencies in how black respondents 
range as low as .93. This lower correla- score dollar values of theft as reflected in 
tion is produced by elderly black males their computed regression slopes. Teenage 
and follows from the effect of the low black males have the highest slope, .32, 
value of 125 for theft of $10,000 given by refll!cting the greatest rise in numerical 



Table 84 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Age-Black males 

Offense 18-19 20-2~ 25-34 

Theft: $1' 12.218 30.339 31.989 
$10 25.6815 48.2364 41.1352 
$50 38.177 49.942 56.526 

$100 64.570 65.979 88.500 
$1,000 104.928 106.371 116.840 

$10,000 243.359 136.684 130.487 

Injury: Death 627.6 601.0 491.2 
Hospitalization 82.323 135.531 166.510 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 92.762 90.370 159.029 

Minor 23.5702 18.4980 24.1571 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 74.149 108.857 105.640 
Weapon 71.334 82.975 89.887 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 33.24 46.00 56.55 

Rape 249.91 362.72 436.16 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 668.28 969.46 897.75 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 85 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Age-Black females 

Offense 18-19 , 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 28.444 34.514 29.512 
$10 36.8767 46.1860 45.6099 
$50 88.478 88.443 59.848 

$100 54.863 79.510 75.546 
$1,000 106.508 141.195 121.875 

$10,000 128.617 144.158 168.082 

Injury: Death 320.4 513.1 
Hospitalization 183.338 177.327 204.085 

Treatment, 
no hospilaiilatlon 94.755 131.763 188.960 

Minor 26.8553 36.8831 42.1280 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 68.400 112.871 112.049 
Weapon 90.377 163.976 140.113 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 31.30 52.97 62.30 

Rape 288.55 416.81 370.55 

Bombfng of bUilding, 
20 deaths 620.16 951.74 907.16 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

35-49 50-84 65+ 

26.792 28.119 25.295 
32.432& 45.1047 31.4278 
65.347 48.385 59.971 
76.881 76.434 71.639 

113.307 109.560 123.335 
134.960 152.622 124.857 

355.5 317.5 331.4 
165.016 122.576 137.419 

134.863 121.463 64.964 
32.6347 27.7009 24.2412 

92.854 89.349 59.349 
123.774 106.147 127.429 

81.40 81.46 87.49 

261.66 251.28 244.39 

913.53 687.91 895.69 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

31.261 23.659 21.928 
43.2615 44.0488 30.9785 
62.610 53.161 65.237 
74.510 82.444 58.149 

113.206 124.704 136.542 
144.920 233.701 14'J.775 

291.1 483.1 356.4 
180.574 154.494 136.091 

142.580 146.126 73.695 
36.0261 34.7126 31.2344 

98.084 95.503 93.020 
105.969 89.798 105.138 

63.88 47.58 59.50 

245.84 322.18 223.43 

803.17 841.59 801.78 

values assigned to theft, compared to .17 
for the next oldest age group. In contrast, 
for whites there are generally higher 
:)lopes in older age categories for both 
sexes, 

The .only anomalies for black respondents 

in the national-level results appear in the 
geometric means for robbery offenses, 
Robbery resulting in physical or verbal 
threats is scored higher than robbery with 
a weapon by black males under age 35 
and black females ages 20-24 and 35-49, 
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Table 86 (Geometric means, by core.ltem·oUense stimuli) 

National: AjJe-Other males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theil: $1' 42.0776 12.4040 10.3578 
$10 70.8607 16.7816 28.2207 
$50 40.363 64.890 44.450 

$100 111.786 48.292 39.276 
$1,000 111.324 95.432 104.219 

$10,000 149.372 168.794 320.327 

Injury: Death 28769.4 210.1 504.2 
Hospitalization 325.336 150.871 505.546 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 78.535 174.106 190.708 

Minor 36.7352 24.8201 37.9292 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 58.634 78.484 208.135 
Weapon 101.302 176.486 53.383 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 28.46 24.32 51.27 

Rape 1125.06 201.62 351.31 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1722.16 592.69 1122.76 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude e3t1mates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 87 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Age-Other females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 43.7814 10.7856 14.5362 
$10 37.5775 41.8020 13.0653 
$50 145.572 20.722 56.352 

$100 90.944 62.741 82.238 
$1,000 142.574 102.833 95.496 

$10,000 145.666 363.361 106.119 

Injury: Death 1121.4 2421.4 212.3 
Hospitalization 228.799 87.224 255.589 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 59.892 225.245 137.062 

Minor 70.1252 75.3843 33.6153 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 127.038 93.460 42.775 
Weapon 207.766 86.809 68.221 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 273.98 22.34 71.11 

Rape 725.95 359.42 267.52 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 950.11 626.71 601.96 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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- -Tab;. 88 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race, age, and sex: 

35-49 50-64 65+ Total United States 

22.6549 17.5872 17.5417 (Y = lIXb) 

29.7478 36.9190 15.4970 
42.912 24.447 263.918 Corre· Constant Slope 
35.700 54.055 27.337 Total U.S, lailon (a) lOB (b) 
79.521 76.859 107.431 
69.649 12(>.015 186.137 

White males 

485.0 13~.1 128.7 18-19 .988 1.276 18.880 .270 
153.259 100.736 397.778 20-24 .991 1.289 19.454 .270 

25-34 .994 1.296 19.770 .268 
76.248 198.147 43.104 35-49 .992 1.334 21.51'7 .257 
32.3013 15.2112 30.0000 50-64 .998 1.304 20.137 .283 

65+ .995 1.222 16.672 .310 

White females 
201.481 131.586 41.931 18-19 .992 1.403 25.293 .269 
118.694 33.871 455.073 20-24 .986 1.382 24.099 .271 

25-34 .998 1.373 23.605 .267 
35-49 .999 1.380 23.988 .265 

85.67 36.20 1735.04 50-64 .998 1.366 23.227 .289 

145.61 2287.63 107.16 
65+ .996 1.279 19.011 .305 

Black males 

18-19 .991 1.087 12.218 .323 551.02 420.34 665.79 20-24 .975 1.482 20.229 .167 
25-34 .933 1.505 31.989 .169 
35-49 .938 1.428 26.792 .193 
50-64 .971 1.449 28.119 .188 
65+ .929 1.403 25.293 .197 

Black females 

18-19 .957 1.454 28.444 .173 
20-24 .955 1.538 34.514 .173 
25-34 .994 1.470 29.512 .194 
35-49 .988 1.495 31.261 .175 
50-64 .988 1.374 23.659 .246 

35-49 50-64 65+ 65+ .948 1.341 21.928 .229 

27.3846 22.4735 13.1092 
37.0220 20.5857 12.1977 
71.489 113.685 42.543 
59.410 44.118 88.181 

102.933 117.647 82.617 
146.166 109.079 96.774 

377.6 1412.2 224.4 
626.950 287.945 60.552 

158.563 50.569 87.678 
38.0714 34.5110 13.0132 

214.240 57.518 54.922 
47.710 108.040 99.188 

45.83 96.67 50.00 

294.35 105.77 88.30 

654.22 953.09 449.43 



By census region, the geometric mean 
breakdown by race, age, and sex leads to 
some further inconsistencies. for blacks 
and "other" respondents. For white 
respondents, the differences follow the 
expected distribution and are consistent 
with national- and regional-level scores 
(tables 89-104). The discussion based on 
census region will be confined to white 
and black sex and age categories because 
the low sample size for "other" 
respondents generally produces unreliable 
results. 

Regardless of census region, the data 
reported for the white age-sex categories 
follow the expected power function with 
slope differences that reflect the national
level scores. Thus, the regression slopes 
generally increase for both sexes as age 
increases. The dollar value-perceived 
severity correlations are mostly in the .98 
and .99 range indicating a good fit for 
white respondents across sex and age 
categories. There are, however, depar
tures from this expected fit for black 
respondents (tables 105 to 108). 

For example, the power function relation
ships are weak fol' black males ages 20-24 
(r= .823) and 65 + (r= .358) and black 
females ages 20-24 (r= .811) in the 
Northeast. Figure 47 shows that the black 
males age 65 + have scores that depart 
from the regression line appreciably. 
Similar disparities are found for black 
respondents in the other three census 
regions as well where the slopes indicate a 
fluctuating pattern of magnitude scores 
for the sex-age categories. 

It should be stressed here perhaps that 
the available cases become quite limited 
at the regional level for the race-age-sex 
breakdown, particularly for blacks. Fur
ther, because no respondent judged all of 
the core-item stimuli, a large variance in 
means may reflect different sample 
groups. That is, the nine black teenage 
males surveyed in the Northeast on a 
single death by injury may be different 
from the respondents who reported on 
the bombing offense stimuli. Thus, the 
differences reported above should be 
viewed cautiously. 
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Table 89 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Age-White males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: 51' 17.539 16.406 17.338 
$10 30.642 20.268 30.424 
$50 44.224 35.963 43.851 

5100 57.028 71.208 61.743 
51,000 120.320 117.205 114.186 

510,000 160.693 173.522 171.581 

Injury: Death 634.369 634.550 1270.662 
Hospitalization 177.519 165.391 270.737 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 115.171 131.941 171.651 

Minor 13.623 2C1.844 26.218 

RClbbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 102.224 103.228 172.810 
Weapon 111.065 136.556 165.693 

BUrQlary 
and theft of $10 41.344 35.716 68.598 

Rape 587.344 513.240 695.868 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1154.904 1334.523 1676.763 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 90 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Age-White females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 23.442 20.941 24.322 
$10 41.077 32.633 42.268 
$50 67.224 75.067 66.422 

$100 86.570 78.329 81.968 
$1,000 149.559 139.809 150.239 

$10,000 267.529 247.103 247.295 

Injury: Death 461.132 771.103 933.163 
Hospitalization 235.273 289.168 358.154 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 198.235 204.775 237.319 

Minor 27.517 34.600 38.062 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbalthrea! 135.603 114.148 187.072 
Weapon 111.319 139.063 146.844 

Bur,9!·ry 
and theft of $10 53.050 57.490 66.842 

Ripe 628.991 591.729 768.467 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1000.190 1374.905 1663.256 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

19.454 19.231 15.740 
32.379 37.065 26.245 
56.008 49.384 52.456 
63.176 69.247 65.106 

128.014 140.584 132.705 
187.801 220.026 198.736 

897.891 762.673 628.914 
278.978 218.288 190.578 

195.816 169.287 137.650 
36.995 28.813 29.433 

175.686 186.239 105.771 
230.072 179.288 106.478 

81.396 67.754 67.602 

546.842 543.419 386.838 

1831.479 1737.602 1313.649 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

24.898 23.486 19.634 
42.343 42.234 35.917 
71.840 70.344 58.077 
73.120 80.130 72.516 

146.417 178.868 152.722 
237.783 267.420 238.728 

757.649 846.086 513.837 
357.900 310.565 247.353 

235.313 203.508 171.468 
39.496 51.106 50.258 

149.092 176.677 105.719 
166.989 158.278 128.933 

71.936 79.018 56.533 

637.506 634.721 468.254 

1566.154 1583.480 1417.706 



Table 91 
F' 

(Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Age-Black males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1· 5.047 13.709 17.947 
$10 14.325 26.243 27.115 
$50 9.885 17.993 30.348 

$100 38.812 72.878 54.437 
$1,000 63.e02 84.916 73.531 

$10,000 124.759 111.381 93.662 

Injury: Death 766.817 270.352 222.249 
Hospitalization 34.864 67.688 107.453 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 129.976 137.654 164.708 

Minor 3.678 21.645 35.625 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 75.394 65.454 74.512 
Weapon 31.590 83.427 61.415 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 12.158 25.419 34.065 

Rape 169.529 262.850 325.101 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 534.219 658.823 641.182 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 92 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

f'Jortheast region: Age-Black females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Thaft: $1· 18.365 18.620 24.210 
$10 40.726 20.804 41.193 
$50 35.522 34.492 36.251 

$100 54.257 80.450 54.606 
$1,000 87.014 83.815 89.721 

S10,000 187.062 83.713 112.266 

Injury: Death 235.420 324.286 738.162 
Hospitalization 77.932 113.372 253.871 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 117.716 183.443 176.660 

Minor 23.932 18.582 35.112 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 101.518 60.602 127.990 
Weapon 94.876 58.615 111.351 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 17.979 18.185 44.880 

Rape 253.972 380.729 588.636 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 658.111 1145.652 839.481 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression Qf perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

35-49 50-64 

16.030 20.277 
24.080 39.421 
51.787 . 43.039 
65.911 49.542 
77.711 90.045 

144.608 164.060 

382.116 400.856 
134.291 179.036 

200.510 123.555 
33.935 15.837 

78.806 77.541 
111.534 69.493 

51,393 62.431 

270.000 301.449 

873.605 621.280 

35-49 50-64 

15.346 9.016 
19.521 19.325 
38.346 37.Q78 
43.367 69.950 
70.568 112.732 
82.976 292.499 

261.078 426.730 
143.735 170.243 

94.046 209.905 
29.749' 43.706 

70.099 80.245 
78.485 117.013 

32.543 43.604 

200.634 352.212 

649.058 913.554 

65+ 

29.717 
18.183 

147.921 
33.262 
76.847 
58.659 

656.942 
208.418 

56.131 
6.489 

91.410 
46.904 

119.083 

819.251 

701.665 

65+ 

15.524 
25.147 
51.321 

100.908 
145.266 
248.783 

118.195 
144.799 

272.081 
40.352 

34.615 
183.157 

50.102 

329.261 

1054.178 

"Igure 47 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Northeast region: Black males, 
age 65 and over 
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Table 93 !&eometrlc means, by core.item,offenso stimUli) 

North Central regil)n: Age-White males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theil: $t" 20.417 18.923 21.827 
$10 31.684 30.763 37.200 
$50 64.540 61.391 63.847 

$100 69.477 80.689 74.440 
$1,000 138.257 149.355 147.807 

$10,000 199.052 230.990 228.841 

Injury: Death 527.258 1006.728 920.827 
Hospitalization 192.538 235.482 306.886 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 105.039 155.346 186.866 

Minor 15.755 25.892 29.607 

Rgbbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 93.33t 139.756 192.739 
Weapon 116.211 169.777 211.277 

Burglary 
and thell of $10 58.452 52.050 71.809 

Rape 420.054 632.586 663.379 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1599.989 1836.775 1851.970 

"Value for thell of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thells. 

Table 94 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Age-White females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1" 28.314 27.797 25.763 
$10 42.091 42.853 44.434 
$50 91.214 85.752 73.196 

$100 116.442 87.767 87.736 
$1,000 196.925 170.787 162.511 

$10,000 297.962 253.227 270.040 

Injury: Death 713.028 784.924 867.477 
Hospitalization 260.985 336.619 376.859 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 175.278 187.764 251.558 

Minor 39.310 36.973 33.076 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 131.431 157.939 176.166 
Weapon 178.274 161.929 184.620 

Burglary 
and thell 01 $10 61.330 72.689 75.906 

Rape 708.704 752.684 621.654 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1325.715 1445.662 1488.083 

"Value for thell of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value the lis. 

\, 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

23.823 21.627 15.922 
40.970 40.243 32.442 
60.586 63.213 49.777 
76.176 84.053 77.528 

151.513 162.075 165.915 
214.273 277.424 277.547 

841.321 873.884 791.506 
307.635 244.644 159.302 

210.589 166.591 149.198 
24.636 33.324 29.202 

176.231 161.751 120.181 
201.058 256.145 141.047 

66.331 86.339 65.066 

666.379 628.900 477.690 

1893.946 1852.232 1960.780 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

23.442 22.131 11.061 
42.792 46.757 37.243 
68.383 75.128 51.835 
85.628 90.205 79.209 

162.935 188.945 174.868 
284.338 401.618 312.073 

885.857 851.742 681.113 
297.795 317.169 222.889 

262.113 228.355 160.106 
40.219 46.208 41.074 

171.252 149.557 116.332 
180.558 182.619 132.655 

74.056 88.440 60.612 

693.187 597.974 419.149 

1475.549 1843.964 1627.915 



Table 95 (Geometric means, by core.ltem.oftense stimuli> 

North Central region: Age-Black males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1· 7.998 35.156 62.374 26.546 41.591 23.768 
$10 18.612 82.470 60.885 33.159 69.370 44.299 
$50 32.581 53.261 64.226 73.431 60.415 58.180 

$100 85.265 109.086 169.095 103.196 89.392 108.503 
$1,000 126.251 129.726 155.749 151.549 135.474 120.578 

$10,000 349.721 333.617 105.538 184.376 179.687 308.294 

Injury: Death 185.061 738.118 1053.719 410.702 263.233 284.243 
Hospitalization 65.312 141.225 180.250 369.367 103.467 169.158 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 151.083 240.305 256.169 128.969 139.769 107.937 

Minor 23.394 20.506 30.359 85.235 37.863 50.354 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 45.728 202.167 160.859 90.293 138.016 50.087 
Weapon 86.829 154.137 121.100 163.211 133.579 279.936 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 20.693 47.777 83.961 126.411 52.900 74.054 

Rape 310.043 407.791 775.883 297.383 180.692 204.115 

Bombing of building, 
20 dealhs 822.460 1966.573 1221.103 1167.095 693.463 1099.134 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 96 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Age-Black females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1· 22.182 47.315 43.652 59.156 44.157 34.834 
$10 38.077 60.836 79.024 78.275 71.707 43.200 
$50 36.927 109.872 62.736 111.249 78.730 90.169 

$100 63.746 80.119 139.294 89.861 109.732 74.891 
$1,000 114.231 177.390 162.705 154.634 147.861 192.2;:]4 

$10,000 128.989 177.507 270.456 186.787 243.480 151.178 

Injury: Death 430.521 451.163 630.760 515.966 791.716 567.634 
Hospitalization 178.995 527.217 128.401 432.834 190.121 216.900 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 81.397 140.985 375.397 162.794 168.226 96.926 

Minor 41.727 65.771 80.679 53.671 43.488 43.109 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 92.728 170.365 155.737 185.388 141.146 113.093 
Weapon 148.608 161.194 256.285 183.316 89.596 180.601 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 46.930 101.513 78.066 143.837 75.691 109.782 

Rape 325.942 354.016 325.796 372.425 481.837 216.318 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 639.435 1163.239 875.926 1030.692 832.655 1309.131 

·Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Table 97 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimUli) 

South region: Age-White males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 16.982 23.442 21.528 
$10 29.582 37.~108 35.041 
$50 49.160 64.748 64.002 

$100 95.230 75.1l15 77.405 
$1,000 160.597 135.20\') 136.376 

$10,000 243.405 206.103 223.673 

Injury: Death 525.021 770,160 858.699 
Hospitalization 143.639 258.554 251.388 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 120.507 149.786 175.229 

Minor 18.562 20.586 22.344 

Robbory $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal Ihreat 113.451 111.576 161.047 
Weapon 219.264 119.197 190.664 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 38.469 63.587 77.780 

Rape 435.589 551.888 734.451 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1107.6~8 1501.294 1822.392 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 98 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimUli) 

South region: Age-White females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 25.351 22.387 21.827 
$10 43.790 39.128 39.156 
$50 84.962 68.085 61.546 

$100 91.310 90.059 83.921 
$1,000 194.010 158.280 149.899 

$10,000 312.802 280.505 259.016 

Injury: Death 697.421 788.7.97 761.812 
Hospitalization 336.918 245.233 285.743 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 174.265 204.005 230.711 

Minor 40.652 31.443 34.661 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 143.431 153.402 144.337 
Weapon 107.549 132.555 170.511 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 71.618 62.421 62.755 

Rape 877.563 724.455 648.117 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 1504.851 1274.478 1416.622 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of cercelved 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

24.604 19.275 18.197 
36.378 34.547 34.228 
73.106 70.290 58.448 
83.685 73.316 78.778 

145.675 155.211 163.584 
214.741 261.245 271.647 

931.726 634.766 605.182 
238.558 278.124 196.877 

151.129 176.358 143.480 
26.678 20.908 20.264 

142.626 121.114 115.287 
238.436 173.509 141.625 

94.588 95.507 79.152 

580.378 581.080 436.605 

1770.409 1814.262 1674.922 

:;~-49 50-64 65+ 

24.88~ 25.645 20.893 
49.619 42.373 38.636 
65.000 7S.<!27 62.957 
81.743 95.226 88.144 

160.142 176.125 167.435 
292.034 276.216 287.402 

866.240 934.350 608.403 
283.351 269.177 213.228 

255.522 215.969 175.501 
35.364 44.129 38.436 

167.582 154.635 114.258 
165.639 144.682 115.141 

76.661 76.458 64.213 

627.178 616.934 518.899 

1664.845 1863.901 1396.850 



Table 99 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·ollens" stimuli) 

South region: Age-Black males 

Ollense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 24.774 40.458 26.123 30.334 26.546 19.364 
$10 32.721 55.316 36.071 33.881 39.808 27.270 
$50 82.968 58.261 62.617 64.428 39.282 50.673 

$100 57.894 47.451 76.372 73.686 85.890 78.897 
$1,000 105.362 103.883 110.189 114.145 109.595 141.669 

$10,000 165.946 88.037 160.067 107.571 126.424 152.234 

In!ur~' Death 525.210 829.714 337.777 290.819 260.363 255.820 
Hospitalization 128.581 137.939 171.145 119.584 105.498 119.821 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 71.732 51.211 129.878 90.900 91.301 64.722 

Minor 30.669 15.048 16.864 23.186 27.511 31.259 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 75.461 118.118 73.619 83.136 77.824 51.332 
Weapon 55.299 57.383 74.064 97.470 122.657 230.871 

Burglary 
and thalt of $10 50.543 66.766 61.737 79.124 65.479 76.574 

Rape 292.918 306.018 315.178 195.492 233.018 166.895 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 546.963 783.667 826.702 705.944 633.332 833.405 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 100 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·ollense stimuli) 

South region: Age-Black females 

Ollense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 33.729 35.318 27.227 31.046 26.303 22.699 
$10 33.325 50.551 38.456 48.758 52.943 29.746 
$50 112.992 67.505 73.423 56.155 49,167 66.147 

$100 47,932 81.598 69.081 82.320 84.207 47.990 
$1,000 109.176 142.536 113.583 119.220 123.306 117.836 

$10,000 108.036 158.153 174.954 168.687' 237.104 119.697 

Injury: Death 251.474 502.017 326.174 212.162 416.368 429.131 
Hospitalization 326.868 131.487 193.947 132.420 132.778 117.239 

Treatment, 
no Ilospltallzatlon 85.002 108.385 135.302 155.267 136.499 50.547 

Minor 27.292 37.443 31.508 29.162 31.538 25.897 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 45.409 97.777 82.007 90.923 91.893 73.218 
Weapon 79.197 97.295 109.388 77.370 86.917 72.140 

Burglary 
and theft of S10 51.628 51.334 65.188 61.796 46.400 66.095 

Rape 246.128 423.537 300.362 187.999 297.634 176.201 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 548.142 735.603 748.755 643.334 847.476 595.546 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regreSSion of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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labie 101 (Geometric means, by core.ltem,offense stimuli) 

West region: Age-White males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 23.014 19.011 17.498 
$10 42.044 31.858 29.577 
$50 55.645 71.092 58.820 

$100 66.290 72.252 76.113 
$1,000 145.106 147.429 143.385 

$10,000 202.148 257.608 235.899 

Injury: Death 964.150 1022.243 1516.670 
Hospitalization 203.322 298.459 288.771 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 114.729 157,053 233.488 

Minor 31.438 15.386 28.390 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbat threat 172.540 165.265 189.089 
Weapon 165.915 149.608 249.755 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 63.251 60.015 67.290 

Rape 463.095 957.358 916.212 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1251.595 2439.354 2665.206 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 102 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Age-White females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 

Theft: $1' 23.988 24.831 22.803 
$10 37.866 36.659 40.000 
$50 68.294 96.446 72.299 

$100 81.680 105.816 82.281 
$1,000 143.899 194.852 160.676 

$10,000 217.940 310.206 278.523 

Injury: Death 843.108 1224.131 966.591 
Hospitalization 182.986 484.323 4('1.310 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 178.147 218.585 322.482 

Minor 22.360 32.176 41.323 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 113.933 178.173 167.164 
Weapon 39.407 207.611 204.991 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 39.874 75.934 80.798 

Rape 369.296 793.083 748.283 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1007.954 2019.793 2073.611 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·yalue thefts. 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

17.539 20.464 17.100 
31.836 38.682 36.199 
56.174 60.835 69.337 
62.564 75.121 68.216 

142.156 153.119 178.440 
220.728 263.614 351.939 

889.734 913.716 697.861 
286.628 345.788 310.757 

226.156 196.197 210.789 
29.858 26.087 42.619 

225.632 172.989 139.994 
242.113 251.275 184.814 

81.911 89.899 98.625 

555.300 596.400 531.471 

1977.770 2390.721 2566.395 

35-49 50-64 65+ 

22.233 21.028 18.836 
38.460 47.166 35.865 
65.396 57.246 69.340 
79.536 88.668 97.611 

161.411 199.241 198.414 
244.606 342.979 258.598 

1397.261 1442.257 1122.426 
418.109 327.968 361.331 

256.820 315.116 283.318 
36.416 42.501 53.661 

223.781 227.328 130.947 
159.529 197.066 211.293 

76.092 70.963 78.910 

752.747 766.442 639.125 

2009.259 2284.815 2336.603 



Table 103 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Age- Black males 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 12.794 25.293 43.152 40.644 40.832 
$10 35.303 33.584 64.951 58.216 49.634 69.964 
$50 30.287 72.689 59.328 91.711 149.056 

$100 196.097 102.887 107.365 71.629 78.991 138.034 
$1,000 221.941 115.791 168.244 145.721 102.869 120.111 

$10,000 549.471 213.518 162.364 180.878 249.831 58.083 

Injury: Death 5572.008 355.409 1608.213 753.981 842.727 966.730 
Hospitalization 125.555 202.611 247.520 224.493 168.406 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 20.000 102.702 185.487 256.297 362.910 40.918 

Minor 84.170 35.533 21.714 27.925 33.989 14.009 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 108.981 64.486 340.488 309.416 113.391 132.519 
Weapon 352.407 121.327 115.560 254.186 57.684 157.015 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 44.254 /37.362 57.699 307.060 141.249 

Rape 263.158 1613.298 980.442 731.740 1226.040 1628.510 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2797.367 1292.477 1145.308 2025.104 1735.570 2461.237 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 104 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Age- Black females 

Offense 18-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+ 

Theft: $1' 58.614 36.475 37.154 34.754 25.351 10.233 
$10 127.871 53.906 45.769 27.269 30.147 36.880 
$50 !i2.455 123.719 78.341 120.234 68.579 70.516 

$100 87.565 65.444 81.9.~2 130.727 45.220 24.071 
$1,000 104.593 260.013 183.929 136.154 109.019 210.727 

$10,000 207.309 225.808 136.246 152.182 98.&69 486.501 

Injury: Death 602.760 799.481 1141.338 404.052 54e.636 1553.279 
Hospitalization 46.198 307.248 533.905 315.218 192.510 315.075 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 210.477 138.038 140.841 179.714 65.544 250.000 

Minor 8.228 53.904 70.580 65.825 25.656 26.733 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 133.476 159.601 226.183 118.912 76.920 170.966 
Weapon 39.296 257.606 244.172 293.139 57.867 88.203 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 33.475 82.864 61.667 163.088 100.541 100.000 

Rape 678.111 842.416 489.920 447.525 232.107 780.527 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1101·998 1809.900 2662.529 2354.800 643.704 1758.689 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceIved 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thef!,> 
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Table 105 (Regression constanls and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race, age, and sex: 
Northeast Census region 
(Y = 8X~ 

Corre· Constant 
Northeast lallon (a) lOa 

White males 

18-19 .987 1.244 17.539 
20-24 .966 1.215 16.408 
25-34 .992 1.239 17,338 
35-49 .992 1.289 19.454 
50-64 .992 1.284 19.231 
65+ .986 1.197 15.740 

White females 

18-19 .998 1.370 23.442 
20-24 .982 1.321 20.941 
25-34 .998 1.386 24.322 
35-49 .995 1.396 24.889 
50-64 .993 1.371 23.496 
65+ .996 1.293 19.634 

Black males 

18-19 .912 .703 5.047 
20-24 .823 1.137 13.709 
25-34 .946 1.254 17.947 
35-49 .953 1.25c 18.030 
50-64 .981 1.307 20.277 
65+ .358 1.473 29.717 

Black females 

18-19 .955 1.284 18.385 
20-24 .611 1.270 18.620 
25-34 .942 1.384 24.210 
35-49 .951 1.186 15.346 
SO-64 .986 .955 9.Q16 
65+ .959 1.191 15.524 

-

Slope 
(b) 

.253 

.267 

.258 

.256 

.271 

.290 

.267 

.275 

.256 

.249 

.274 

.280 

.353 

.242 

.190 

.219 

.219 

.106 

.238 

.193 

.170 

.201 

.380 

.318 

-----------------~--------------

Table 106 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race, age, and sex: 
North Central Census region 
(Y = aXb) 

Corre· Conslant Slope 
North Central lalion (8) lOa (bl 

Wh~ 

18-19 .982 1.310 20.417 .260 
20-24 .984 1.277 18.923 .285 
25-34 .995 1.339 21.827 .264 
35-49 .992 1.377 23.823 .248 
50-64 .998 1.335 21.627 .283 
65+ ,992 1.202 15.922 .321 

White females 

18-19 .974 1.452 28.314 .270 
20-24 .984 1.444 27.797 .250 
25-34 .998 1.411 25.763 .260 
35-49 .999 1.370 23.442 .275 
50-64 1.000 1.345 22.131 .312 
65+ .993 1.232 17.061 .322 

Black males 

18-19 .973 .903 7.998 .415 
20-24 .877 1.546 35.156 .221 
25-34 .513 1.795 62.374 .091 
35-49 .929 1.424 26.546 .233 
50-64 .944 1.619 41.591 .160 
65+ .963 1.376 23.768 .268 

~~ 
16-19 .938 1.346 22.182 .204 
20-24 .899 1.675 47.315 .158 
25-34 .903 1.640 43.652 .195 
35-49 .948 1.772 59.156 .128 
50-64 .948 1.645 44.157 .181 
65+ .869 1.542 34.834 .190 



.-Table 107 (Regression constants and slopes) Table 108 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race, age, and sex: severity, by race, age, and sex: 
South Census region West Census region 

(Y = axb) (Y = aXb) 

Corre· Constant Slope Corre· Constant Slope 
South latlon (a) 108 (b) West latlon (a) lOB (b) 

White males White males 

18-19 .968 1.230 16.982 .307 18-19 .988 1.362 23.014 .243 
20-24 .993 1.370 23.442 .244 20-24 .987 1.279 19.011 .291 
25-34 .993 1.333 21.528 .262 25-34 .989 1.243 17.498 .294 
35-49 .981 1.391 24.604 .247 35-49 .993 1.244 17.539 .284 
50-64 .994 1.285 19.275 .296 50-64 .939 1.311 20.464 .282 
65+ .995 1.260 18.197 .303 65+ .995 1.233 17.100 .331 

White females White females 

18-19 .992 1.404 25.351 .281 18-19 .998 1.380 23.988 .248 
20-24 .995 1.350 22.387 .280 20-24 .982 1.395 24.831 .289 
25-34 .997 1.33\1 21.827 .274 25-34 .998 1.358 22.803 .277 
35-49 .996 1.396 24.889 .266 35-49 .995 1.347 22.233 .270 
50-64 .992 1.409 25.645 .268 50-64 .993 1.323 21.038 .308 
65+ .996 1.320 20.893 .292 65+ .995 1.275 18.836 .330 

Black males Black males 

18-19 .929 1.394 24.774 .211 18-19 .895 1.107 12.794 .416 
20-24 .773 1.607 40.458 .095 20-24 .945 1.403 25.293 .237 
25-34 .980 1.417 26.123 .205 25-34 .862 1.635 43.152 .160 
35-49 .891 1.482 30.3341 .161 35-49 .952 1.609 40.644 .168 
50-64 .892 1.424 26.546 .184 50-64 .797 1.611 40.832 .181 
65+ .939 1.287 19.364 .251 65+ -.217 -.030 .932 2.033 

Black females Black females 

18-19 .684 1.528 33.729 .144 18-19 .578 1.768 58.614 .108 
20-24 .973 1.548 35.318 .176 20-24 .848 1.562 36.475 .222 
25-34 .979 1.435 27.227 .206 25-34 .865 1.570 37.154 .172 
35-49 .983 1.492 31.046 .188 35-49 .721 1.541 34.754 .192 
50-64 .963 1.420 26.303 .231 50-64 .850 1.404 25 .. 351 .170 
65+ .908 1.356 22.699 .200 65+ .886 1.010 10.233 .407 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Occupation by income 

The national-level scores by occupation 
and income (tables 109 to 114) indicate 
that the observed effects of both variables 
are additive. For each category of oc-
cupation the reported direct relationship 
with income appears to hold. For white-
collar respondents in the highest income 
group, the geometric mean for a single 
death by injury is greater than that com-
puted for m service worker earning less 
than $3,000 (1316 compared to 554, 
tables 109 and 112). Similarly, for blue-
collar respondents earning more than 
$25,000 th~ geometric mean, 931 (table 
110), is larger than the computed 
geometric mean for a service worker in 
the lowest income category. 

For dollar values of theft, perceptions of 
severity again appear to conform to the 
hypothesized power function (table 115). 
All correlation coefficients are in the .99 
range with little difference in their slopes 
for income categories of white-collar sub-
jects. For other occupational categori~s 
the correlation coefficients are lower, par-
ticularly for subjects in farm and armed 
forces occupations, but the differences 
are not great. 

However, the .76 correlation coefficient 
for subjects in the armed forces earning 
between $7,500 and $9,999 can be at-
tributed in part to the small sample size 
which, as noted earlier, can lead to 
anomalies in the expected distribution. 

In tables 116 to 135, the multivariate 
distributions of geometric mean scores by 
census region, occupation, and income 
are presented. In general, the geometric 
mean scores are less consistent than the 
national-level results. The reported rela-
tionship between income, occupation, and 
severity scores does not appear to hold 
when tabulated by census region. For in-
stance, subjects in the West in the white-
collar and service categories who earn less 
than $3,000 generate higher geometric 
means for serious injury than correspond-
ing occupations with incomes greater than 
$25,000. The differences can be attributed 
in part, as noted earlier, to the small 
sample size. Particularly in the farm 
category where there are numerous depar-
tures from the expected distribution, the 
number of cases in most sample cells falls 
below 25. 
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fable 109 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-White collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 18.535 21.164 22.162 21.926 19.999 17.989 23.550 
$10 32.5167 38.3949 41.0735 39.7915 34.0557 31.0915 39.6501 
$50 56.837 63.419 63.572 66.330 65.361 59.606 66.620 

$100 76.722 60.007 85.511 83.934 76.161 70.166 79.839 
$1,000 140.605 156.373 163.440 162.058 152.629 137.255 156.511 

$10,000 245.920 261.866 277.723 276.110 250.573 233.009 235.995 

Injury: Death 809.42 963.63 817.08 936.34 1063.51 1315.93 945.91 
Hospitalization 246.54 294.27 266.52 326.36 371.25 369.46 329.43 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 164.766 191.502 231.502 247.525 244.296 2@0.517 226.344 

Minor 30.1766 33.3506 40.22::'C: 33.2605 33.7071 26.2343 30.1125 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 133.449 150.366 156.319 172.346 169.956 205.916 166.079 
Weapon 136.116 150.500 177.363 191.015 165.692 212.263 166.666 

Burglary 
and the It 01 $10 45.499 69.204 72.500 76.313 76.375 67.204 60.435 

Rape 434.52 607.57 562.36 712.30 751.46 662.11 753.24 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1456.07 1709.22 1655.44 1940.50 1961.94 2366.10 1904.97 

'V&lue for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 110 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Income- Blue collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense S3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 16.4642 22.5372 25.2346 23.9332 24.6547 25.4214 20.573 
$10 32.5167 37.5923 46.2962 39.1316 39.3312 44.6366 34.365 
$50 55.606 60.220 59.676 69.192 70.324 54.416 54.249 

$100 63.937 74.925 61.028 83.368 80.505 91.174 73.946 
$1,000 122.426 135.083 148.256 152.659 155.773 148.678 132.07 

$10,000 173.717 210.351 238.028 238.398 223.649 221.902 198.256 

Injury: Death 481.63 602.28 563.30 614.73 750.54 930.85 660.51 
Hospitalization 177.55 185.61 186.61 242.45 269.35 199.12 189.53 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 96.875 124.953 160.786 150.965 163.632 170.156 138.150 

Minor 169671 24.7490 27.,1255 30.4015 30.7836 24.8147 28.637 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 66.272 107.420 125.146 133.946 142.339 173.553 131.194 
Weapon 97.531 121.593 146.745 156.510 197.413 197.177 159.587 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 55.308 69.713 62.763 73.613 83.919 59.643 64.964 

Rape 410.20 452.97 421.66 491.46 543.92 651.13 460.54 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1035.40 1223.93 1392.06 1471.21 1529.23 1002.70 1523.46 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

To illustrate, figures 48 and 49 present duce a correlation coefficient of .76 for 
the plotted relationship of scores for two subjects in the armed forces earning be-
examples from the national and census tween $7,500 and $9,999. The plotted 
region results by occupation and income. geometric mean distribution shows the 
In figure 48 the national-level results pro- apparent anomalies or ordering effects; 



Table 111 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-Farm 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theil: $1' 15.5346 19.1867 29.3859 17.9432 15.1880 18.9977 22.7196 
$10 32.3455 31.6706 41.8945 26.5897 26.7910 39.0679 50.9182 
$50 32.320 50.650 62.069 65.028 80.362 47.060 89.334 

$100 76.722 67.587 75.658 66.264 64.619 62.820 71.309 
$1,000 125.956 122.137 150.703 131.597 169.757 190.217 190.092 

$10,000 195.340 179.576 149.720 197.498 376.823 200.573 435.26 

tnJury: Death 361.77 369.61 443.73 456,95 654.10 1510.30 1974.86 
Hospitalization 107.45 132.73 355.95 120.49 198.46 293.27 246.66 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization lZ7.460 102.150 60.384 126.439 219.466 100.199 257.65 

Minor 29.2493 15.7412 16.0060 1.7686 21.8236 32.2376 31.146 

Robbory $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 69.242 94.627 67.172 116.336 66.370 220.006 135.885 
Weapon 106.356 112.005 167.042 132.326 195.394 153.058 149.641 

Burglary 
and thelt of $10 32.047 46.262 55.202 56.612 66.420 39.457 116.016 

Rape 271.99 316.65 912.57 569.30 390.22 599.28 1109.82 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 732.73 676.10 1255.62 1044.91 11193.92 1612.34 1716.95 

'Value for thelt of $1 Is derived from regression of pemelved 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 112 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-Service 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theil: $1' 26.2462 24.9115 27.5740 27.0563 27.4410 20.7157 26.2462 
$10 38.6362 42.2643 43.1477 45.7064 45.6636 31.4699 44.2204 
$50 53.636 69.567 69.738 64.744 66.504 62.501 60.157 

S100 70.452 67.626 69.830 93.398 97.2-83 76.520 61.046 
$1,000 133.445 145.211 138.150 157.406 155.106 138.062 139.439 

S10,OOO 208.547 218.133 189.510 239.324 246.453 196.493 206.667 

fnJury: Death 554.07 417.65 726.67 626.16 662.31 1026.94 556.69 
Hospitalization 151.55 231.70 200.45 234.15 250.90 252.61 173.21 

Treatment, 
no hospitallzalion 141.727 133.077 144.284 201.087 196.241 197.241 143.120 

Minor 23.5751 34.5257 30.3912 35.0194 39.3326 40.3741 33.9795 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 92.322 126.502 136.399 140.547 165.782 176.544 128.249 
Weapon 106.358 113.252 116.906 170.005 159.215 160.626 134.664 

Burglary 
and thert 01 $10 52.426 64,683 62.762 66.467 66.742 64.734 73.190 

Rape 460.69 404.23 564.07 580.72 472.05 461.76 336.45 

Bombfng 01 building, 
20 dealhs 1051.36 1063.66 1179.69 1374.93 1245.15 1616.61 1245.96 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude eslimates of dollar·value thelts. 

for the theft of $50 the geometric mean, Similarly, by census region, the plotted 
173, is substantially higher than the relationship indicates substantial variation 
geometric mean for the theft of $100, 69. from the expected least square line. in 

figure 49, for instance, the geometric 
means for subjects reporting their 

primary occupation as farming and their 
income as· greater than $25,000, the cor
relation is .62 and the slope .21. But 
departures in the ordering of the 
geometric means are substantial; theft of 
$50 receives a higher score (60) than the 
theft of $}oo (32) and almost the same 
score as that of $10,000 (63). Thus the 
plotted relationship of these variables as 
illustrated in their graphs would produce 
inconclusive results. 

With these exceptions noted, it may be 
suggested that the data for occupation
income generally conform to the expected 
result. Tables 136 to 139 show that the 
correlations are very high nationally and 
within census regions. The regression 
slopes, although not indicating a clear 
pattern by income for the various occupa
tional categories, are not very dissimilar 
and exhibit ranges observed for the other 
demographic factors. 
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Table 113 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-Armed Forces 

Under $3,000- $7,500- ·$10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,9&9 

Thefl: $1" 12.8174 14.0961 37.2306 60.6317 
$10 20.000 26.8180 39.5703 80.7850 
$50 26.822 50.919 73.450 110.581 

$100 71.006 81.562 68.654 112.124 
$1,000 113.389 149.237 164.651 163.974 

$10,000 114.530 284.137 206.544 213.855 

Injury: Death 1000.00 902.00 954.59 980.42 
Hospllallzatlon 209.58 156.46 319.53 1532.09 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 134.808 161.359 177.625 240.034 

Minor 20.000 28.3522 20.2057 11.7269 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 25.000 74.413 263.476 428.051 
Weapon 35.000 180.686 361.418 192.552 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 30.892 29.908 127.765 109.385 

Rape 1000.00 789.73 800.53 2157.90 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1683.45 1367.25 2545.29 2766.48 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude e8t1males of dollar·value theft3. 

-Table 114 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-Occupation not available 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Th&fl: $1" 14.159 22.702 21.1141 24.2454 
$10 28.6684 39.5321 41.2777 42.5840 
$50 42.502 62.919 61.208 71.002 

$100 59.041 71.929 90.607 83.644 
$1,000 124.530 144.455 163.925 170.935 

$10,000 154.376 224.408 309.389 266.565 

Injury: Death 348.87 559.44 783.57 906.67 
Hospitalization 132.74 198.46 229.32 250.43 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 88.456 144.218 187.058 217.472 

Minor 29.0366 36.4476 39.5327 47.0405 

Robbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 73.288 101.849 140.688 149.406 
Weapon 85.745 111.803 136.337 173.212 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 49.495 64.929 60.052 71.226 

Rape 248.46 371.31 512.26 635.32 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 851.69 1226.91 1419.76 1543.49 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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$15,000-
24,999 $25,000+ 

17.6644 6.002 
28.9392 7.7169 
40.462 120.085 
78.633 76.520 

121.105 189.956 
165.934 560.203 

884.37 2036.37 
326.58 1002.69 

191.070 415.701 
25.5801 14.3712 

271.183 225.627 
214.318 202.394 

93.792 446.258 

376.63 1631.11 

1746.85 3045.81 

$15,000-
24,999 $25,000+ 

18.7712 17.744 
39.8116 32.2151 
57.051 57.599 
78.806 81.336 

166.735 150.219 
313.852 266.407 

927.84 919.92 
277.16 250.90 

232.690 310.635 
40.1195 43.0979 

154.029 159.394 
157.304 193.071 
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Not 
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Figure 48 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severlly) 

National level: Armed forces, 
income level $7,500-$9,999 
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Table 115 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft 'Is. perceived 
severity, by occupation and family 
Income: Total United States 
(Y = aXb) 

Can· 
Carre· stant Slope 

Total U.S. lalion (a) 10a (b) 

White collar 

Under S3,000 .995 1.268 18.535 .288 
3,000-7,499 .997 1.326 21.184 .280 
7,500-9,999 .997 1.346 22.182 .280 
10,000-14,999 .998 1.341 21.928 .282 
15,000-24,999 .992 1.301 19.999 .284 
25,000+ .994 1.255 17.989 .286 
Not available .994 1.372 23.550 .259 

Blue collar 

Under $3,000 .983 1.267 18.493 .256 
3,000-7,499 .996 1.353 22.542 .250 
7,500-9,999 .995 1.402 25.235 .247 
10,000-14,999 .993 1.379 23.933 .258 
15,000-24,999 .989 1.392 24.660 .250 
25,000+ .979 1.405 25.410 .243 
Not available .991 1.313 20.559 .256 

Farm 

Under $3,000 .954 1.191 15.524 .284 
3,000-7,499 .991 1.283 19.187 .253 
7,500-9,999 .951 1.467 29.309 .198 
10,000-14,999 .971 1.254 17.947 .275 
15,000-24,999 .980 1.182 15.206 .356 
25,000+ .979 1.356 22.699 .277 
Not available .979 1.356 22.699 .312 

Service 

Under $3,000 .994 1.419 26.242 .231 
3,000-7,499 .991 1.396 24.889 .241 
7,500-9,999 .989 1.440 27.542 .217 
10,000-14,999 .991 1.432 27.040 .244 
15,000-24,999 .991 1.438 27.416 .245 
25,000+ .980 1.316 20.701 .259 
Not available .994 1.419 26.242 .231 

~,ed forces 

Under $3,000 .893 1.108 12.823 .270 
3,000-7,499 .989 1.149 14.093 .336 
7,500-9,999 .762 1.571 37.239 .201 
10,000-14,999 .994 1.783 60.674 .140 
15,000-24,999 .958 1.247 17.660 .259 
25,000+ .891 .778 5.998 .521 
Not available .902 1.151 14.158 .325 

Not available 

Under $3,000 .978 1.226 16.827 .257 
3,000-7,499 .997 1.356 22.699 .255 
7,500-9,999 .996 1.325 21.135 .294 
10,000-14,999 .996 1.385 24.266 .268 
15,000-24,999 .997 1.274 18.793 .308 
25,000+ .994 1.249 17.742 .302 
Not available .992 1.321 20.941 .278 
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Table 116 (Geomeirlc means, by core·ltem·olfense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-White collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 15.959 20.091 16.032 22.182 
$10 33.362 36.322 32.724 36.738 
$50 58.064 52.052 45.614 67.956 

$100 66.639 71.250 68.997 88.589 
$1,000 133.990 138.026 144.654 154.075 

$10,000 310.322 210.230 240.813 256.262 

Injury: Death 463.299 1381.341 885.703 830.249 
Hospitalization 200.084 244.905 213.321 336.595 

Treatment, 
no hospilalizatlon 335.365 167.488 198.024 266.787 

Minor 23.089 39.244 40.090 36.296 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 117.237 234.579 150.310 161.766 
Weapon 166.234 148.345 156.172 201.334 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 25.775 54.049 50.668 75.447 

Rape 412.693 641.948 451.492 750.797 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1499.668 1473.861 1537.437 1830.595 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 117 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-Blue collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
OtlEmse $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 17.161 16.145 24.099 20.512 
$10 31.206 29.458 41.286 36.695 
S50 37.913 43.935 59.920 54.986 

$100 59.239 61.912 64.924 79.218 
$1,000 136.542 115.551 125.223 132.069 

$10,000 151.558 188.644 194.110 234.484 

Injury: Death 412.358 369.931 658.290 643.015 
Hospitalization 195.127 188.993 178.678 232.436 

Treatment, 
no hospilalization 87.393 135.049 162.388 171.076 

Minor 17.779 35.994 25.375 35.714 

Robbery $10 wllh: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 62.613 79.262 140.233 139.539 
WMpon 68.853 165.967 114.754 139.074 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 49.126 53.994 49.420 64.650 

Rape 535.026 352.121 391.534 472.159 

Bombing of building. 
1418.541 20 deaths 854.689 1286.986 1327.013 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

20.184 17.458 23.121 
35.056 30.108 40.010 
63.812 54.280 56.308 
70.146 62.882 64.964 

145.052 127.512 140.580 
234.363 202.053 185.993 

1169.836 1007.410 895.752 
346.560 341.115 280.812 

213.988 246.533 193.723 
33.055 30.338 27.829 

189.658 174.336 195.745 
166.211 205.630 121.211 

65.917 77.626 50.263 

707.809 792.470 566.060 

1887.123 2154.485 1488.373 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

22.439 20.845 15.740 
36.767 37.921 26.811 
59.438 42.804 53.125 
68.012 68.579 67.347 

133.765 131.102 117.216 
189.868 171.143 216.150 

759.685 1395.093 493.428 
249.716 156.368 232.131 

169.247 165.731 172.009 
29.202 19.927 24.412 

142.171 180.021 137.372 
153.819 167.672 158.619 

68.347 46.613 75.710 

545.095 553.317 569.965 

1316.669 1759.952 1419.148 



Table 118 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-Farm 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1" 664.273 9.247 25.293 24.889 12.331 50.816 76.208 
$10 1000.00 24.496 25.334 19.455 61.815 42.803 
$50 30.033 21.806 150.000 58.623 51.402 139.342 

$100 128.415 14.549 85.320 64.288 33.692 24.914 
$1,000 126.382 182.697 152.941 100.093 145.990 109.528 97.210 

$10,000 340.922 134.516 105.957 195.553 49.869 24.914 

Injury: Death 100000.000 579.993 1023.136 486.036 558.950 127.128 
Hospitalization 122.608 364.125 200.000 70.705 69.854 461.437 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 290.360 93.239 50.000 78.152 45.327 208.718 

Minor 41.697 36.346 51.000 91.641 20.204 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 2000.000 69.076 158.979 86.276 142.392 110.962 
Weapon 436.615 33.424 197.163 340.416 96.222 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 22.254 46.779 100.000 68.399 56.084 267.008 

Rape 616.725 332.918 505.204 621.736 166.280 595.123 672.066 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 919.137 1217.336 1159.985 778.777 ' 723.372 1806.431 1183.414 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 119 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-Service 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1" 16,596 21.979 19.999 27.990 22.387 16.982 19.275 
$10 26.415 37.056 32.883 48.715 46.158 20.484 33.158 
$50 57,147 53.305 49.664 54.273 45.553 85.924 34.113 

$100 65.452 47.940 82.718 75.863 91.155 63.381 82.756 
$1,000 113.296 121.887 128.545 146.520 127,116 133.684 94.595 

$10,000 201,526 144.713 195.902 183.834 258.696 181.811 157.845 

Injury: Death 356.848 488.633 579.486 948.917 760.817 663.627 367.868 
Hospitalization 157.173 317.738 153.441 202.937 196.633 265.675 118.775 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 114.649 116.155 146.611 164.622 213.801 238.343 107.489 

Minor 20.399 27.245 25.243 47.436 48.325 35.886 23.307 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 60.540 119.441 112.858 190.782 174.159 123.432 117.756 
Weapon 162.308 82.746 117.600 160.919 144.796 194.956 100.823 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 52.438 69.987 52.504 69.416 48.284 85.679 47.772 

Rape 358.847 537.449 605.116 830.659 553.202 441.691 212.061 

Bombing of building. 
20 deaths 772.081 1123.120 1369.313 1383.515 1149.509 1339.531 816.284 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived Irom regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Table 120 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-Occupation not available 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000-
Offense S3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 

Theft: $1' 17.022 20.230 18.579 21.577 18.707 
$10 29.071 33.568 31.614 35.299 31.041 
$50 47.684 54.900 42.614 64.578 54.100 

$100 55.133 58.415 79.755 78.042 79.889 
$1,000 110.215 124.410 131.000 149.637 155.234 

$10,000 167.803 171.595 180.100 225.323 209.551 

Injury: Death 244.195 516.627 326.376 699.180 834.639 
Hospitalization 159.313 223.656 245.665 249.279 315.345 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 121.347 120.010 154.559 188.360 211.188 

Minor 29.524 32.819 43.734 45.987 48.659 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 57.866 95.737 94.654 121.988 157.311 
Weapon 92.085 91.212 117.907 139.190 147.522 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 56.197 60.538 41.394 53.855 82.585 

Rape 199.949 359.188 378.003 741.527 690.268 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 781.978 1075.587 900.534 1295.431 1804.625 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
s6verity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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-

Not 
$25,000+ available 

13.062 18.579 
28.146 28.482 
47.218 57.424 
71.249 72.741 

139.310 124.360 
~5.135 191.833 

853.691 437.445 
350.234 206.640 

367.010 143.230 
42.709 50.887 

149.068 82.565 
237.273 141.436 

69.521 63.766 

882.077 346.303 

2198.680 1257.639 



Table 121 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-White collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 20.464 22.803 18.750 20.845 20.749 16.444 30.061 
$10 35.160 42.142 38.479 39.825 36.785 31.411 47'.495 
$50 53.654 66.990 53.416 66.764 61.926 57.636 69.433 

$100 70.461 87.595 81.177 85.351 78.263 77.504 98.230 
$1,000 141.527 175.905 162.185 168.079 153.790 152.164 159.010 

$10,000 196.143 287.710 281.698 311.358 248.283 287.394 227.212 

Injury: Death 1240.930 998.382 556.306 769.033 901.909 1643.435 675.693 
Hospitalization 301.202 272.328 287.273 352.564 378.797 332.609 323.144 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 161.090 194.379 180.378 269.442 237.455 287.786 218.425 

Minor 28.387 49.684 32.034 32.263 34.020 27.481 36.029 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 148.761 176.007 130.305 159.589 188.777 217.059 154.346 
Weapon 117.706 180.786 201.862 193.622 186.315 226.830 179.760 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 46.335 63.039 62.479 84.616 69,053 81.959 99.940 

Rape 524.473 664.004 459.356 643.589 737.653 873.637 648.666 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1723.051 1817.673 1292.274 1960.016 1811.666 2389.533 1570.737 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 122 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-Blue collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 12.882 35.563 29.376 28.054 24.831 32.137 23.496 
$10 26.830 58.177 51.254 42.357 39.761 41.382 36.098 
$50 47.308 78.976 ,0.784 79.287 72.417 96.908 78.644 

$100 80.867 81.293 86.941 81.352 89.759. 91,592 60.163 
$1,000 141.352 158.896 153.721 159.306 166.091 160.174 154.067 

$10,000 317.452 220.136 252.179 217.667 245.319 209.772 212.761 

fnjury: Death 504.366 937.936 566.248 618.295 737.087 662.416 1105.40 
Hospitalization 186.984 224.091 244.209 266.050 271.308 304.258 145.626 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 135.155 123.916 170.147 141.262 161.771 140.025 149.310 

Minor 28.818 24.061 28.959 30.972 36.280 38.407 39.182 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 76.997 141.197 146.009 149.475 157.051 145.734 161.112 
Weapon 163.262 156.627 129.590 181.360 251.070 168.824 177.365 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 52.606 89.941 75.059 87.954 90.043 78.479 72.162 

Rape 419.377 589.634 534.241 456.693 593.299 748.590 471.909 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1675.480 1449.260 1269.272 1421.569 1719.318 1625.591 1678.097 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·valuil thefts. 
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Table 123 (Geometric means, by core·item·ohense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-Farm 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theil: $1' 21.733 22.594 28.973 16.444 
$10 56.499 54.790 26.358 28.809 
$50 52.244 49.412 84.242 54.150 

$100 71.968 70.032 182.395 66.579 
$1,000 172.719 179.420 149.660 133.699 

$10,000 212.724 281.600 183.590 218.813 

Injury: Death 572.491 825.191 454.688 437.127 
Hospitalization 167.193 110.785 534.171 164.810 

Traatment, 
no hospitalization 168.188 160.173 89.185 168.096 

Minor 18.969 16.503 8.260 23.437 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 98.740 172.600 66.250 89.839 
Weapon 125.015 166.008 146.991 115.543 

Burglery 
and thell of $10 50.659 27.999 94.546 45.781 

Repe 486.739 418.698 1721.038 699.800 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1269.204 1643.988 1571.740 1286.107 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thells. 

Table 124 (Geometric means, by core·item·olfense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-Service 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Olfense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 29.309 27.040 27.040 23.388 
$10 51.432 44.772 49.725 43.425 
$50 85.207 83.333 69.783 57.604 

$100 62.649 87.679 59.099 110.958 
$1,000 151.597 170.178 136.923 157.411 

$10,000 188.839 277.547 219.143 297.856 

Injury: Death 420.197 536.477 813.499 796.363 
Hospitalization 195.380 288.519 163.058 195.975 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 128.777 163.696 143.076 220.163 

Minor 30.557 42.799 47.934 35.051 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 121.047 164.962 182.321 136.763 
Weapon 185.221 131.989 122.865 178.799 

Burglery 
and thell of $10 75.709 69.230 63.943 73.842 

Repe 375.425 523.155 513.690 456.723 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1333.455 1279.827 1211.296 1252.021 

'Value for thell of $1 Is derived from regress10n of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

18.197 15.922 23.335 
30.643 36.437 48.199 
70.099 38.673 67.814 
94.824 119.804 44.86(; 

177.898 214.756 215.805 
305.912 336.938 397.445 

604.520 1707.891 1579.32 
253.330 440.441 218.863 

250.100 129.870 302.482 
26.996 106.766 45.356 

91.212 161.910 171.943 
128.509 448.949 320.920 

49.608 38.878 82.340 

384.000 656.192 1079.957 

1375.523 1965.282 1351.533 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

28.907 22.131 32.285 
33.201 42.117 56.427 
81.414 57.037 81.885 
87.429 40.567 119.506 

153.748 151.986 223.283 
189.608 275.109 324.064 

541.875 1217.514 599.689 
264.760 220.710 242.567 

161.365 170.786 275.204 
44.859 17.613 53.431 

140.300 192.838 132.024 
145.234 113.761 235.346 

74.442 66.913 87.954 

409.097 543.703 456.658 

1126.751 1595.572 2455.034 



Table 125 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·ollense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-Occupation not available 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1" 16.520 23.878 21.478 24.604 22.699 17.783 16.482 
$10 27.880 42.457 48.293 49.568 53.719 34.496 36.200 
$50 42.749 64.294 56.160 73.713 60.858 56.650 52.171 

$100 69.004 78.896 95.498 103.685 87.305 87.714 72.663 
$1,000 147.670 156.385 180.004 184.560 177.048 171.063 153.555 

$10,000 167.005 242.756 357.176 383.987 382.692 249.192 3D9.540 

Injury: Death 515.486 526.044 1018.232 1104.319 1039.419 1077.019 730.581 
Hospitalization 198.070 188.098 249.310 243.103 245.228 332.620 204.202 

Treatment, 
no .~ospltallzatlon 92.725 143.132 197.653 297.315 244.315 277.639 156.923 

Minor 28.035 42.283 39.031 36.428 38.212 43.586 32.978 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal Ihreat 90.262 96.653 158.347 157.845 170.00d 188.316 105.300 
Weapon 96.077 118.291 153.720 207.460 171.932 178.514 166.346 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 67.410 69.777 67.532 72.298 68.091 71.365 57.028 

Rape 306.670 352.067 607.417 582.933 704.763 866.314 373.495 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1027.203 1366.027 1637.806 1738.801 1648.211 1925.734 1573.845 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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rable 126 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-White collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 23.227 21.330 27.416 22.646 
$10 36.913 35.067 48.301 40.047 
$50 62.269 72.903 78.320 67.429 

$100 91.805 79.197 98.385 78.468 
$1,000 147.714 153.632 171.819 157.174 

$10,000 225.180 256.374 309.798 256.582 

Injury: Death 666.242 783.006 643.714 888.092 
Hospllallzatlon 282.190 333.523 256.330 315.470 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 120.753 178.288 260.495 197.543 

Minor 32.905 25.604 47.420 29.828 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 144.701 104.732 143.123 163.460 
Weapon 126.827 109.846 176.866 168.426 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 72.364 81.318 85.312 73.368 

Rape 378.848 568.420 650.651 633.621 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1165.098 1459.527 1623.735 1695.367 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnllude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

~ 

Table 127 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-Blue collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 19.861 21.184 24.660 24.831 
$10 26.376 32.339 44.674 39.018 
$50 56.960 62.052 56.995 70.480 

$100 55.268 79.945 86.227 87.842 
$1,000 104.140 130.906 149.167 153.645 

$10,000 126.494 263.806 235.825 232.882 

Injury: Death 443.414 494.207 488.505 498.852 
Hospitalization 125.842 158.175 159.228 202.574 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 77.053 112.426 133.772 127.359 

Minor 16.555 21.854 28.254 26.022 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 64.507 94.358 94.906 96.863 
Weapon 104.924 99.635 176.215 137.307 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 56.214 64.330 69.542 65.978 

Rape 294.076 384.794 320.027 427.521 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 704.363 988.222 1289.806 1442.757 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

-~-------------

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ avallablo 

20.989 21.928 23.014 
38.111 38.327 37.490 
65.447 67.871 75.665 
90.921 70.397 94.714 

152.199 136.881 171.795 
274.988 225.305 281.286 

941.899 1577.265 1204.430 
310.422 367.351 383.219 

259.656 253.174 271.120 
32.963 22.122 29.486 

171.562 225.442 193.073 
183.703 209.745 237.391 

77.670 103.672 92.800 

728.290 1148.600 1083.619 

1874.468 2335.708 2258.244 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

26.303 22.909 20.893 
41.438 52.965 33.606 
65.165 33.199 42.773 
80.200 79.294 90.142 

150.809 140.104 118.203 
199.095 203.076 168.413 

761.464 1050.305 350.737 
222.090 126.105 165.508 

148.660 144.294 106.522 
23.113 16.421 26.839 

114.416 172.159 78.920 
159.333 220.602 149.189 

73.332 50.722 61.785 

516.482 645.820 283.506 

1378.495 1077.619 1366.779 



Table 126 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-Farm 

Under $3,000. $7,500· $10,000· $15,000· Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1· 9.977 16.535 27.416 17.456 6.610 16.672 14.257 
$10 26.151 26.067 52.662 25.610 20.034 35.63;} 46.943 
$50 16.076 53.103 49.139 61.922 61.143 65.546 163.361 

$100 65.407 63.166 45.335 75.925 62.205 37.144 41.234 
$1,000 99.449 96.061 140.004 150.911 154.033 191.705 201.235 

$10,000 169.239 146.076 139.065 257.316 619.715 225.791 1156.158 

Injury: Death 255.925 206.074 325.126 422.760 760.913 1608.300 2479.252 
Hospitalization 56.360 122.412 97.462 92.640 73.976 101.957 176.566 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 65.652 63.319 39.410 191.909 127.750 83.930 232.969 

Minor 36.292 13.247 96.263 77.064 13.017 25.231 35.461 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 64.991 63.456 115.566 145.226 64.612 404.650 62.697 
Weapon 107.179 61.604 500.000 134.754 432.470 117.290 113.613 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 22.252 62.262 35.029 59.267 73.454 37.353 146.406 

Rape 207.490 246.393 171.325 529.523 469105 303.234 1666.905 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 415.606 551.196 565.519 1336.009 420.926 1066.657 2922.523 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 129 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-Service 

Under $3,000· $7,500· $10,000· $15,000· Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1· 19.661 26.669 33.113 27.661 38.546 17.665 41.783 
$10 36.921 45.006 44.326 45.805 66.690 26.002 56.103 
$50 46.570 64.260 85.653 75.256 103.724 56.072 115.273 

$100 62.991 65.735 75.795 66.421 123.140 43.127 79.745 
$1,000 130.407 134.941 137.625 165.019 179.177 111.692 166.294 

$10,000 250.944 192.361 176.145 245.323 367.926 145.501 222.654 

Injury: Death ~74.479 291.566 662.255 667.756 526.304 956.575 494.457 
Hospitalization 124.242 178.043 264.597 304.021 294.947 300.560 239.457 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 160.355 103.204 122.395 164.363 266.991 111.194 159.150 

Minor 22.022 32.148 26.601 31.259 30.514 26.105 44.100 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 40.470 102.372 102.106 106.236 176.357 205.163 137.426 
Weapon 64.666 99.205 103.329 134.693 150.657 118.::;'-4 134.215 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 45.471 62.576 92.162 72.605 109.667 56.977 110.354 

Rape 476.342 300.241 711.171 523.761 436.919 466.348 497.620 

ItValue for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Table 130 (Geomelrlc means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-Occupation not available 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 18.197 23.768 21.878 26.977 
$10 29.392 40.893 41.238 49.151 
$50 41.829 67.053 80.772 68.394 

$100 58.946 76.134 93.517 78.203 
$1,000 122.781 143.361 172.399 185,269 

$10,000 135.185 238.242 378.695 244.047 

Injury: Death 223.235 502.174 809.554 865.691 
Hospitalization 100.346 168.920 168.195 225.047 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 73.091 128.438 177.541 191.522 

Minor 32.976 33.191 39.967 48.084 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 72.946 97.055 125.340 181.910 
Weapon 76.114 108.990 146.484 171.583 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 40.019 68.841 62.516 74.607 

Rape 23fl.977 320.119 451.270 652.883 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 725.384 1005.310 1376.252 1424.400 

• Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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$15,000- Nol 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

20.845 17.906 29.785 
44.658 25.561 52.756 
58.563 73.458 64.946 
70.735 81.801 102.853 

155.587 133.084 189.589 
291.842 236.762 255.430 

680.844 723.831 674.610 
229.151 393.655 262.595 

173.868 273.876 229.124 
38.181 45.719 29.581 

121.885 125.711 181.350 
125.825 179.293 13~.680 

62.775 88.095 59.155 

571.437 705.975 553.729 

1590.540 2299.139 2116.219 



Table 131 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-White collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1" 12.303 20.370 28.708 22.080 17.701 15.849 18.493 
$10 22.010 41.376 44.963 43.081 27.765 25.203 34.660 
$50 61.213 57.167 83.192 62.584 71.890 60.447 65.174 

$100 69.663 79.940 89.981 86.284 72.131 70.065 65.581 
$1,000 132.714 164.306 175.168 171.052 160.695 131.541 154.272 

$10,000 299.065 286.925 251.730 296.069 238.993 221.700 265.196 

Injury: Death 1167.064 959.864 1836.443 1549.175 1308.167 1024.284 1056.739 
Hospitalization 184.192 309.569 513.038 

'Treat ment, 
304.836 501.732 460.980 331.303 

no hospitalization 208.389 237.762 300.397 289.671 270.707 255.618 227.811 
Minor 38.264 35.156 41.a64 37.241 34.965 26.910 28.154 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 111.310 149.985 241.822 223.364 218.481 205.620 208.34C 
Weapon 187.843 147.347 170.252 215.267 212.421 205.108 242.350 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 34.694 74.047 105.128 70.530 99.553 88.548 81.308 

Rape 495.540 577.623 911.646 919.694 859.063 719.402 770.327 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1827.888 2307.574 2560.407 2507.937 2528.372 2655.104 2670.938 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression I)f perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thells. 

Table 132 (Geometric mea"s, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-Blue collar 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1" 27.040 19.143 21.777 20.701 24.378 23.281 23.988 
$10 35.047 37.665 50.787 37.423 38.978 51.859 46.988 
$50 97.287 52.870 49.551 72.236 91.216 46.904 51.486 

$100 65.853 70.949 87.034 84.764 81.789 174.486 77.675 
$1,000 133.005 138.402 178.614 172.775 172.758 162.825 152.245 

$10,000 189.603 247.805 313.664 307.189 286.694 439.862 227.117 

Injury: Death 680.650 798.477 777.121 401.183 748.821 960.574 1626.631 
Hospitalization 339.975 204.464 205.548 310.815 373.146 206.623 276.142 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 105.858 156.991 240.806 206.837 183.472 317.716 163.848 

Minor 15.253 23.158 25.586 30.078 36.371 23.780 26.966 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 60.470 129.561 172.135 204.741 160.826 214.799 257.653 
Weapon 46.308 101.984 188.973 176.154 237.193 335.346 158.012 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 64.521 64.945 46.129 79.847 114.510 60.862 46.776 

Rape 614.488 595.771 676.932 843.759 531.291 615.880 995.366 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1690.613 1418.273 2372.642 1913.024 1728.662 2090.156 1869.880 

"Value for thelt of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estima'.qs of dollar-value thefts, 
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Regional and demographic differences 
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Table 133 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-Farm 

Under $3,~:;:'- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theil: $1· 13.283 12.794 58.210 26.669 
$10 12.048 15.681 149.391 24.173 
$50 67.408 65.427 63.490 78.541 

5100 142.183 52.933 140.445 54.538 
$1,000 154.613 loo.!106 196.508 114.361 

$10,000 174.603 152.067 93.852 61.646 

Injury: Death 469.510 514.516 662.295 330.656 
Hospitalization 245.803 155.077 728.101 111.601 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 302.814 62.258 93.265 39.080 

Minor 35.573 19.918 69.449 18.775 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 36.739 125.044 116.935 107.514 
Weapon 136.815 64.414 964.739 139.062 

Burgl.ry 
and theft of $10 45.085 67.775 4.708 83.655 

R • .,. 161.858 417.156 6781.860 279.498 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2171.277 155.185 2554.096 418.294 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 134 (Geometric me:;ns, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-Service 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theil: $1· 24.099 21.777 26.546 30.690 
$10 43.866 39.266 43.873 46.147 
$50 50.814 84.794 69.489 73.927 

5100 60.938 71.039 59.889 104.974 
51,000 143.052 166.432 150.766 160.487 

$10,000 170.793 308.415 185.630 231.575 

Injury: Death 2427.523 614.189 848.321 998.793 
Hospitalization 180.776 243.725 180.535 230.260 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 162.999 188.299 192.529 251.711 

Minor 24.576 37.619 30.445 26.871 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 116.770 163.144 H4.611 156.482 
Weapon 101.666 169.692 170.275 238.890 

Burgl.ry 
and theft of $10 48.778 60.396 56.686 45.028 

R • .,. 914.483 380.877 423.213 654.882 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2367.270 1236.840 1390.467 1404.865 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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$15,000-
24,999 $25,000+ 

21.086 17.906 
40.112 19.462 

118.158 59.679 
96.620 32.341 

179.587 213.665 
505.240 63.212 

684.702 4567.700 
376.661 356.144 

333.755 
10.386 11.987 

156.507 981.199 
216.532 59.146 

119.454 46.574 

438.165 3211.164 

2685.711 2754.876 

$15,000-
24,999 $25,000+ 

23.068 24.660 
39.432 36.002 
48.080 48.178 
92.737 106.524 

173.536 153.998 
194.676 166.751 

818.967 1435.427 
286.122 214.704 

149.997 310.866 
31.471 134.909 

180.340 187.850 
220.473 229.116 

58.559 43.734 

500.970 331.249 

157'3.449 2216.709 

Not 
available 

75.162 
83.281 

100.000 
44.284 

153.718 
71.569 

10659.116 
500.000 

70.000 
7.226 

700.318 
34.559 

300.000 

682.419 

2946.090 

Not 
available 

11.143 
23.022 
37.168 
43.592 

112.946 
182.476 

2173.379 
113.940 

81.445 
25.221 

122.358 
111.132 

65.262 

220.030 

1119.575 

Figure 49 
(Dollar value 01 thell vs. perceived severlly) 
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Table 135 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-Occupation not available 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1· 12.445 22.909 22.962 24.547 13.304 24.260 19.999 
$10 27.002 43.506 46.325 37.361 31.585 45.660 37.303 
$50 36.368 65.558 71.061 85.271 53.768 52.944 57.563 

$100 50.490 76.148 94.006 78.076 77.419 84.340 98.337 
$1,000 117.243 163.256 177.340 166.430 182.200 161.009 189.688 

$10,000 200.540 270.733 363.~!06 242.288 402.223 228.547 287.853 

Injury: Death 375.816 859.701 1623.338 1082.912 1254.714 111:1.202 1832.374 
HospitaliZation 169.595 248.407 292.641 323.172 357.963 508.053 376.543 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 105.598 237.748 229.851 225.868 330.440 349.638 171.956 

Minor 18.851 40.309 33.676 66.776 36.080 38.318 51.870 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 71.387 133.445 241.953 142.602 167.783 188.499 174.992 
Weapon 99.109 143.451 123.634 186.244 213.197 195.190 265.540 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 59.559 57.518 75.664 110.475 62.550 58.004 69.384 

Rape 278.747 565.485 592.325 580.632 641.335 1119.929 587.391 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1321.498 1832.311 2175.667 1885.875 2180.417 2428.489 2892.643 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 136 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity by occupation and Income: 
Northeaat Census region 
(Y = BX~ 

Corre· Constant Slope 
Northeast latlon (a) lOa (b) 

White collar 

Under $3,000 .990 1.203 15.959 .318 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.303 20.091 .263 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.205 16.032 .302 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.346 22.182 .274 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.305 20.184 .274 
25,000+ .990 1.242 17.458 .275 
Not available .987 1.384 23.121 .236 

Blue collar 

Under $3,000 .958 1.232 17.161 .256 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.208 16.145 .274 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.382 24.099 .229 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.312 20.512 .288 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.351 22.439 .241 
25,000+ .971 1.319 20.845 .240 
Not available .990 1.197 15.740 .290 

Farm 

Under $3,000 .990 2.823 885.273 
3,000- 7,499 .900 .966 9.247 .410 
7,500-9,999 .398 1.403 25.293 .191 
10,000-14,999 .842 1.396 24.889 .184 
15,000-24,999 .964 1.091 12.331 .326 
25,000+ .140 1.706 SO.816 .023 
Not available .990 1.882 76.208 

Service 

Under $3,000 .990 1.220 16.500 .278 
3,000 .. 7,~99 ~se2 1.a~2 21.979 .215 
7,500-9,999 .978 1.301 19.999 .259 
10,000-14,999 .974 1.447 27.990 .214 
15,000-24,999 .962 1.350 22.387 .260 
25,000+ .900 1.230 16.982 .260 
Not available .925 1.285 19.275 .233 

Not available 

Under $3,000 .995 1.231 17.022 .256 
3,000-7,499 .989 1.306 20.230 .242 
7,500-9,999 .965 1.269 18.579 .262 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.334 21.577 .266 
15,000-24,999 .978 1.272 18.707 .260 
:15,000+ .998 1.116 13.062 .344 
Not available .981 1.269 18.579 .266 
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Table 137 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dolltlr value of theft vs. perceived 
severity by occupation and Income: 
North Central Census region 
(Y = 8X~ 

Corre· Constant 
North Central lallon (a) lOa 

White collar 
Under $3,000 .989 1.311 21.464 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.358 22.803 
7,SOO-9,999 .990 1.273 18.750 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.319 20.845 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.317 20.749 
25,000+ .990 1.216 16.444 
Not available .987 1.478 30.061 

Blue collar 

Under $3,000 .990 1.110 12.882 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.551 35.563 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.468 29.376 
10,000-14,999 .982 1.448 28.054 
15,000-24,999 .987 1.395 24.831 
25,000+ .949 1.507 32.137 
Not available .961 1.371 23.496 

Farm 

Under $3,000 .946 1.443 27.733 
3,000-7,499 .958 1.354 22.594 
7,SOO-9,999 .769 1.462 28.973 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.216 16.444 
15,000-24,999 .983 1.260 18.197 
25,000+ .941 1.202 15.922 
Not available .990 1.368 23.335 

Service 

Under $3,000 .966 1.467 29.309 
:l,con-7AGS .900 1.432 27.U40 
7,500-9,999 .973 1.432 27.040 
10,000-14,999 .976 1.369 23.388 
15,000-24,999 .956 1.461 28.907 
25,000+ .990 1.345 22.131 
Not available .988 1.509 32.285 

Not available 

Under $3,000 .960 1.218 16.520 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.378 23.878 
7,500-9,999 .987 1.332 21.478 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.391 24.604 
15,000-24,999 .987 1.356 22.699 
25,000+ .990 1.250 17.783 
Not available .990 1.217 16.482 

Table 136 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by occupation and Income: 
South Census region 

(Y = aXb) 

Slope Carre· Constant Slope 
(b) South lallon (a) lOB (b) 

White collar 
.257 Under $3,000 .983 1.366 23.227 .258 .282 

3,000-7,499 .989 1.329 21.330 .278 .301 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.438 27.416 .266 .297 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.355 22.646 .270 .278 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.322 20.989 .286 .317 
25,000+ .990 1.341 21.928 .258 .229 
Not available .987 1.362 23.014 .282 

Blue collar 
.351 

Under $3,000 .954 1.298 19.861 .218 .202 
3,000-7,499 .983 1.326 21.184 .256 .235 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.392 24.660 .250 .234 
10,000-14,999 .989 1.395 24.831 .253 .261 
15,000-24,999 .987 1.420 26.303 .232 .213 
25,000+ .888 1.360 22.909 .239 .250 Not available .944 1.320 20.893 .240 

Farm 
.229 Under $3,000 .907 .999 9.977 .322 .274 

3,000-7,499 .974 1.268 18.535 .236 .234 
7,500-9,999 .870 1.438 27.416 .185 .291 
10,000-14,999 .958 1.242 17.458 .306 .320 
15,000-24,999 .973 .935 8.610 .454 .348 
25,000+ .909 1.222 16.672 .296 .313 Not available .869 1.169 14.757 .431 

Service 
.209 

Under $3,000 .MS 1.29a 19.681 .275 .259 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.426 26.669 .219 .225 
7,500-9,999 .962 1.520 33.113 .192 .279 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.445 27.861 .244 .222 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.586 38.548 .243 .276 
25,000+ .955 1.252 17.865 .239 .261 
Not available .935 1.621 41.783 .187 

Not available 
.275 

Under $3,000 .964 1.260 18.197 .237 .258 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.376 23.768 .254 .304 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.340 21.878 .308 .297 
10,000-14,999 .984 1.431 26.977 .250 .300 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.319 20.845 .284 .316 
25,000+ .960 1.253 17.906 .292 .319 
Not available .978 1.474 29.785 .244 



• 

Tlible 139 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity by occupation and ~;'Icome: 
West Census region 

(Y'aXb) 

Corre· Constant Slope 
West lallon (a) lOa (b) 

White collar 

Under $3,000 .984 1.090 12.303 .352 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.309 20.370 .291 
7,500-9,999 .988 1.458 28.708 .246 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.344 22.080 .286 
15,000-24,999 .972 1.248 17.701 .299 
25,000+ .980 1.200 15.849 .299 
Not available .990 1.267 18.493 .295 

Blue collar 

Under $3,000 .919 1.432 27.040 .222 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.282 19.143 .280 
7,500-9,999 .972 1.338 21.777 .290 
10,000-14,999 .990 1.316 20.701 .300 
15,000-24,999 .979 1.387 24.378 .276 
25,000+ .901 1.367 23.281 .312 
Not available .980 1.380 23.988 .249 

Farm 

Under $3,000 .803 1.122 13.243 .333 
3,000-7,499 .909 1.107 12.794 .289 
7,500-9,999 .192 1.765 58.210 .076 
10,000-14,999 .723 1.426 26.669 .159 
15,000-24,999 .968 1.324 21.086 .346 
25,000+ .627 1.253 17.906 .208 
Not available .117 1.876 75.162 .020 

Service 

Under $3,000 .967 1.382 24.099 .223 
3,000-7,499 .984 1.338 21.777 .290 
7,500-9,999 .966 1.424 26.546 .221 
10,000-14,999 .982 1.487 30.690 .230 
15,000-24,999 .944 1.363 23.068 .253 
25,000+ .907 1.392 24.660 .232 
Not available .990 1.047 11.143 .312 

Not Available 

Under $3,000 .990 1.095 12.445 .307 
3,000-7,499 .990 1.360 22.909 .272 
7,500-9,999 .990 1.361 22.962 .299 
10,000-14,999 .973 1.390 24.547 .261 
15,000-24,999 .990 1.124 13.304 .373 
25,000+ .979 1.385 24.266 .252 
Not available .982 1.301 19.999 .304 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Race and Jamily income 

When geometric means are examined 
across income categories for the race 
groups (tables 140 to 142) the judgment 
of injury-offense seriousness is linear for 
whites but not for nonwhites. Among 
whites, as income increases there is a con
sequent increase in the perceived severity 
of injury offenses. For example, the mean 
for a single death by injury for whites with 
incomes over $25,000 is 204 times higher 
than the score for those with incomes less 
than $3,000 (1214 vs. 498). Similar ratlos 
are obtained for other serious injury of
fenses. Among nonwhites, the pattern is 
less consistent and depends on particular 
offenses. For instance, in the example 
used above, the nonwhite ratio between 
highest to lowest income category is only 
lA, but for rape the ratio is 3.1 com
pared to 2.1 among whites. 

The race-income data also indicate that 
the race effect observed with the 
univariate data-nonwhites exhibit lower 
magnitude values-holds regardless of in
come group. Thus, whites display higher 
geometric means than nonwhites for all 
serious injury offenses (hospitalization, 
rape, single killing, and bombing) at 
every level of income except at the 
highest for the rape offense where blacks 
have a higher value (877 vs. 805). 

Despite these differences in the absolute 
magnitudes assigned for injury offenses, 
the computed regression coefficients for 
theft offenses support the hypothesized 
power function for whites and blacks 
(table 143). The betas (slopes) for white 
income groups approximate one another 
(all in the .27 and .28 range). In contrast, 
more variation can be observed between 
black income groups with their slopes 
averaging about .19. The white correla
tion coefficients indicate a near-perfect 
relationship across income categories; all 
values are near unity. Yet, for blacks the 
correlation coefficient drops to .97 in five 
of the seven income groups, indicating a 
slightly weaker fit. 

Although there is support on the national 
level for the perceived severity of crime 
conforming to the hypothesized power 
function for whites and blacks, it does 
not appear to hold for "other" 
respondents (table 143). First, there is a 
significant degree of variation in the com
puted slopes by income categories (the 
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Table 140 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

National: Income-White 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 16.444 22.209 23.014 22.962 21.184 18.323 22.029 
$10 29.482 39.343 43.198 40.034 37.187 32.241 38.694 
$50 49.012 64.436 64.365 69.060 65.123 58.138 62.897 

$100 66.984 75.497 84.387 85.136 80.484 74.282 79.857 
$1,000 133.428 154.935 163.080 161.845 157.726 142.952 156.809 

$10,000 208.172 247.382 279,514 268.905 257.699 239.045 244.656 

Injury: Death 498.183 686.297 768.906 826.336 958.474 1214.485 872.934 
Hospitalization 185.620 235.492 248.901 282.219 321.439 334.872 273.466 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 133.770 156.055 190.382 208.634 216.064 247.586 .188.215 

Minor 26.239 32.200 34.082 33.661 33.905 27.485 33.451 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 85.600 124.933 152.677 155.611 172.419 194.939 159.537 
Weapon 106.893 131.084 155.418 182.368 190.696 209.694 181.763 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 4.919 65.052 61.856 72.950 73.535 73.687 69.015 

Rape 379.575 509.069 550.623 642.476 677.487 804.951 618.992 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1200.774 1466.434 1577.974 1715.450 1817.378 2256.595 1899.881 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar.value thefts. 

values range from. 7 to .35). Second, a 
few income categories depart from the ex
pected distribution of scores based on 
their metric order. This is reflected in the 
correlation coefficient of .81 and the 
geometric mean ratios of less than 1 for 
20 deaths by bombing to a single death 
by injury. 

In each of the four census regions, the 
observed differences between white and 
black subjects remain constant (tables 144 
to 151). Again, the difference is most 
pronounced for offenses at the upper end 
of the injury scale. In the Northeast, for 
instance, the mean value listed for 20 
deaths resulting from a bombing is two 
times greater for whites earning less than 
$3,000 than for blacks in the same in
come group. The computed severity ratios 
further reflect this difference by race in 
the perceived severity of a bombing; the 
ratio is 64 for whites compared to 23 for 
blacks. 

The other three census regions provide 
similar results in that racial differences in 
the perception of an injury offense re
main constant across income categories. 
But, due to small sample size, some 
anomalies do appear in the computed 
ratios for blacks in the following income 
groups and regions: under $3,000, 

$7,500-$9,999, and $15,000-$24,999 in 
the West and $7,500-$9,999 in the North 
Central region. 

For dollar values of theft, differences in 
perceived severity are indicated by their 
corresponding regression and correlation 
coefficients (table 152). The coefficients 
across income categories for whites show 
a near-perfect relationship in that all 
values are in the .99 range. But this is not 
the case for blacks, with their coefficients 
dropping in some regions to the point of 
providing an unacceptable fit. The lack 
of agreement may be attributed to some 
of the anomalies that we discussed earlier. 
The greatest variability appears for blacks 
in the West whose computed slopes range 
from a low of .02 to a high of .27. 
Similarly, the corresponding correlation 
coefficients, .68 and .12, lead us to reject 
the hypothesized power function for 
blacks within certain income categories 
and census regions. 

The breakdown in the scale for blacks by 
income within census region is further il
lustrated with the geometric mean ratios 
for a single to 20 deaths. Blacks in the 
West earning less than $3,000 and be
tween $7,500 and $9,999 assign higher 
numbers to a single death by injury than 



Table 141 (Geometric means, by core-item-ollense stimUli) Table 143 (Regression constants and slopes) 

National: Income-Black Dollar value of theft vs, perceived 
severity. by race and family Income: 

Under 53,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not Total United States 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

(Y = ax~ 
Theil: $1' 26.303 24.660 31.550 31.117 26.915 39.084 26.303 

S10 40.521 37.283 42.546 47.364 36.698 56.634 35.783 Con· 
$50 49.764 54.741 59.333 60.157 68.499 79.833 56.305 Corre· stant Slope 

S100 61.561 67.579 70.588 84.713 64.714 97.874 80.028 Total U.S. latlon (a) lOa (b) 
$1,000 118.479 106.934 110.595 142.300 130.916 131.984 111.336 

$10,000 129.675 153.882 127.176 169.995 175.690 206.569 145.492 White 

Injury: Death 422.726 355.820 489.043 543.826 361.265 584.724 333.834 Under $3,000 .992 1.216 16.444 .286 

Hospitalization 108.809 137.401 128.601 208.447 211.363 336.244 155.333 3,000-7,499 .997 1.343 22.029 .269 

Treatment, 7,500-9,999 .998 1.362 23.014 .275 

no hospitalization 73.741 104.560 124.1!.'3 144.406 201.721 259.305 135.627 10,000-14,999 .996 1.361 22.962 .274 

Minor 25.494 30.112 31.581 35.216 30.432 54.408 27.085 15,000-24,999 .995 1.326 21.184 .279 
25,000+ .994 1.26~j 18.323 .287 

Robbery $10 with: Not available .995 1.343 22.029 .270 

Physical or Black 
verbal threat 87.408 80.696 88.351 125.140 104.007 136.411 69.736 

Weapon 66.249 93.094 128.692 113.480 122.358 171.531 97.669 Under $3,000 .967 1.420 26.303 .186 
3,000-7,499 .995 1.392 24.660 .205 

Burglary 7,500-9,999 .977 1.499 31.550 .162 
and theft of $10 49.498 57.188 44.387 64.607 79.265 74.651 62.902 10,000-14,999 .974 1.493 31.117 .197 

15,000-24,999 .970 1.430 26.915 .217 
Rape 281.802 237.904 406.645 369.937 311.462 877.064 297.373 25,000+ .995 1.592 39.064 .181 

Not available .967 1.420 26.303 .198 
Bombing of building, Other 

20 deaths 622.380 710.386 872.706 1168.417 1003.074 1164.869 859.797 
Under $3,000 .809 1.143 13.900 .244 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 3,000-7,499 .819 1.312 20.512 .213 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 7,500-9,999 .937 1.004 10.092 .350 

10,000-14,999 .963 1.368 23.335 .174 
15,000-24,999 .902 1.108 12.823 .296 
25.000+ .970 1.240 17.378 .234 

Table 142 (Geometric means, by core·l\em-offense stimuli) Not available .964 1.191 15.524 .248 

National: Income-Other 
to an incident resulting in 20 deaths from 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not a bombing. 
Offense $3,000 7.~99 9,999 14,999 24,999 525,000+ available 

We conclude with the following summary 
Theil: $1' 13.900 20.512 10.092 23.335 12.823 17.378 15.524 statements: $10 12.829 26.856 14.333 39.501 15.044 24.556 32.098 

550 55.527 90.515 48.329 39.851 15.047 24.558 32.0911 (1) White and high-income subjects $100 71.916 35.952 71.848 47.440 62.491 53.968 55.79l1 
$1,000 68.794 89.502 137.283 90.049 108.866 100.315 83.523 assign larger numerical values to serious 

$10,000 106.755 143.816 187.968 112.173 153.675 130.401 160.463 injury offenses. 
Injury: .Death 401.501 264.128 290.972 398.091 1018.454 1016.880 125.978 (2) For the total national sample, there 

Hospitalization 93.897 204.496 10,482 154.248 370.025 368.450 108.459 is proportionality across income 
Treatment. 

no hospitalization 85.436 64.298 75.607 93.824 167.537 130.027 164.998 categories for both white and black sub-
Minor 15.712 28.456 32.641 42.889 42.410 58.653 5.777 jects. Only for "other" subjects is there a 

Robbery $10 with: lack of stability in perceived severity 
Physical or scores. 

verbal threat 28.907 82.469 46.096 66.382 193.135 203.327 68.890 (3) For black respondents by income Weapon 82.8,80 75.271 117.774 81.635 73.421 59.749 40.279 

Burglary 
category, the data do not support the 

and theft of S10 51.629 88.855 83.697 24.923 67.623 67.814 79.496 hypothesized power function for some of 
the census regions. For whites, however, 

Rape 89.801 180.361 33.090 239.667 555.680 1176.869 125.761 the data support the use of severity ratios 
Bombing of building, by race and income within each census 

20 deaths 399.424 465.106 809.143 390.604 1130.296 1077.880 542.641 region. 
'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Table 144 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimUli) 

Northeast region: Income-White 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 16.144 20.559 19.815 22.490 
S;O 29.436 37.018 36.413 38.082 
$50 54.178 53.757 52.911 64.169 

S100 61.672 64.380 75.535 82.324 
$1,000 127.486 138.900 146.569 146.934 

$10,000 224.889 198.953 227.296 241.046 

Injury: Death 334.362 670.431 672.183 758.281 
Hospitalization 192.547 255.649 234.444 273.729 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 156.057 136.388 183.041 202.672 

Minor 24.317 36.656 34.988 38.982 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 70.291 122.175 143.975 151.516 
Weapon 129.980 122.031 128.693 173.652 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 51.998 63.627 53.068 67.612 

Rape 388.339 479.672 452.982 646.965 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1025.625 1372.286 1374.138 1527.098 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar,vlllue thefts. 

Table 145 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Income-Black 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Theft: $1' 20.045 14.158 15.240 19.634 
$10 38.120 20.606 23.862 30.402 
$50 28.170 37.933 30.416 39.433 

$100 53.813 42.875 45.422 76.512 
$1,000 92.137 72.716 71.611 124.121 

$10,000 112.880 103.584 94.889 138.0&4 

Injury: Death 269.123 264.822 399.464 742.509 
Hospitalization 98.672 136.063 72.132 207.370 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 127.749 ~16.636 99.561 225.431 

Minor 17.020 24.500 26.362 29.260 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 75.311 69.242 63.511 127.710 
Weapon 37.611 85.656 107.565 79.496 

Burgtary 
dnd theft of $10 15.437 36.169 26.606 60.025 

Rape 166.625 242.716 296.900 623.576 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 466.635 6e9.414 739.606 1302.536 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available f 

20.941 17.100 20.606 
36.455 30.019 35.009 
69.994 51.581 57.629 
73.087 63.697 68.297 

144.820 128.962 135.634 
224.489 201.696 202.560 

994.357 1013.471 704.522 
295.918 301.051 252.698 

199.729 234.987 168.456 
35.667 28.818 31.972 

175.471 171.915 155.521 
162.516 201.316 143.828 

67.643 72.267 68.790 

672.012 701.999 509.108 

1631.500 2069.776 1521.269 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ a'lallable 

18.072 28.445 14.723 
29.974 48.663 18.425 
42.035 86.532 34.556 
58.888 74.208 77.695 
93.432 142.859 67.240 

148.506 271.838 112.623 

558.800 850.467 135.236 
201.031 336.236 106.291 

202.167 349.402 116.697 
27.765 77.911 27.470 

104.172 105.401 37.633 
114.149 197.367 73.157 

50.063 52.547 37.292 

296.110 2300.324 234.966 

1076.664 1266.461 461.547 



Table 146 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-White 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,99 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 17.100 23.227 22.542 23.014 22.646 18.030 23.121 
$10 32.210 42.892 42.880 40.448 39.621 33.522 42.547 
$50 46.296 67.910 63.345 71.497 66.542 59.847 65.691 

$100 68.939 77.811 84.428 88.075 83.394 83.081 83.060 
$1,000 145.693 167.856 160.837 165.901 162.621 160.190 166.588 

$10,000 210.081 268.995 284.008 286,372 258.712 285.244 271.235 

Injury: Death 627.887 740.124 685.549 758.147 870.406 1345.532 827.575 
Hospitalization 212.274 219.289 267.772 298.520 319.151 321.095 235.436 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 133.077 153.873 172.023 217.550 203.414 238.371 195.328 

Minor 23.727 36.129 32.024 31.593 35,008 30.394 38.879 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 106.221 133.474 139.991 151.855 171.805 202.191 140.074 
Weapon 113.082 140.489 153.810 191.991 199.407 210.637 191.970 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 54.155 67.071 67.549 81.285 75.129 77.225 94.899 

Rape 417.259 520.205 562.588 573.909 682.595 831.315 557.716 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1436.721 1584.005 1402.946 1706.826 1728.244 2200.812 1702.114 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thefts. 

Table 147 (Geometric means, by core-item·offense stimuli) 

North Central region: Income-Black 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

Theft: $1' 33.113 52.723 38.371 38.282 24.946 43.853 36.392 
$10 45.281 69.127 74.818 73.810 41.901 51..477 45.670 
$50 73.857 84.448 51.881 53.661 62.529 106.567 82.791 

$100 81.382 121.054 90.558 97.010 106.579 111.403 80.207 
$1,000 157.827 145.021 149.508 154.384 146.226 146.513 154.682 

$10,000 162.997 185.296 203.736 215.771 264.016 205.733 150.841 

Injury: Death 396.773 564.490 686.528 622.914 299.958 520.847 564,208 
Hospitalization 190.213 226.574 137.631 199.056 181.134 535.097 184.204 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 82.476 145.853· 195.903 159.172 265.896 304.666 166.129 

Minor 63.050 45.671 37.336 45.048 42.699 56.190 25.334 

Robbery S10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 86.269 129.993 191.924 38.650 127.678 112.777 156.288 
Weapon 220.111 161.343 148.409 129.634 165.032 156.883 110.552 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 92.525 87.727 45.184 75.077 67.238 105.926 111.714 

Rape 2BB.120 337.448 545.730 335.657 242.922 860.423 323.507 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 942.530 984.993 983.525 1008.080 775.582 1214.748 1263.983 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression 01 perceived 
severity magnitude estimates 01 dollar-value thefts. 
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Table 148 (Geom;)trlc means, by core·llem-oflense sllmull) 

South region: Income-WhHe 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense 53,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 

Thall: $1' 16.482 22.284 25.351 23.714 
$10 27.583 36.680 48.763 41.192 
$50 47.268 70.980 69.259 70.298 

$100 72.223 80.987 89.453 83,156 
$1,000 129.956 151.959 171.964 164.270 

$10,000 191.201 249.484 306.067 262.964 

Injury: Death 420.279 571.682 734.735 726.396 
Hospltallzallon 149.213 227.738 208.034 261.010 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 119.806 147.172 181.052 176.973 

Minor 30.268 25.929 36.822 31.803 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 82.995 109.819 149.084 136.893 
Weapon 93.832 115.763 169.609 166.779 

Burliliry 
and theft of $10 46.4C15 75.164 74.179 72.719 

Rape 309.218 504.246 540.878 593.792 

Bomblnll of building, 
:<!o deaths 934.262 1255.442 1572.138 1627.143 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of j}ercelved 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 149 (Geometric means. by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

South region: Income-BI.ck 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000-
Offense $3,000 7.499 9,999 14,999 

Thall: $1' 24.831 23.014 32.734 33.651 
$10 39.248 36.646 36.123 44.333 
$50 46.107 52.016 82.474 69.071 

$100 57.653 63.274 78.567 78.079 
$1,000 111.721 107.332 107.963 136.958 

$10,000 124.340 156.687 135.871 142.302 

Injury: Death 383.522 304.402 334.158 443.472 
Hospllallzatlon 94.892 113.262 163.081 202.418 

Trealment, 
no hospitalization 57.491 85.621 114.835 110.828 

Minor 23.377 27.995 29.611 25.465 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 86.026 68.535 52.931 116.291 
Weapon 76.075 75.266 119.623 98.535 

Burliliry 
and theft of $10 47.665 52.443 77.198 60.529 

Ripe 280.488 178.404 344.135 301.953 

Bomblnll of building, 
20 deaths 548.216 603.862 737.171 1038:172 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived fror.: iegresslon of perceived • 
severity magnitude estimates of dOllar·value thefts. 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

22.182 19.770 24.378 
39.589 33.242 40.524 
65.027 63.570 69.243 
87.627 69.857 94.131 

156.708 135.208 167.179 
274.360 227.064 259.382 

947.277 1345.984 853.487 
280.161 323.381 306.349 

222.775 233.550 206.335 
30.503 23.461 30.218 

157.379 197.767 155.286 
178.926 202.219 189.824 

74.714 90.665 77.982 

668.063 946.337 746.639 

1813.476 2123.390 2163.466 

$15,000- Not 
24,999 $25,000+ available 

32.810 76.121 28.576 
41.462 102.281 44.103 
81.941 87.177 56.694 
85.035 110.091 82.125 

131.639 166.115 127.461 
169.465 176.561 169.760 

301.542 878.395 300.640 
180.192 206.011 167.245 

185.028 244.795 144.715 
26.715 36.229 27.237 

83.415 284.089 90.898 
94.300 181.951 110.387 

101.957 95.549 69.931 

278.608 884.529 283.580 

765;969 1437.024 927.603· 



Table 150 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-White 
.-------

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available ---.. ---~----~-~-~-----. 

Theft: $1' 15,776 21.677 24.044 22.387 18.408 18.365 18.836 
$10 29,764 42.354 43.571 40.194 32.233 31.702 36.479 
$50 51.551 61.897 73.165 70.121 69.640 57.681 57.743 

$100 59.711 76.780 86.810 67.657 76.751 82.965 73.610 
$1,000 129.745 161.713 172.486 172.648 168.523 148.190 165.294 

$10,000 222.529 275.742 295.226 290.528 279.638 247.061 263.443 

tnJury: Death 808.210 872.429 1134.081 1304.322 1068.443 1117.028 1491.980 
Hospitalization 242.588 250.830 330.251 305.160 426.912 422.415 327.644 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 142.030 202.089 250.488 268.642 250.297 297.576 183.114 

Minor 24.083 34.683 31.637 33.448 34.715 28.339 34.409 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verballhreat 82.630 146.113 191.569 205.584 189.578 210.211 218.775 
Weapon 100.645 157.808 173.195 204.675 235.028 232.547 234.797 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 45.753 62.073 76.246 77.317 92.975 74.267 69.448 

Rape 528.038 535.874 689.323 879.070 689.379 735.811 730.246 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1938.003 1830.493 2233.550 2196.312 2231.419 2824.290 2507.385 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 151 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

West region: Income-Black 

Under $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- $15,000- Not 
Offense $3,000 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 $25,000+ available 

---~--

Theft: $1' 55.590 19.409 90.157 42.954 30.974 19.953 40.272 
$10 54.678 33.440 135.131 66.274 26.990 27.494 51.504 
$50 160.280 62.860 64.122 103.147 109,073 48.009 91,125 

$100 79.340 69.918 69.256 109.327 100.413 88.415 76.450 
$1,000 202.342 120.870 205.422 182.428 187.393 60.886 128.976 

$10,000 151.298 238.654 88.895 283.593 136.636 170.513 161.428 

Injury: Death 9~41.813 679.955 2925.198 588.383 681.200 256.915 1738.034 
Hospitalization 175.699 187.313 132.961 273.283 633.983 229.558 200.088 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 170.046 245.096 166.490 143.049 170.823 108.011 107.762 

Minor 12.371 26.226 40.149 86.136 31.753 47.073 28.345 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or 

verbal threat 182.137 110.487 675.378 140.042 154.245 76.923 108.144 
Weapon 139.377 90.334 174.237 255.484 204.492 153.406 116.875 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 145.134 58.067 53.417 84.862 152.029 111.175 76.028 

Rape 745.080 816.852 1334.625 268.706 728.075 388.485 534.941 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1749.404 111.618 2551.438 2103.213 2557.769 620.514 1794.796 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. ., I 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 152 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity, by race and family Income: 
United States, by Census regions 
(Y=BX~ 

Con· Con· 
Corre· stant Slope Corre· stant 

Region lalion (8) 108 (b) Region lation (8) 

Nc:thel.t South 

White White 

Under $3,000 ,999 1.206 16.144 .292 Under S3,000 .962 1.217 
3,000-7,499 .992 1.313 20.559 .255 3,000-7,499 .992 1.346 
7,500-9,999 .992 1.297 19,615 .274 7,500-9,999 .999 1.404 
10,000-14,999 .995 1.352 22.490 .265 10,000-14,999 .996 1.375 
15,000-24,999 .995 1.321 20.941 .266 15,000-24,999 .996 1.346 
25,000+ .994 1.233 17.100 .276 25,000+ .994 1.296 
Not available .994 1.314 20.606 .257 Not available .990 1.367 

Black Black 

Under $3,000 .699 1.302 20.045 .194 Under $3,000 .967 1.395 
3,000-7,499 .964 1.151 14.156 .226 3,000-7,499 .997 1.362 
7,500-9,999 .979 1.163 15.240 .206 7,1\00-9,999 .905 1.515 
10,000-14.999 .935 1.293 19.634 .234 10,000-14,999 .955 1.527 
15,000-24,999 .994 1.257 16.072 .233 15,000-24,999 .956 1.516 
25,000+ .964 1.454 26.445 .241 25,000+ .694 1.652 
Not available .679 1.166 14.723 .234 Not available .962 1.456 

North Centrat West 

White ~ 
Under $3,000 .967 1.233 17.100 .265 Under $3.000 .997 1.196 
3,000-7,499 .996 1.366 23.227 .272 3,000-7,499 .996 1.336 
7,500-9,999 .996 1.353 22.542 .276 7,500-9,999 .996 1.361 
10,000-14,999 .997 1.362 23.014 .260 10,000-14,999 .996 1.350 
15,000-24,999 .995 1.355 22.646 .273 15,000-24,999 .990 1.265 
25,000+ .995 1.256 16.030 .306 25,000+ .969 1.264 
Not available .997 1.364 23.121 .273 Not available .995 1.275 

Black Black' 

Under $3,000 .954 1.520 33.113 .192 Under $3,000 .677 1.745 
3,000-7,499 .964 1.722 52.723 .142 3.000-7,499 .995 1.266 
7,500-9,999 .693 1.564 36.371 .160 7,500-9,999 .125 1.955 
10,000-14,999 .907 1.563 36.262 .167 10,000-14,999 .997 1.633 
15,000-24,999 .960 1.397 24.946 .260 15,000-24,999 .755 1.491 
25,000+ .944 1.642 43.653 .176 25,000+ .8?4 1.300 
Not available .926 1.561 36.392 .175 Not available .9:;5 1.605 
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loB 
Slope 

(b) 

16.462 .261 
22.264 .270 
25.351 .272 
23.714 .269 
22.162 .276 
19.770 .272 
24.376 .267 

24.631 .167 
23.014 .214 
32.734 .166 
33.651 .174 
32.610 .191 
71.121 .103 
26.576 .202 

15.776 .293 
21.677 .260 
24.044 .277 
22.367 .286 
16.406 .306 
16.365 .293 
16.636 .295 

55.590 .137 
19.409 .272 
90.157 .022 
42.954 .207 
30.974 .207 
19.953 .221 
40.272 .156 

'"' " 

~ . ; 



Victimization and race 

In the univariate analysis, we noted that 
whites produced higher perceived severity 
scores than nonwhites and that victims 
had higher scores than non victims for 
serious offenses against the person. In the 
discussion that follows, we report the 
multivariate analysis of race and vic
timization to learn if the main effects are 
additive or interactIve. 

The geometric means for the core-item
offens« ~timuli are in tables 153 to 163 
for the Nation and the four census 
regions. At the national level, the data 
for the serious injury offenses reveal 
substantial differences in geometric 
means. For death from a stabbing, ti'l~ 
geometric mean for white victims is about 
twice (2.2) as large as for black nonvic
tims. Similarly, the difference in 
geometric means is 2.2 for a bombing 
resulting in 20 deaths and 2.1 times for a 
rape in the direction just noted. 

Differences in geometric mean scores ap
pear greatest between white subjects who 
were victims of both personal and proper
ty offenses and black subjects who were 
not victims of either offense. The scores 
of victims of property offenses more 
closely correspond to the nonvictim 
category. Thus, it is not the victimization 
experience in its aggregate form that may 
lea.d to the observed differences in scores, 
but the seriousness of the victimization 
experienced. 

The observed variation by victimization 
and race is what would be expected from 
an additive model of these variables. The 
difference in geometric means between 
personal and property vi.:timized whites 
and non victimized blacks is 2.3 for theft 
.of $10,000, 4.0 for a single killing, 2.3 for 
hospitalization, 1.9 for treatment, 1.3 for 
minor injury, 2.1 for robbery with a 
weapon, 1.4 for burglary and theft, 3.3 
for rape, and 3.5 for a bombing. 

According to the computed regressions 
based on dollar values of theft, table 164 
proportionality between core-item offenses 
appears specific to white respondents by 
victimization characteristics; coefficients 
are all in the .99 range. However, there are 
substantial differences in the computed 
slopes: .34 for victims of personal and 
property offenses compared to .27 for 
non victims. 

For blacks and "other" respondents there 
are, as might be expected from the small 
sample sizes, some anomalies in the 
multivariate distribution. To illustrate, 
figure 50 presents the plotted logged 
values of dollar values of theft and 
perceived severity scores for black victims 
of personal crime only. Although the cor
relation is .82, the fit is a poor one: the 
theft of $1,000 is scored higher than the 
theft of $10,000. A similar departure 
from the expected distribution appears 
Jor the property and personal victimiza
tion category. 

Anomalies in the expected distribution 
appear to be confined in the national 
results by race and victimization mainly 
for the "other" respondents category. 
This, as previously noted, can be at
tributed to the small sample size within 
each offense category. For black 
respondents, the severity scores are less 
consistent than for whites but, with a few 
exceptions, conform to the expected ratio 
values. 

By census region, it would be expected 
that, if the effect of victim experience 
and race is additive, differences in 
geometric means would remain within 
each region. Table 165 summarizes the 
results of regression by region, race, and 
victimization. For whites, all coefficients 
of correlation are above .92 in the North
east and .97 in all other census regions. 
For blacks, the correlation coefficient 
varies from .50 (see figure 51) to a near
perfeGt linear relationship. As previously 
noted, the lack of fit can be attributed to 
the fact that some sample cells contain 
fewer than 25 subjects. 

Within victim categories by race and 
region, the observed differences in magni
tude estimates are supported by the com
puted slopes. It was noted that those vic
timized both by personal and property of
fenses during the surveyed reference 
period tend to assign higher numerical 
values than other categories of victimiza
tion. For Whites, the slope for this com
bined category is .29 compared to .26 for 
nonvictims in the Northeast, .36 com
pared to .28 in the North Central region, 
.33 compared to .27 in the South, and 
.35 compared to .29 in the West. For 
blacks, about the same differences in 
slope values exist except for categories 
where the correlation coefficient is less 

than .90. Differences in the computed 
slopes further exist within regions for 
injury-related offenses. The difference in 
ratio values, as expected, is greatest for 
the most serious offense, a bombing 
resulting in 20 deaths. The ratio for 
whites in the combined victimization 
category is 2.4 times greater than for 
non victims in the Northeast, 1.6 in the 
North Central region, 1.1 in the South, 
and 1.5 in the West. 

For blacks, the combined-victimization 
geometric mean is 2.6 times greater than 
that for non victimized respondents in the 
North Central region, 3.4 times greater in 
the South, 3.6 times greater in the West, 
and only .8 times as great in the North
east, an anomalous finding. 

Thus we conclude from this analysis that 
victims perceive the severity of crime as 
being greater than do non victims. The 
direction of this difference is attributed 
mainly to the effect of the respondent or 
household member being a victim of both 
personal and property offenses. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 153 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense stimuli) 

National: Victimization experience-White 

Not 
Offense victimized Victimized 

Theft: $1' 21.380 21.281 
$10 37.599 36.022 
$50 63.399 66.042 

$100 78.357 82.711 
$1,000 152.654 165.072 

$10,000 248.049 270.792 

Injury: Death 788.499 1095.056 
Hospitalization 265.024 340.240 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 189.136 233.223 

Minor 32.079 32.291 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 145.720 195.408 

Weapon 162.830 202.486 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 67.854 73.052 

Rape 571.123 798.674 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1609.984 21Cil.245 

Property 
crime only 

21.627 
38.427 
67.053 
83.129 

165.547 
271.607 

1086.454 
342.260 

227.428 
31.810 

190.332 
195.999 

73.037 

813.714 

2175.620 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

-----
Table 154 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·offense stimuli) 

National: Victimization experience-Black 

Not Property 
Offense Victimized Victimized crime only 

Theft: $1' 26.182 30.339 32.659 
$10 37.729 50.976 52.520 
$50 54.608 66.500 68.996 

$100 69.454 92.350 90.580 
$1,000 108.566 168.261 165.318 

S10,OOO 141.035 226.770 209.810 

Injury: Death 363.915 568.252 601.426 
Hospitalization 141.058 236.207 252.607 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 116.982 150.581 148.686 

Minor 27.895 48.474 46.520 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 83.263 117.403 126.854 

Weapon 95.905 165.662 150.005 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 54.146 72.667 74.240 

Rape 270.097 419.215 471.777 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 741.744 1337.782 1337.937 

'Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of percel'led 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Personat Property and 
crime only personal 

20.606 16.069 
39.643 32.845 
65.840 51.510 
77.975 95.095 

165.346 174.292 
294.223 326.642 

492.079 1471.758 
298.464 319.845 

206.380 222.156 
44.661 36.347 

149.366 185.003 
242.694 198.631 

63.135 75.198 

660.409 888.626 

2132.575 2610.731 

Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

30.479 33.651 
31.027 45.430 
65.629 133.190 
96.808 115.713 

126.852 172.524 
112.671 344.942 

557.152 1685.336 
224.800 145.513 

200.100 184.010 
24.636 45.643 

258.454 179.579 
99.955 202.080 

56.149 312.510 

728.146 427.728 

798.238 2106.771 

Figure 50 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

National level:· Black, personal 
victimization experience only 
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• T.lble 155 (Geometric means, by core-item-offense stimuli) 

Ntltlonal: Victimization experience-Other 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1· 14.521 20.091 16.368 101.158 46.132 
$10 21.520 26.340 22.268 78.346 60.043 
$50 44.859 66.878 60.714 401.790 117.139 

$100 56.697 43.271 42.256 30.000 82.677 
$1,000 91.287 107.329 105.136 169.074 167.061 

$10,000 143.873 120.994 126.395 100.000 216.309 

tnJury: Death 373.601 746.628 697.390 221.467 378.373 
Hospitalization 157.140 721.001 620.693 620.783 285.678 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 125.191 108.573 101.690 100.000 78.016 

Minor 31.641 45.650 34.807 89.459 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 77.565 196.948 158.503 130.698 184.269 

Weapon 82.145 54.573 48.103 93.108 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 60.410 44.579 46.171 264.349 127.526 

Rape 245.138 393.887 393.931 111.210 310.381 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 614,220 1094.730 1016.915 691.062 572.948 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thefts. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 156 (Geometric means, by core·item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Victimization experience-White 

Not Property 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only 

Theft: $1" 20.324 20.559 20.417 
$10 34.706 39.979 37.569 
$50 58.447 54.513 56.535 

$100 71.482 71.655 72.495 
$1,000 139.413 146.639 146.199 

$10,000 214.044 241.520 232.654 

Injury: Death 738.903 1020.665 995.841 
Hospitalization 262.225 302.421 306.110 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 183.916 193.376 188.708 

Minor 34.725 33.753 31.841 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 143.623 17S.123 178.687 

Weapon 150.577 178.268 184.118 

Bu!;" '; 'J 
and theft of $10 64.883 68.702 70.307 

Rape 552.589 722.319 736.127 

Somblng of building, 
20 deaths 1458.889 1991.694 1997.566 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar-value thefts. 

Table'157 (Geometric means, by core-Item·offense stimuli) 

Northeast region: Victimization experience-Black 

Not Property 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only 

Theft: $1" 15.740 20.797 23.933 
$10 24.008 30.159 39.593 
$50 37.169 41.083 40.955 

$100 54.041 74.191 72.002 
$1,000 79.465 115.892 122.489 

$10,000 120.108 125.508 139.465 

Injury: Death 311.370 559.039 554.429 
Hospitalization 123.026 228.225 263.714 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 143.366 166.246 136.839 

Minor 23.871 52.568 67.139 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 69.294 106.565 96.006 

Weapon 79.372 138.754 158.044 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 36.020 48.683 59.862 

Rape 250.371 979.826 998.300 

Somblng of building, 
20 deaths 709.684 1105.451 1322.426 

"Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity m.agnltude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

17.140 30.200 
46.714 74.130 
36.311 57.803 
45.213 157.071 

126.621 196.174 
224.451 497.364 

998.075 1513.404 
234.974 361.367 

149.867 483.144 
41.124 51.975 

152.888 245.738 
139.488 180.642 

48.215 81.524 

537.146 899.331 

1395.988 3439.053 

Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

20.7a7 8.872 
14.736 12.768 
40.274 46.431 

104.500 52.079 
108.803 77.062 
52.852 172.542 

405.656 1479.970 
159.747 95.389 

562.544 106.165 
35.946 8.054 

202.305 53.951 
106.142 57.257 

20.527 52.257 

1892.213 103.507 

693.671 533.576 



Table 158 (Geometric means, by core·item·oflense stimuli) 

North Central region: Victimization experience-White 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Oflense victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1' 21.979 21.727 23.068 20.370 13.062 
$10 40.085 37.858 40.333 35.627 21.880 
$50 63.513 74.029 74.055 83.432 66.779 

$100 83.332 80.397 79.264 90.920 80.302 
$1,000 161.876 168.345 166.616 174.387 178.574 

$10,000 267.124 280.840 272.554 352.309 299.733 

Injury: Death 764.627 1153.073 1090.660 1087.776 2124 .. 07 
Hospitalization 259.735 364.316 366.162 286.183 426.470 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 188.631 211.203 213.385 242.232 172.294 

Minor 32.962 34.180 33.162 43.569 34.455 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 145.956 191.836 189.396 175.094 241.592 

Weapon 174.544 194.660 195.304 199.696 182.964 

Burglary 
and theft 01 $10 72.708 76.847 76.405 67.362 90.248 

Rape 555.625 860.456 839.763 835.887 1133.758 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1589.106 2193.330 2126.429 2468.415 2583.872 

'Value lor theft of $1 is derived from :egresslon of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 159 (Geometric means, by core·ltem·oflense stimuli) 

North Central region: VictimizatIon experience-Black 

Not Property Personal Property and 
Oflense victimized Victimized crime only crime only personal 

Theft: $1' 33.651 62.097 52.481 54.828 111.173 
$10 50.643 93.522 93.722 63.233 114.780 
$50 62.871 99.081 73.302 102.801 301.080 

$100 92.548 137.870 145.127 125.786 120.423 
$1,000 131.654 217.844 223.942 176.577 234.295 

$10,000 180.879 252.967 276.084 179.406 278.039 

Injury: Death 391.759 1151.793 1353.967 409.992 989.536 
Hospitalization 195.326 239.274 247.079 254.361 204.292 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 161.201 188.020 164.949 131.749 419.899 

Minor 38.752 65.594 85.176 24.262 77.209 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 105.651 255.001 251.645 164.613 343.992 

Weapon 132.585 233.203 307.612 95.872 211.116 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 66.891 137.356 85.202 169.262 729.419 

Rape 311.728 462.654 476.774 345.585 491.1~9 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 890.921 1556.733 1794.530 516.664 2315.680 

'Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dOllar.value thefts. 
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Regional and demographic differences 
In the perceived severity of crime 

Table 160 (Geometric means, by core-Item·offense stimuli) 

South region: Victimization experience-Whit. 

Not Property 
OHense victimized Victimized crime only 

Theil: $1· 22.233 22.490 23.550 
S10 37.846 41.163 42.959 
550 68.919 65.499 68.745 

5100 79.554 99.233 99.931 
51,000 150.694 176.389 177.335 

510,000 247.045 305.225 311.137 

InJury: Death 734.470 940.691 935.821 
Hospitalization 244.765 291.123 301.681 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 176.351 222.887 241.377 

Minor 28.217 34.963 32.989 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 133.342 165.063 174.065 

Weapon 146.062 214.198 198.114 

Burgllry 
and theft of $10 73.777 74.348 75.869 

Ripe 559.481 791.012 817.925 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1527.545 2019.578 2055.868 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 161 (Geometric means, by core-Item·offense stimuli) 

South region: Victimization experience-Black 

Not Property 
Offense victimized Victimized crime only 

Theil: $1· 27.290 30.200 28.174 
510 39.186 43.893 43.768 
S50 56.396 76.378 77.287 

5100 67.212 83.988 83.098 
51,000 109.058 157.906 158.338 

$10,000 138.699 196.784 210.150 

Injury: Death 320.987 459.321 434.635 
Hospitalization 121.149 247.364 259.717 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 93.232 138.363 142.366 

Minor 25.532 31.571 31.766 

Robbery 510 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 76.031 101.554 90.962 

Weapon 86.132 104.094 97.377 

Bmgllry 
and theft of 510 57.221 84.919 83.970 

Ripe 235.436 345.769 343.866 

Bombing of bUilding, 
20 deaths 626.570 1194.489 1137.720 

·Value for theft of 51 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 
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Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

19.861 29.309 
37.330 26.073 
57.552 43.628 

102.526 86.164 
164.345 152.706 
301.879 246.251 

893.674 1119.283 
267.866 212.618 

153.001 154.877 
55.591 34.557 

124.493 123.884 
478.807 159.146 

71.803 62.835 

680.118 692.465 

1934.771 1717.649 

Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

50.004 28.119 
65.316 34.246 
67.916 74.778 
67.031 111.663 

112.364 213.130 
107.345 176.504 

1063.772 527.122 
279.118 84.962 

116.396 97.425 
18.133 37.793 

539.981 135.227 
79.698 249.282 

65.1129 55.648 

547.307 210.105 

1282.686 2137.161 



Table 162 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense slimUIl) 

West region: Victimization experience-White 

Not Property 
Offense victimized Vlcllmlzed crime only 

Theil: $1· 20.464 19.055 18.836 
$10 37.576 33.478 32.001 
$50 64.693 66.647 67.725 

$100 78.649 61.357 79.916 
$1,000 161.519 169.999 169.103 

$10,000 273.566 275.901 264.138 

Injury: Death 1021.776 1353.625 1417.345 
Hospllallzallon 318.797 392.103 405.904 

Treatment, 
no hospitalization 223.393 279.940 274.615 

Minor 34.011 30.096 26.964 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 171.957 2.10.273 227.196 

Weapon 195.319 210.675 204.724 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 72.201 64.717 65.372 

Rape 647.531 626.239 660.496 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 2067.166 2664.356 2563.490 

·Value for theft of $1 Is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Table 163 (Geometric means, by core·llem·offense sllmuJl) 

West region: Victimization experlence-Black 

Not Property 
Offense vlcllmized Vlcllmlzed crime only 

Theil: $1· 37.670 30.903 41.305 
$10 42.691 54.294 65.632 
$50 64.230 67.376 96.039 

$100 60.544 100.735 67.572 
$1,000 146.659 164.921 164.635 

$10,000 131.669 330.165 242.007 

Injury: Death 1000.567 933.656 727.202 
Hospltallzallon 270.709 206.021 206.009 

Treatment, 
no hospltallzallon 150.464 166.400 173.576 

Minor 31.741 49.714 50.435 

Robbery $10 with: 
Physical or verbal threat 131.275 241.664 249.762 

Weapon 131.529 234.100 236.622 

Burglary 
and theft of $10 97.102 79.350 75.693 

Rape 565.960 691.907 702.129 

Bombing of building, 
20 deaths 1596.060 2014.677 1706.346 

·Value for theft of $1 is derived from regression of perceived 
severity magnitude estimates of dollar·value thefts. 

Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

25.177 15.488 
41.976 37.145 
91.011 42.129 
75.983 101.274 

169.769 176.663 
286.614 366.716 

1012.067 1271.696 
400.760 296.075 

312.377 290.777 
36.619 33.922 

152.653 167.495 
210.591 256.513 

92.260 72.935 

593.551 653.760 

2691.777 3080.075 

Personal Property and 
crime only personal 

17.906 6.252 
6.000 25.890 

143.625 31.216 
66.677 279.173 
60.963 107.221 
72.291 2079.565 

1000.000 4623.136 
295.447 154.094 

700.000 209.595 
20.556 105.750 

300.000 166.014 
145.307 340.129 

1336.741 19.670 

1023.716 6320.483 

1636.366 5714.165 

Figure 51 
(Dollar value of theft vs. perceived severity) 

Western region: Black, personal 
victimization experience only 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 164 (Regression conslanls and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race and victimization: 
Total United States 
(Y = aXb) 

Con· 
Corre· stant Slope 

Total U.S. latlon (8) lOa (b) 

White 

Not victimized .996 1.330 21.380 .274 
Victimized .996 1.328 21.281 .284 
Property crime only .996 1.335 21.627 .283 
Personal crime only .999 1.314 20.606 .293 
Property and 

personal .987 1.206 16.069 .336 

Black 

Not victimized .986 1.418 26.182 .192 
Victimized .986 1.482 30.339 .228 
Property crime only .984 1.514 32.659 .212 
Personal crime only .824 1.484 30.479 .174 
Property and 

personal .941 1.527 33.651 .255 

Other 

Not victimized .977 1.162 14.521 .260 
Victimized .903 1.303 20.091 .212 
Property crime only .923 1.214 16.368 .240 
Personal crime only .042 2.005 101.158 .015 
Property and 

personal .947 1.664 46.132 .176 
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Table 165 (Regression constants and slopes) 

Dollar value of theft vs. perceived 
severity, by race and victimization: 
United States, by Census region 
(Y = 8X~ 

Con· 
Corre· stant Slope 

Region latlon (a) lOa (b) 

Northeast 

White 

Not victimized .994 1.308 20.324 .265 
Victimized .996 1.313 20.559 .272 
Property crime only .996 1.310 20.417 .271 
Personal crime only .929 1.234 17.140 .271 
Property and 

personal .925 1.480 30.200 .292 

Black 

Not victimized .984 1.197 15.740 .229 
Victimized .932 1.318 20.797 .217 
Property crime only .942 1.379 23.933 .206 
Personal crime only .554 1.318 20.797 .168 
Property and 

personal .947 .948 8.872 .331 

North Central 

White 

Not Victimized .997 1.342 21.979 .278 
Victimized .993 1.337 21.727 .286 
Property crime only .994 1.363 23.068 .275 
Personal crime only .989 1.309 20.370 .314 
Property and 

personal .972 1.116 13.062 .360 

Black 

Not victimized .981 1.527 33.651 .189 
Victimized .964 1.793 62.087 .161 
Property crime only .902 1.720 52.481 .187 
Personal crime only .918 1.739 54.828 .147 
Property and 

personal .599 2.046 111.173 .103 

South 

White 

Not vlcllmlzed .996 1.347 22.233 .268 
Victimized .992 1.352 22.490 .291 
Property crime only .994 1.372 23.550 .286 
Personal crime only .982 1.298 19.861 .308 
Property and 

personal .974 1.467 29.309 .328 

Black 

Not vlcllmlzed .988 1.436 27.290 .186 
Vlcllmlzed .978 1.460 30.200 .218 
Property crime only .984 1.465 28.174 .226 
Personal crime only .894 1.699 50.004 .090 
Property and 

personal .861 1.449 28.119 .238 

West 

White 

Not victimized .997 1.311 20.464 .288 
Vlcllmlzed .991 1.280 19.055 .302 
Property crime only .987 1.275 18.836 .300 
Personal crime ,only .980 , .1.401 25.177 .269 
Property and 

1.190 personal .971 15.488 .347 

Black 

Not vicllmlzed .8(l7 1.576' 37.670 .160 
Victimized' .997 1.490 30.903 .253 
Property crime only .978 1.616 41.305 .198 
Personal crime only .500' 1.253 17.906 .205 
Property and 

personal .864 .796 6.252 .574 



Regression analysis of 
individual-level data 

The focus of the analysis up to now has 
been the description of geometric means 
and the parameter estimates of regressed 
log values of dollar theft and perceived 
seriousness. The discussion has centered 
on aggregate data which may be adequate 
for creating ratio scales but appear inade
quate for determining individual-level dif
ferences. Furthermore, the multivariate 
analysis of geometric means and slopes 
has been limited to one three-way rela
tionship (race, age, and sex) and three 
two-way combinations (occupation and 
income, race and income, and race and 
victimization). Although these combina
tions are valuable for specifying the 
distribution of perceived seriousness of 
personal characteristics, such analyses fail 
to take complete advantage of the 
available data. Thus it is necessary to ex
amine uemogtaphic and victimization 
characteristics in a model that tries to ac
count for possible differences in perceived 
seriousness. The following discussion 
reports the results of this effort. 

Extended power function 

In previous analyses, we have repeatedly 
referred to the power function of money, 
which was based solely on aggregate-level 
data. We have now extended the function 
to include the individual-level socio·· 
demographic data. The dependent 
variable (perceived severity) will be allow
ed to vary for each score of dollar 
amount stolen ($10, $50, $100, $1,000, 
and $10,000). In addition to the personal 
demographic and victimization attributes, 
the log of the dollar value of theft has 
been included in the. multiple regression 
model. 

The results of the extended power func
tion are given in table 166. Controlling 
for all other factors, the results indicate 
that the slope for dollar value of theft 
differs little from the aggregate-level 
results, .273 in contrast to .268. The close 
correspondence of the slopes is particular
ly important here in light of the fact that 
the aggregate-level results do not control 
for the effects of demographic and vic
timization characteristics. 

The largest effect next to log dollar value 
on the perceived severity of theft is race. 
The coefficient indicates that blacks have 
about 70 percent of the scores of whites 

Table 166 (Regression results) 

Power function plus demographic main effects 

Parameter 
Variable estimate 

Intercept 1.146815 

Race -0.100505 

Age 0.0008313685 

Sex 0.075849 

Occupation: White collar 0.028295 
Blue collar 0.048278 
Service 0.029848 

Income 0.031295 

Vlct!mlzation 0.045279 

Years of education - 0.00323265 

Log of dollar amount 0.273331 

or, put another way, that black 
seriousness scores are 21 percent lower 
than white scores. The .08 coefficient for 
sex indicates that males have about 84 
percent of the scores of females. All 
other coefficients, although significant, 
add little to the expected values of theft. 

The model based on demographic and 
victimization characteristics with log 
dollar values explains about 12 percent of 
the variance. However, when log dollar 
values are deleted from the model, the 
sododemographic factors explain only 
about .5 percent of the variance. 

Regression of all 
core-item offenses 

In table 167 we present the regression 
results for the various core-item stimuli 
by the various sociodemographic factors. 
When the theft-related items are examin
ed separately in the regressed power func
tion, it can be seen that the biggest dif
ference in logged mean scores (especially 
for race) occurs for thefts of $1,000 and 
$10,000. For instance, at the highest value 
of theft, blacks have about 75 percent of 
the scores of whites when all other fac
tors are controlled. 

For burglary, the race effect is not signifi
cant while the highest coefficient (.106) is 
associated with income. Robbery, divided 
into verbal/physical threat and threat by 
weapon, shows that the offenses produc
ed nearly equal significance coefficients, 
although the intercept is slightly higher 
for robbery with a weapon. 

For minor offenses, personal 
demographic and victimization 

Standard Significance 
error Tratio level 

0.028926 39.7159 0.0001 

0.007378813 -13.6208 0.0001 

0.000143152 5.8076 0.0001 

0.004700754 16.1354 0.0001 

0.006416904 4.4095 0.0001 
0.007107641 6.7924 0.0001 
0.008165915 3.6552 0.0001 

0.006646245 4.7086 0.0001 

0.005285731 8.5664 0.0001 

0.0008286161 -3.9010 0.0001 

0.002401011 113.8401 0.0001 

characteristics are generally insignificant 
in their effects on the computed mean 
value. Only the effect of sex appears 
highly significant, in the direction that 
females display higher values than males. 
When the coefficient is converted to 
percentages, we see that males have 65 
percent of the score of females. Because 
all other effects are relatively small, the 
difference corresponds to the actual 
univariate geometric means in that males 
produced 66 percent of the score of 
females; the geometric means for minor 
harm are 27 for males and 41 fvr 
females. 

For more serious forms of injury, the ef
fect of race increases with the seriousness 
of the offense. The coefficient is - .15 
for treated and discharged and -.24 for 
a bombing. Translated into percentages, 
blacks have 56 percent of the score of 
whites for treated and 71 percent for a 
bombing. Other consistently significant 
predictors are income and victimization, 
although the direction of the coefficient is 
not as great as it is for race. Thus there 
seem to be important relationships for 
race, victimization, and income-significant 
main effects which need to be examined 
further in order to test for possible in
teractions. 

Interaction of race, income, 
and victimization 

In this section, we shall test for interac
tions by examining those core-item of
fenses that proved thus far to be signifi
cant. As previously noted, differences in 
perceived severity appear to be confined 
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Regional and demographic differences 
in the perceived severity of crime 

Table 167 (Unslandardlzed parameter estimates) 

.T' 

Regression of core·ltem offenses on personal 
demographic and victimization characteristics 
(Standard errors In parentheses) 

Tt>"ft Burgl"JX.. Robbery Injury 

Threat Weapon 
Bomb 

$10 $50 $100 $1,000 $10,000 $10 $10 $10 Minor Treatment Hospital Rape Death 20 deaths 

Intercept 1.5662 1.7113 1/1990 1.9661 2.0616 1.2194 1.1630 1.2493 1.007 1.2946 1.5547 1.8342 1.8317 2.3130 

-0.0091 -0.0497 -0.0516 -0.1212 -0.2127 -0.0421 -0.1550 -0.1521 0.0119 -0.1502 -0.1648 -0.2443 -0.2289 -0.2433 
Race (0.0219) (0.0219) (0.0166) (0.0108) (0.0211) (0.0232) (0;~~39) (0.0247) (0.0157) (0;~~43) (0.0265) (0.0256) (0;~~14) (0;~~82) 

-0.0006 -0.0008 -0.0001 0.0016 0.0021 0.0028 0.0009 0.0023 0.0027 0.0012 0.0009 -0.0003 0.0012 0.0034 
Age (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.???2) (0.0004) (0.???4) (0.0?05) (0.oro5) (0.0005) (0.0?D5) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0004) 

0.0802 0.0695 0.0723 0.0675 0.1015 0.0036 0.0252 -0.0338 0.1849 0.1181 0.1131 0.0502 0.0159 -0.0303 
Sex (0.?!~9) (O.?}~O) (0.0106) (0.0069) (0.0133) (0.0147) (0.0152) (0.~159) (0.0166) (0.0155) (0.1628) (0.~~67) (0.0200) (O.?} 16) ... 
Blue 0.0159 0.0348 0.0230 0.0243 0.0502 0.0795 0.0581 0.0603 0.0089 0.0731 0.0953 0.0388 0.0375 0.0575 
collar (0.0191) (0.0189) (0.0145) (0.0094) (0.0183) (0.0199) (0.0209) (0.0214) (0.0224) (0.?~!3) (O.?~~O) (0.0228) (0.0275) (0.~~58) 

White 0.0514 0.0520 0.0508 0.0439 0.0495 0.0827 0.0102 0.0516 0.0159 -0.0137 0.0422 -0.0017 -0.0322 0.D178 
collar (0.0209) (0.0210) (0.~~61) (0.0104) (0.0204) (0.?~~1) (0.0229) (0.0239) (0.0250) (0.0236) (0.0244) (0.0253) (0.301) (0.0176) 

0.0602 0.0356 0.0298 0.0256 0.0132 0.0400 0.0559 0.0317 0.0228 0.0027 0.0092 0.0059 0.0207 -0.0128 
Service (0.0240) (0.0242) (0.0185) (0.0120) (0.0233) (0.0255) (0.0:62) (0.0280) (0.0292) (0.0268) (0.0281) (0.0291) (0.0345) (0.0202) 

Income 0.0418 0.0411 0.0480 0.0198 0.0296 0.1056 0.1603 0.1480 0.0708 0.1417 0.1027 0.1336 0.1342 0.0740 
(logged) (0.0197) (0.0198) (0.0150) (0.0098) (0.0189) (0.0209) (0.0215) (0.?~~1) (0.0231) (0.0219) (0.?~~1) (0.0235) (0.?~~3) (0.?!~4) 

0.0164 0.0185 0.0311 0.0562 0.0720 0.0445 0.0986 0.0963 0.0418 0.0759 0.1078 0.1241 0.1255 0.1413 
Victim (0.0157) (0.0156) (0.0120) (0.???8) (0.0150) (0.~~64) (0.?!?2) (0.?!?9) (0.0187) (0.0174) (0.0182) (0.?!~8) (0.0226) (0.?!~1) ... ... 

-0.0170 -0.0093 -0.0047 0.007 0.0024 0.0017 0.0220 0.0194 -0.0013 0.0220 0.0249 0.0292 0.0378 0.0352 
Education (0.0024) (0.0025) (0.0019) (0.0012) (0.0024) (0.0030) (0.0027) (0.??~8) (0.0029) (0.??~7) (0.0029) (0.??~9) (0.??~5) (0.0020) .. 
R' 0.0092 0.0047 0.0043 0.0070 0.0148 0.0085 0.0313 0.0255 0.013 0.0380 0.0330 0.0294 0.0334 0.0216 

·~.05 "~.01 "·~.001 

mainly to serious injury offenses. But this ~Ta~b~'e~16~8~(R~e~g~re~s~sl~on~re~s~ul~ts~)-------------------------
difference does not necessarily affect the 
proportionality between ratio values as 5erl'_ Js Injury offenses, by race, Income, and victimization 
computed in the various demographic and Coefficients unstandardlzed; standard errors In parentheses. 

victimization scales. At this point, we are 
concerned with determining the source of 
differences in the absolute values assigned 
by the respondents. The offenses in which 
the main effects were found to be par
ticularly significant are those which in
volve serious injury offenses: treated 
(emergency room), hospitalization, rape, 
death, and bombing resulting in 20 
deaths. 

In table 168, the parameter estimates and 
their corresponding standard errors are 
presented. Treated and discharged results 
in significant main effects but insignifi
cant interactions. As expected, race pro
duces the greatest effect in the direction 
of whites having higher scores than 
blacks. Hospitalization similarly results in 
significant main effects. Yet the interac-

Race 

Income 

Victimization 

Race·by·lncome 

Race·by·vlctlm 

Income·by·vlctlm 

Race·lncome·vlctlm 

R' 

• ... 05 
··~.01 

.. • ... 001 

Treated Hospital 

-0.6203 -0.5822 
(0.2894)' (0.2981)' 

0.2170 0.2201 
(0.0251)'" (0.0263)'" 

0.4292 0.8265 
(0.2113)' (0.2241)'" 

0.1155 0.0961 
(0.0726) (0.0763) 

-0.0719 -0.3666 
(0.5685) (0.6017) 

-0.0860 -0.1762 
(0.0512) (0.0544)'" 

0.0220 0.1160 
(0.1436) (0.1516) 

0.018 0.019 

Rape 

-0.1964 
(0.3104) 

0.2678 
(0.0263)'" 

1.0050 
(0.2276)'" 

-0.0185 
(0.0795) 

-1.2034 
(0.6417) 

-0.2123 
(0.0552)'" 

0.3170 
(0.1622)' 

0.02 

Death Bomb 20 deaths 

0.1526 -0.2769 
(0.3848) (0.2155) 

0.3060 0.2241 
(0.0314)'" (0.0186)'" 

0.9081 1.0068 
(0.2988)'" (0.1590)'" 

-0.1055 -0.0034 
(0.0988) (0.0551) 

'-0.0346 -0.7494 
(0.7602) (0.4311) 

-0.1897 -0.2144 
(0.0674)" (0.0386)," 

0.0143 0.2042 
(0.1916) (0.1087) 

0.02 0.01 

tion between income and victimization is 
also significant. Although the effect of race was found to 

be significant for injury offenses involv-
ing the victims' treatment and hospitaliza
tion, for more serious offenses the race 
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effect becomes a spurious one if the in
teraction between income and victimiza
tion is controlled. Each set of regressions 
produces results that are remarkably 
similar: neither the main effect of race 
nor its interaction with income and vic
timization is significant. But the main and 
interaction effects of income and vic
timization are significant for the three 
most serious core-item offenses. 

Conclusion 

In terms of the magnitudes that 
respondents in the severity survey assign 
to core-item offenses, the results suggest 
that there are demographic and victmiza
tion differences. Yet these differences ale 
only for relatively serious offenses. For 
theft-related offenses, the best predictor is 
dollar value of theft. Although the effect 
of race for other types of offenses is con
firmed in the regression results, it is 
specific to very serious offenses and the 
interaction between income and victimiza
tion. 

The regression analyses raise several im
portant questions. Why does the effect of 
sex for injury offenses decrease with the 
seriousness of the offense? In particular, 
why is the sex effect not greater for rape? 
What aspect of victimization, that is, per
sonal or property, makes it such an ex
cellent predictor of the severity of injury 
offenses? Although income and race were 
defined according to personal attributes, 
this was not the case for victimization. 
The categorization of victimization is bas
ed on whether the respondent or 
household member was the victim of a 
crime. It would, of course, be interesting 
to see what the relationship would look 
like based solely on the actual victimiza
tion of the respondent. 
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Developing and applying the scale 
of offense severity 

In previous chapters, we provided the 
b..tckground of the current survey of 
crime severity by detailing the efforts of 
Sellin and Wolfgang to develop an of
fense seriousness scale, the replications 
which followed, and the methodological 
issues which have arisen in the ensuing 
years. We described the effort of the pre
sent study in detail with materials con
cerning the design, instruments, and pro
cedures which were followed. We 
presented the general findings of the 
survey and data analyses relative to the 
sociodemographic correlates of the 
perceived severity of crime. The final 
matter that remains to be addresssed is 
the use of the scale of crime severity 
which has resulted from the study. In this 
section, therefore, we discuss the elements 
of the scale and demonstrate how and in 
what contexts the seriousness scoring 
system may be fruitfully applied. 

The classification of crime 

The most common and widely used 
system for classifying criminal behavior is 
the Standard Classification of Offenses 
(SCO) employed by the FBI in the 
Uniform Crime Reports. This system 
classifies criminal events in terms of two 
categories-Part I and Part II. Part I of
fenses comprise the well-known "crime 
index" and consist of nonnegligent 
criminal homicide, rape, robbery, ag
gravated assault, burglary, larceny, and 
auto theft. All other offenses, from sim
ple assault to parking violations, are con
tained in the Part II category. With few 
modifications, this system has been the 
basis of the UCR reporting system since 
its inception in 1930. 

The basic rationale for adoption of the 
Part I offenses as a crime index was the 
belief that these "serious" offenses would 
be reported to the police most often an'd 
thus constitute the closest measure to the 
total amount of crime which is commit
ted. Thus, the sum of the seven index of
fenses is treated as .the volume of serious 
crime that is known to the police. 

Although this system seems reasonably 
capable of producing an index of crime, 
an index which details both the volume 
and seriousness of criminal behavior, the 
method used to classify and count of
fenses renders the system misleading if 
not erroneous in several respects. 

First, the index classification i>ystem does 
not provide multiple offenses (that is, a 
criminal event which comprises several 
distinct crimes). That is, according to the 
SCO, only the crime that has the highest 
rank order in the list of ordered 
categories shall be counted. For example, 
an incident composed of a rape, an ag
gravated assault, and a robbery would be 
recorded for UCR index purposes as only 
one crime-the rape-because rape has 
the highest rank order of the three crimes 
committed. 

Second, the classification of offenses ac
cording to the broad legal label attached 
to them ignores the fact that each 
category consists of a variety of offenses 
that should not be equated. A robbery 
for instance, may be the armed holdu; of 
one or more persons, the infliction of 
serious harm, and the theft of large sums 
of money. On the other hand, a robbery 
may also be the taking of a child's lunch 
money by a schoolmate. Many criminal 
acts between these two extremes would all 
be classified as robberies, regardless of 
the degree of injury or the amount of 
property loss. The other index of offenses 
is similarly affected by the broad con
tinuum of behavior that is subsumed 
under each legal category. 

Third, the SCO does not differentiate 
between criminal events that are suc
cessful and those that are merely at
tempted. Equating these two categories 
clearly masks the amount of actual harm 
or loss incurred by the community. 

Last, there is no weighting system in the 
compilation of the index crime rate. 
Thus, two auto thefts are allowed to con
tribute as much to the crime rate as do 
two homicides. 

The method of c1as~ifying and counting 
criminal offenses for the index purposes 
just described has two overriding deficien
cies. By counting only one offense, when 
at least two are conjoined, and by using 
an arbitrary set of ordered categories, the 
UCR reporting system provides only a 
partial enumeration of the specific of
fenses actually known to the police and 
thus provides misleading data about the 
volume of criminal behavior. By equating 
all offenses which carry the same generic 
legal label and by confounding completed 
and attempted acts, considerable dif
ferences in the degree of seriousness of 
various offenses are concealed. In other 
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words, the UCR method provides no 
solution for the problem of how to deal 
statistically with a complex of offenses or 
with simple offenses that vary appreciably 
in seriousness but which carry the same 
legal title. 

Skepticism regarding the basis of the 
UCR classification system and the 
usefulness of the crime index produced 
from it. appears warranted. Because the 
literature contains extensive critiques of 
the 1 feR (see, for example, Wolfgang 
1961), the preceding discussion was brief 
and designed to review the more impor
tant shortcomings of the UCR system. 
Yet, it should be clear that because this 
measurement approach misrepresents and 
even masks the actual volume and 
seriousness of crime, additional measure
ment schemes designed to reflect both the 
quantitative and qualitative dimensions of 
criminal behavior offer substantive utility. 

Scaling the gravity of crime 

Althcugh we have questioned the value 
of the particular crime index developed 
by the FBI, we are in full agreement that 
an index must be based on certain kinds 
of offensive conduct. However, instead 
of selecting these kinds of conduct on the 
basis of the title given them by the 
criminal code, we believe that, in addi
tion, the nature of the harm inflicted 
should govern the selection of an index. 

Thus, we conclude that a scale of offense 
gravity should be constructed utilizing 
events which involve violations of the 
criminal law that inflict bodily harm on 
one or more victims and/or cause proper
ty loss by theft, damage, or destruction. 
We further maintain that these effects are 
more crucial to the establishment of an 
index of crime than the specific legal 
labels attached to the events. 

The above criterion of selecting events for 
a crime index differs in two major 
respects from the one used in the VCR 
system. First, it does not allow the inclu
sion of offenses that produce none of the 
effects described. Thus, the offenses 
utilized in our scale all share one very im
portant feature-some degree of 
measurable social harm to the communi
ty. Second, the system IIlcludes many of
fenses that are not counted among the in
dex crimes category in the UCR. Put 
simply, we have chosen the critt:rion of 
discernible consequences over that of an 
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ordered set of legal categories which may 
or may not appropriately reflect the 
seriousness of criminal behavior. 

We have also determined that the class of 
violations to be used in the scoring 
system should be subdivided into three 
categoiies in order to indicate the major 
effect associated with the offense. The 
first category includes events which pro
duce bodily harm to a victim or to vic
tht16 even though ptoperty theft or 
damage may also be involved. The second 
class of events consists of offenses which 
do not involve injury but have a property 
theft component even when accompanied 
by damage. The last category consists of 
offenses that involve only damaf~ to pro
perty. 

In addition, because we believe that an 
event should not be evaluated solely in 
terms of the injuries and losses which oc
cur, the system takes account of certain 
other factors of the event that aggravate 
the crime. For example, a crime is ag
gravated if the offender engages in in
timidating behavior (especially the use of 
a weapon). Further, a property crime 
may be aggravated if the offender 
damages the premises by forcible entry. 
Thus, the crime severity scale takes ac
count of all the components (injury, 
theft, and damage) and the aggravating 
factors (intimidation and premises for
cibly entered). 

The seriousness scoring system 

To score criminal events, the following 
items, insofar as they apply to a given 
event, must be collected and recorded. 

(1) The number of victims who, during 
the event, received minor bodily injuries 
or were treated and discharged, hospital
ized, or killed. 

(2) The number of victims of forcible 
sexual intercourse. 

(3) The presence of physical or verbal 
intimidation or intimidation by a 
dangerous weapon. 

(4) The number of premises forcibly 
enter.ed. 

(5) The number of motor vehicles 
stolen. and whether the vehicle w~s or was 
not recovered. 

(6) The total dollar amount of property 
loss during an event tqro\lgh t);1eft and 
damage .. 
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Determining the effects of the event 

(I) Number of persons injured. Each vic
tim receiving some bodily injury during 
an event must be accounted for. Physical 
injuries usually occur as a direct result of 
assaultive events, but they may be a 
byproduct of other events as well. The 
four levels of bodily injury are-

(a) Minor harm-An injury that re
quires or receives no professional medical 
ci'ttention. The victim may, for instance, 
be pushed, shoved, kicked, knocked 
down, and receive a minor wound-cut, 
bruise, etc. 

(b) Treated and discharged-The victim 
receives professional medical treatment 
but is not detained for further medical 
care. 

(c) Hospitalized-The victim requires 
inpatient care in a medical facility, 
regardless of its duration, or outpatient 
care for three or more clinical visits. 

(d) Killed-The victim dies as a result 
of the injuries, regardless of the cir
cumstances in which they were inflicted. 

(2) Sexual intercourse by force. This 
event occurs when a person is intimidated 
and forced against his/her will to engage 
in a sexual act-rape, incest, sodomy, for 
instance. Such an event may have more 
than one victim, and the score depends 
on the number of such victims. A con
tinuous relationship such as may occur in 
forcible incest is to be counted as one 
event. 

A fmcible sex act is always a'~complished 
by intimidation. Thus, the event must 
also be scored for the type of intimida
tion involved (see below). Intimidation is 
scored for all victims in a forcible sex act 
(such is not the case for other events, see 
below). 

The victim of one or more forcible sex 
acts during the event is always assumed 
to have suffered at least minor harm. 
Even when medical examination may not 
reveal any injuries, the event must be 
scored for minor harm. This level of in
jury should also be scored (rather than 
treated and discharged) when the victim is 
examined by a physician only in order to 
ascertain if vc;:n{;!real inft;c.~ion has OCClIJ;

red or to. collect evidence that the sex act 
was completed. 

(3) Intimidation. This is an element in all 
events in which one 'or more victims are 
threatened With bodily harm (or some 

other serious consequences) for the pur
pose of forcing the victim(s) to obey the 
request of the offender(s) to give up 
something of value or to assist in a 
criminal event that leads to someone's 
bodily injury and/or to property theft or 
damage. In addition to rape, robbery is a 
classic example. Ordinary assault and bat
tery, aggravated assault and battery, or 
homicide are not to be scored for in
timidation mel'dy because someOl1e 'was 
assaulted or injured. The event must also 
have included the threat of force for in
timidation to have been present. With the 
exception of forcible sex acts, criminal 
events involving intimidation are scored 
only once regardless of the number of 
victims who are intimidated. The types of 
intimidation are-

(a) Physical or verbal-Physical in
timidation means the use of strong-arm 
tactics such as threats with fists, menac
ing gestures, etc. Verbal intimidation 
means spoken threats only, not supported 
by the overt display of a weapon. 

(b) Intimidation by weapon-Display 
of a weapon, such as a firearm, cutting 
or stabbing instrument, or blunt instru
ment capable of inflicting serious bodily 
injury. 

(4) Number of premises forcibly entered. 
As used here, forcible entry means 
unlawful entry, even when not by 
"breaking," into a premise of a private 
character to which the public does not 
have free access or the breaking and 
entering into a premises to which the 
public ordinarily has free access. Such an 
entry is, in itself, an event to be scored if 
it causes some degree of damage to pro
p~rty-a broken lock, window, or door, 
for instance-even though it is not 
followed necessarily by an injury to a 
person or by a theft of and damage to 
property inside the premises. 

Usually, only one distinct premise will be 
entered, such as a family dwelling, an 
apartment, or a suite of offices, but some 
events may embrace several such entries. 
The scoring depends on the number of 
premises forcibly entered during the event 
and occupied by or belonging to different 
owners, tenants, or lessees. Contrary to 
the "hotel rule" used in the Uniform 
Crime Reports, each hotel, motel, or 
lodginghouse room broken into and oc
cupied by different tenantS should be 
scored. If a 'building was forcibly entered 
and further entries made inside, the total 



number of entries scored should include 
the forcible entry of the building even 
when the building belongs to someone 
who is victimized by a further entry in
side. 

(5) Number oj motor vehicles stolen. As 
used here, motor vehicle means any self
propelled vehicle-automobile, truck, 
motorcycle, tractor, airplane. Disregard 
self-propelled lawn motors and similar 
domestic instruments in this section; the 
value of such items is accounted for in 
the theft/damage section (see below). 
Because motor vehicles may be either 
stolen and recovered or stolen and never 
returned to the legal owner, the number 
of vehicles in each category must be ac
counted for separately and will receive a 
different score value. 

(6) Value oj property stolen or damaged. 
Regardless of the kind of event scored 
and the number of victims, the total 
value of all property stolen or damaged 
must be determined whether it is wholly 
or partially recovered and whether or not 
the loss is covered by insurance. 

Motor vehicle thefts require special hand
ling. The score of the event does not de
pend on the value of the vehicle stolen. 
Thus, the dollar value of the vehicle is ig
nored in this element. However, if the 
vehicle is recovered damaged and/or PIO
perty has been taken from it, the loss is 
the sum of the cost of the damage and 
the value of the stolen articles. 

The seriousness scoring system 

The offense components discussed above 
constitute the scale items in our index of 
the gravity of crime. The scoring system 
used to evaluate the seriousness of crime 
can best be preseilted by first describing 
the elements of the system and then il
lustrating the scoring procedure with 
hypothetical offenses. 

Figure 52 depicts the elements of the 
system which may be defined as follows. 
The first item which must be collected is 
the identification num8er. This is the 
number given to a particular criminal 
event. It may be a central complaint 
number, a district number, or some 
similar designation. If the same event is 
represented by more than one such 
number, all numbers should be recorded 
so that the event can be swred as a 
whole. In most cases, an event will be 
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Score sheet 

Identification number(s): _________________________ _ 

Effects of event: T 0 (circle all that apply) 

Component scored 

I Injury 

(a) MincH harm 

(b) Treated and dlschargeti 

(c) Hospitalized 

(d) Killed 

II Forcible sex acts 

III Intimidation 

(a) Verbal or physical 

(b) Weapon 

IV Premises forcibly entered 

V Metor vehicle stolen 

(a) Recovered 

(b) Not recovered 

VI Property theft/damage 

• log" Y = .26776656 log "X 
where Y = crime severity weight 

X = total dollar value of theft or damage. 

described in complaint or investigation 
reports carrying but one identifying 
number. In some cases, however, one 
event may become the subject of reports 
with different numbers (two or more such 
reports describing the same event). For 
instance, in a rape event with two vic
tims, each victim may file his or her own 
complaint and thus it would be necessary 
to coordinate the separate reports before 
the event could be scored. 

To classify the event, the presence of I 
(injury), T (theft), and D (damage) com
ponents must be determined. Because the 
construction of subindices is often 
necessary, as many of the components as 
apply should be circled .. From this pro
cedure it is possible to arrive at seven 
classifications of an event-I, T, D, IT, 
ID, TD, and lTD. It is possible, 

Number 
of Scale 

victims x weight = Total 

1.47 

8.53 

11.96 

35.67 

25.92 

4.90 

5.60 

1.50 

4.46 

8.07 

Total score' _____ _ 

therefore, to use this classification scheme 
as a solution to the problem of dealing 
with the complex criminal event. 

Following the determination of the class 
to which the event belongs, the event is 
scored for seriousness. Column 1 lists the 
various offense components and the par
ticular levels of each: Column 2 refers to 
the number of victims who experience 
each level of the offense components. 
The exceptions to the rule of accounting 
for the number of times each component 
occurs involve nonrape event intimida
tions where this component is scored but 
once regardless of the number of victims 
and the value of property loss which is 
summed across all victims. Column 3 
gives the scale weight assigned to each 
element of the offense. Column 4 is 
reserved for the total score for a given 
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component; this is obtained by multiply
ing the figure in column 2 (where ap
plicable) by the weight listed in column 3. 
By adding all the figures in column 4, the 
total score for the event is found. 

II1ustrations of how the proposed scoring 
system works are given below. For the 
purpose of showing how it differs from 
that of the VCR system, the problems 
have been copied from the Uniform 
Crime Reporting Handbook issued by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The 
problems as originally listed there general
ly do contain all the necessary informa
tion. Therefore, hypothetical data have 
been supplied in the parentheses. 

Problem I. "A holdup man forces a hus
band and his wife to get out of their 
automobile. He shoots the husband, gun 
whips and rapes the wife (hospitalized) 
and leaves in the automobile (recovered 
later) after taking money ($100) from the 
husband. The husband dies as a result of 
the shooting." 

Solution: VCR-I non negligent 
homicide. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: [) ITl D 

Element Number Weight Total score 
I(c) 1 11.98 11.98 
I(d) 1 35.67 35.67 

II 1 25.92 25.92 
III (b) 1 5.60 5.60 
Yea) 1 4.46 4.46 

VI($IOO) NA 3.43 3.43 

Total score 87.06 

In this event, the husband was killed 
(35.67); the wife was raped (25.92), 
threatened with a gun (5.60) and did sus
tain injuries requiring hospitalization 
(11.98). The car was stolen and recovered 
(4.46). The total value of the property 
loss was $100 (3.43). In comparison to 
the VCR solution of one nonnegligent 
criminal homicide, we find an injury-theft 
event with a total score of 87.06 

Problem 2. "Two thieves break into a 
warehouse (damage $20) and have loaded 
considerable merchandise (worth $3,5(0) 
on a truck. The night watchman is 
knocked unconscious with some blunt in-
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strument (treated and discharged). The 
thieves drive away in the stolen truck (not 
recovered). " 

Solulion: VCR-I robbery. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: OJ ITl [QJ 

Element Number Weight 
I(b) 1 8.53 

IV 1 1.50 
V(b) 1 4.46 

YI($3520) NA 8.91 

Total score 
8.53 
1.50 
4.46 
8.91 

Total score 23.40 

This offense involves the forcible entry of 
a building (1.50), injury to the night 
watchman requiring treatment (8.53), 
theft of an unrecovered motor vehicle 
(4.46), and property loss of $3,520 (8.91). 
The VCR would classify this event as one 
robbery whereas our system reveals that it 
is a complex event which involves the 
combination of the three primary effects 
of crime (injury, theft, and damage) and 
has a total seriousness score of 23.40. 

Problem 3. "Three men break into a 
public garage (damage $20) after closing 
hours. They steal cash from the garage 
office ($50) and two automobiles from 
the lot. One vehicle was recovered un
damaged; the other was not found." 

Solulion: VCR-I burglary. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: I II] [Q) 

Element Number Weight 
IV 1 1.50 
Yea) 1 4.46 
V(b) 1 8.07 

VI($70) NA 3.12 

Total score 
1.50 
4.46 
8.07 
3.12 

Total score 17.15 

The VCR solution to this problem would 
be the reporting of a burglary. We 
classify the event as a theft-damage crime 
which involves forcible entry (1.50); two 
motor vehicles stolen with one recovered 
(4.46), the other not found (8.07); and 
property loss totalling $70 (3.12). The 
total score for the event is 17.15. 

Problem 4. "An automobile containing 
clothing and luggage valued at $375 is 
stolen. The car is recovered (undamaged) 
but the clothing and luggage are 
missing." 

Solution: UCR-l auto theft. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: I ITl D 

Element 
yea) 

VI($375) 

Number Weight Total score 
1 4.46 4.46 

NA 4.89 4.89 

Total score 9.35 

In this example, the two scoring systems 
are close because the VCR would record 
one auto theft while our classification 
would record theft. However, our scale 
further signifies that the vehicle was 
recovered (4.46) and there was a loss of 
property in the amount of $375 (4.89) 
which produces a final score of 9.35. 

Problem 5. "Answering an armed rob
bery in progress broadcast, police become 
engaged in a gun battIe with three armed 
robbers; one of the bandits is killed and 
the other two captured. (Presumably no 
one was injured except the offenders.)" 

Solurion. If no one was injured except 
the offenders, this would be a theft event 
if tl,eft had actually occurred before the 
police arrived. If so, the event would be 
scored for intimidation by weapon (5.60) 
plus the score for the value of property 
taken, for instance, $100 (3.43), which 
totals 9.03 for the event. If the robbers 
had failed to carry out the offense 
because the police came before any pro
perty had been taken, the event would be 
considered an attempt and not scored at 
all within the index of crime severity. 
Despite all these considerations, the VCR 
would ~till record this event as one rob
bery. 

Problem 6. "Answering a riot call, police 
find that seven persons were in a fight. A 
variety of weapons are strewn about. 
None of the participants is particularly 
cooperative. Each one claims innocence 
but is vague regarding who is responsible 
for the assault. Three of the seven are 
severely wounded (all were hospitalized) 
while the remaining four receive only 



minor cuts and bruises (no medical treat
ment)." 

Solution: UCR-3 aggravated assaults. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: OJ T D 

Element 
I(a) 
I(c) 

Number Weight Total score 
4 1.47 5.88 
3 11.98 35.94 

Total score 41.82 

The UCR procedure for the enumeration 
of the event calls for the df~ignation of 
three aggravated assaults. Our scoring 
process accounts for these same effects 
(35.94) as well as the four minor injuries 
(5.88). Taken together, these conse
quences produce a combined score of 
41.82 for this injury event. 

Problem 7. "Ten persons are present in a 
nightclub when it and the 10 persons are 
held up by armed ban' ~. Two of the 
victims resist the rob' and are serious
ly injured (hospitalizallon). (The combin
ed property loss is $1,800.)" 

Solution: UCR-I robbery. 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: ill IT1 D 

Element 
I(c) 

III (b) 
VI($1,800) 

Number 
2 

NA 
NA 

Weight 
11.98 
5.60 
7.44 

Total score 
23.96 

5.60 
7.44 

Total score 37.00 

The UCR classification of the event as 
one robbery clearly hides several impor
tant ingredients. Namely, we arrive at a 
combined injury-theft event which involves 
two hospitalized victims (23.96), intimida
lion by a dangerous weapon (5.60), and 
dollar loss of $1,800 (7.44). The overall 
score of 37.00 indi.cates that the recording 
of one robbery could be very misleading. 

Problem 8. "Six rooms in a hotel are 
broken into (damage $60) by two sneak 
thieves on one occasion. (The total value 
of property stolen from the rooms, oc
cupied by different tenants, amounted to 
$1,200.)" 

Solution: UCR-I burglary, 

Proposed Scoring 

Effects of event: I ITI Ii2l 

Element 
IV 
VI($1,260) 

Number Weight Total score 
6 1.50 9.00 

NA 6.76 6.76 

Total score 15.76 

These illustrations of the method of scor
ing criminal events show that it will yield 
a more accurate measure of this 
phenomenon than other methods now in 
use. Although other systems take account 
of both the quantity and quality of crime, 
they do not result in the same degree of 
precision available with our procedure. 
Thus, the UCR system of counting "in
dex crimes" determines the degree of 
seriousness of a criminal event by selec
ting the single element in the offense 
which bears the legal label that is highest 
in the rank order of' offenses. Further, 
with this system all aggravated assaults 
are equally injurious, all robberies just as 
serious, all burglaries alike, etc., for 
within each of these classes each offense 
is given the same score of one. 

The method for dealing with the relative 
gravity of criminal offenses discussed and 
illustrated above has the same ultimate 
aim as the UCR scheme but pursues it in 
a different manner. Instead of focusing 
on an ordered set of crimes, our scoring 
system used a scale which assigns dif
ferent weights to all elements of an index 
event. When these score values are added 
together they provide a score for the total 
event, a score which can be placed on a 
continuum reflecting the quantity and 
quality of criminal behavior. 

Applying the crime severity scale 

We have stressed that the seriousness 
scoring system described above has great 
potential for improving the measurement 
of crime. It would seem that this benefit 
applies to researchers and criminal justice 

practitioners alike. However, there ap
pears to be some question whether in 
practice the acknowledged value of the 
scale warrants the extra effort required by 
the scoring system, an effort not 
necessary with the simple enumeration 
system of the UCR, for instance. 

That is, it was pointed out in chapter I 
that several critics of the original Sellin
Wolfgang scale have concluded that the 
current UCR system may be more than 
adequate for representing the volume and 
seriousness of criminal behavior and that 
the additional costs and difficulties sur
rounding the implementation of the gravi
ty scale overshadow the potential benefits 
(Hindelang 1974, Blumstein 1974). We 
have noted that this claim follows at
tempts to apply the scale to aggregate 
level data by weighting the frequency of 
i;;dex events with mean seriousness 
scores. Although we have also referred to 
several rebuttals which demonstrate the 
inappropriateness of these aggregate com
parisons, the point needs repeating here. 

The crime severity scale forms a system 
that begins with individual criminal 
events. Through the procedure explained 
previously, several important components 
of the criminal event are evaluated and 
seriousness scores are assigned. Although 
the system can and should be used to 
construct aggregate rates of crime (see 
below), criminal events must be scored 
for seriousness before such rates are con
structed. The process of simply multiply
ing the frequency of an event by an 
average seriousness score merely com
pounds the measurement problems 
associated with the classification of the 
event in the first place. Clearly, thi3 pro
cedure ignores the wealth of data 
represented by the criminal event and 
thus can vitiate the potential of the scale. 

Research applications 

One of the most frequent research issues 
that confronts criminology is the con
struction and analysis of crime rates. 
Crime rates form the basis of analyses 
designed to investigate changes over time 
or variation across certain levels of ag
gregation (for example, national, state, ci
ty, etc.). Usually researchers employ the 
data provided in the Uniform Crim? 
Reports for measuring total, violent, and 
property crime. We have noted previously 
that the UCR system gives equal weight 
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to each of the seven index offenses which 
together represent the total volume of 
crime and, when separated by class, 
reflect the amounts of violent and proper
ty crime. The essential problem with the 
rates of crime derived from the UCR is 
that the impact of the less frequent (and 
usually more serious) offenses is biased 
downward. For example, because the 
homicide rate is usually less than two per
cent of the violent crime rate, more than 
a ·50-percent increase in the homicide rate 
would be needed to affect a I-percent in
crease in the violent crime rate. Clearly, 
this aspect of the UCR system seriously 
jeopardizes the value of the rates for 
research purposes, particularly with 
respect to measuring significant shifts in 
the severity of crime. 

Alternatively, crime rates could be con
structed which reflect the relative 
seriousness of each offense and, conse
quently, such rates would better reflect 
changes in the amount of social harm 
associated with criminal behavior. In their 
work Sellin and Wolfgang (1964) sug
gested several possible indices or rates 
that could be based on crimes weighted 
for seriousness. These rates are displayed 
in figure 53. Although the rates were 
designed primarily for application to 
juvenile delinquency, they have direct 
transference to adult data as well. 

Formula I provides the chief comparative 
statistic for a weighted index of delin
quency based on the juvenile population 
age 7 through 17. The resulting statistic 
answers the crucial question: Among a 
group of 10,000 juveniles (or any other 
age group) in the community, what is the 
amount of seriousness of delinquency 
harm (or crimin6:'I harm) that they inflict? 

Formula II provides an index of the 
"community harm" burdening the whole 
community by indicating the amount of 
seriousness of crime per 10,000 (or 
100,000) population. This rate is 
analogous to the UCR index rate but ap
pears far more valuable because the 
elasticity of serious (although infrequent) 
crimes is built into the weighting scheme. 
Formula III provides information on the 
average seriousness score per event and 
thus could also prove useful in com
parative analyses. 

Formulas IV, V, and VI describe, respec
tively, the average seriousness per of
fender, the seriousness score in the event 
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involving the average offender, and the 
average juvenile's seriousness among the 
entire juvenile population. Formulas VII 
and VIII do not involve seriousness 
weights for events and express simply the 
average number of offenders per event 
and the number of offenders in the event 
involving the average offender. 

These formulas represent but a sample of 
the weighted rates that can be con
structed. It is possible to use o'ther 
denominators to encompass different 
race, sex, or SES groups which may then 
be compared by seriousness. It is also 
possible to compute rates for the three 
main classes of events-injury, theft, and 
damage. In this way subindices could be 
constructed in order to compare 
seriousness both across and within of
fense categories. Regardless of which 
rates are utilized, the utilization of 
seriousness scores to weight the various 
components of crime produces an index 
system that can, as accurately as possible, 
measure the real or actual harm 
associated with illegal behavior during a 
given period or in a given area. 

It should be clear that .another very useful 
application of the scale concerns what 
might be called offense-specific analysis. 
Previous discussions have indicated that 
criminal offenses can be evaluated and 
scaled, thus providing a basis for compar
ing the relative seriousness between 
events. This can be accomplished in two 
ways. First, a numerical score can be 
assigned to the event overall and for 
various components, such as injury. Se
cond, the event can be assigned to one of 
several classes depending on which major 
component (injury, theft, or damage) of 
seriousness characterizes the event. The 
value of these approaches can best be il
lustrated with respect to research on 
criminal careers. 

Usually an offender's career is typified by 
the number of offenses he/she has com
mitted. The offenses may be grouped into 
various classes of seriousness as, for ex
ample, crimes against the person or pro
perty. Thus a "rap sheet" may indicate a 
long series of crimes, stretching over 
several years, including thefts, burglaries, 
and assaults, as the law deflnes them. 
These labels do not in themselves give 
any indication of the seriousness of the 
misconduct, either in terms of absolute 
severity or whether such severity fluc
tuates during the offender's career or 
escalates as the career progresses. 

Scoring the offense career by the pro
posed system would show much more 
clearly, for instance, whether the offenses 
incrt:tl.Sed in harmfulness or, despite the 
legal labels, actually decreased in that 
respect. The severity scale may also reveal 
differences, otherwise unperceived, 
among offenders who produce harmful 
effects in systematic ways such as through 
injury, theft, or damage offenses. It may 
also be possible through seriousness scor
ing to find differences among offenders 
concerning such correlates as race, age, 
sex, social class, etc., which do not ap
pear when frequency counts of offenses 
are used. 

This strategy for evaluating a criminal 
career has clear benefits for research 
designed to describe and subsequently ex
plain criminal behavior. It provides a 
means for comparing the occasional of
fender with his/her more frequent 
counterparts, a basis that does not merely 
count offenses but rates their degree of 
social harm. It thus improves the attempt 
to delineate patterns of criminal behavior 
which may be hidden by the broad legal 
labels usually applied. As a result, our 
understanding of the phenomenon of 
crime may be enhanced; in addition, our 
ability to control if not prevent crime 
would also be improved. 

Increasingly, victimization surveys have 
come to occupy a central place in the 
measurement of crime. By' interviewing 
victims about the crimes committed 
against them, the researcher can generate 
estimates of the incidence of criminal 
behavior, estimates that do not depend 
on police recording practices. From these 
surveys we have learned that a con
siderable amount of crime actually occurs 
but is not reported to the police. Clearly, 
victimization data are an important ad
junct to police statistics. Similarly, self
report studies are used to elicit data on 
the hidden offenses committed by survey 
respondents. These data not only address 
the incidence of crime, they also provide 
information on the sociodemographic 
correlates of officlal vs. hidden delin
quency. 

By applying the crime severity scale to the 
offenses reported in both victim and self
report surveys, research could address 
topics other than just incidence and 
prevalence. For example, comparisons 
could be made between the seriousness of 
offenses that victims report to the police 



FigUre 53 

Formulas for computing delinquency index statistics 

Formula Explanation Philadelphia 1960 estimate Interpretation Short title 

I. );(S k (Seriousness summed over events) 
(10)' 

998 Average number of Juvenile 

I (Juvenile population) 342,252 10,000" 291.6 $erlousness units, or harm 
weighted rate per 
10,000 Juveniles at 
risk. 

11. );(s 
k (Seriousness summed over events) 998 Average number of Community 

p (Total population) 
(10)' 

2,002,232 10,000 '" 40.8 seriousness units In· harm 
dlcated, or weighted 
rate per 10,000 popu· 
lation. 

III. 
);/s (Seriousness summed over events) 998 Average number of Seriousness 

( (Events) 306 
.. 3.26 seriousness units per per event 

event. 

IV. r.(s (Seriousness summed over events) 998 Average number of Seriousness 
l;(n (Offenders) 643 

.. 1.55 seriousness units per per offender 
offender. 

V. 'E(ns (Seriousness summed over offenders) ~ Number of seriousness Average 
);(n (Offenders) 643 '" 3.33 units In event Involv· offender 

Ing average offender. seriousness 

VI. 
);(ns (Seriousness summed over offenders) 

(10)' 
2,141 Number of seriousness Average 

(Juvenile population) 342,252 '" 0.06 units In event Involv- Juvenile 
Ing average JUVenile seriousness 
at riSk 

VII. r./n (Offenders) 643 Average number of Offenders 
r.( (Events) 306 '" 2.10 offenders per event. per event 

VIII. Eln' (Offenders summed over offenders) ~ Number of offenderu Offenders In 
l;(n (Offenders) 643 

.. 3.22 In event Involving the average 
average offender. offender's 

event 

'When Using the Philadelphia data it was necessary to multiply by (10) 
to account for the fact that the data are from a 10'percent sample. 

Source: Sellin and Wolfgang (1964), p. 307. 

ana those that victims choose to hide. 
Further, research could investigate 
whether different segments of the popula
tion experience different types or degrees 
of offense seriousness. In terms of self
report data, the application of seriousness 
scores provides the ability to compare the 
severity of offenses that are known to the 
police with that of hidden crime. In any 
event, victimization and self-report data 
weighted for seriousness further enhance 
the important function that these 
measurement approaches serve in 
augmenting the official crime statistics. 

The scale 'also appears to have useful ap
plication in evaluation studies. Generally, 
recidivism, or rather the lack thereof, is 
used as the success or outcome measure 
in program evaluations. Another impor
tant outcome measure that should be in
vestigated is the seriousness of crime. By 
scaling the offenses committed by pro-

gram participants, evaluators could ex
amine the possible effects of treatment in 
reducing the severity of crime committed 
as well as its volume. For example, one 
might investigate the relative effectiveness 
of intensive, moderate, and minimal pro
bation or parole supervision, or evaluate 
a treatment strategy for violent offenders. 
By using seriousness rates, such program 
evaluations could be rendered more 
substantial and perhaps could lead to 
more definitive conclusions about the ef
fectiveness of current treatment strategies. 

Practitioner applications 

The use of the crime severity scale is not 
limited to research applications; it can be 
implemented in various spheres of the 
criminal justice system. It was noted in 
chapter 1 that Heller and McEwen (1975) 
tested the utility of the scale for law en
forcement. The results indicate that the 

scale may be used in several ways. First, 
it can be used as the basis for work 
assignments of detectives: cases with high 
seriousness scores could be allocated first 
instead of arbitrarily choosing cases for 
investigation. In this regard the scale was 
also suggested as providing a means to 
estimate a seriousness-of-offense clearance 
rate which would reflect more accurately 
the effectiveness of detective operations. 
Second, the scale could be used in the 
allocation of patrol personnel to the shifts 
(watches) with the higher seriousness 
scores. Last, the scale could be applied iq 
the determination of patrol beats so that. 
the patrols would cover the high 
seriousness areas more effectively. 
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Developing and applying lihe scale 
of offense severity 

The scale may be applied to assist the 
prosecution function. We have referred to 
the fact that the original Sellin-Wolfgang 
scale has been incorporated into the 
PROMIS system in Washington. D.C., to 
estimate the urgency of a case for pro
secution. However, the scale can also be 
used to assist in the classification of of
fenders. That is, many jurisdictions 
across the country have adopted "career 
criminal" prosecution programs which 
are designed to provide more effective 
handling fer serious repeat offenders. The 
special procedures may involve more ex
tensive investigations before trial and 
uniform case processing from indictment 
through sentencing. NaturalIy, career 
criminals must be identified and the usual 
procedure is to count rap sheet offenses 
until some prespecified number is rea::h
ed. However, some career criminal pro
grams also attempt to determine the 
seriousness otthe offender's career, but 
evaluation in this respect usualIy consists 
of determining whether the offenses are 
persoll vs. property or felony vs. misde
meanor. 

The identification and prosecution of 
career criminals could be made much 
more effective by using the crime severity 
scale. Prosecutors would then have 
available a measure with which to com
pare readily offenders and the seriousness 
of their careers. Consequently, pro
secutors could more easily identify can
didates for special handling by the career 
criminal unit and justify such choices 
with reference to both the type and 
degree of social harm they involve. 

Another stage of the criminal justice 
system for which the crime severity scale 
has particular relevance is at the judicial 
level. With respect to forming a policy 
for the sentencing of convicted offenders, 
the seriousness of criminal offenses would 
seem to be one of the most relevant 
issues. As far back as the 18th century, 
criminologists calIed for a punishment 
system which determined the period of in
carceration on the basis of the harm 
caused by the crime (in contradistinction 
to the arbitrary setting of penalties that 
was in widespread use). It WaS assumed 
that punishments graduated for offense 
severity would serve the goals of both 
retribution and deterrence while at the 
same time reducing the disparity and 
capriciousness of existing methods. Thus, 
offenders convicted of equalIy serious 
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crimes would receive the same penalty 
and the penalty should be more harsh 
than that applied for less serious viola
tions. 

For reasons which we need not discuss 
here, the classical doctrine of punishment 
gave way to the rehabilitative approach in 
which criminal justice is individualized 
and the offender is "treated" according 
to his/her particular needs rather than 
punished according to the seriousness of 
the offense. The rehabilitation approach 
thus focused on the person, not the 
crime, and substituted treatment and 
reform for the previous goal of retribu
tion advocated by the classical doctrine. 
As a consequence of this change, the 
fixed periods of incarceration used in the 
retribution model no longer addressed the 
needs of the punishment system; an alter
native sentencing policy was ne~ded. 

The indeterminate sentence appeared to 
represent the ideal solution. Under this 
system, an offender is sentenced to prison 
not for a fixed period but for an interval 
of time (for example, from 10 to 20 
years). The actual amount of time served 
depends on the success of the treatment 
in reforming the offender so that he/she 
could return to society. Although con
siderable variation exists in the applica
tion of the indeterminate sentence system 
(for example, some jurisdictions alIow 
parole before the expiration of the 
minimum sentence while others require 
that the minimum, at least, be served 
before parole could be considered), the 
essential feature of the policy is that cor
rectional system officials are accorded 
great discretion in determining when an 
offender would be released. 

The rehabilitative ideal has been the 
dominant philosophy in corrections for 
many decades; but in the past few years 
the rehabilitation approach has been sub
jected to severe criticism. The criticism 
ranges from a concern that treatment has 
been very ineffective in reforming 
criminals to questions of the legality of 
forced punishment under the guise of 
treatment. As an alternative to the 
rehabilitative model, the philosophy of 
just or commensurate deserts has been 
gaining more and more acceptance. 
Essentially, the just deserts principle is a 
revival of the classiCal doctrine which 
calls for the severity of punishment to be 
commensurate with the seriousness of the 
crime. Further, this system tries to 

eliminate disparity by employing 
presumptive sentences in place of the in
determinate ones used in the rehabilitative 
model. 

Clearly, the crime severity scale has value 
in the area of sentencing. Under the just 
deserts approach, the scale could be used 
to rank the seriousness of offenses and 
thus ensure that gradients of punishment 
were implemented. Such gradients could 
be constructed in terms of both the class 
of event (that is, injury, theft, damage) 
and the seriousness score. Use of the 
scale would thus provide an operational 
definition for the just deserts model and 
also ensure that disparity in sentences 
could be minimized. 

In this chapter, we have detailed several 
appiications of the scaling system relevant 
for both researchers and practitioners. 
We suggested that the scale offers a 
significant increase in information over 
that available from the simple UCR count 
alone and several examples of this addi
tional substantive yield were presented. 
As an alternative strategy for the develop
ment of crime statistics, the crime severity 
scale should find a useful place in the 
production of this important social in
dicator. 
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Interview form 
Version 01 

'OR" NCS·201 HOTICE - Your report to the C~nsus Buteau 15 conrldentlal by law L .... '''.7') (U.S. Code 12. section 3771). All Identifiable information will be 
used only by penons enlD&ed In Dnd (or the purposes of the st,uVey, 

u.s. DEPARTMENT of COMMERCE and may not be disclosed or released lo others (or any pUrpi.1SC. 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

ACTING AS COLLECTI,..C AGENT FOR "HE A. Sample B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LA,W ENFORCEMENT ",SIS/STANCE .... OMIN!STflATION 
(cc 2) No. u.s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU ISe&ment ICK :Sertal 

I I I 

JO_ I : I 01 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 
I 

VERSION 01 E. Respondent 

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEV SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 
I 

F. Interviewer Identification G. Oate completed J. Reason for noninterview 
Code IName I [1 Type Z non!ncerview on NCS I 

H. Type of inteP/1 ew I. Was anyone else present during 
2LJ Proxy Interview on NCS 
3D Refused NSCS (supplement only) 

I [] Personal interView? .. [J Lan&ua,e difficulty 
2lJ Telephone '0 Ve, -All 50 Could not understand instructions -ExplaIn on levetse side 
3 CJ Not appl icable 20 Yes - Part 

6 0 Ocher - SpeCIIV 
'0 OFFICE USE ONLV '[J ~:o 

.. C] Not applicable 
'C10FFICE USE OHLY 

OFFICE USE IK. IL• 1M• f' \0. IP. ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION .. InterView all household members 18 years and over (proKY interview not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would like to ask your opinion abuut how serious YOU think certain crimes are. 

The fint situation is, I'A person steols a bicycle parked on the streot." This has ~een given a score of 10 to show Its seriousness. 
(PAUSE) Use this /irst situation ta judge all the othan. For axample, if you think a situation is 20 TIMES MORE s.rlous than the 
bicycle thelt, the numb.r you tell me should ba around 200 IPAUSE) or If you think It Is HALF AS SERIOUS, tlra number you tell mo 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) Ther.e is no upper Imit; USIl' ANY number so long as it shows how sorious YOU think the 
.Ituation is. (PAUSE) If YOU think .omething .hauld not be a crime, glYe It a .oro. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation: fiA person robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 is injured but not hospitalized:' What number would you give to this on the street, 

situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 
thoft with a score of 10? (Obtain answer) •..••..•.•.•.. ...... ; ... 2. A person robs a Victim. The Victim is 

"A, person under 16 years old plays hooky from school. tI 
injured but not hospitalized 

Campo red to the bicycle theft with a score of 10, how 
serious do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer) • • , ..•. , .. " .. 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

IIA person stabs a victim to death." Comport:d to the bicycle theft with hooky from school 

a score of 10, how seciaus do YOU think this is,? (Obtain answer) • •••...•. 4. A person stabs a victim to death ... . . 

Let's go over these first fOW answers to be sure I havo recorded them correctly. You feel that a robbery in which the victim is 
injured is (more/lo .. /as) .orious (than/as) the bicycle theft, (PAUSE) and thot playing hooky is (more/le .. /as) .. rious (than/as) 
tho bicycle thort; is that eorroet? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEW[iR INSTRUCTION: 
scores as needed. 

Stop and resolve any misunderstandings about the instructions. Make any changes to the practice 

Score the remaining situations in the same way b~ comparing each one to tho bicycle theft. 
Remember, you may use any numbers, as high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

There are no rjght or wrong answers. 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A person kidnaps a victim ••• * ••••••• ~ ••••• 16. A person smokes mariiuana. . ............. 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

17. A person breaks into a display case in a sfo~e 
and steals 51,000 worth of merchandise ••.••• * • 

AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 
18. A person knowingly lies undor oath during a trial. 

6. Severo I large companies illegally fix the retail 19. A person, using force, robs a victim of 510. The 
prices of their products •...•••• " •••.•..••• victim is hurt and requires hospitalization •. ~ •• " 

7. A person sfeol s property worth S 10 from outside 20. A person Intentionally sets fhe to a building 
• building ••...•.••.••.•••.•••••.•.•• eou.ing S100,000 worth 01 domage ••.•••.•••• 

8. A person robs a victim of $1,000 at gunpoint. COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
The victim is wounded and requires treatment AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 
by a doctor but not hospitalization ......... , •. 21. A factory knowingly gets rid of its woste in a 

9. A person conceals the Identity of others that he way that pollutes the water supply of a city. 
knows have committed a serious crime .......... As a result, 20 people become ill but none 

requires medical treatment ................. 
10. A company pays a bribe 01 S10,000 to a logislotor 

22. An employer orders one of his employees to to vote for a law favoring the company ••••••••• 
commit a serious crime ••• " ...••••.•.••.•• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 23. A,person steal. properly worth $1,000 Irom 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• outside a building." •• " • " •••• " •. " ••••••• 

11. A persall talces part in a dico game in an alley •. ~ • 24. A man boats his wife with his fists. Sho 
requires hospitalization •••• " •..••.••••..• 

12. A person intentionally injures a victim. As a 25. A ponon plants a bomb in a public building. Tho result, the victim diesh •••....••••••. j ••• bomb explodes and 20 people ore killod ••••••.• 
13. A person walks into a public museum and 

Q. To help UI undentand peoples' scores, I would like to ask steals a pointing worth $1,000 ••..•• " ........ 
an additional q"ostion. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gayo you the 

14. A mo.n fo~ci.bl)' rapes a woman. No other lost item to scor., did you have an upper limit or a highest 
phYSical Injury occurs ••. " ••.••.••• " ••••• number in mind that you wouldn't go over? 

15. A p.erson does not have a weapon. He threatens I D No - End Interview 
to harm a victim unletss the victim gives him money. 20 ,Yes - What was it? {Explain on reverse side 
Th. victim gives him $10 and il not harmed ••.• " any special Circumstances. then end interview.' 
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Appendix A 

Interview form 
Version 02 

FORM NCS·202 NOTICE - Your report to the Census Bureau IS confidential by law , •• 14.711 
(U.S. Code "2. section 3771). All Identifiable information will be 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CO'-lMEACE 
used only by persons en&azed 'n and for the purposes or the survey. 

eVA-tAU OF THE CENSUS 
and rnay not be disclosed or released to others fot any purpose, 

ACTING ASCD~LEeTINa AGENT FOR THE A. Sample B.Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENFOACE"'4ENT ASSISTANCE AOMIt~ISTRATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU ISeiment ICK lScrial 

(cc 2) No. 
I I I 

NATIONAL SUR'ta OF CRIME SEVERITY JO_ I I I 02 I I I 
I 

VERSION 02 E. Respondent 
NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 

I 

F. Interviewer IdentifICation G. Date completed J. Reason for nonlOtervlew 
Code I Name 

1 0 Type Z nOnlntervu!w on NCS I 

H. Type of intervi ew I. Was anyone else present dUring 
2 0 Pro)(), In(erv lew on NCS 

10 Personal InterView? 
l 0 Refused NSCS (supplement ani),) 
" 0 LangulSge diffIculty 

20 Telephone . I D Y •• -All sO Could not understand Instructions -EKplaln on 18VerSfJ Side 
n 0 Not applicable 20 Yes - Part 60 Other - speCtl~ 
• D OFFICE USE ONLY 3D No 

" 0 Not applicable 
• i5 OF FICE use ONLY 

OFFICE USE TK. I~' 1M• IN. 10 • r ONLY 

INTERVIEWl:R INSTRUCTION ~ Interview all hbusehold members 18 years and over (proxy ,ntervlew not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would Ilk. to o.k your opinion about how .erlou. YOU think certain crim •• or •• 

The first situation Is, "A person steals a bicycle parked on the stu:et." This ha" been given a score of 10 to show its seriousness. 
(PAUSE) U.e this fir.t .Ituollon to judgo all tho others. FQr exomplo, if you think a .Ituollon i. 20 TIMES MORE seriou. than tho 
bicyclo theft, tho numb~r you t.II mo .hould b. around 200 (PAUSE) or if you think It I. HALF AS SERIOUS, tho numb~r you toll mo 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) There is no upper limit; UUt ANY number so long as it shows how serious YOU think the 
situation is. (PAUSE) If YOU think something should not be a crime, give it a zero. (PAUSE) 

Consider thtt following sit:Jation; It A person robs a victim. Th~ victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 10 is injureci but not hospitalized:' What number would you givo to this on the street 
situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 

2. A person robs a victim. The Victim IS theft with a .coro of 101 (Obtain answer) . , ...... . . . ... . .... 
IIA person under 16 years old ploys hooky from school. Of 

Inlured but not hOSPitalized 

Compared to the bicycle theft with a scar. of 10, how 
•• riou. do YOU think thl> is? (ObtaIn answer) 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

II A penon stabs" victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

a score of 10, how serious do YOU think this is? (Oblo/n answer) 4. A person stabs a ViCtim to d.eath 

Let's go over these first few answers to be sure I have recorded them correctly. You feel thot a robbery in which the victim is 
injured i. (moro/lo .. /a.) .. rlou. (than/a.) tho bicyclo theft. (PAUSE) and that playing hooky i. (moro/I ... /o.) •• riou. (than/a.) 
tho blcyclo thoft; h thai correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Slop and resolve any misunderstandings about the Instructtons, Make any changes to lhe practice 

scores as needed. 

Score the remaining situotions in the same way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Remelnber, you may use any numbers, as high or ow as you wIsh. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10. HO'li SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

S. A person breaks Into a public recreation center, 16. A person gives the floor plans nf a bonk fa a 

forces open a cosh bOl( and steols $1,000. , ...... bank rabbor ....................... . .. 
17. A porson .toal. property worth $1.000 from 

COMPARED TO THE BiCYCLE THI:FT SCORED aUhido a building. . . . • .. . .•...... , ... 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18. A penon beats a victim with his fists. The victim 

6. A penon intentionally hill a victim with a lead is hurt but don not require medical treatment •... 

pipe. No medico I treatment is required ••.••.•• 19. An employer refuses to hire a qualified petrson 

7. A person knowingly trespanes in a railroad yard •• 
because of that perlon's rocd ••.•.•••••.••• 

20. A person stabs a victim with a knife. No medical 
8. A person rob. a victim 01 $1,000 01 gunpoint. No treatment is required., ......... ' ..•.. ' .... 

physical harm occurs ..................... 

9. It. persan .teals property worth S50 from outside 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

a building ••••.••••.••••••••••.•••••. AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

10. A factory knowingly get. rid of it. wa.t. In a way 21. A person breaks into a building and steals property 

that pallut •• tho wator .upply of a city. A. a warth $10 •....•..••........•.•......• 

result, one person dies ..................... 22. A penon intentionally injures a victim. The 
victim Is treated by a doctor and hospitalized • . .. 

COMPARED TO THE IIICYClE THEFT SCORED 23. Two persons Willingly ongage in a h,omosexual act. 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

11. A person pick. a vleti ... •• pockot of $100 •...••• 
24. A parent booh hi. young child with his fI.ts. 

A. a ro.ult, tho child die •••..••.•...•• ~ ••. 
12. A person smuggles marliuana Into the country 25. A porson r.lanls a bomb in a public building. The 

for '.5010 .............................. ' . bomb up ado. and 20 pooplo are killed •••••••• 

13. A ~orson steals a locked car and sells it; .• ,~ \ •. 'Q. To help u~ understond peoples' scores, I would lik. to ask an 

14. A logislotor tak .. a bribo of $10,000 Irom a 
. addilional quo.tlon. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gav~ you the la.t 

item to score, did you have an upper limit or a highest number 
company to vote for t;I law favoring the compony .... in mind that ),ou wouldn't go over? 

15. A. man drags a woman into on alley, tears her I :::J No - End Interview 
. cloth •• , but fl ... beforo .ho I. phy.ically harmed z ZJ Yes - What w~s it? (Explain on reverse side 

or sexually Dttocked ...................... any spec,jat circumstances, then end interview.) 
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Interview form 
Version 03 

FO.M NCS.203 NOTICe - Your report to the Census Bureau IS conhdenHal by taw 
l4.' •• 111 (U.S. Code 42. section 3771). Alildenllflable m(o,mallon WI II be 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
used only by pct!ions engaged In and for the purposes or the survey. 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
and may npl be dIsclosed or released to others for any purpose. 

ACTINe AS COL.t..£CT,NO AGENT FOA THe A. Sample B. Control number Icc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version t"AW ENFI)RC£MENT ASS1ST"NCE AOMINISTRATION 
U,S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Icc 4) PSU : Segment :CK ISertal 

(cc 1) No. 
I I I 

JO_ I I I 03 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 
I 

VERSION 03" E. Respondent 

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. 1 Name 
I 

F. Interviewer identification G. Date complet~d J. Reason (or nonlnterVlew 
Code IName I C J Type Z nonlntervlcw on NCS I 

H. Type of Interview I. Was anyone else present dUring 
z t:l p'O)(y IntervIew on NCS 
] [1 R,,'used NSCS (supplement only) 

I [J Personal InterView? "L 1 Language difficulty 
2 [1 Telephone I ~J Yes - All 5 Ci Could not understand jnstru~uons -E,1Cplaln on rflverse SIde 
1 Cl Not applicable 2L] Yes - Part 

6 [1 Other - spec/ltl 
• C.l OFFICE USE ONLY 31.: i No 

"t: t Not applicable 
• t:J OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE IK. IL. 1M• IN. 10 . IP. ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION ~ Interview aU household members 18 years and over (proxy interView not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would Iilc~ to ask your opinion about how serious YOU think certain crimes are. 

Th. first situation is , itA person steals a bicycle parlce.d on the street. II This has been given a score of 10 fa show its seriousnen. 
(PAUSE) Use this first situotlon to ludge all the others. For example, II you think 0 situotlon is 20 TIMES MORE .erlous than the 
bicycle theft, the number you tell me should be around 200 (PAUSE) or if you think it is HALF AS SERIOUS, the numb~r you tell mo 
should be around 5 Dnd so on. (PAUSE) There is no upper limit; use ANY number so long as it shows how serious YOU thlnlc the 
situation i>. (PAUSE) II YOU think something should not be 0 crime, give It 0 .. ro. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation! "A person robs a yictlm. Thet victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 is injured but not hospitaliz.ed. It What number would you give to this on the street . 

situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycltf 
2. A person I'obs a Victim. theft with a .core of 10? (Obtain answer) • ' •..•..••.• ....... , ... The victim Is 

"A person under 16 yean old plays hoo~y from school." 
injured but not hospitalized 

Crmpared to th~ bicycle theft with a score of 10, how 
serious do YOU think this is? (ObtaIn answer) ,. , . , 3. A person urder 16 years old plays 

III.. person stabs a victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

CI sc:ore of 10, how serious do YOU thin~ this is? (Obtain answer) . , 4. A person stabs a victim to deoth " ' 

Let's go oyer these first few answers to be sur~ I have recorded them correctly. You feel that 0 robbery in which the victim is 
Inlured is (more/le .. /as) serious (than/as) tho bicycle theft, (PAUSE) ond that playing hooky is (more/lo .. /as) seriou5 (than/as) 
the bicycle th.ft; is that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve any misunderstandings about the instructions. Make any changes to the practice 
scores as needed. 

Score the remaining si.tuotions in the samet way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Remember, you may use any numbers, as high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO. THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT lOr HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A porson willingly hid •• out a bank robb.r •.•.•• 16. A porson .toal. prop~rty worth $100 frnm outsld. 
a building. • ....••.••.•••.••.••.•.••• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 17. A penon sells marijuana to otherl for relale ••••. 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18. A porson robs a victim at gunpoint. Tho ylctlm 

6. A person, ullng farce, robs a Ylctim of $1,000. .truggl .. and I •• hot to d.ath ............... 
No physical harm occurs. .( ••• , ••.•..••••. 19. A peraon trelpalles in a railroad yard and steall 

7. A penon cheats on his federal Income taX return tool. worth $1,000 •...•••••.••.••.•••••. 
and oyolds paying $10,000 In to .............. 20. An employer orders hil employecs to make fal •• 

8. A I!tore owner knowingly puts large eggl into 
antriel on ~ments thot the court hal requested 
for a criminal rial •.•••...• , ••••••...•.• 

containe" marked ".xtro-Iarge. fl •••• > • ~ ••••• 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

9. A porson Intontlonolly Inlur .. a "Iellm. Tho victim AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 
Is treat.d by a doc to, but I. not ho.pltoll .. d •.••• 21. A man run> hi. hand. oyor tho body of a fomal. 

10, A public official tak .. $1,000 of public manoy for victim, then run I away ••.••.••• + , ..... ,. 
hil own Ule ••. ~ .............. , •••.•••• 22. A po .. on ot ... l. proporly worth $1,009 from 

outsldo 0 building. . •••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•• 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 23. A p.rson, armed with a lead P1e, robl a victim of 
AT10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• $10. Tho Ylctlm Is Inlurod an requlr .. 

11. A porson porformi an Illogal abortion •••••• " ••• 
ho.pltolliatlon ••.•••••••••.•.•.•....•• 

24. A· toonogo boy b ... ts his moth~r with hi. fI.ts. 
12. A porson stoa"ls proporty worth $10,000 fr~.m Tho'mothor roqulros ho.pllall •• tl ............ , • 
, ~"t",ld. a.bulldlng., •.••••••.•••••••••••. 25. A'por,on plant. a bomb In a public building. Tho 

, '1:J.i4; ;"a';'IQ!c1bly rap .. a woman. H.r physlc.l 
bomb oxplod.' and 20 pooplo or. killed ••.•.••. 

Q. 'To holp u. undorstond poopl .. ' Icoros, I would IIko to o.k an Inl~rl.'-: r!qulro hospltall.atlon., '" •••• .' • , .• additional quostlon. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gayo you tho la.t Itom 
14. A po"c~ offlc.r knowingly ",ak •• a f.I •• arrest ••• to .cor., did you ha ••• " uppar II .. " or a highest nu .. bor In Mind 

that you wouldn't go over? 

15. A po .. ~n plonts a bomb In a public ~ulld!ng; T~~ . 
,,':!'<: • 

• I O!"o -,En1lliiteryiew 
'bo.b eXplodes ond:20 poopl. are 1_lurod bul na 

" 
20 Yes - What wo. It? (Explain on reverse side 

_dh:.l"troat ••• t I. required ••••••• , .' .••••• anY-special circumstance •• then end Interview.) 
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Appendix A 

Interview form 
Version 04 

FORM NCS·204 HOTICE _ Your rcpOI! to the Census Bureau IS con"denlu,1 by law 
1.·I4~nl (US Code 42, scellon 3111). All Identifiable ,,"ormahon will be 

used only by persons engaged 10 Dnd lor the putpose!l of the survey. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE and may nat be dlselosed ot released to others for any purpose. 

eUREAU O~· THE cENSUS 
ACTING AS COLLECTING AGENT FOR THE. A. Sample B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENFORCEMENT ASS,STANcE A,OMINISTRATjON 

U,S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (CC 4) PSU : Segment 1 CK : Setaa! 
(ce 2) No. , , , 

JO_ 
, , , 

04 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY 
, , , , 

VERSION 04 E. Respondent 

NATIONAL CRIME .SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name , 
F. Interviewer Identification G. Date completed J. Reason (or nonlntervlew 

Code ,Name 

" 
- I Type Z nCnlnlefVlew on NCS , 

" - i Proxy interView on NC~ 
H. Type of interview I. Was anyone else present during 

1 
.. 

i Refvsed NSCS (supplement on Iy) 

I [1 Personal Interview? 4; : Language dlUlculty 
2 [j Telephone 1 .. :1 Yes - All 5: ' Could not understand InstruCtions -Eltplitln on 'llVetSU .$Ido 
10 Not apptlcabJe 2 f:l Yes - Part G ~ _ 

, Other - ,SpaCI'~ 
'DOFFICE USE O~LY 1:. i No 

4::1 Not applicable 
9 ~ - ]OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE IK• lL. JM. J' 10
• IP' ONLY 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION ~ ImerVlew all household members 18 years and over {proJ(Y Interview not acceptableJ 

IHTRODUCilON - I would like to ask your opinion about how serious YOU think certain crimes ole. 

The first situation iS t "A penon steals a bicycle parked on the slleet." This has been given a seale of 10 to show its seriousness • .. 
(PAUSE) Use this first situation to judge all the others. FOl example, if you think a situation is 20 TIMES MORE serious than the 
bicycle thelt, the number you t.1I m. should b. around 200 (PAUSE) or if you think it is HALF AS SERIOUS, the number you tell me 
should be around 5 and so on. {PAUSE} Thele is no uppel limit; use ANY number so long as it shows how serious YOU think the 
situation is. (PAUSE) If YOU think samethJng should not be a crime, give it a t.ero. (PAUSE, 

Consider the following situation: HA persan robs 0 victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 is injured but not hospitalized." What number would you give to this on the street 

situation to lhow how serious YOU think 11 is compared to the bicycle 
2. A person robs a victim. The victim IS theft with a score of 10? (Obtam answer). . .. . .. , .... .. . , 

"A person undel 16 years old plays hooky from school:' 
Injured but not hospitalized 

Compared to the bicycle theft with 0 score of 10, how 
serious do YOU think this is? (Obtain onswerJ . 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

"A penon stabs 0 victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with hooky from school 

a score of 10, how serious do YOU think this is? (Obtam answer) 4. A person stabs a victim to death 

let's go over these first few answers to be sure I have recolded them correctly. You feel that a robbery in which the victim is 
injured is (more/less/os) scorious (than/as) the bicycle theft, (PAUSE) and that playing hooky Is {more/less/os} serious (tha,,!os) 
the bicycle Ihelt; i. that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTlO~, SlOP and resolve any ffllsunderstondlOgs about the instructIons. Make any changes to the practICe 
scores as needed. 

Score the remaining situations in the same way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. 
Remember, you may use any numbers; as high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

There ore no right or wrong answers. 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A porson has some barblturatu f such as sleeping 16. A person is a customer in a house of prostitution •. 
pilll, for his own use, without a legal prescript:on. 17. A person, using force, robs a victim of $1,000. The 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED victim is hurt and requires hospitollxation. .. 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18. A person loan. money at on illegally high 

6. A ponon intentionallt soh fire to a building fntelest rat ••. . , 

causing $10,000 wort 01 damage. . .. ",. , . 19. A mon tries to entice a minor ipto his car for 
7. Becaule of a victim's race, a person injures a immoral purposes •. .. , , ., . 

vIctim to prevent him from enroUing in a lublic 20. A person kidnaps a victim. A ransom of $1.000 is 
Ichaol. No medical tronh:-1ont is require •.•. .. . paid and the victim Is returned unharmed •.... . .. 

8. A perlon Iteols property worth $100 f,am COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
outside a building •.•.•••.•.... , . . " ... AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

9. A penon, fre. on boil for committing a serious 21. A person intentionally shoves or pushes a victim. 
crime, purpolOfullr fails to appear at court on No medical treatment is ,equlred. . . .• . _ .... 
the day 01 his tria •••...••.••..• ' .. , •.. , . 

22. A person threatens a victim with a weapon unless 
10. A person breaks info G home and $tools $1,000 •... the victim gives him money. Tho Victim gives him 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED $10 and is not harmod., .... . , . . . , . . 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 23. A person steals property worth $1,000 from 

11. A person plan" a bomb In a public building. The ouhld. a building.. .. ..' ... . , ... I 
bomb explodes and on. person I. kill.d •. , .. , . 24. A hIgh school boy b.oh a mlddle.oged woman with 

12. A porson Is a customer in a place whe,e h. knows his fists. She require, hospitalization •.•. , , ... 
gambling occurs Illegally •.••.. ' .....••... , 25. A p ... on planh a bomb in a public building. The 

13. A doctor cheah on claim' ho makes to a federal bomb e.plod .. and 20 peopl. oro killed. , .... , . 
health insurance plan for patient services. Ho 

Q. To help us understand people,' scores, I would like to ask an gains $10,000 ••••.•. , .. , .....•.... .. additional ~uestlon. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gOY. you the last 
14. A person t,.spaslos in the backyard of a item to score, did you have an upp.r limit or a highest numb.r 

private home. ~ .••...•. , •.•••.... .. , .. in mind that you wouldn't go over? 

'. 1 0 No - End Interview 
15. A porson Illegally goh monthly wolfar. chock. 20 Yes - What was It? (Explain on r ••• ,se side 

01 $200 ••.•••.•.•...••..••.....•. , , . ony special cIrcumstances. then end interview.) 
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Interview form 
Version 05 

1~~I~~n~C:S.205 NOTICE _ Your report to the Census Buruu IS confidential b) la~ 
(U,S Code <42. section 3771). Aliidenuhable Information will be 
used only by persons cnlDled In and for the purposes of the sUfvey. 

U.S, CEPARTMENT Of' COMMERCE and may not be disclosed or released to others 'at an~ purpose. 
DURtcAU OF' Tj.I£ C IlNSUS 

ACTING AS COLLECTING ",GENT FOA Tl-tE A. Sampl B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENFOACI;MtcHT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU l Se&ment iCK lScnal (cc 2) No. , , , 

JO_ 
, , I 05 NATIOt-fAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY 
, , , 

I 

VERSION 05 E. Respondent 
NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEI!ENT Line No. : Name 

I 

F. Interviewer identification G. Date completed J. Reason for nCinlnterVlew 
Code IName I C] Type Z nonlnterlJlew on NCS I 

H. Type 0' interview I. Was anyone else present during 
2 Cl Proxy interView on NCS 
1 Cl Rerused NSCS (supplement only) 

10 Personal Interview? 
4 [1 Lan,ua,e difficulty 

20 Telephone I t.J Yes - All 50 Could not understand iMsCtuctlons -Explain on (eVfUS~ side 
1 0 Not applicable 20 Yes - Pan • f.:J Other - spec"lj( 
• 0 OFFICE USE ONLY 3D No 

4 ['1 Not applicable 
• 0 OHICf USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE IK• IL• 1M• IN. 10. IP' ONLY 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION ~ Imervjew all household members 18 years and over (proxy interview not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would Ilk. to •• k your opinion .~.ut how .. ';ou. YOU think cortoln crlm •• or •• 

Th. flnt situation is, til.. p.non st.als a bicycle parked on th .. street. If This has bun givc-n a score of 10 to show its seriousness. 
(PAU5E) U .. this first .ituation to judge all th. oth.rs. For exompl., if yau think a .ituation I. 20 TIMES MORE IOriou. thon th. 
blcycl. th.It, th. number you t.1I m •• hould be around 200 (PAU5E) or If you think It Is HALF AS SERIOUS, tho numb~r you t.1I me 
.hould b. around 5 and '0 on. (PAUSE) Th.ro I. na upper limit; UIO AN:f number .a lang as It .how. how .. rlou. YOU think th • 
• ltuatlon I •• (PAUSE) 1/ YOU think .amothlng .hould not be a crlm., give it 0 uro. (PAUSE) 

Consid.r the following situation: "A p.rson robs a victim. Th. victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 Is Injured but not hospitaliz.d." What number would you give to this on the street 

situation to show how serious YOU think It is compared to the bicycle-
2. A person robs a Ylctim. The VICtl"'- IS th.1t with 0 .cor. of 10? (Obtain answer) < ••••••••••• , ..... , ..... 

.. A person unde, 16 years old plays hooky from school. II 
Injured but not hospltaHzed 

Compared to the bicycle theft with a scar. of 10, how 
3. A person under 16 years old plays serlou. do YOU think thl. I.? (Obla;n answer) . . . 

'lAo p.r,on stabs a victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

a Kale of 10, how s.rious do YOU think thi. Is? (ObEa;n answer) .. 4. A person stabs a Victim to death 

Let', go over these fint few answers to be sure I have recorded them correctly. You feel that a robbery in which the victim is 
i"jur.d i. (mor./le .. /o.) .. rlou. (thon/as) the bicycle th.It, (PAUSE) and that playing hooky I. (more/lo .. /o.) IOriou. (than/a.) 
the blcyclo the It; I. that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve ony misunderstandings about the inSlrUClions. Make any changes to the ptiJ,tiCf! 
scores as needed. 

Scor. the remaining situations in the same way b~ comparing each one to th. btcycle theft. There are no right or wrong anl\lrfers. 
R.member, you may us. any numbers, 01 high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT ;0, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A factory knowingly 1I0t. rid of Its wa.te in a way 16. A person br.aks Into a public recr.atlan c.nte" 
"'at pallut .. tho wato, .upplt of a city, A. a force. op.n a ca.h box, and steals $10., •••••• 
result, one person become' I I but doe. not 17. A porson dl.turb. "'0 nolghborhood with loud, 
require medical treatment. , •.•••••••• , •• , • noi,y b.havior ••• < ••• , ••••••••••••••••• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED lB. A porson boot. a victim with his Ii.ts. Tho 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• victim requires hospitallJ.ation ••••••••• " ••• 

6. A porson kill. a victim by rocklu.ly driving 
an automobile. • •••.•••••.•••••••••••• 

19. A porson broaks Into a .chool and .toal. $10 
worth of .uppli ........................ 

7. A person .t.als property worth $1,000 from autaldtl 20. It. man forcibly rapes a woman. No othor phy.lcol 
~ buildlnll" .......................... in(ury occurs •••••••.•••••••••••••••.• 

8. It. person attempts to br.ak into a parked caf but COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORI!D 
rvns away when a pollc. car approache •••••••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

9. A per.on us.s heroin .. , ••• : •••. j •••••••• 
21. A penon dol'S not hav. a weapon. H. threat.n. 

to harm a victim unl.1I the victim give. him money. 
10. A p.rson turn. In a fal,e fire alarm ••••••••.• Tho victim IIlv •• him S10 and I. nat hormod ••••• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 22. A po"on Is found firing. rillo 'or which ho Itnow. AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• ho has no pormlt ....................... 
11. A po"on, annod with a load plpo, rob. a victim 23. A penon, u.Ing force, rob. a victim of $10. No of SI,ooO. Tho victim I. Inlurod and roqulr .. 

treatment by a doctor but not hospitalization • .. . phy.lcal harm oCCur'" •••••••••••• , ••••• 
2~. A high school boy b.at. an oldor!y woman with 

12. An armod porson sky. lacks an alrplano and domand his Ii.ts. Sho r.qulr .. ho.pltali«tlon ••••••.• 

to be flown to another country •••••••••••••• 25. A po"on plants a bomb In a public building. Tho 

13. A po"on .tab. a victim with a knlfo. Tho 
bomb explod .. and 20 pooplo oro killod ........ 

victim r_qulre. treatment by a doctor but not Q. To help u. undersfand ~e~I .. , 'corel, I would like to ask an 

hospitalilatlon • ...... .... ............ additional qUOItion. ( A SE) BEFORE I IIOVO you tho loll 

I~. A po .. on atoab proporly worth $10 from outsldo 
ItI'm to Icore, did you have an upper limit or a hlgh •• t numher 
In mind thot you wouldn't go ovor? 

• boildinll ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t 0 No - End Interview 
15. A po .. o. Intontlonally Inlur .. a ... Ictim. A. a 20 Yes - What woo It? (Explain on reverse 

re.ult the victim cU ••••••••••••••••••••• side any spedaJ circumstances, then end interview., 
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Appendix A 

Interview form 
Version 06 

FOA'" NCS.206 NOTICE - Your report to the Census Bureau Is confidential by law 
\'.' •• 171 (U.S. Code ~2. section 3711). All Identifiable. Infor"matlcn will be 

U.S. DEPARTMEN'r OF COMMERCE 
used only by penDOS en I_led in and for the pUrposes of the lurvfl)'~ 

I!IUA£AU OF THE. CENSUS 
and rnay nol be disclosed or released to others for an), purpose, 

ACTING I., COLLECTING AGENT FOA THE A. Sample B.Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE. "QMINIITRATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU :Sclment :CK :Serlal (cc 2) No. 

I I I 

JO_ I I I 06 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 
I 

VERSIDN 06 E. Respondent 
NA TIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 

I 

F. Interviewer identification G. Date completed J. Reason for noninterview 
Code I Narne 

I 0 Type Z noninter ... !ew on NCS I 

H. Type of interview I. Was anyone else present during 
z 0 PrOKY interview on NCS 

J 0 Refused NSCS (supplement only) 
I r] Personal interView? .. 0 Lanluafe dlfflcuily 
z [J Telephone t lJYes -All !Ii 0 Could not understand Instructions -EKplain 0" rever:se ~Idlf 
J 0 Not applicable: zLlYcs-Part 

6 0 Other - speclI~ 
9 [.1 OFFICE USE ONLY '1.:1 No 

.. [J Not applicable 
91:.1 OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE 
IK• IL• 1M• IN. 10 . IP' ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION ~ Interview all household members '8 years and over (proxy Interview not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would liko to a.k your opinion about how .. rlou. YOU think cortoln crim .. oro. 

Th. fint situation is, flA person steals a bicycle parked on the stre.t. 1I This has be.n given a score of 10 to show its serioulneSl. 
(PAUSE) U .. thl. /irst .ltuotlon to ludgo all the otho". For/exomplo, il you think a .ituatlon I. 20 TIMES MORE IOriou. than tho 
bicycle th.It, tho numb~r you t.1I mo .hould b. around ',10 (PAUSE) or il you think it i. HALF AS SERIOUS, the number you toll mo 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) Th.re is no up~"r limit; us. ANY number so long as it ,hOWl how serious YOU think the 
situation is. (PAUSE) II YOU think .omothing .hould not bo a crime, glye It a ,era. (PAUSE) 

Consld.r the following situation: IlA p.non robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 Is iniured but not hospitaliz.d. It What numb.r would you give to this on the street. 

situation to show how s.rious YOU think it is compar.d to the bicycle 
2. A person robs a viCtim. The Victim IS th.1t with a .coro olIO? (Obto,n onswer) .•.••.•.••.•.. . .... ~ ... 

II A person under 16 yean old plays hooky from scho'ol." 
injured but not hospItalized 

C;:;ffiiii:iii.d t .. th .. bic:,cle theft with a scar. of 10, how 
3. A person under 16 years aid plays serious do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer) .... .. , 

"It person stabs a victim to death:' Compared to the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

Q SCOf. of 10, how serious do YOU think this is? (ObtaI" answer) . , 4. A person Slabs a victim to death 

Let's go over these first few answen to b. sure I have recorded them correctly. You feel 'that 0 robbery in which the ylctlm Is 
injurod i. (mor./lell/o.) .. riou. (than/as) tho bicycle thoft, (PAUSE) and that ploying hooky Is (mor./I ... /o.) .. riou. (than/a.) 
the bicycle theft; is that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve any misunderstandings about the Instructions. Make any changes to the practice 
scores as needed. 

Score the remoining situations in the some way bl comparing each one to the bicycle theft. Thore or. no right or wron9 answers. 
Remember, you may use any numbers, as high or ow a!O you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HDW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5.,1. po"on stool. proportyworth Sl,ooo Iram 16. A po"on Illegally go" monthly wolla •• chock ••.. 
out.ldo a building ••••.••••.••••.••••.•• 17. A po"on Intontlonally Inlu,,, a victim. The 

ylctlm Is trootod by 0 doctor and ho.pltall .. d • .. . 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE TIIEFT SCORED 18. A po"on brook. Into a building and stool. AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• proporty worth SID •.•..•......... , ....•• 

6. A p.non makes an obscene phone call ••.... 19. A lactary knowingly gots rid of It. wo.to In a woy 
7. An omployoo ombo .. l .. 510 Iram his omployo ••.. that pollut .. tho wator supply ~I a city. • •.••.• 

8. Knowing that. shlxmont 01 cooking all I. bad, 20. A po"on Intontlonally .. ts liro t. a building 
a store owner d.ci .1 to sell It anyway. Only cau.lng S5oo,ooo worth 01 damago ••• , ....••.• ~ .. -
on. bottle Is sold and the purchaser dies •.•• , COMPARED TD THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

9. An .mployer Illogally thr.oton. to Ilr. omployo .. AT 10, HOW SIERIOUS IS ••• 
II thoy join a labor union •••••••. , .••.•..•. 21. A man expo •• himuilin public • . ,., ....... 

10. A porsan stools proporty worth S50 I.om outsido 22. An armod po"on skY·lack. an olrplano and hold. tho a building.. . • • • • • • . • . . • • .• • ..•••••.• 
crew and passengers hostage until a ransom is paid. 

COMPARED TD THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 23. A po"on .natcho. a handbag containing S10 from 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• a victim on the str ............ ~ , ..••..• , • 

11. A penon attemph to rob a victim but runs away 24. A poront boat. hi. young child with hi. lists. Tho 
when a police car approaches •.•••••.•.••. . . child .. quir .. ho.pltoU,otlan. . • . . . . .. ." •• 

12. A p.rson forc.s open a cash regllt.r in a 25. A po"on plants a bomb In 0 public building. Tho 
d.partment star. and steals S10 •..•.. " ....•• bomb explad .. and 20 pooplo oro kiliod. , .••••• 

13. lit. man forcibly rapes a woman. No other Q. To help us understand peopl.s' scores, I would like to ask 
phYllcol iniury occurs •••••....•.•••...•• on additional question. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gavo you tho 

1.t. A p.rson has 10m. h.roin for his own us •••••.•• last item to score, did you hov. on upper limit or a hlgh.1f 
numb.r in mind that you wouldn't go ov.,? 

15. A penon threatens to harm a victim unless the , 0 No - End Interview 
victim lives him money. The viethn give, him 20 Yes - W~at woo It? (Explain on reverse side 
S10 o~ is not harmed •.••...•. . ' . . .... any special circumstances, then end interview.) 
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Interview form 
Version 07 

FORU NCS·207 NOTICE _ Your report to the Census Bureau IN confidential by law '.41.·11, (U,S Code 42 Seelion 3771). AII,denld,sble Information will be 
used onl)l by persons engaced In and (Of the purposes of the survey 

U,S. DEPARTMENT OF' COMMERCE and m.1y n('lt be disclosed or released to others fof any purpose. 
BUREAU OF T~C CENSUS 

.CTING AS C01..LI:C1ING .. CENT rOR THI. A. Sample B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LA'N ENFORCE0.4ENT ASSISTANCE AOMINISTAATiON 

U.S. DEPART~ENT OF' JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU : Segment I CK :Seflal (cc 2) No. 
I : I 

JO_ I I I 07 ·NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 
I 

VERSION 07 E. Respondent 
NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT • Line No. : Name 

I 

F. InterViewer Identification C. Date completed J. Rea,\on for non,nterVlew 
Code IName I ,'.,pe Z nOnlnlervlew on NCS I 

H. Type of InterView 
, Pro.,-)" Inlervlew on NCS 

I. Was anyone else present dUring 1 Reru~~d NSCS (supplement only) 
I .• : Personal InterView? • Lan,ua~~ difficulty 
2 .: Telephone t Yes - All • Could not under $land instrUCtions -E"pfaln on levetse Side , Not applu:able 2 Ye:s - Part • ' Other - speCllV " , OFFICE USE ONLY 1 No 

o. . Not applicable , OfFICE USE ONLY 
OFFICE USE IK. IL• 1M• IN. 10 . IP' ONLY 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION ~ Interview all household members 18 years and over (proxy ,ntervlew nat acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would like to ask your opinion about how serious YOU think certain crimes are. 

The first situatton iS f "l.. person steals a bicycle parko:d an the street." This. has been given a score of 10 to show Its seriousness. 
(PAUSE) Use this Hrst situation to j~dge all the others. For e.IComple f if you think 0 situation is 20 TIMES MORE serious than the 
bicycle theft, the number you tell me .hould be around 200 (PAUSE) or if you think It Is HALF AS SERIOUS, Ihe number you tell me 
should be around'S and so on. (PAUSE) Ther. Is no upper limit; tlse ANY number so long as it shows how serious YOU think the 
situation is. (PAUSE) If YOU think .omethlng .hould not be a crime, give it a .. ro. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation: "A person robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 i~ injured but not hospitalilod." What number would you give to this on the street 

situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 
theft with a score of 10? (Obtain answer] . . . . . . . . ...... , , .. 2. A person lobs a Victim. The Victim IS 

.. A person undel 16 years old plays hooky from school:' 
injured but not hOSPitalized 

Compared to the bicycle theft with a score of 10, how 
serious do YOU think this is? (Oblaln answer) . 3. A person under 16 years. old plays 

to A person stabs a victim to dltath." Compared to the bicycle thelt with 
hooky from school 

a score of 10f how serious do YOU think this is? (Oblaln answer) 4. A person stabs a Victim to death 

Let's go oYer these first few answers 10 be sur. I havlt rftcordad them correctly. You feel tho. a robbery in which the victim Is 
injured i. (more/le"lo.) seriou. (thon/a.) the bicycle theft, (PAUSE) and that playing hooky I. (more/le .. /a.) .. rious (thon/a.) 
the bicycle theft; i. that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION: Stop ond resolve any misunderstandings about the inslruClrons. Make any changes fa the practICe 
SCores as needed. 

Score the ,emaining situations in the some way bl comparing each one to the bicycle theft. The,e are no right or wrong answers. 
Remembor, you may use any numbers, as high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS,., AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS , •• 

5. A PO,.on brook. into a hom. and .tool. $10 ••••.• 16. A penon breaka Into c "chool and Iteall equipment 
worth $1,000 •••.•.•••••••••••••••••••• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 17. A perlon runs a narcotic, ring ••••••••••••••• 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

18. A person Intentionally Iniure, a victim. The victim 
6. A pe"on lIIogally soli. bar~lturot .. , .uch a. I. trootod by a doctor but i. not hOlpliall.od, •••• 

pre,crlptlon ,Ieeplng pili" to others for re,ale. .. 19. A doctor cheats on claim, he make, to a fed.rol 
7. A city oHlcial tak .. a bribe from a company for health Insurance plan for patient ,.rvice, ••••••• 

hi. holp In gotting a city building contract for 20. A perlon, using farce f robs a victim of $l f ooo. Th. 
the company. I •••••••••••••••••••••••• victim is hurt and require, treatm.nt by a doctor 

8. A person ,teal, prop.rty worth $l f ooO from outside but not ho.pltoli.atlon, ••••••••••••••••••• 

a building •••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••• COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

9. A man forcibly rapes a woman. 'No other physical 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

21.·l.. pe,.on NnS a place where liquor I, ,old without Injury occurs •••••••••• t ••••••••••• , ••• f-- - a Ucense •••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••• 
10. A perlon cheat, on his f.d.ral inc·om. tax return. 22. A po"on .tool. prop~rty worth $100 fro., oUhldo 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
a building •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 23. A p."on rob. a victim of $10 at g"npoinl. Tho 
victim I, wounded and requires medical treatment 

11. A person f under 16 years old, runs away from hom •• by a doctor ~ul not ho.pltoli.atlon •••••••••••• 

12. A person, arm.d with a lead pipe, robs a yictim of 
24. Throo high Ichoal boy. boat a malo cla .. moto with 

thoir fi.h. Ho roqulr .. ho.pltali.atl ............ 
$1,000, No physical harm occu ............... 25, A po .. on ~Ianh a bomb in a public Lulldlng. Tho 

13. ~ ~e~~~~I::r~r~ai.i.~ •. S~ .t~ ~I~~ .'~I~~ ~ •• s~I~~~y ••• 
bomb oxplod .. and 20 pooplo oro kiliod. • ••••.. 

(~. To h.lp us understand peoplct,' ICO'.', I would like to ask an 

14. A p."on .tool. property worth S10,OOO ./rom 
additional qUOItlon, (PAUSE) BEFORE I eo'o you tho lalt 
Item to ,cor., did you haye an upper limit or Ct highest number 

oUhido a bulldlnll" •••••••••••••••••.••• in mind that you wouldn't go ov.,? 

15. A factory knowingly goh rid of Itl wa.to In a way t 0 No - End Interview 
that pollute, the water supply of a city. As a 20 Yes - What wa. II? (Exp)ain on rever.e side 
result, 20 people die ••• ! ••••••••••••••••• any special ci"umstances. then end interview.) 
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AppeJ'ldlx A 

.Interview form 
Version 08 

t"~'~~7~CS .. ~OB NOTIcE - '(our rc:porl to the ClI":nSU$ Bureau IS confldenUal by law 
(U.S. Code <41. seCtion 3771). Alltdentlflable information will be 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
used only by persons enlaced in and (Of the purposes of the sur ... ey~ 

BUREAU o~ THE CENSUS and may not be duclosed ot released to others for any purpose, 
ACTING ., COI.,LECTING AGENT FOR THe A. Sampl. B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENFOR.CEMENT ASSISTANCE A[)Ml"lUTRATlON 

U.S. DEPARTMENT or JUST~CE (cc 4) PSU :Se&me:nt :CK :Seual (cc 2) No. 
I I I 

JO_ I I I 
08 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 

VERSION 08 E. Respondent 
NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 

I 

F. InterViewer Identification G. Date completed J. Reason for ~loninterVlew 
Code I Name I Cl Type Z nonmterview on NCS I 

H. Type of InterView I. Was anyone else present dUring 
"2 Ll PruJil;Y !nle;v!ew on NCS 
30 Refused NSCS (supplement o"ly) 

I ! :1 Personal interview? 
4 C1 Lancuaie dIfficulty 

"2 C ! Teleohone II,] Yes _ All 5 [1 COUld not understand inslruct!ons -ElI.plltln on ""'''0 ald. 
3~:' Not applicable "2~] Yes - Pari 6 L] Olher - Spac,/~ 
• L.. OFFICE USE ONLY l [I No 

4 t ~ j Not applicable 
';:1 OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE IK• l' 1M• IN. 10 • IP. ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION ~ Inte"rview all household members 18 years and over (proxy Interview not aCCeptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would like to ask your opinion about how serious yOU think certain crimes or •• 

The first situation is, If A. person st~als a bicycle parked on the streer." This has been given a score of 10 to show its , .. rlousne',. 
(PAUSE) U.e this first .ltuaUon to ludgo all tho othors. For e.ample, If yau think a .Ituation is 20 TIMES MORE uriou. than tho 
bicycl. thoft, tho number you t.1I me .hould b. around 200 (PAUSE) or If you think It I. HALF AS SERIOUS, tho number yau toll mo 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) There is no upper limit; use ANY number so loni as it shows how serious YOU think the 
.ituation I •• (PAUSE) If YOU think .om.thlng .hould not b. a crime, give It a .. ro. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation: "A person robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bICycle parked 
is injured but not hospitalized:' What number would you give to this en the street 10 
situation to show how serious YOU think It Is compared to the bicycle 

2. A person robs a Vlctlm. The Victim is th.ft with a .cor. oliO? (Obtain answer) .. .•...... . ...•.....•. 

itA person und.r 16 years old plays hooky from school." 
Inlured but not hospitalized ... 

Compared to the bicycle theft with a score of lOt how 
,erious do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer) .. 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

H A person stabs a victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

a score of 10, how sefious do YOU think this is? (Obfaln answer) .. .(. A person stabs a Victim to death 

Let's go over these first rew onswers to be sure I have recorded them correctly, You feel that a robbery in which th .. victim Is 
Inlur.d i. (mor./I ... /a.) •• riou. (than/o.) the bicycle theft, (PAUSE) and that playing hooky i. (mor./I ... /o.) •• riou. (than/a.) 
the bicycl. theft; i. that correct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Slop and reso've any mlsunderslandlngs about the InslruCliDns. Make any changes to the proctice 
SCores as needed. 

Seale the remaining situations in the same way br comparing each one to the bicycle theft. There 0'1' no right or wrong answers. 
Remember, you may u~e any numben, as high or 0'11 as you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A p.rl'lon breaks fnto a parking met.r and ,teGI, 16. A group continue, to hang around a corner after 

$10 worth of nlckol.. • •..••••.....•.. . . bolng laid to break up by a pallce afllcer ••.•.•• 
17. A p.rson 1.111 heroin to others for relal •••..••. 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 18. A person breaks into a bonk at night and 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• .toal. $100,000 •.•.••.•••..••.••••••••• 

6. A ponon .tool. property worth $1,000 Irom 19. A. ponon threatenl a victim with a weapon unlen 
out.ld. a building. • . • . . • • . . .• . .•..••.• tho victim gl.os him money. Tho victim gives him 

$10 and I. not hormod ••••.• : ••••••••••••• 
7. A ponon knowingly pa .. es a bad chock •.••• 20. Knowln; that a .hlpmont 01 caakln9 oil Is bad, a 
8. A ponon, und~r 16, I. reportod to pollco by hi. dar. own.r d.cid.1 to ,ell It anyway. Only one 

parenti 01 an offender b.caule they or. unable bottl. Is laid and the "urchaur II t,eat.d by a 
to control him •••...•.• , .••..•.. " .•.••. doctor buI not ho.pita Iud ................. 

9. A parson, armed with a leael pipe, robl a victim 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

of $10. Tho victim Ii Inlurod and requires troat· AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

ment by a doctor but not hospitalbation •.••••.. 21. A penon .too/s praporty worth $10,000 from 
outside a buil~\ing ••••••••••• " ••.•••• '> •• 

10. A penon intentionally ,hovel or pu,hal a victim. 22. A penon, un~.r 16 yean old, breakl a curfew law 
No medical treatment Is required. . • . • . • * ••• by baing out on the ,tr.at after the hour permitted 

by tho law •.•..••••.•.•.••••••.••.•.. 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 23. A person Iteals an unlocked car and later 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• abandons it undamaged .................... 

11. An employee ombo .. l .. $1,000 from his employor •. 24. A man Itabl his wif •• AI a relult she diel •.•••• 
25. A ponon plant. a bomb In a public bUilding. Tho 

12. A governmGtnt official intentionally hinders the bo",b explodes and 20 pooplo oro kill.d •••.•••• 
investigation of a criminal offenlo •..• <0 •• ' ... 

Q. To h.lp us unde'ltand people,' Icorel, I would lik. to ask 

13. J. person break. into a deportment Itore and an additional question. (PAUSE) BEFORE I ga.o you Iho lasl 

Itools merchondise worth $10. , .. .., .•••. . . nem to Icor., did you have on upper limit or a highest number 

14. A pe"on attompts to kill a victim ';"h a gun. Th. 
in mind that you wouldn't go over? 
I 0 No - End Interview 

iun misfire. and the victim neapI" unharmed •.. ~ O·Yes _ What was it? (Exp~aln on reverse side 

15. A woman enioges in prostitution •.•.•. , ... any special circumstances. then end Interview.} 
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Interview form 
Version 09 

,~~t':,~.,~CS.209 NOTICE - Your report to the Census ~ureau Is t;ol1l1dentlal by law 
(U.S. Code .. 1. section 3771), Ailidentifl"ble IJIJormation will be 
used only b)" persons cnl.,ed In and for the purposes of 'he survey. 

u.s. DEPARTMENT OF CONMERCE and rna)' not be dISclosed or released to others for any purpose • 
• UR~"U 0" THE CIlNSV! 

ACTING A. COLLECTING AGENT FOR THE A. Sample B. Control number (cc 51 C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENI"ORCEIoIENT "JI!STANCE ADMINI.TRATION 
u,s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 41 PSU :Se&ment ~CK :Sctlal (cc 2) No. 

I I I 

JO_ I I I 09 
NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 

VERSION 09 E. Respondent 

NA TlONAl CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 
I 

F. Interviewer identification G. Date completed J. Reason for nonlnterview 
Code I Name I 0 Type Z nonlntcf\llcw on NCS I 

H. Type of interview I. Was anyone else present during 
2 CJ PIOIJ>' intervlow on NCS 

30 Rerused NSCS (supplemenc ooly) 
I f] Penon.' interview? • 0 Lan:~.le dHflf:ulty 
2 CJ Telephone I []Y .. -All sO Could noC understand InsCructions -EKplaln on tSVStSO ,Ids 
3 0 Not appl icable 'DYe. - Pa" 6 0 Other - speCII~ 
.0 OFFICf USE ONLY >el No 

• CJ Not applicable 
• 0 OF FICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE JK. IL
• \101. IN. 10. IP. ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION .. Interview all household members 18 years and over (proxy interview not acceptablel 

INTROOUCTION - I would Ilk. to o.k your opinion obout how .. rlou. YOU think c.,toln crlm .. ar •• 

Th. flnt Iituation h, "A. penon Iteoll a blcycl. parked on the Itr.et. II This hal b.en gi~en a Icare of 10 to show Hs serfoulnllll. 
(PAUSE) U .. thil II,.t .Ituation to ludg. all tho oth.,.. For .. ompl •• II you think a .Ituollon Is 20 TIMES MORE .. rlou. than tho 
blcyclo th.lt. tho numb~r you toll m •• ~ould bo oround 200 IPAUSE) or II you think It II HALF AS SERIOUS. tho numb.r you t.1I m • 
• hould bo around 5 and '0 .n. (PAUSEI Th.ro I. n. upp~r Imit; un ANY numb.r '0 I.ng o. It .how. h.w sorlou. YOU think tho 
.Iiuotion I •• (PAUSE) 1/ YOU think •• m.thing .hould n.t b. 0 crlm •• glY. it a IOro. (PAUSE) 

Conllder the following ,ituation: "I.. penon robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 II Inlured bl." not h •• pltollnd." What numb~r would y.u glvo t. thl. on the street 

IHuoHon to 'iht'lw how I.riou. YOU think it II compared to the bicycle 
2. A person robs a Victim. The victim is tholt with a .c.ro olIO? (Obtain answer) ••.•••..•••.••••••••.••• 

"A penon under 16 yean old plat' hooky from ,chool.'" 
Injured but not hospitalized , ... 

Campa rod to tho blcycl. th.1t wit a .e.r •• 1 10. h.w 
.orl.u. d. YOU think thll I.? (Obtain answer) ...•... ' ... , .. 3. A person under 16 years old plays 

..... penon stabl a yictim to death." Compared to the bicycle th.ft with hooky from school 

a .e.r. olIO. f,,;w oorlou. d. YOU think thl. i.? (Obtain onslYerl •• . . 4. A person stabs a victim to death .. 

L.t"l go aver the,e first few answers to be lur. I have recorded them correctly. You fectl that a robbery in which the ylctim is 
inlurod I. ( ... r./I ... /a.) .. ri.u. (th.n/a.) tho bicyclo the It. (PAUSE) and that playing h.aky i. (m.r./I ... /a.) .ariou. (than/a.) 
tho blcycl. th.lt; II th.t c.rroct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER I'riSTRUCTION, Stop and resolve any misunderstanding. about the instructions. Make any changes to the practice 
scores os needed. 

Score the remaining situations in the 10m. way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. Th.r. are no right or wrong onlwerl. 
Rememller, you "'ClY u'e any numben, a, high or OW a, you wish. (PAUSe, . 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10. HOll SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW St:RIOUS IS ••• 

5. A per.on Itr •• lu into a department .tore, force, 16. A. penon attemptl to Ilreak Into a home but run. 
open a ca,h ",e,llter ,and .teal, SID •••••.••••• away when a police car approach e •••••••••••• 

17. A p.rlOn knowingly buy I It.lon pr.porty fr ... "'. 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED perl on who ,tal. It •••••••••••••••••.•••• 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18. A po,.on run. a plac. whore h. ""rmltl gambling 

6. A por'.n hlk .. borblturat ... luch a. 11 •• plng pili., t •• ccu, lIIogally ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

wl"'.ut a I.gal F ... erlptl.n ••• , .••••••••••• 19. A p.rlOn Intontl.nally .hooh a yldl .. wi'" a gun. 
Th. victim roqulr .. troatmont by a d.ctor but 

7. An .lIondor kno..,lngly carrl •• an 111.,.,1 knlfo •••. not hOlpitaliEotlon ....................... 
8. A por •• n otool. pr.porty w.rtIt $1.000 Ir • ., ouhldo 

a bulldl.g •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20. A po ..... toal. pr.porty worth $10 fro., ouhldo 

a building •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 

9. A "'oa"" ownor kncwlngly .h.wI p.m. graphic COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEF'T SCORED 
Mo.le. ta II minor, •••••••••••••••••••••• AT 10. HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

101 A per.on .teoh an unlocked cor, ond .elll it ••••. 
21. A penon .. a CUltOmer In a place wh.re he know. 

liquor II lold without aileen ••••• , •••••••••• 

COMPARE!> TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 22. A penon Ilr.okl into a department .to" and .teal. 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• merchanell.e worth $1,000 ••••••••• , ••••• , •• 

11. A p.rlOft tr •• pal.e, In a cll-owneclltorage lot 
23. A po,..n r.b. a victim .1 $10 at gunpoint. Th. 

ylcll .. II woundod and roqulr .. ho.pltallzGtI.n •••• 
• nd .toal. oqulp .. ent worth 10 ••.•••.•.•••.• 

24. A .,an .boat. a .lrang.r wi'" hll flltl. H. '"'lui,.. 
12. A p."on IntontlOflally Inluro. a ylctlm. AI a h •• pliallzatlon. • •••••••••••••••••••••• 

N.ult, ~e YletlR'D die •••••••••••••••• ; •••• 25. A po ... n planll a bo.,b In a public building. Th. 

13. A per •• n pay I another p.non to commit a 
bomb o.pl.d .. and 20 poople aro killed. • •••••• 

.erlou. crl .. e •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Q. T. h.lp u. und.rstand poop Ie.' .eo .... I would IIko t. a.k an 

14. A per'on does not ho..,&; a weapon. tie threaten I to addltl.nal qu .. lI.n. (PAUSE) BEFORE I .. v. you tho la.t 
Ito., t. oe .... did y.u hayo an uppor 1I .. lt ., a hl,h .. t nu .. ber harM a .Ieth" unlen the vietl", gl.e, him money. In .,Ind "'at y.u wauldn't go ""or? 

Tho vlctl •• 1 ..... hi .. $10 and II not harmod ...... 
I 0 No - End Interview 

15. A p.,. ... 110011 $1.000 w.rth .f morehandll. from 20 Yes - What woo It? (E",,'.'n on reverse side 
an unlocked cor ••••••••••••• 0- •••••••••• ony spec;al circumstQ1ces, then end interview.) 
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Appendix A 

Interview form 
Version 10 

1~?I~~71~CS.21 0 NOTICE - Your report to the Census Bureau II confidential by law 
(U.S. Code "2. section 3771). Aliidentitlabftt InformaCion will be 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMNERCE 
used only by persons enlaled In and (or the purposu of the surVey. 

eUME,AU 0" TM~ CENSUS 
and rna)' nOI be dlsclnsed or releued tD others (or any purpose. 

4CTINQ AS COLLECTING AGENT 1"'0" Tt-i£ A. Samp.le B. Control number (cc S) C. H.H. No. D. Version LAW ENroRCEMENT AIIISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PsU :Secment ICK 15e,lal (cc 2) No. 

I I I 

10_ I I I 10 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY I I I 

VERSION 10 E. Respondent 
NATIONAL C~IME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. , Name 

I 
F. InterYi~wer identification G. Date completed J. Reason for noni ntervj ew 

Cod. I Name t 0 Type Z noninuulliew on NCS I 

H. Type of Interview I. Was anyone else present during 
20 PtO)!)' Interview on NCS 
lO Re'uu:d NSCS (supplement onl~) 

10 PeuonDI interview? 
40 Lanluale difficulty 

20 Telephone 'OY" -All 5 0 Could not understand Instructions -Explain on /011"50 side 
1 0 Not applicable 20 Yes - Part 

6 0 Other - spec"v 
• 0 OFFICE USE ONLY 'ONo 

eO Not applicable 
.b OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE USE IK• IL• 1M• IN. 10 . IP' ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION ~ In,ervlew alf househofd members f8 years and over (proKY In,ervlew not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would Ilk. 10 ask your opinion aboul how .. rlous YOU Ihink e.rloln erlm .. or •• 

The flnt situotlon is, "A person steals a bicycle parked on the street." This has been given a score of 10 to show III serlousne ... 
(PAUSE) Un Ihis linl slluollon 10 ludg. alilh. olh.n. For •• ampl., if yo. II. Ink a slluallon Is 20 TIMES MORE .. rlous Ihan th. 
blcycl. th.ft, Ih. numb.r you 1.11 m. should bo around 200 (PAUSE) or If you think It Is HALF AS SERIOUS, th. numb.r you t.1I m. 
should b. around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) Th.r. Is no upp.r limit; uu ANY numb.r so long os It shows how .. rloos YOU think Ih. 
slluatlon Is. (PAUSE) If YOU think somelhlng should nol b. a crlm., glv. il a uro. (PAUSE) 

Consider the following situation: itA penon rob, a victim. Th. victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 is Inlur.d bul nol ho.pltolind." What numb.r would you give 10 Ihls • on the street 

situation to show how serious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 
2. A person robs a victim. The victim is Ih.ft wllh a seor. of 10? (Obtain answer) •.••••..••.•... ........ . 

HA person under 16 years old plays hooky hom' school." 
inlured but not hospitalized ... 

Compar.d 10 Ih. bicycl. th.ft with a .cor. of 10, how 
3. A person under 16 years old plays .. riou. do YOU Ihink Ihls Is? (Obtain answer) ... . .. . . 

"A person stabs a victim to death." Com~ared t"" the bicycle theft with 
hooky from school 

a scar. of 10, how .. rlous do YOU Ihlnk I Is Is? (Obtain onswer) ••. .. 4. A person stabs a victim to death 

Let's go over these first few answers to be sure I have recorded them correctly. You f~el that a robhery in which the victim Is 
Inlur.d Is (more/l ... /as) uriou. (t~an/a.) Ih. bicycle Ih.ft, (PAUSE) ond Ihol playing hooky I. (more/l ... /a.) .. rlou. (than/os) 
th. bicycl. Ih.fl; is thai corr.cl? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve any m,sunderstand,ngs about the inSlructions. 
SCores as needed. 

Make any changes 10 the practice 

Score th~ r~maining situations in the same way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. Th.r. are !10 right or wrong answe,s. 
Remember, you may use any number3, oj high or ow as you wish. (PAUSE) 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A p.rson slobs a victim with a knlf •• Th. victim 16. A person hal some marlluona for his own Ule •.••• 
require, hospitalization_ •••••.••••• I •• ~ •• 17. A ponon plan .. a bomb In a public building. Th. 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED bomb explod .. bul no on. Is Inlur.d ••••••••.••• 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18. A p.rson "eals prop.rty warlh $50 from autsld. 

6. Knowing Ihal a shlpm.nl of cooking 011 Is bad, a a building •••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Itore owner decides to .. II It anyway •••••••••• 19. A I.glslalor lakes a brlb. from a company 10 yol. 

7. A p.non sl •• I. $1,000 worlh of m.rchondl .. from for a law favoring the company •••.•••••••••• 
the counter of a department Itore ••••••••.•••• 20. A person gell cUltomers far a prostitute •••••••• 

8. A p.non und.r 16 y.ars old III.gally has a COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
bolli. of win •••••••.•••••••.•••••.•.•• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

9. A caunly court ludg. 10k .. a brlb. 10 glv. a light 21. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim 
lentence In a criminal cOle ••.••••••• : .•••. of $10. No physlcol h.rm occurs ••••••••••.•• 

10. A. person is a vagrant. That is, he hal no home 22. A real estate agent r.ful., to s.1I a houl. to a 
and no visible meanl of support ••••••••••••• pe'lon because of thal person's race ••.••••••• 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 23. A p.rson picks a Ylcllm's pock.1 of $10 ••.••.•• 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 24. A I •• nag. boy b.at. his falh.r with his fls ... 

11. A p.rson sl.ols P\Op.rty worlh $1,000 from Th. falh.r requlr .. hospllallsallan ••••••••••• 
oulsld. a building •••••••••••••••.•••••• 

25. A p.rson plants a bomb In a public building. Th. 
12. A man forcfbly rapes a. woman. As a relult of bomb .. plod .. and 20 p.opl. or. kill.d •.•••••• 

physical Inlurl.s sh. ~I ................... 

13. A porsan br.aks inlo a building and .1.01. Q. To help UI unCierltand peopl.s' Icor.s, I would like to olk 
prop.rty warlh $10 ..•.••..••.••••....... an addillonal question. (PAUSE) BEFORE I gave you Ih. 

lalt item to scar., did you hav. an uppar limit or Q highest 
1 .... A penon intentionally injurel 0 victim. Th. numb.r in mind that you wouldn't go ov.r? 

vlclim Is Irool.d by a doc lor and hospllallzed. ... I 0 No - end Inte,view 
15. A person robs a victim of .~l,OOO at gunpoint. The 

victim is woundetd and requires hOlpitalization_ ••. 
20 Yes - Whol was iI? (E.plaln on reverse side 

any special (Ircumstances, then end interview.) .-J 
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------------------------------------------------------

Interview form 
Version 11 

r.~\~';',r.CS.21 HOTICE - Your tepott to the Census Buruu Is confidential b)' law 
(U.S. Cod. "'2. section 3171). All Identifiable I"'almltlon will be 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF' COMMERCE 
used onl)' by penons en'.led 1" and for Ih, purpose, of the lurvey, 

DunltAU 0" TM~ CENSUS and may not be disclosed or released to others fot .ny purpose. 
ACTINa A. COL.L.ECT'NG tlalENT "01'1 THE A. Samph B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. NO'r' Version LAW INI"OACr:MItNT AIII.TANCE ADMINISTRATION 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU ~Se,ment leK :5,rlll (cc 2/ No. 
I I I 

NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY JO_ I I I ~ 11 I I I 

VERSION 11 E. Respondent 
HATIOtlAL CRIME SURVEY SUPPLEMENT Line No. : Name 

I 

F. InterViewer Identification G. Date completed J. Reason for nonintervlew 
Code IName 

I 0 Type Z nonln'ervlow on NCS I 

H. Type of Interview I. Was anyone else present during 
20 PrOM), Interview on NCS 
'0 Refused NSCS (supplement only) 

I C) Personal interview? 
.. [] Lan&u!J&1! dlfflcuhy 

2 r J Telephone ~ Ll Yes - All 50 Could not underuand Instructions -Eltpl.'n on IIl1e, .. sid. 
30 Not applicable: 20 Yes - Part • II O,he, - Sp.CII~ 
• C1 OFFICE USE ONLY 'ONo 

• Cl No' appllcabl • • n OFFICE USE ONLY 
OFFICE USE IK. IL. 1M• TN. 10 . IP' ONLY 

INTERVIEWER INS~RUCTION ~ InterView 0/1 household members 18 years and over (proxy Inlorvlew nol acceplab/e) 

INTRODUCTION - I would lik. 10 o.k your opinion about how .. ,Iou. YOU think corlaln crlm .. a ... 

Th. first situation h, "A p.rson ,teah a bicycle parked on thl' ,tre.t. fI Thil hal bun glYen a Icore of 10 to Ihow itl le,loulnlll. 
(PAUSE) U .. thlt Ilrst .ltuatlon to ludg. 011 tho othon. For exompl., II you think •• lIuotlon I. 20 TIMES MORE .. rlou. th.n tho 
blcycl. theft, tho numb~r you t.1I mo .hould bo oround 200 (PAUSE) or If you think It It HALF AS SERIOUS, tho numb~r you t.1I mo 
.h.uld b. oround 5 ond .0 .n. (PAUSE) Thoro It no Upptr limit; un ANY numb or '0 long o. It .how. how .. rlou. YOU think tho 
.itu.tlon I •• (PAUSE) 1/ YOU think .omothlng .ho.ld not bo • crlmo, glvo It 0 lOrD. (PAUSE) 

Con.ldor tho lollowlng .Itu.tlon: "A ponon rob. 0 victim. Tho victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 il Inlu,.d but not ho.pltolized." Whot numb~r would you glv. to thl •• on the streel. . . . . . 

Iltuotlon to .how how .. rlou. YOU think It II compo rod to tho blcycl. 
th.ft with 0 .coro oliO? (Oblain answer) •• t ••••••••• , .... , ..... 2. A person robs a Victim. The Ylctlm IS 

HA person under 16 year, old plats hooky from ,ehool." 
Injured but not hospitalized .. 

Comp.red to the blcycl. th.ft wit 0 ICO'O 01 10, how 
3. A person under 16 years old ~I.ys •• rlou. do YOU think thlt I.? (Oblain answer) .. . . ' . .. . ..... 

"A person stabs a victim to death." Compared.o the bicycle th.ft with 
hooky from school .. 

• • cor. 01 10, how IOrloul do YOU think ,hi. I.? (Obtain answer) .. .. 4, A person stabs a victim lO death . ... 
l.t's go OYer thes. first few answers to be sure I have ,ecord.d them eorre,tly. You feel that a robbery in which the yictlm is 
Inlurod I. (mor./l.u/al) .. rlou. (th.n/ •• ) tho bicycl. tholt, (PAUSE) ond thaI pl.ylng hooky II (more/lon/ol) urlou. (th.n/ •• ) 
the blcyclo tholt; I, thot correct? (PAUSE) . 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Slop and resolve any mi.understand,"gs aboullhe inSirucl/ans. Make any changes 10 Ihe practice 
scores as needed~ 

Scor. the remaining sltuations in the same way b~ comparing elJch one to the bicycle theft. Ther. are no rlgh. or wrong anlwen. 
Remembor, you may use any numbors, 01 high or ow a" you wish. (PAUSE1 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
AT 10, HOW SERIOIJS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A pon.n intontlon.lly hlh a Ylctlm with a lo.d 16. A police .fflcor 10k ... brlbo not t. Intorloro 
plpo. Tho victim roqul, .. tro.tmont by • doctor with .n Illogal g.mbling opo,.tlon •••••••••••• 
but n.t ho.pltall •• tlon ••••••••••••••.•••• 17. A po .. on .t.b. a vlctl .. 10 doath ••••••••••••• 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 18. A p .... n "0.1. prop~rty worth $10,000 Irom 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• oUhldo • building ••••••••••••••••••.••• 

6. A pors.n .'0.1. prop.rty wo;th $100 Irom oUhldo 19. A po ... n pl.nh • bomb In a public building. Tho 
• building. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• bomb explod .. and ono po ... n I. Inlurod, buI n. 

7. A p.non runs a pros.itutlon racke •••••••.•••• 
modlc.1 t,o.tmont I. requlrod ••••••..••••••• 

20. A penon threa.en, to •• rlaully inlure a ylctlm •••• 
8. A person, armed with a lead pipe, rob, a 

victim 01 $1,000. Tho victim I. Inlurod .nd COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
requlr .. h •• pitoll •• tlon • •••• ••••• '0' ••••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

9. A. ~enon operate, a Itore wh~r. h. knowingly 21. A mal., OYer 16 year, of age, hal lexual relatlonl 

,e Is stolen property ••••••• , ••••••.••••• with a willing lom.lo und~r 16 •••••••••••.•• 

10. A pen.n Intontionally .hooll • Ylctlm with. 22. A po .. on .to.l. proporty worth $1,000 Ir.m 

gun. Th. victim require, hOlpltalizatio'n ••••••• 
.uhld~ • building. • •••••••••••.•••••••• 

23. A po .. on ,Db •• Ylctlm 01 $10 .t gunpoint. No 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED phy.lcal harm occur ....... , ................ 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 24. Ton high .chool boy. bo.t. '.010 cl ... m.to with 

11. A p.n.n und~r 16 yo.n old It drunk In public •••• tholr fI.lI. Ho roquir .. ho.pl,olhotl.n •••••••• 

12. A. penon break. into a derartment ,to rIP, force I 25. A pe"O" plont •• bomb In. public building. Tho 
open a lafe, and 1'.011 $ ,000 •.•••••••.•••• bomb o.plod .. ond 20 pooplo .re killod •••••••• 

13. A labor uolon offlclol IlIog.lly throaton. to org.nln Q. To holp u. undo .. t.nd po.plo.' leor .. , I would lIke to •• k 
a strike if an employer hires none unlon workers ••• .n oddltlon.1 quostlon. (PAUSE) BEFORF. I g.vo you the 

U. A ponon .to.l. $10 worth 01 morch.ndl.o Irom tho 
I •• t Itom to .co,o, d!d you hoy. an upp~r 1I .. lt or • hlgh .. t 
numb~r In mind th.t you wouldn't go oyor? 

counter of a department I'or •••.•..•••..••.• 1 0 No - end Interview 
15. A p • .,on Intontlon.lly Inlur ... victim. Tho ylellm • 0 Yes - Wh.t w •• It? (E.plaln on rev.,.e side 

I. trootod by • doctor but I. no' ho,plt.lind •.••• any special circumSiances. then end Interview.) 
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Appendix A 

Interview form 
Version 12 

1~~1~~r.(;.S.212 NOTICE - Your report to lhe Census Bureau IS confidential br law 
(U.S. Code -42. seellon 3171). AlIldenllftable Information will be 

U.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMIoIERCE 
used only by persons eniar:ed In and fOf the putpoas of the surVey .. 

IIIUI'tr;AU OF THE CENSUS 
and may not be disclosed at released to others for any purpose. 

L" ./'~J~~~ ~:t.ACEONI..TI.. ~~s1~ ~~~g i16:1~~S ~~ ~ TI o~ A. Sample B. Control number (cc 5) C. H.H. No. D. Version 
U.5. DEPAATMENT OF JUSTICE (cc 4) PSU :Selment :CK lSefll't (cc 2) No. 

I I I 

JO_ 
, , , 

12 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRIME SEVERITY 
, , , , 

VERSION 12 E. Respondent 

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEV SUPPLEMENT Line No. ~ Name 
I 

F. Interviewer Identification G. Date completed J. Reason for nonlntervle"" 
Code IName I [J Type Z nonlntetVle .. 41NCS , 

H. Type of Interv, ew I. Was anyone else present during 
2 t~J Proxy Inte,Vu~w on Nt.~ 
l [1 Refused NSCS (supplement only) 

I [J Persona I interview? 
,. [} Language difficulty 

2 [J Telephone '0 V.s -All 5 [1 Could not understand Instructions -EllpllJ,,' fJn feVfuse side 
l 0 Not zppl icable 20Yes - Part 

6 C 1 Other - specl/~ 
9 C1 OFFICE USE ONLY lei No 

,. [J Not applicable 
gl:J OFFICE USE ON LV 

OFFICE USE IK• JL. JM. IN. 10 • IP. 
ONLY 

INTERVI EWER INSTRUCTION ~ Interview att household members 18 yeors and over Iproxy interview not acceptable) 

INTRODUCTION - I would Ilk. 10 osk your opinion obout how .. rious YOU think cerloln crimes ore. 

The first situation is, "A perlon steals a bicycle parked on the street."' This has bun given a score of 10 to show its seriousness. 
(PAUSE) U .. this first situotion to ludve 011 the others. For .. ampl •• If you think 0 sltuotlon Is 20 TIMES MORE serious thon the 
bicycl. tile It. the numb~r you toll me should b. oround 200 (PAUSE) or if you think It is HALF AS SERIOUS. Ihe numb~r you t.ll me 
should be around 5 and so on. (PAUSE) Ther. Is no upper Umit; use ANY nurrber so long as It shows how ,.rioul YOU think the 
situation I •• (PAUSE) If YOU think something should not be 0 crime. give it a zero. (PAUSE) 

Con,lder the following situation: "A person robs a victim. The victim 1. A person steals a bicycle parked 
10 is ihjured but not hospitaliled." What number would you give to this on the street. 

situation to show how s.rious YOU think it is compared to the bicycle 
2. A person robs a VI ctlm. The victim 1$ thoft with a Icoro of 10? (Oblain answer) •.•..••••..•...•••.•••.. 

uA penon under 16 yean old plats hooky from school."' 
inJured but not hospitalized 

Compar.d to the bicycle th.ft wit a score of 10, how 
3. A Derson under 16 years old plays .. rlous do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer). ... ... . . ... L----IIA person .tabs a victim to death." Compared to the bicycle theft with 

hooky from school 

a Icoro of 10. how sorlous do YOU think this is? (Obtain answer, . . 4. A person stabs a Victim to death .. 1 
Let's go over thele fint few answers to be sure I have recorded them correctly. You feel that a robbery in which the victim Is 
1"lurod II (moro/lo,,/ol) sorlous (than/a I) tho bicycle tholt, (PAUSE) ond thot ploylng hooky is (more/le .. /os) serious (thon/os) 
tho blcyclo thoft; II thot corroct? (PAUSE) 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: Stop and resolve any misunderstandings about the insJruct.ons. Make any changes to the pracric;e 
scores as needed. 

Scar. the reMining sltuQtlonl in the 'I!I.eW way b~ comparing each one to the bicycle theft. There are no right or wrong an5wen .• 
Remember, you MCly u,e any numbers, as high or ow as you wish. (PAUSe, 

COMPARI!D TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 
loTIO, HOW SI!IIIOUS IS ••• AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

5. A per •• , •• 1., ferco, ,.b • vlctl .. of $10. Tho 16. A perlon knowingly makes false entrlel on a dacu-
vlctl .. I ... rt .... ,..1,.. """"onl by • doctor ment thotthe court has requelted fora criminal trial. 
bul not lIe.pltell ........................... 17. A po .. on .. ools prap.rly worth $100 from outsld. 
COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE" THEFT SCORED o bulldlnv ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 18~ A person takes bets on the numbers ••••••••••• 

6. A per.on Inlo.tlonolly hits a victim with a load 19. A penon threatenl a victim w'ith a weapon unle .. 
plpo. Th. vlcllm .. qulr .. ho.pltollzatlon •.••••• tho vlcllm vlv .. him money. Tho victim vlv .. him 

7. A por.on I. drunk In public ................. $10 and Is not hormed ••••• : •••••••••••••• 

8. A man forcibly rap .. a woman. Hor phy.lcol 20. A po .. on. ormod with a vun. robs a bonk of $100.000 
tn(urie. require treatment by a doctor but not durJng bUllnelS hours. No on. II phy.lcolly hurt •• 

hOlpltall.allon. • •••••••••••••.•••••••• COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED 

9. A person tre.pone. In a railro,!d yard and Iteals AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 

a lant.rn worth S10 ••• t •••• ~ ••••••••• t ••• 21. A po .. on Intonllonolly .hov .. or pu.h .. 0 victim. 

10. A. porson .Rluggle. heroin Into the country •••••.• 
No medical treatment 11 required ••••••••••••• 

22. A company poy. a brlbo to a 10VI.lotor ta voto for 

COMPARED TO THE BICYCLE THEFT SCORED a low favoring the company •••••••••••••.••• 

AT 10, HOW SERIOUS IS ••• 23. A penon threatens to harm a victim unle .. the 
victim vlv .. him manoy. Tho victim vivo. him 

11. A po .. on Into.llonolly .hoot. a victim with a vun. $1.000 dnd Is not harmed. • • • • • •• • .••••••• 
Tho victim II woundod .IIVhlly buI dool not 24. A woman stabs h~r hu.band. As a result, 
require medical treatment ................... ho dl ................................ 

12. A po .. on .tool. proporty worth $1,000 from oUhldo 25. A po .. on plant. a bamb In a public bUlldlnv. Tho 
a bulldln; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• bamb oxplod .. and 20 pooplo oro killod ••••••.•• 

13. A po,.on carrl .. a vun Illovolly •••••••••••••• Q. To holp u. undor.tand poop I .. ' .cor ... I would IIko to olk on 

14. A ...... on boot. a victim with hi. fI.h. Tho vlcllm 
additional qUOllion. (PAUSE) BEFORE I go •• you tho lo.t 
Item to Icore, did you have an "'pper limit or a hlghe.t number 

requlr .. treatmo.I by a doctor but nol hOlpltoll. in mind .... at you wouldn't go over? 
Eotlon •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 0 No - end Interview 

15. A perlon Ilgnl lomDone el.e'. name to a check z 0 Yes - What WOI It? (E.plain on reverse side 
and ea.he. it. . ....••.•.•.•.•.•. i ••••• any special clrculT.stan,es. then end Interview.) 

_u, s. Go't.m.l.llt Prbt1~ Ott1o .. : 1977 .. 758-771 
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NSCS: Item, version, and aggregation effec~s 
in the national pretest* 

(1) There are no order effects in terms of 
respondent fatigue or in terms of respon
dent acclimation to the task. This is true 
not only in the means of the responses 
but also in the standardized variances, 
implying that within a version variances 
are homoscedastic (see tables B-1, B-2, 
and B-3). 

Table B-1 provides means for introduc
tion 1 (magnitude scale), introduction 2 
(category scale), and the combined 
responses for each version and question. 
Table B-2 provides the standard devia
tions. Table B-3 shows the regressions of 
each mean or standard deviation for the 
combined responses on the position of 
the question in the questionnaire. The 
column headed r indicates the proportion 
of variance in the means explained by a 
trend in response. For example, for ver
sion 1, 17 percent of the variation in the 
item means is explained by a linear trend 
in the data. The equation being fit is 

{

(means) l 
(st~~dard deviation) J 

= a + b . (position: 1-24). 

The column headed a is the intercept of 
the equation, and b is the slope. As can 
be seen from table B-3, little or none of 
the variation in the means (standard 
deviation) is explained by a linear trend in 
response. The slopes in each of these 
regressions are very close to zero, also in
dicating lack of trend. Further, as all the 
slopes are positive (albeit small), there is 
no indication of respondent fatigue. 

(2) There do not seem to be any special 
problems with particular items. 

(3) Them are hardly any differences b(:
tween introduction 1 and introduction 2. 
The major finding for the mean scores 
across items on a version is that the 
average response on introduction 1 is 
lower than that for introduction 2. This 
means that for introduction 1 there is a 
tendency for respondents to give relatively 
higher numbers for the very serious 
crimes. So using introduction 1 improves 
the differentiation between very serious 
crimes and crimes that are less serious, 
whereas introduction 2 provides more dif
ferentiation between the less significant 
crimes and clustering of the more serious 
crimes. 

'Prepared by Charles D. Cowan, Survey Analysis 
and Evaluation Branch, U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

Appendix B 

Tables B-1 and B-2 show the means and 
standard deviations (computed using sim
ple random sampling formulas) for each 
question within each version. Core-item 
questions, asked on three different ver
sions, are displayed separately by version. 
For example, cQre item 1 was asked on 
version 1 as question 7, version 5 as ques
tion 14, and version 9 as question 19. 

The core items are not aggregated in any 
one place. However, to test whether there 
was a great deal of variance in response 
due to differences between versions, the 
variances of the first fiv€:: core items 
(dollar questions) were aggregated in table 
B-4 to obtain a total sum of squares for 
each question aggregated, and then the 
sums of squares for each rendition of the 
question (3 different renderings, as 
described above for core-item 1) were 
summed to provide a within-sum of 
squares. Using these two numbers to ob
tain a between-version sum of squares, it 
appears that only 1-2 percent of the 
variance for any core item is due to 
between-version variation. This means 
that there should be no special problem 
with aggregating items, because seemingly 
large differences in the means between 
versions for a core item are miniscule 
compared to the variation within a ver
sion. 
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Appendix B 

Table B·l 

Standardized means for NSCS pretest, by version 
and position within version 

Ver· 
slon 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Question number Intro
duction 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

c· 
1" 
2··· 

.030 .241 .040 .724 .537 .370 .118 .486 .282 .464 .065 .698 .347 .347 .252 

.035 .208 .039 .694 .482 .325 .104 .441 .244 .422 .063 .666 .304 .299 .223 

.012 .371 .047 .637 .743 .540 .176 .650 .435 .621 .071 .813 .513 .527 .359 

.175 .354 .598 .431 .566 .794 .485 .479 

.167 .309 .563 .392 .534 .789 .456 .440 

.210 .531 .729 .581 .682 .807 .590 .621 
c .024 .274 .046 .791 .320 .297 .063 .412 .171 .607 .233 .429 .169 .532 
1 .031 .214 .039 .726 .261 .233 .055 .342 .137 .530 .190 .367 .139 .438 
2 .012 .361 .059 .902 .426 .411 .077 .538 .232 .737 .313 .543 .225 .707 

.546 .440 .435 .376 .171 .416 .342 .493 

.457 .350 .354 .325 .131 .357 .282 .419 

.709 .604 .586 .469 .243 .525 .455 .634 
c .027 .288 .054 .867 .350 .396 .377 .147 .317 .477 .506 .469 .426 .220 .358 .232 .474 .509 .890 .401 .077 .773 

.372 .074 .738 

.423 .080 .!loo 
1 .046 .236 .062 .800 .321 .374 .340 .144 .269 .431 .448 .409 .366 .204 .314 .214 .414 .426 .643 
2 .013 .326 .047 .919 .372 .414 .406 .149 .339 .512 .552 .517 .472 .233 .392 .245 .522 .574 .927 

.217 

.199 

.254 

.554 

.496 

.598 

24 Total 
.386 
.357 
.499 

.875 .368 

.838 .302 

.941 .456 

.618 .408 

.577 .373 

.650 .436 
c .030 .296 .042 .854 .279 .545 .405 .307 .456 .679 .206 .542 .253 .426 .252 .646 .469 .487 .706 .207 .449 .192 .381 .670 .416 
1 .032 .237 .042 .755 .230 .461 .315 .234 .378 .847 .165 .~43 .232 .344 .214 .519 .407 .443 .653 .185 .370 .156 ,287 .572 .357 
2 .028 .344 .043 .936 .319 .615 .479 .367 .520 .906 .239 .624 .271 .492 .282 .749 .518 .522 .749 .226 .515 .221 .458 .751 .466 
c .030 .293 .036 .861 .413 .642 .417 .243 .420 .293 .578 .727 .627 .164 .912 .285 .115 .432 .233 .288 .193 .317 .336 .910 .405 
1 .051 .222 .036 .782 .332 .541 .339 .221 .365 .234 .467 .651 .528 .166 .864 .247 .112 .383 .203 .257 .186 .262 .275 .1:51 .357 

__ ~ ____ ~2~ __ ~.0~171~.3~576~.0~377~.9=370~.4~675~.7~372~.4=6~5~.2~83~~.4=68~~.3~4~7~.6=59~~.7;93~~.7~15~~.1~63~~.9~53~~.3~18~.~118~.4~7~4~.2=579~.3~1;5~.1~967-~.3~675~.3~8~8~.9=6~1~.4=5~0 
6 c .025 .263 .046 .873 .340 .190 .159 .641 .292 .204 .236 .213 .697 .465 .318 .387 .466 .231 .538 .661 .332 .795 .311 .709 .391 

1 .032 .212 .046 .805 .295 .148 .131 .541 .255 .182 .184 .181 .606 .388 .268 .314 .398 .200 .454 .607 .294 .741 .264 .641 .342 
2 .016 .313 .046 .941 .367 .237 .189 .743 .328 .228 .288 .246 .791 .546 .369 .464 .535 .263 .619 .718 .374 .650 .363 .778 .443 

7 c .032 .243 .040 .749 .196 .457 .392 .440 .918 .295 .131 .391 .477 .484 .352 .730 .413 .271 .473 .524 .317 .230 .549 .421 .397 
1 .049 .201 .039 .691 .165 .379 .320 .367 .932 .264 .130 .316 .401 .409 .303 .715 .361 .233 .427 .470 .266 .202 .460 .367 .353 

__ ~ ____ ~2~ __ ~.0~170~.2=967-~.0~4~1-".6~1~9-".2=3::::2-".5:;:5~3~.4:;:6.:..1 ~.5:;:3~1 ~.9~0.:..1 ~.3:;:3.:..4-,-,.1=3=-2~.4:;:8=-2~.5.:..70::.-.:::..577 .412 .748 .477 .318 .528 .590 .378 .264 .631 .466 .450 
8 C .022 .235 .031 .864 .307 .231 .161 .366 .121 .361 .501 .200 .634 .268 .124 .707 .629 .439 .795 .476 .102 .283 .657 .369 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Total 

1 .028 .184 .017 .811 .286 .205 .145 .314 .104 .303 .449 .174 .596 .233 .089 .645 .572 .365 .718 .402 .073 .236 .615 .328 
2 .016 .288 .045 .918 .328 .257 .177 .418 .138 .420 .555 .226 .673 .305 .159 .771 .687 .515 .874 .552 .130 .331 .701 .412 
c 
1 
2 
c 
1 
2 

c 
1 
2 
C 

1 
2 

c 
1 
2 

.029 .277 .045 .890 .229 .274 .206 .349 .455 .206 .884 .717 .356 .400 .291 .335 .317 .643 .162 .178 .439 .719 .852 .401 

.036 .232 .048 .636 .190 .220 .171 .273 .367 .166 .846 .670 .294 .341 .237 .271 .261 .577 .148 .146 .353 .663 .639 .355 

.024 .311 .043 .926 .259 .315 .232 .406 .506 .236 .912 .752 .405 .446 .331 .364 .361 .692 .173 .202 .504 .762 .863 .436 

.041 .285 .063 .867 .152 .626 .429 .399 .133 .625 .109 .905 .227 .455 .733 .272 .730 .266 

.064 .251 .060 .810 .139 .572 .370 .369 .122 .498 .090 .868 .198 .406 .651 .250 .680 .248 

.025 .309 .065 .908 .161 .664 .472 .422 .141 .717 .121 .933 .249 .493 .795 .289 .768 .279 

.637 .427 .367 .326 .234 .462 .407 

.564 .344 .312 .270 .198 .430 .366 

.691 .489 .408 .368 .260 .485 .438 
.033 .267 .046 .907 .353 .237 .392 .573 .483 .715 .183 .446 .315 .160 .329 .509 .932 .548 .187 
.036 .214 .041 .867 .280 .187 .345 .491 .389 .635 .154 .390 .262 .126 .268 .423 .905 .487 .167 
.030 .335 .057 .958 .448 .302 .453 .677 .613 .814 .219 .520 .382 .204 .404 .620 .967 .625 .212 

.298 .173 .747 .433 .505 .407 

.239 .138 .706 .355 .452 .356 

.375 .217 .799 .533 .572 .473 
.029 .242 .036 .637 .263 .348 .449 .121 .693 .119 .672 .591 .377 .321 .314 .363 .410 .161 .349 .623 .144 .542 .457 .424 .371 
.036 .221 .036 .798 .245 .306 .415 .118 .651 .096 .622 .544 .334 .294 .288 .349 .376 .147 .333 .607 .146 .510 .445 .404 .347 
.014 .296 .036 .936 .37'c:4,-,.~45:-:3,-,.",53:-:3:....:.-::12:::8:....:.7=,96:-=-~'.:.,17:-:4:"":'=,79:::3:"":'=,70c:7,.....:.4~8=3:....:.3",8;:7-=-.3:-:7c::8-=-.3::9:;:6-=-.4.:;9=3-=-.1::9=5-=-.3::.:8=6-".6::.:6=2-..:...1:c4=0-".6:;:2:.:.1-..:...4.:;877~.4~775~.4~3-=-1 
.029 .267 .044 .837 .3~9 .368 .290 .374 .390 .439 .354 .525 .410 .355 .399 .419 .468 .418 .466 .423 .319 .491 .452 .635 .393 
.039 .218 .045 .772 .285 .322 .239 .3,28 .354 .382 .281 .503 .350 .307 .339 .362 .413 .371 .405 .397 .305 .447 .402 .581 .348 
.018 .327 .043 .914 .359 .463 .352 .429 .461 .507 .443 .552 .482 .413 .471 .466 .534 .47~ .539 .455 .336 .543 .513 <::94 .447 

'Comblned Introduction 1 and 2. 
"Introdllctlon 1 = no limit. 

'''Introductlon 2 = 0-1.000 
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Table B·2 

Standardized standard deviations for NSCS pretest 
by version and position within version 

Ver· Intro· Question number 
slon ducllon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Total 

1 c' .072 .287 .110 .379 .366 .320 .190 .354 .283 .358 .137 .372 .293 .309 .267 .254 .306 .347 .335 .340 .333 .346 .344 .344 .369 
1" .030 .263 .111 .389 .359 .306 .176 .352 .263 .353 .138 .360 .280 .266 .246 .242 .268 .347 .326 .344 .334 .343 .343 .334 .360 
2" .012 .343 .109 .314 .321 .321 .230 .316 .312 .337 .134 .322 .265 .332 .317 .297 .313 .320 .335 .304 .336 .341 .341 .349 .384 

2 c .045 .300 .139 .342 .313 .293 .135 .341 .233 .37B .260 .389 .233 .365 .353 .354 .343 .312 .233 .329 .342 .350 .314 .262 .373 
1 .054 .241 .115 .374 .276 .247 .114 .306 .185 .363 .216 .366 .194 .349 .343 .319 .315 .292 .183 .305 .309 .340 .292 .312 .348 
2 .014 .358 .173 .241 .345 .332 .167 .359 .292 .332 .309 .404 .263 .327 .306 .354 .340 .325 .291 .343 .371 .324 .349 .202 .394 

3 c .059 .293 .160 .279 .310 .314 .319 .220 .280 .345 .375 .314 .334 .258 .359 .257 .339 .376 .241 .299 .179 .317 .334 .336 .372 
1 .082 .258 .155 .329 .297 .305 .286 .199 .268 .335 .357 .299 .315 .237 .313 .211 .314 .353 .281 .282 .154 .323 .316 .328 .350 

____ 2 .020 .313 .164 .220 .320 .321 .341 .235 .289 .351 .384 .319 .343 .273 .389 .268 .351 .382 .196 .311 .198 .310 .343 .340 .386 
4 c .086 .274 .101 .287 .317 .331 .328 .283 .314 .261 .271 .328 .277 .319 .294 .326 .340 .339 .310 .250 .337 .256 .309 .317 .367 

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2 .112 .288 .111 .203 .339 .315 .336 .311 .312 .243 .303 .326 .273 .324 .322 .282 .335 .328 .290 .270 .337 .277 .313 .268 .375 

5 c .103 .297 .W8 .291 .334 .350 .308 .259 .347 .299 .321 .310 .311 .228 .233 .283 .186 .320 .274 .278 .269 .298 .361 .216 .379 
1 .147 .269 .078 .348 .319 .355 .290 .261 .331 .256 .329 .338 .319 .239 .287 .261 .162 .314 .255 .270 .245 .265 .337 .257 .362 
2 .012 .309 .113 .208 .332 .321 .309 .257 .355 .324 .292 .268 .277 .220 .163 .299 .204 .321 .288 .283 .290 .317 .374 .157 .388 

6 c .054 .255 .139 .278 .290 .264 .264 .350 .302 .243 .262 .239 .333 .373 .299 .347 .336 .259 .342 .327 .334 .300 .293 .333 .370 
1 .057 .221 .133 .331 .278 .217 .219 .360 .286 .222 .213 .210 .345 .342 .275 .309 .326 .225 .349 .352 .309 .338 .274 .358 .351 
2 .051 .278 .146 .191 .298 .302 .179 .311 .316 .261 .296 .264 .295 .387 .317 .367 .335 .289 .316 .291 .354 .245 .305 .292 .382 

7 c .053 .281 .112 .361 .262 .353 .320 .328 .223 .294 .190 .311 .337 .332 .298 .332 .308 .270 .347 .340 .292 .242 .339 .319 .360 
c .051 .253 .095 .367 .232 .330 .289 .296 •. 176 .274 .152 .286 .323 .316 .281 .333 .290 .246 .334 .338 .264 .213 .344 .304 .343 
2 .010 .306 .130 .342 .292 .358 .335 .343 .268 .314 .231 .315 .332 .329 .309 .332 .320 .291 .358 .332 .313 .271 .315 .326 .374 

8 c .034 .245 .084 .267 .275 .249 .225 .290 .152 .293 .335 .223 .332 .293 .185 .325 .331 .319 .295 .303 .174 .248 .330 .358 
1 .037 .194 .027 .306 .256 .221 .229 .262 .130 .256 .324 .199 .343 .269 .124 .355 .345 .286 .336 .294 .126 .226 .346 .342 
2 .029 .279 .115 .210 .292 .272 .221 .309 .171 .316 .338 .243 .317 .314 .227 .279 .307 .335 .221 .295 .210 .263 .307 .370 

9 c .079 .250 .131 .246 .250 .291 .257 .334 .311 .238 .245 .334 .296 .300 .276 .298 .282 .317 .209 .240 .317 .298 .270 .370 
1 .048 .192 .126 .284 .204 .232 .204 .275 .304 .192 .279 .362 .272 .300 .250 .269 .255 .338 .183 .182 .299 .332 .311 .355 
2 .097 .281 .135 .206 .278 .324 .289 .364 .308 .265 .213 .308 .305 .294 .288 .311 .296 .292 .228 .275 .317 .263 .237 .377 

10 c .133 .276 .171 .282 .227 .349 .351 .315 .212 .353 .218 .250 .276 .308 .315 .352 .317 .2~7 .341 .375 .313 .313 .263 .356 .384 
1 .164 .235 .152 .316 .195 .360 .348 .314 .188 .352 .172 .263 .246 .307 .342 .352 .334 .280 .362 .348 .290 .277 .231 .374 .367 
2 .103 .305 .184 .247 .248 .337 .348 .316 .229 .326 .245 .. 236 .296 .305 .279 .353 .299 .310 .316 .383 .325 .333 .283 .343 .393 

11 c .108 .261 .129 .230 .280 .263 .S36 .310 .338 .303 .243 .308 .302 .224 .267 .336 .203 .314 .252 .268 .226 .317 .314 .328 .366 
1 .104 .220 .102 .264 .258 .251 .349 .327 .327 .329 .225 .326 .245 .180 .249 .333 .238 .331 .226 .268 .199 .354 .295 .339 .358 
2 .114 .293 .157 .166 .279 .265 .310 .252310 .234 .260 .269 .323 .264 .271 .308 .142 .273 .280 .318 .250 .254 .311 .302 .365 

12 c .038 .251 .102 .300 .269 .282 .315 .204 .334 .163 .134 .331 .296 .302 .261 .309 .315 .222 .296 .331 .180 .347 .314 .318 .348 
1 .042 .229 .080 .320 .261 .269 .315 .197 .347 .134 .345 .332 ,.279 .263 .247 .307 .313 .203 .287 .345 .171 .344 .323 .317 .338 
2 .020 .297 .144 .217 .268 .287 .301 .224 .279 .262 .272 .304 .312 .337 .286 .316 .308 .260 .316 .295 .202 .348 .291 .317 .364 

Total c .080 .275 .125 .305 .312 .340 .311 .338 .359 .374 368 .373 .344 .328 .360 .362 .361 .343 .381 .345 .346 .372 .361 .357 .368 
1 .088 .238 .107 .342 .295 .313 .232 .316 .351 .356 .357 .327 .322 .304 .334 .344 .351 .332 .364 .338 .343 .367 .351 .368 .351 
2 .067 .302 .144 .233 .327 .355 .330 .353 .328 .363 .360 ,418 .355 .347 .376 .372 .364 .350 .367 .349 .349 .372 .362 .335 .381 

, Combined Introduction 1 and 2. 
"Introduction 1 = no limit. 

'''Introduction 2 = 0-1.000. 

Table B·3 

Regression of the means and standard 
deviations within versions, by their 
position In the questionnaire 

Means 

Version ,. a b 

Standard 
deviations 

a b 

1 .172 .227 .013 .192 .228 .005 
2 .126 .226 .011 .190 .225 .005 
3 .149 .252 .013 .130 .240 .004 

4 .036 .337 .006 .202 .234 .004 
5 .008 .365 .003 .032 252 .002 
6 .184 .213 .014 .358 .210 .006 

7 .049 .314 .007 .164 .236 .004 
8 .130 .212 .013 .225 .185 .006 
9 .112 .249 .013 .208 .215 .004 

10 .024 .339 .005 .277 .232 .005 
11 .044 .317 .007 .175 .225 .004 
12 .040 .295 .006 .208 .205 .005 

Total .180 .275 .010 .391 .245 .007 
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Appendix B 

Table B·4 

Aggregation of core Items 1-5 

Core Item: 
verslonl Vari-
postlon Ie =l:Xln I(~') n ance 

1: 117 .118 11.832 237 .036 
5/14 .164 17.127 217 .052 
9119 .162 13.222 189 .044 
Total .147 42.181 643 

BSS= .305 ry'. = .011 
WSS = 28.036 F(2,640) = 3.481 
TSS = 28.341 

2: 219 .171 19.180 230 .054 
6/10 .204 20.739 207 .059 
10/18 .266 27.561 174 .OBB 
Total .209 67.479 611 

BSS= .899 "..= .022 
WSS=39.873 F(2,60B) = 6.854 
TSS=40.772 

3: 3/16 .232 25.932 217 .066 
7/22 .230 22.164 199 .059 
11/6 .237 22.210 178 .069 
Total .233 70.300 594 

BSS=.005 11'·= .000 
WSS=38.137 F(2,591)= .039 
TSS=38.142 

4: 4/23 .381 50.295 209 .096 
8/5 .307 33.043 195 .076 
12113 .377 40.366 176 .OBB 
Total .355 123.704 580 

BSS= .678 11'·= .013 
WSS=49.919 F(2,577) = 3.918 
TSS = 50.597 

5: 3/12 .469 69.434 21B .099 
7/8 .440 60.0B4 200 .107 
11/18 .548 69.286 174 .098 
Total .483 198.803 592 

BSS= 1.146 11'·= .019 
WSS = 59.802 F(2,589) = 5.644 
TSS=60.94B 

·11' = BSSrrSS = proportion of variance explained. 
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NSCS: Reliability statement and standard errors: 
National level, census regions and subdivisions, 
and OMB regions* 

Reliability oj the estimates. The particular 
sample used for this survey is only one of 
a large number of possible samples of the 
same size that could have been selected 
using the same sample design and sample 
selection procedures. Estimates derived 
from different samples could differ from 
each other. The standard error of a sur
vey estimate is a measure of the variation 
among the estimates from all possible 
samples and is, therefore, a measure of 
the precision with which the estimate 
from a particular sample approximates 
the average result of all possible samples. 
The standard errors given in the following 
tables are primarily measures of sampling 
variability, that is, of the variations that 
occurred by chance because a sample 
rather than the entire population was 
surveyed. The sample estimate and its 
estimated standard error enable one to 
construct confidence intervals, ranges that 
would include the average result of all 
possible samples with a known probabili
ty. 

If all possible samples were selected under 
essentially the same general conditions 
and using the same sample design, and an 
estimate and its estimated standard error 
were calculated from each sample, then: 

1. Approximately 68 percent of the in
tervals from one standard error below the 
estimate to one standard error above the 
estimate would include the average result 
of all possible samples. 

2. Approximately 90 percent of the in
tervals from 1.6 standard errors below the 
estimate to 1.6 standard errors above the 
estiml:te would include the average result 
of all possible samples. 

3. Approximately 95 percent of the in
tervals from two standard errors below 
the estimate to two standard errors above 
the estimate would include the average 
result of all possible samples. 

In addition to sampling error, the survey 
estimates are subject to nonsampling er
rors. Sources of nonsampling error result 
from different types of response errors, 
systematic data errors introduced by the 
interviewer, mistakes in coding and pro
cessing the data, and incomplete sampling 
frames, for example, a large number of 
the mobile homes built since 1970 and 
one small class of housing units con
structed since 1970 are not included in the 

'Prepared by the U.S. Bureau or the Census. 

sample frame. Quality control and edit 
procedures were utilized at various steps 
of the survey operation to keep the non
sampling errors at an acceptably low 
level. 

As calculated for this survey, the stan
dard errors partially measure some non
sampling errors, that is, those due to ran
dom response and interviewer errors, but 
do not reflect any systematic biases in the 
data. These standard errors are approx" 
imations to the standard errors of various 
estimates. To derive standard errors that 
would be applicable to a wide variety of 
items and could be prepared at a moder
ate cost, a number of approximations 
were required. As a result, standard er
rors calculated using the following tables 
provide an indication of the magnitude.of 
the standard errors rather than the precise 
standard error for any specific item. 

Computation and application oj the stan
dard errors. Confidence interval construc
tion in this section is discussed in terms 
of the Y (that is, log) and G (geometric 
mean) score esdm'ltes, where 

N 
l: Wi log,. Xi 

Y = i~..:.I ____ _ 
N 
l: w: 

i = 1 

and G = lOy as mentioned previously. 
Construction of confidence intervals for 
geometric means depends on the log 
scores. Yand G score estimates at the na
tional, census region and subdivision, and 
Federal region levels can be obtained 
from tables C-I through C-4, respectively. 
For example, the Y and G estimates for 
item 112 in the New England census sub
division are .6560 and 4.5, using table 
C-3. 

The standard errors (s.e. Y) given in 
tables C-l through C-4 for the national 
level, 4 census regions, 9 subdivisions, 
and 10 Federal regions, respectively, are 
applicable to estimates (Y) of mean log 
scores found in those tables, that is, the 
Y values. Estimates of the geometric 
mean~ of scores (G) are also found in the 
tables. The estimates in tables C-2, C-3, 
and C-4 are for the 12 core items and five 
additional ones which were included on 
the 12 questionnaire versions with greatest 
frequency. An estimate of the standard 
error of a Y score at the State, SMSA, or 
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city level can be obtained by multiplying 
s.e.(Y) for the corresponding subdivision 
estimate by an adjustment factor (a.f.) 
for the State, SMSA, or city of interest. 
The adjustment factor is a multiplier 
which reflects the numerical relationship 
between census subdivision and State, 
SMSA, or city level standard error 
estimates. Adjustment factors are found 
in tables C-5, C-6, and C-7. For example, 
from tables C-3 and C-5, for item 1 in 
New York State, 

s.e.(Y) = (a.f.)(s.e. Y) 
= (1.4)(.0167) 
= .0234 

where s.e. (Y) is found in the Middle 
Atlantic subdivision portion of C-3. 

The standard error of a difference be
tween two Y sample estimates is approx
imately equal to the square root of the 
sum of the squares of the standard errors 
of each Yestimate considered separately. 
This formula will represent the actual 
standard error quite accurately for the 
difference between uncorrelated sample 
estimates. If, however, there is a large 
positive correlation, the formula will 
overestimate the true standard error of 
the difference, and, if there is a large 
negative correlation, the formula will 
underestimate the true standard error of 
the difference. 

Confidence intervals for the geometric 
mean scores and the ratio of geometric 
mean scores can be constructed as 
described below. A confidence interval 
for the ratio of geometric mean scores 
can pe used to detect differences in these 
scores between comparable sub national 
areas such as regions or States. Also, it 
should be noted exp(X) = eX, where e is 
the base for natural logarithms. 

I. Confidence interval for the geometric 
mean score: 

Lower endpoint: 

[
vI 4343] -Z( rY]) (exp [Y/,4343]) 

exp .II· s.e. l ,4343 

Upper endpoint 

exp[Y/,4343] +Z(s.e. [Y]) (exp ~~4~343]) 

where possible values of Z include 1, 1.6, 
and 2 corresponding to the 68, 90, and 95 
percent confidence intervals described in 
the "Reliability of the estimates" section 
above. 
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2. Confidence interval for the ratio of the 
geometric mean scores: 

Lower endpoint 
exp [Yi -lj/.4343] - Z (s.e. [Yi]f 

+( [Yi.]2)1/2 (exp[(Yi-lj)/.4343]) 
s.e. J .4343 

Upper endpoint 
exp [Yi -lj/.4343] + Z (s.e. [Yi]f 

+.( [Yi.]2) 112 (exp[(Yi-lj)/.4343]) 
. s.e. J .4343 

where Yi and lj are log scores for two 
regions in a given item. 

Illustration oj the use oj tables oj stan
dard errorsjor item 1. From Table C-l, 
the standard error of log score for item 1 
at the national level is s.e.(n = .0070. 
The Y score is 1.5772. 

Using Z = 1, the confidence interval 
constructed for the geometric mean score 
would have lower endpoint: 

exp [1.137: 1 
_ (1)( 0070)teXP[I.5772/.4343]) 

. .4343 
= 37.7729 - (.0161)(37.7729) 
= 37.1648 

and upper endpoint: 

. [1.5772~ exp .4343 

+ (1)(.0070) exp[1·:lJf~.4343]) 
= 37.7729 + (.0161)(37.7729) 
= 38.3810. 

Using this result, we can conclude with 
approximately 68 percent confidence that 
the interval (37.1648, 38.3810) contains 
the population geometric mean score for 
item 1 at the national level. 

With Z = 2, the confidence interval con
structed would have lower endpoint: 

[ 1.5772J 
exp .4343 

- (2)(.0070) (exp[I·:lJf~ .4343]) 

= 37.7729 - (.0322)(37.7729) 
= 36.5566 

and upper endpoint: 

[1.5772~ exp .4343 I 

+ (2)(.0070) I exp(J .~J~f~ .4343]) 

= 37.7729 + (.0322)(37.7729) 
= 38.9892. 
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Using t\1js result, we can conclude with 
approximately 95 percent confidence that 
the interval (36.5566, 38.9892) contains 
the population geometric mean score for 
item 1 at the national level. 

Confidence interval construction jor the 
State, SMSA, and city levels. From tables 
C-3 and C-5, the standard error of log 
score for item 1 in Massachusetts is 

(a.f.)(s.e.[y]) = (1.4)(.0279) 
= .0391. 

The estimate of the population mean log 
score (Y) for item 1 in Massachusetts is 
log (total weighted antilog of 
scores) = log (37.909) = 1.5787. Using 
Z = 2, the confidence interval con
structed for the geometric mean score 
would have lower endpoint: 

exp [1.5787 J 
.4343 

_ (2)( 0391)( exp[I.5787/.4343]) 
. .4343 

= 37.9036 - (.1801)(37.9036) . 
.= 31.0772 

and upper endpoint: 

exp [1.5787J 
.4343 

+ (2)(.0391) (exp[l·:l~~ .4343]) 

= 37.9036 + (.1801)(37.9036) 
= 44.7300. 

Using this result, we can conclude with 
approximately 95 percent confidence that 
the interval (31.077'/., 44.73(0) contains 
the population geometric mean score for 
item 1 in Massachusetts. 

From tables C-3 and C-5, the standard 
error of the difference between the Y 
sample estimates for item 1 in 
Massachusetts and Vermont is 

" [(a.f.)(s.e.[Y']W + [(a.f.)(s.e.[Y']W 

" [(1.4)(.0279»)2 + [(3.0)(0.279)]' 

= .0922 

where Y, and Y, are the sample estimates 
for item 1 from Massachusetts and Ver
mont, respectiv~ly. 

To obtain the confidence interval of the 
ratio of the G estimates for Massachusetts 
and Vermont, the estimate of the dif-

ference between the Yestimates is need
ed. It is found by the procedure used 
above for Massachusetts. Thus, Y, and 
Y, are the logs of the total weighted an
tilogs of scores for Massachusetts and 
Vermont, respectively. With Y 1 = log 
(37.909) = 1.5787 and Y, = log 
(33.855) = 1.5296, we have 
Y, - Y, = .0491. 

Using Z = 2, the confidence interval 
constructed for the ratio of the geometric 
mean scores would have lower endpoint: 

exp [.04912] 
.4343 

+ (2)( 0922)(exp[.04911.4343]) 
. .4343 

= 1.1197 - (.4246)(1.1197) 
= .6443 

and upper endpoint: 

exp [:~!n 
- (2)( 0922iexp[.04911.4343]) 

. .4343 
= 1.1197 + (.4246)(1.1197) 
= 1.5951. 

Thus, the resulting confidence interval is 
from .6443 to 1.5951. Since this con
fidence interval includes the number 1, it 
cannot be concluded with 95 percent con
fidence that a difference in geometric 
mean scores between the geographical 
subdivisions is due to factors other than 
sampling error. 



Table C·l 28. A person Intentionally hits a victim with a lead pipe. 
The victim requires treatment by a doctor but not 

Geometric mean of scores and standard error estimates 
hospitalization. 2.2908 .0117 195.3 

for m.ean of log scores for national estimates 29. A person Intentionally hits a victim with a lead pipe. 
The victim requires hospitalization. 2.3567 .0120 227.3 

(Crime severity questions 1-204) 30. A person beats a victim with his fists. The victim 
requires hosplltulzatlon. 2.1816 .0134 151.9 

Geo· 31. A person beats a victim with his fists. The victim Is 
Mean of Stan' metric hurt but does not require medical treatment. 2.2030 .0111 159.8 

log dard mean of 32. A person beats a victim with his fists. The victim 
scores error of scores 

Crime severity question (VI) VI (GI) 
requires treatment by a doctor but not hospitalization. 2.1303 .0119 135.0 

33. A man forcibly rapes a woman. As a result of physical 
Injuries she dies. 3.0627 .0170 1155.3 

1. A person steals property worth $10 from outside a 
34. A man forcibly rapes a woman. Her physical Injuries building. 1.5772 .0070 37.8 
require hospitalization. 2.8178 .0183 657.3 

2. A person steals property worth S50 from outside a 
35. A man forcibly rapes a woman. Her physical Injuries building. 1.7997 .0066 63.0 
require treatment by a doctor but not hospitalization. 2.6426 .0146 439.1 

3. A person steals property worth $100 from outside a 
36. A man forcibly rapes a woman. No olher physical building. 1.8947 .0065 78.5 
InJury occurs. 2.7526 .0089 565.7 

4. A person steals property worlh $1,000 from outside a 
37. A person attempts to rob a victim but runs away when building. 2.1767 .0048 150.2 
a police car approaches. 1.8527 .0110 71.2 

5. A person steals property worth $10,000 from outside a 
38. A person threatens to harm a victim unless the victim building. 2.3789 .0074 239.2 

6, A person breaks Into a building and steals property 
gives him money. The victim gives him $1,000 and Is not 
harmed. 2.3517 .0121 224.7 

worth $10. 1.8486 .0071 70.6 

7. A person does not have a weapon. He threatens to 
39. A person threatens to harm a victim unless the victim 
gives him money. The victim gives him $10 ')nd Is not 

harm a victim unless the victim gives him money. The harmed. 2.0711 .0111 117.8 
victim gives him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.1606 .0082 144.8 

8. A person It.-realens a victim with a weapon unless the 
40. A person robs a victim. The victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 1.9804 .0041 95.6 

victim gives him money. The victim gives him $10 and Is 
41. A person robs a Victim of $1,000 at gunpoint. The not harmed. 2.2041 .0083 160.0 
victim Is wounded and requires hospitalization. 2.8628 .0143 460.0 

9. A person Intentionally Injures a victim. As a result, the 
42. A person robs a victim of $10 at gunpoint. The victim victim dies. 2.8912 .0102 778.4 
Is wounded and requires hospitalization. 2.5935 .0157 392.2 

10. A person Intentionally Injures a victim. The victim Is 
43. A person robs a victim of $1,000 at gunpoint. The Ireated by a doc lor and Is hospitalized. 2.4174 .0076 261.4 

11. A person Intentionally Injures a victim. The victim Is 
victim Is wounded and requires treatment by a doctor but 
nol hospitalization. 2.5577 .0117 361.1 

treatad by a doctor but Is not hospitalized. 2.2696 .0076 186.0 
44. A person robs a victim of $10 at gunpoint. The victim Is 

12. A person Intentionally shoves or pushes a victim. No wounded and requires treatment by a doctor but not 
medical treatment Is required. 1.5074 .0094 32.2 hospitalization. 2.5368 .0137 344.2 

13. A person stabs a victim to death. 2.8929 .0084 761.4 45. A person robs a victim of $1,000 at gunpoint. No 

14. A person kills a victim by recklessly driving an physical harm occurs. 2.3277 .0117 212.6 

automobile. 2.6296 .0125 426.1 46. A person robs a victim of $10 at gunpoint. No physical 

15. A person robs a victim at gunpoint. The victim harm occurs. 2.3139 .0140 206.0 

struggles and Is shot to death. 2.9760 .0187 946.2 47. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a Victim of 

16. A person performs an Illegal abortion. 2.2732 .0170 187.6 $1,000. The victim Is Injured and requires hospitalization. 2.5344 .0125 342.3 

17. A person attempts to kill a victim with a gun. The gun 48. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim Clf $10. 

miSfires and the victim escapes unharmed. 2.5547 .0157 358.7 The victim Is Injured and requires hospitalization. 2.4650 .0130 291.7 

18. A person threatens to seriously Injure a victim. 2.3082 .0161 203.3 49. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim of 
$1,000. The victim Is Injured and requires treatment by a 

19. A person kidnaps a victim. A ransom of $1,000 Is paid doctor but not hospitalization. 2.4775 .0119 300.3 
and the victim Is returned unharmed. 2.7288 .0145 535.5 

50. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim of $10. 
20. A person kidnaps a victim. 2.8659 .0142 463.4 The victim Is Injured and requires treatment by a doctor but 

21. A person Intentionally shoots a victim with a gun. The not hospitalization. 2.1926 .0122 155.8 

victim Is wounded slightly but does not require medical 51. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim of 
treatment. 2.5895 .0141 388.6 $1,000. No physical harm occurs. 2.2946 .0108 197.0 

22. A person Intentionally shoots a victim with a gun. The 52. A person, armed with a lead pipe, robs a victim of $10. 
victim requires treatment by a doctor but not No physical harm occurs. 2.2126 .0127 163.2 
hospitalization. 2.6181 .0161 415.1 

23. A person Intentionally shoots a victim with a gun. The 
53. A person, using force, robs a victim of $1,000. The 
victim Is hurt and requires hospitalization. 2.5662 .0131 368.3 

victim requires hospitalization. 2.7353 .0144 543.6 
54. A person, using force, robs a victim of $10. The victim 

24. A person stabs a victim with a knife. No medical Is hurt and requires hospitalization. 2.5044 .0130 319.4 
treatment Is required. 2.4136 .0115 259.2 

25. A person stabs a victim with a knife. The victim 
55. A person, using force, robs a victim of $1,000. The 
victim Is hurt and requires treatment by a doctor but not 

requires treatment by a doctor but not hospitalization. 2.5739 .0127 374.9 hospitalization. 2.5597 .0137 362.8 

26. A person stabs a victim with a knife. The victim 56. A person, using force, robs a victim of $10. The victim 
requires hospitalization. 2.5959 .0128 394.3 Is hurt and requires treatment by a doctor but not 

27. A person Intentionally hits a victim with a lead pipe. hospitalization. 2.1659 .0113 146.5 

No medical treatmenl Is,requlrad. 2.2364 .Q105 172.3 
continued 
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Table Col conllnued 

GeometrIc mean of scores and standard error est/mates 
for mean of log scores for nat/onal estimates 

(Crime severity questions 1-204) 

Crime severity question 

57. A person, using force, robs a victim of $1,000. No 
physical harm occurs. 

58. A person, using force, robs a Victim of $10. No 
physical harm occurs. 

59. A person picks a victim's pocket of $100. 

60. A person picks a victim's pocket of $10. 

61. A person snatches a -handbag containing $10 from a 
Victim on the street. 

62. A person breaks Into a bank at night and steats 
$100,000. 

63. A person, armed with a gun, robs a bank of $100,000 
during business hours. No one Is physicallY hurt. 

64. A person gives the floor plans of a bank to a bank 
robber. 

65. A person willingly hides out a bank robber. 

66. A person trespasses In the backyard of a private 
home. 

67. A person attempts to break Into a home but runs away 
when a police car approaches. 

68. A pers'.)n breaks Into a home and steals $1,000. 

69. A person breaks Into a home and steals $10. 

70. A person breaks Into a department store, forces open 

Geo· 
Mean of Stan· metric 

log dard mean of 
scores error of scores 

(V,) V, (G,) 

2.2420 .DI08 174.6 

2.0493 .0125 112.0 

1.9812 .0098 95.8 

1.8569 .0128 71.9 

2.0331 .0104 107.9 

2.5308 .0146 339.5 

2.5878 .0141 387.1 

2.4190 .0124 262.4 

2.1989 .0123 158.1 

1.1493 .0146 14.1 

1.9654 .0134 

2.3222 .0115 

1.8372 .0101 

92.3 

210.0 

68.7 

a safe, and steals $1,000. 2.3286 .0120 213.1 

71. A person breaks Into a department store, forces open 
a cash register, and steals $10. 1.8603 .0106 72.5 

72. A person breaks Into a department store and steals 
merchandise worth $1,000. 2.2021 .0122 159.3 

73. A person breaks Into a department store and steals 
merchandise worth $10. 1.7819 .0106 60.5 

74. A person breaks Into a pUblic recreation center, forces 
open a cash box, and steals $1,000. 2.1808 .0111 151.6 

75. A person breaks Into a publlc recreation center, forces 
open a cash box, and steals $10. 1.9750 .0114 94.4 

76. A person breaks Into a school and steals equipment 
worth $1,000. 2.3278 .0109 212.7 

77. A person breaks Into a school and steals $10 worth of 
supplies. 

78. A person forces open a cash register In a department 
store and steals $10. 

79. A person steals $1,000 worth of merchandise from the 
counter of a department store. 

80. A person steals $10 worth of merchandise from the 
counter of a department store. 

81. A person breaks Into a parking meter and steals $10 
worth of nickels. 

1.8288 .0117 67.4 

1.8355 .0110 68.5 

2.2225 .0118 166.9 

1.6773 .0119 47.6 

1.5361 .0096 34,4 

82. A person walks Into a public museum and steals a 
painting worth $1,000. 2.3271 .0117 212.4 

83. A person steals $1,000 worth of merchandise from an 
unlocked car. 2.1577 .0115 

84. A person attempts to break Into a parked car, but runs 
away when a police c;lr approaches. 1.8993 .0100 

85. A person steals an unlocked car and later abandons It 
undamaged. 1.9880 .0117 

86. A person steals a locked car and sells It. 2.3743 .0119 

87. A person steals an unlocked car and sells It. 2.2457 .0117 

88. A person breaks Into a display case In a store and 
steals $1,000 worth of merchandise. 2.3250 .0113 

89. A person knowingly trespasses In a railroad yard. 1.2643 .0123 

90. A person trespasses In a railroad yard and steals tools 
worth $1,000. 2,2395 .0122 
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143.8 

79,3 

97.3 

236.8 

176,1 

211.4 

18,4 

173.6 

91. A person trespasses In a railroad yard and steals a 
lantern worth $10. 

92. A person trespasses In a clty·owned storage lot and 
steals equipment worth $10. 

93. A person signs someone else's name to a check and 

1.4821 .0109 30.3 

1.6861 .0120 48,5 

cashes It. 2,1982 .0126 157.8 

94. An employee embezzles $1,000 from his employer. 

95, An employee embezzles $10 from his employer. 

98. A person knowingly passes a bad check, 

2.1336 .0112 136.0 

97, A person runs a prostitution racket. 

98, A person gets customers for a prostitute. 

99. A woman engages In prostitution. 

100. A person Is a customer In a house of prostitution. 

101. A man drags a woman Into an alley, tears her 
clothes, but flees before she Is physically harmed or 
sexually attacked. 

102. A man runs his hands over the body of a female 
victim, then runs away. 

103, A theater owner knowingly shows pornographic 
movies to a minor. 

104. A person makes an obscene phone call. 

105. Two persons willingly engage In a homosexual act, 

106. A man exposes himself In public. 

107. A man tries to entice a minor Into his car for Immoral 
purposes, 

108, A male, over 16 years old, has sexual relations 
with a willing female under 16. 

109, A person under 16 years old Illegally has a bottle of 
wine. 

110. A person Is drunk In public, 

111. A person under 16 years old Is drunk In public. 

1.6130 .0107 

1,6963 .0119 

2.1267 .0166 

2.1447 .0168 

1.6566 ,0151 

1.5487 .0158 

2.5668 .0132 

2.0502 .0152 

2.0933 ,0137 

1.6119 .0115 

1,4587 ,0208 

2.0166 .0155 

2.7418 .0175 

1.5432 .0206 

1.3646 .0140 

1.2248 .0144 

1.5834 .0151 

112, A person under 16 years old plays hooky from SChool, .7317 .0046 

113. A person under 16 years old Is reported to police by 
his parents as an offender because they are unable to 
control him. 1,3157 .0151 

114. A person under 16 years old runs away from home. 1.2714 .0135 

115, A person under 16 years old breaks a curfew law by 
being out on the street after the hour permitted by the law. 1.2057 .0118 

116. A group continues to hang around a corner after 
being told to break up by a police officer. 1.3634 .0118 

117. A person Is a vagrant. That Is, he has no home and 
no visible means of support. ,8250 ,0143 

118. A person disturbs the neighborhood with loud, noisy 
behavior. 1.3956 .0130 

119, A person turns In a false fire alarm. 

120. A person carries a gun, Illegally. 

121. A person Is found firing a rifle for which he knows he 
has no permit. 

122. A person knowingly carries an Illegal knife. 

123, A person Is a customer In a place where he knows 
liquor Is sold without a license. 

124. A person runs a place where liquor Is sold without a 
license. 

125, A person takes part In a dice game In an alley. 

126, A person runs a place where he permits gambling to 

1.9181 ,0127 

2.0070 ,0133 

1.6617 .0160 

1.7275 .0133 

1,5362 .0161 

2.0800 ,0127 

1.0349 ,0124 

occur Illegally. 1.8818 .0165 

127. A person Is a customer In a place where he knows 
gambling occurs Illegally. 

128, A perSOn takes bets on the numbers. 

129. A person runs a narcotics ring, 

130. A person smuggles marijuana Into the country for 
resale, 

131. A person smuggles heroin Into the country, 

132. A person sells marijuana to others for resale, 

133. A person sells heroin to others for resale. 

134. A person Illegally sells barbiturates, such as 
prescription sleeping pillS, to others for resale. 

135. A person has some marijuana for his own use. 

1.5829 .0141 

1.3744 .0157 

2.8685 .0174 

2,3609 .0146 

2,6299 .0167 

2.2710 .0163 

2.6549 .0165 

2,3533 .0141 

1.4674 .0174 

41.0 

78.8 

133,9 

139.5 

45,4 

35.4 

368.8 

112.3 

124,0 

40.9 

28,8 

103.9 

551.8 

34.9 

23.2 

16.8 

38.3 

5.4 

20.7 

18.7 

16.1 

23,1 

6.7 

24.9 

82.8 

101.6 

45.9 

53.4 

34.4 

120,2 

10,8 

76,2 

38,3 

23,7 

738.8 

229.6 

426,5 

186,7 

451.7 

225.6 

29.3 



136. A person has some heroin lor his own use. 2.0737 .0151 116.5 171. A person knowingly makes false entries on a 
document that the court has requested for a criminal trial, 2.3025 .0123 200.7 

137. A person uses heroin. 2.1554 .0179 143.0 

138. A person uses marijuana. 1.4922 .0165 31.1 
172. An employer orders his employees to make false 
entries on documents that the court has requested for a 

139. A person has some barbiturates, such as sleeping c/lmlnal trial. 2.4678 .0148 293.6 

pills, for his own use wllhout a legal prescription. 1.4943 .0133 31.2 173. A person knowingly lies under oath during a trial. 2.3960 .0119 248.9 

140. A person takes barbiturates, such as sleeping pills, 174. A person pays a wllness to give false testimony In a 
wllhout a legal prescription. 1.5104 .0160 32.4 criminal trial. 2.4260 .0121 266.7 

141. A person operates a store where he knowingly sells 175. A government official Intentionally hinders the 
stolen property. 2.3525 .0120 225.2 Investigation of a criminal offense. 2.3387 .0142 218.1 

142. A person knowingly buys stolen propel·ty from the 176. A person conceals the Identity of others that he 
person who stole II. 2.0389 .0135 109.4 knoWS have committed a serious crime. 2.2245 .0122 167.7 

143. A person loans money at an Illegally high Interest 177. A person pays another person to commit a serious 
rate. 2.0661 .Q160 116.4 crime. 2.6760 .0149 474.2 

144. Several large companies Illegally fix the retail prices 178. An employer orders one of his employees to commll 
of their products. 2.3033 .0115 201.0 a serious crime. 2.5872 .0132 386.5 

145. A store owner knowingly puts "large" eggs Into 179. A police officer knowingly makes a false arrest. 2.3206 .0137 209.2 
containers marked "extra·large." 1.6099 .0123 40.7 

180. A person plants a bomb In a public building. The 
146. An employer Illegally threatens to fire employees If bomb explodes but no one Is Injured. 2.7294 .0150 536.3 
they Join a labor union. 1.8430 .0151 69.7 

181. A person plants a bomb In a public building. The 
147. A labor union official Illegally threatens to organize a bomb explodes and one person Is killed. 2.9830 .0172 961.7 
strike If an employer hires nonunion workers. 1.9097 .0171 81.2 

182. A person plants a bomb In a public building. The 
148. A factory knowingly gets rid of Its waste In a way bomb explodes and 20 people are killed. 3.1980 .0088 1557.5 
that pollutes the water supply of a clly. 2.4551 .0148 285.1 

It;J. A person plants a bomb In a public building. The 
149. A factory knowingly gets rid of Its waste In a way bomb explodes and one person Is Injured but no medical 
that pollutes the water supply of a city. As a result, one treatment Is required. 2.8584 .0159 721.7 
person dies. 2.6396 .0134 436.1 

184. A person plants a bomb In a pubic building. The 
150. A factory knowingly gets rid of Its waste In a way bomb explodes and 20 people are Injured but no medical 
that pollutes the water supply of a city. As a result, 20 treatment Is required. 2.8238 .0160 666.6 
people die. 2.9328 .0195 856.7 

185. An armed person skyjacks an airplane and demands 
151. A factory knowingly gets rid of lis waste In a way to be flown to another country. 2.7602 .0143 575.7 
that pollutes the water supply of a city. As a result, one 

186. An armed person skyjacks an airplane and holds the person becomes III but does not require medical 
treatment. 2.1766 .0138 150.9 crew and passengers hostage until a ransom Is paid. 2.8549 .0154 716.0 

152. A factory knowingly gets rid of Its waste In a way 187. An employer refuses to hire a qualified person 

that pollutes the water supply of a city. As a result, 20 because of that person's race. 2.1455 .0146 139.8 

people become III but none require medical treatment. 2.6348 .0134 431.3 188. A real estate agent refuses to sell a house to a 

153. Knowing that a shipment of cooking ollis bad, a person because of that person's race. 2.0709 .0159 117.7 

store owner decides to sell It anyway. 2.2284 .0144 169.2 189. Because of a victim's race, a person Injures a victim 

154. Knowing that a shipment of cooking ollis bad, a to prevent him from enrolling In a public schaal. No 

store owner decides to sell it anyway. Only one bottle Is medical treatment Is required. 2.1721 .0128 148.6 

sold and the purchaser dies. 2.5899 .0145 388.9 190. A person Intentionally sets fire to a building causing 

155. Knowing that a shipment of cooking 011 Is bad, a $10,000 worth of damage. 2.4454 .0120 278.9 

store owner decides to sell It anyway. Only one bottle Is 191. A person Intentionally sets fire to a building causing 
sold and the purchaser Is treat.ed by a doctor but not $100,000 worth of damage. 2.7356 .0140 544.0 
hospitalized. 2.2517 .0144 178.5 

192. A person Intentionally sets fire to a building causing 
156. A company pays a bribe of $10,000 to a legislator to $500,000 worth of damage. 2.6881 .0145 487.7 
vote for a law favoring the company. 2.5001 .0125 316.3 

193. A man beats his wife with his fists. She requires 
157. A legislator takes a bribe of $10,000 from a company hospitalization. 2.6029 .0138 400.8 
to vote for a law favoring the company. 2.5677 .0130 369.5 

194. A man stabs his wife. As a result, she dies. 2.9335 .0187 858.0 
158. A legislator takes a bribe from a company to vote for 

195. A woman stabs her husband. As a result, he dies. 2.7861 .0173 611.1 a law favoring the company. 2.4820 .0146 303.4 

159. A company pays a bribe to a legislator to vote for a 196. A parent beats his YOUng child with his fists. As a 
law favoring the company. 2.3881 .0147 244.4 result, the child dies. 3.0197 .0161 1046.4 

160. A city offiCial takes a bribe from a company for his 197. A parent beats his young child with his fists. The 
help In getting a city building contract for the company. 2.2963 .0123 197.9 child requires hospitalization. 2.6997 .0157 500.8 

161. A county court judge takes a bribe to give a light 198. A teenage boy beats his hither with his fists. The 

sentence In a criminal case. 2.5372 .0141 344.5 father requires hospitalization. 2.2391 .0136 173.4 

162. A police officer takes a bribe not to Interfere with an 199. A teenage boy beats his mother with his fists. The 

Illegal gambling operation. 2.4177 .0127 261.6 mother requires hospitalization. 2.5413 .0149 347.8 

163. A public official takes $1,000 of public money for his 200. Three high school boys beat a male classmate with 

own use. 2.:1-156 .0124 206.8 their fists. He requires hospitalization. 2.3943 .0141 247.9 

164. A person cheats on his Federal income tax return. 1.9919 .0133 98.2 201. Ten high school boys beat a male classmate with 
their fists. He requires hospitalization. 2.4097 .0142 256.9 

165. A person cheats on his Federal Income tax return 
202. A high school boy beats a mlddle·aged woman with and avoids paying $10,000 In taxes. 2.1263 .0149 133.7 
his fists. She requires hospitalization. 2.6295 .0136 426.1 

160. A doctor cheats on claims he makes to a Federal 
203. A high SChool boy beats an elderly woman with his health Insurance plan for patient services. 2.4894 .0153 308.6 
fists. She requires hospitalization. 2.5835 .0131 383.3 

167. A doctor cheats on claims he makes to a Federal 
204. A man beats a stranger with his fists. He requires health Insurance plan for patient services. He gains 

$10,000. 2.4700 .0137 295.1 hospitalization. 2.4113 .0144 257.8 

168. A person Illegally gets monlhly welfare checks. 2.2080 .0128 161.4 

169. A person Illegally gets monthly welfare checks of 
$200. 2.2574 .0127 180.9 

170. A person, free on ball for committing a serious crime, 
purposefully falls to appear In court on the day of his trial. 2.1390 .0128 137.7 
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Appendix C 

Table G-2 (Census regions) 

Geometric mean of scores and standard error estimates 
for mean of log scores 

(Crime severity questions 1-13,36,40,112, and 182) 

Northeast North Central South West 
Geometric Geometric Geometric Geometric 

Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of 
log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log scores orror of scores 

Crime severity question (Y/) YI (G/) (Y/) "I (G/) (Y/) YI (G/) (Yp YI (G/) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.5363 .0134 34.4 1.6109 .0119 40.8 1.5881 .0130 38.7 1.5606 .0139 36.4 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building. 1.7426 .0132 55.3 1.8199 .0101 66.1 1.8149 .0144 65.3 1.8164 .0149 65.5 

3. A person steals property 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.8454 .0128 70.1 1.9223 .0104 83.6 1.9076 .0136 80.8 1.8939 .0142 78.3 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.1275 .0088 134.1 2.2082 .0090 161.5 2.1707 .0103 148.2 2.2030 .0102 159.6 

5. A person steals property 
worth $10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.3159 .0149 207.0 2.4182 .0137 262.0 2.3712 .0136 235.1 2.4147 .0173 259.9 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth $10. 1.7931 .0143 62.1 1.8698 .0114 74.1 1.8547 .0138 71.6 1.8776 .0184 75.4 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.1445 .0214 139.5 2.1823 .0137 152.1 2.1018 .0162 126.4 2.2497 .0142 177.7 

8. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The victim 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.1656 .0141 146.4 2.2452 .0142 175.9 2.1569 .0186 143.5 2.2716 .0198 186.9 

9. A person IntentionallY Injures 
a victim. As a result the victim 
dies. 2.8590 .0146 722.8 2.9026 .0204 799.1 2.8260 .0222 669.8 3.0273 .0253 1064.9 

10. A person Intentionally 
Injures a victim. The victim Is 
treated by a doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.4029 .0145 252.9 2.4343 .0141 271.8 2.3584 .0157 228.2 2.5131 .0191 325.9 

11. A person Intentionally 
Injures a vlctlm.The victim Is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.2591 .0135 181.6 2.2802 .0142 190.6 2.2198 .0153 165.9 2.3546 .0164 226.3 

12. A person Intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No 
medical treatment Is required. 1.5295 .0244 33.8 1.~324 .0154 34.1 1.4631 .0151 29.1 1.5174 .0211 32.9 

13. A person stabs a victim to 
death. 2.8566 .0141 722.1 2.9171 .0145 826.2 2.8271 .0196 671.6 3.0040 .0154 1009.3 

36. A man forcibly rapes a 
woman. No other physical Injury 
occurs. 2.7366 .0199 548.1 2.7614 .0154 577.4 2.7128 .01·92 516.2 2.8257 .0191 669.4 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 1.9450 .0080 66.1 1.9960 .0084 99.1 1.9575 .0080 90.7 2.0423 .0088 110.2 

112. A person under 16 years 
old plays hooky from school. .7242 .0084 5.3 .7231 .0080 5.3 .7766 .0103 6.0 .6727 .0069 4.7 

182. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.1588 .0150 1441.6 3.21H .0160 1627.2 3.1455 .0209 1398.1 3.3179 .0184 2079.1 
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Table C·3 (Census sUbdivisions) 

Geometric moean of scores and standaru error estimates 
for mean of 100 scores 
(Crime severity questions 1-13, 36, 40,112, and 162) 

Now England Middle Atlantic East North Central West North Central 
Geometric Geometric Geometric Geometric 

Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of 
log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log scores error of scores 

Crime severity question (Y/) Y, (G/) (Y/) YI (G/) (Y/) YI (G/) (Y/) Y, (G/) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.5696 .0279 36.9 1.5176 .0167 32.9 1.6217 .0142 41.6 1.5664 .0226 36.6 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building. 1.7915 .0212 61.9 1.7260 .0156 53.2 1.6249 .0133 66.6 1.6067 .0213 64.4 

3. A person steals property 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.6651 .0210 76.7 1.6314 .0155 67.6 1.9371 .0100 66.5 1.8677 .0194 77.2 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.1761 .0152 150.7 2.1096 .0102 126.7 2.2151 .0092 164.1 2.1923 .0167 155.7 

5. A person steals property 
worth $10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.3663 .0192 244.5 2.2900 .0165 195.0 2.4239 .0157 265.4 2.4051 .0220 254.2 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth $10. 1.6421 .0273 69.5 1.7764 .0164 59.6 1.6633 .0146 76.4 1.6391 .0172 69.0 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and is not harmed. 2.2076 .0220 161.3 2.1223 .0272 132.5 2.2041 .0164 160.0 2.1323 .0266 135.6 

8. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The victim 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.2146 .0190 164.0 2.1476 .0176 140.5 2.2677 .0159 165.2 2.1926 .0261 155.8 

9. A person intentionally injures 
a victim. As a result the victim 
dies. 2.9334 .0275 657.9 2.6329 .0164 660.6 2.9199 .0216 631.5 2.6631 .0434 729.7 

10. A person Intentionally 
injures a victim. The victim is 
trealed by a doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.4271 .0346 267.3 2.3947 .0136 246.1 2.4440 .0161 276.0 2.4122 .0267 256.3 

11. A person Intentionally 
injures a victlm.The victim is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.2605 .0290 190.6 2.2516 .0145 176.5 2.~~979 .0140 196.6 2.2366 .0371 173.3 

12. A person Intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No 
medical treatment Is required. 1.4659 .0450 30.6 1.5457 .0265 35.1 1.5730 .0176 37.4 1.4366 .0217 27.5 

13. A person stabs a victim to 
death. 2.9165 .0317 629.0 2.6375 .0154 ~67.9 2.9254 .0123 642.2 2.8979 .0366 790.6 

36. A man forclbiy rapes a 
woman. No other physical inJury 
occurs. 2.7536 .0329 567.3 2.7337 .0237 541.6 2.7665 .0157 614.5 2.6987 .0367 499.7 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim is injured but not 
hospitalized. 1.9699 .0107 97.7 1.9292 .0093 65.0 2.0063 .0063 101.5 1.9724 .0230 93.6 

112. A'person under 16 years 
old plays hooky from school. .6560 .0106 4.5 .7461 .0105 5.6 .7446 .0100 5.6 .6731 .0154 4.7 

182. A person piants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.2231 .0306 1671.4 3.1362 .0170 1366.5 3.2223 .0139 1666.4 3.1665 .0424 1536.2 

continued 
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Appendix C 

Table C-3 (Census subdlvlslons)-conllnued 

Geometric mean of scores and standard error estimates 
for mean of log scores 
(Crime eeverlty questions 1-13,36,40, 112, and 182) 

South Atlantic East South Central West South Central Mountain 
Geomotrlc Geometric Geometric Geometric 

Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of 
log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log Gcores error of scores 

Crime severity question (Y/) Y, (G/) (Y/) Y, (G/) (Y/) Y, (G/) (Y/) Y, (G/) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.5997 .0184 39.8 1.5812 .0296 38.1 1.5743 .0281 37.5 1.5429 .0242 34.9 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building. 1.8129 .0222 65.0 1.8187 .0316 85.0 1.8156 .0264 65.4 1.8126 .0385 65.0 

3. A person steals property 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.9085 .0178 81.0 1.9074 .0256 80.8 1.9062 .0267 80.6 1.9033 .0315 80.0 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.1739 .0128 149.2 2.1771 .0254 150.4 2.1612 .0189 144.9 2.2007 .0176 158.7 

5. A person steals property 
worth $10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.3648 .0169 231.6 2.3716 .0315 235.3 2.3810 .0283 240.4 2.3834 .0328 241.6 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth $10. 1.8723 .0203 74.5 1.8469 .0271 70.3 1.8320 .0213 67.9 1.8650 .0456 73.3 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.1124 .0227 129.5 2.0689 .0321 117.2 2.1088 .0304 128.5 2.1984 .0346 157.9 

8. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The victim 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.2200 .0290 165.9 2.0618 .0390 115.3 2.1216 .0230 132.3 2.2371 .0373 172.8 

9. A person Intentionally Injures 
a victim. As a result the victim 
dies. 2.8596 .0298 723.8 2.8122 .0582 648.9 2.7812 ,0371 604.2 2.9309 .0621 852.9 

10. A person Intentionally 
Injures a victim. The victim Is 
treated by a doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.3904 .0230 245.7 23116 .0272 204.9 2.3406 .0267 219.1 2.4437 .0336 277.8 

11. A person Intentionally 
Injures a vlctlm.The victim Is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.2423 ,0186 174.7 2.1871 .0314 153.8 2.2077 .0302 161.3 2.2812 .0307 191.1 

12. A person Intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No 
medical treatment Is required. 1.4830 .0228 30.4 1.4339 .0379 27.2 1.4516 .0244 28.3 1.4741 .0529 29.8 

13. A person stabs a victim to 
death. 2.B774 .0299 754.0 2.7941 .0328 622.4 2.7700 .0274 588.9 2.9239 .0245 839.3 

36. A man forcibly rapes a 
woman. No other physical Injury 
occurs. 2.7556 ,0298 569.7 2.6655 .0291 463.0 2.6769 .0261 475.2 2.7858 .0376 610.7 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 1.9693 .0096 93.2 1.9460 .0181 88.3 1.9465 .0145 86.4 1.9878 .0123 97.2 

112. A person under 16 years 
old plays hooky from school. .7825 .0139 6.1 .7660 .0298 5.8 .7819 .0194 6.1 .6433 .0077 4.4 

182. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.1975 .0307 1575.8 3.1025 .0351 1266.2 3.0929 .0260 1238.6 3.2345 .0398 1716.1 
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Pacific 
Geometric 

Mean of Standard mean of 
log scores error of scores 

Crime severity quostlon (Y,) YI (G,) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.5665 .0154 36.9 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building. 1.8176 .0140 65.7 

3. A person steals property 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.8906 .0153 77.7 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.2039 .0115 159.9 

5. A person steals property 
worth S10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.4261 .0203 266.8 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth S10. 1.8819 .0179 76.2 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
vlctfm unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and IS not harmed. 2.2671 .0152 185.0 

6. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The vlctfm 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.2638 .0235 192.2 

bI. A person Intentionally Injures 
a ~!ctfm. As. a result the vlctfm 
(1I!3s. 3.0598 .0310 1147.6 

10. A pt:'rson Intentfonally 
Injure~ a ,·Ictfm. The victim Is 
treated by 1/ doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.5365 .0207 344.0 

11. A person In~entfonallY 
Injures a vlctlm.TI~e vlctfm Is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.3811 .0206 240.5 

12. A person Intentlon&lly 
shoves or pushes a vlctfm. No 
medical treatment Is requlr.~d. 1.5328 .0228 34.1 

13. A person stabs a victim Ie' 
death. 3.0319 .0204 1076.1 

36. A man forcibly rapes a 
woman. No other physical Injury 
occurs. 2.8390 .0229 690.2 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 2.0612 .0098 115.1 

112. A person under 16 years 
old pleys hooky from school. .6829 .0090 4.8 

182. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
e~plodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.3469 .0226 2223.0 
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Appendix C 

Table C-4 (Federal regions) 

Geometric mean of scores and standard error estimates 
for mean of log scores 
(Crime severity questions 1-13, 36, 40, 112, and 162) 

Federal region HI Federal region #2 Federal region #3 Federal region #4 

Geometrlll Geometric Geometric Geometric 
Mean 01 Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of 

log scores error of scores log scores error of scores log s&ores error of scores log scores error of scores 
Crime severity question (y,) Y, (G,) (Y,) Y, (G,) (y,) Y, (G,) (Y,) Y, (G,) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.5896 .0279 38.9 1.4709 .0205 2'1.6 1.599'1 .0169 39.7 1.5960 .0196 39.4 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building .. 1.7915 .0212 61.9 1.6862 .0201 48.5 1.7859 .0214 61.1 1.8314 .0224 67.8 

3. A person steals property 
worth $IQO from outside a 
building. 1.8851 .0210 76.7 1.7743 .0192 59.5 1.9188 .0157 83.0 1.9122 ,0188 81.7 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.1781 .0152 150.7 2.0678 ,0100 116.9 2.1823 .0135 152.2 2.1755 .0154 149.8 

5. A person steals property 
worth $10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.3883 .0192 244.5 2.2371 .0166 172.6 2.3956 .0209 248.7 2.3560 .0192 227.0 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth $10. 1.8421 .0273 69.5 1.7389 .0165 54.8 1.8304 .0213 67.7 1.8833 .0215 76.4 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.2076 .0220 161.3 2.1152 .0358 130.4 2.1259 .0229 133.6 2.0933 .0236 124.0 

8. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The victim 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.2148 .0190 164.0 2.1274 .0141 134.1 2.2138 .0299 163.6 2.1478 .0287 140.6. 

9. A person Intentionally Injures 
a victim. As a result the victim 
dies. 2.9334 .0275 857.9 2.8356 .0165 684.8 2.8475 .0332 703.9 2.8372 .0321 687.3 

10. A person Intentionally 
Injures a victim. The victim Is 
treated by a doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.4271 .0348 267.3 2.3864 .0191 243.5 2.4049 .0178 254.0 2.3547 .0':!38 226.3 

11. A person Intentionally 
Injures a vl!1tlm.The victim Is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.2805 .0290 190.8 2.2328 .0143 170.9 2.2921 .0203 195.9 2.1996 .0200 158.3 

12. A person intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No 
medical treatment Is required. 1.4859 .0450 30.6 1.5~a4 .0376 33.8 1.5596 .0247 36.3 1.4423 .0256 27.7 

13. A person stabs a victim to 
death. 2.9185 .0317 829.0 2.6386 ,O1()'! 689.6 2.8744 .0251 748.9 2.8300 .0301 676.0 

36. A man forcibly rapes a 
woman. No other physical InJury 
occurs. :<.7538 .0329 567.3 2.7122 .0170 515.5 2.7462 .0422 557.5 2.7317 .0272 539.2 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 1.9899 .0107 97.7 1.9261 .0098 84.3 1.9583 .0117 90.8 1.9554 .0111 90.2 

112. A person under 16 years 
old plays hooky from school. .6560 .0108 4.5 .7291 .0135 5.4 .7913 .0136 6.2 .7705 .0170 5.9 

182. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.2231 .0308 1671.4 3.1316 .0171 1353.8 3.1706 .0240 1481.3 3.1584 .0307 1440.2 
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Federal region #5 Federal region #6 Federal region #7 Federal region 116 

Geometric Geometric Geometric Geometric 
Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard meatlof Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of 

log scores error of scores log. scores error of Gcores log scorss error of scores log scores error of scores 
Crime severity question (YI) YI (G/) (YI) Y, (G/) (Y,) Y, (G/) (YI) YI (GI) 

1. A person steals property 
worth $10 from outside a 
building. 1.614,' .0140 41.1 1.5779 .0262 37.6 l.Il009 .0274 39.9 1.4903 .0359 30.9 

2. A person steals property 
worth $50 from outside a 
building. 1.6227 .0125 66.5 1.6154 .0:<36 65.4 1.6077 .0225 6~.2 1.6266 .0576 67.4 

3. A person steals property 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.9250 .0096 64.1 1.9096 .0246 61.2 1.9151 .0237 62.2 1.9261 .0399 64.7 

4. A person steals property 
worth $1,000 from outside a 
building. 2.2060 .0097 160.7 2.1659 .0171 146.5 2.2175 .0156 165.0 2.2007 .0269 156.7 

5. A person steals property 
worth $10,000 from outside a 
bUilding. 2.4142 .0152 259.5 2.3641 .0261 242.2 2.4261 .0216 266.8 2.4163 .0575 262.0 

6. A person breaks Into a 
building and steals property 
worth $10. 1.6607 .0137 76.0 1.6396 .0167 69.1 1.6310 .Q206 67.6 1.6635 .0650 76.5 

7. A person does not have a 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives 
him money. The victim gives 
him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.1967 .0157 157.3 2.1119 .0265 129.4 2.1356 .0271 136.6 2.1236 .0411 133.0 

6. A person threatens a victim 
with a weapon unless the victim 
gives him his money. The victim 
gives him $10 and Is not 
harmed. 2.2600 .0153 162.0 2.1234 .0233 132.9 2.2100 .0346 162.2 2.2137 .0601 163.6 

9. A person Intentionally Injures 
a victim. As a result the victim 
dies. 2.9109 .0223 814.5 2.7641 .0350 606.3 2.8679 .0495 772.4 2.6676 .0922 772.0 

10. A person Intentionally 
Injures a victim. The victim Is 
treated by a doctor and 
hospitalized. 2.4414 .0175 276.3 2.3510 .0254 224.4 2.4171 .0270 261.3 2.4595 .0595 266.1 

'II. A person Intentionally 
Injures a vlctim.The Victim Is 
treated by a doctor but not 
hospitalized. 2.2695 .0171 194.6 2.2061 .025[; 161.5 2.2446 .()278 175.6 2.3071 .0405 202.6 

12. A person Intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No 
medical treatment Is required. 1.5603 .0174 36.3 1.4532 .0227 28.4 1.4550 .0253 26.5 1.4363 .0740 27.3 

13. A person stabs a victim to 
death. 2.9193 .0145 630.5 2.7706 .0256 590.0 2.9187 .0360 629.3 2.9269 .03592 645.1 

36. A man forcibly rapes a 
woman. No other physical Injury 
occurs. 2.7773 0165 596.9 2.6617 .0244 480.5 2.7246 .0346 530.4 2.7572 .0499 571.7 

40. A person robs a victim. The 
victim Is Injured but not 
hospitalized. 2.0002 .0067 100.0 1.9484 .0131 66.8 1.9697 .0216 97.7 1.9649 .0231 96.6 

112. A person under 16 years 
old plays hooky from school. .7374 .0092 5.5 .7626 .0161 6.1 .6791 .0164 4.6 .6049 .0160 4.0 

162. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.2123 .D165 163D.4 3.0950 .0236 1244.6 3.2240 .0426 1675.1 3.2246 .0462 1676.(1 

continuad 
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Appendix C 

Table C-4 (Federal regional-continued Table C·5 

Geometric mean of scores and standard error estimates Adjustment factors for standard errors: 
for mean of log scores States 
(Crime severity questions 1-13, 36, 40, 112, and 182) 

Census subdivision and State Design Elffect 

Federal region 119 Federal region *10 
Geometric Geometric New England 

Mean of Standard mean of Mean of Standard mean of Maine 3.4 
log scores error of scores log scores error of scores New Hampshire, Vermont 3.0 

Crime severity question (Y/) YI (G/) (Y/) YI (G/) Massachusetts 1.4 
Connecticut 2.0 

1. A person steals property Rhode Island 3.6 

worth $10 from outside a 
Middle Atlantic building. 1.5480 .0133 35.3 1.6407 .0385 43.7 

2. A person steals property Ntw York 1.4 

worth $50 from outaldo a Pennsylvania 1.8 

building. 1.8044 .0145 63.7 1.8506 .0279 70.9 New Jersey 2.2 

3. A person steals property East North Central 
worth $100 from outside a 
building. 1.BB75 .0169 77.2 1.8797 .0265 75.8 Michigan 2.1 

Ohio 1.9 
4. A person steals property Indiana 2.8 
worth $1,000 from outside a Wisconsin 3.0 
building. 2.2033 .0131 159.7 2.1969 .0182 157.4 illinois 1.9 

~. A person steals property West North Central worth $10,000 from outside a 
building. 2.4116 .0206 258.0 2.4291 .0446 268.6 Minnesota 2.1 

6. A person breaks Into a Iowa 2.4 

building and steals property Missouri 1.9 

worth $10. 1.8678 .0205 73.8 1.8924 .0265 78.1 North Dakota, South Dakota 3.6 
Nebraska 3.3 

7. A person does not have a Kansas 2.7 
weapon. He threatens to harm a 
victim unless the victim gives South Atlantic 
him money. The victim gives Maryland. DelaWiare 2.7 him $10 and Is not harmed. 2.2836 .0160 192.1 2.2343 .0311 171.5 

District d Columbia 7.0 
8. A person threatens a Victim West Virginia 4.2 
with a weapon unless the victim North Carolina 2.5 
gives him his money. The victim South CarOlina 3.5 
gives him $10 and Is not Georgia 2.6 
harmed. 2.2929 .0211 196.3 2.2415 .0285 174.4 Florida 2.0 

9. A person Intentionally Injuros 
Virginia 2.6 

a vlotlm. As a result the victim East South Central 
dies. 3,0661 .0326 1164.5 2.9985 .0533 996.5 

10. A person Intentionally 
Kentucky 2.0 
Tennessee 1.8 

Injures a victim. The victim Is Alabama 1.9 
treated by a doctor and Mississippi 2.5 
hospital/zed. 2.5169 .0230 328.8 2.5163 .0286 328.3 

11. A pOreon Intentionally West South Central 
Injures a vlctlm.The victim Is Arkansas 3.1 
treated by a doctor but not Louisiana 2.4 
hospitalized. 2.3798 .0209 239.8 2.3301 .0553 213.8 Oklahoma 2.7 

TexaG 1.3 
12. A person Intentionally 
shoves or pushes a victim. No Mountain 
medical treatment Is required. 1.5884 .0272 38.6 1.3474 .0296 22.3 

Montana, Wyoming 2.9 
3. A person stabs a victim to Colorado 1.9 
death. 3.0262 .0207 1062.1 3.0008 .0373 1001.9 New Mexico 3.0 

-36. A man forcibly rapes a 
Idaho, Nevada 2.6 
Utah 2.9 

woman. No other physical Injury Arizona 2.1 
occurs. 2.8409 .0233 693.3 2.8004 .0503 631.5 

40. A person robs a victim. The ~ 
victim Is Injured but not Alaska, HawaII 5.1 
hospitalized. 2.0531 .0094 113.0 2.0411 .0265 109.9 Washington 2.8 
112. A person under 16 years Oregon 3.5 
old plays hooky from school. .7071 .0108 5.1 .5925 .0119 3.9 California 1.2 

182. A person plants a bomb In 
a public building. The bomb 
explodes and 20 people are 
killed. 3.3605 .0230 2293.4 3.2454 .0467 1759.5 
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Table C·6 

Adjustment factors for standard errors: 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
(SMSAs) 

SMSA Design effect 

New York, N.Y.·N.J. 2.1 
Chicago, III. 2.4 
Los Angeles·Long Beach, Calif. 2.0 
Philadelphia, Pa.·N.J. 2.B 
Oelrolt, Mich. 3.1 

Boston, Mass. 2.1 
San Franclsco·Oakland, Calif. 2.9 
Washington, D.C.·Md.·Va. 3.4 
Nassau·Suffolk, N.Y. 3.B 
Dallas, Tex. 3.5 

St. Louis, MO.·III. 3.1 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 4.0 
Cleveland, Ohio 4.5 
Atlanta, Ga. 4.7 
Anahelm·Santa Ana· 

Garden Grove, Calif. 4.0 

San Diego, Calif. 4.3 
Miami, Fla. 4.7 
Milwaukee, Wis. 5.3 
Seattle·Everett, Wash. 4.4 
Denver, Colo. 2.6 

Cincinnati, Ohlo·Ky.·lnd. 5.1 
Tampa·St. Petersburg, Fla. 5.1 
Buffalo, N.Y. 5.3 
Kansas City, MO.·Kans. 3.6 
Houston, Tex. 2.9 

Baltimore, Md. 4.0 
Mlnneapolis.SI. Paul, Mlnn.·Wls. 3.0 
Newark, N.J. 4.6 
Portland, Oreg.-Wash. 5.0 
Columbus, Ohio 6.5 

San Antonio, Tex. 4.9 
Rochester, N.Y. 6.5 
RiverSide-San Bernardino· 

Ontario, Calif. 4.9 
Phoenix, Ariz. 2.B 
San Jose, Calif. 4.9 

Indianapolis, Ind. 6.0 
New Orleans, La. 4.4 
Provldence-Warwlck· 

Pawtucket R.I.·Mass. 3.6 
Louisville, Ky.-Ind. 4.7 
Sacramento, Calif. 5.6 
Memphis, Tenn.·Ark.-Mlss. 4.2 

Table C·7 

Adjustment factors fDr standard errors: 
Cities 

City 

New York 
Chicago 
Los Angeles 

Philadelphia 
Detroit 
Houston 

Adjustment factor 

2.2 
3.6 
3.2 

4.5 
5.5 
3.7 
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